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This commemorative publication is a celebration of the planning law reform 

process in the Western Cape taken from academic accounts, personal 

reflections and opinions. 

Land Use Planning Law Reform in the Western Cape: The Road to 

Transformation takes the reader on a journey from the first planning legislation 

that was passed in 1927, through obstacles encountered along the way, to 

the path of transition into a new constitutional dispensation. The book also 

celebrates the road ahead and the development of spatial planning and the 

land use management era in South Africa.

The assortment of knowledge in this publication can be described as a 

superlative autobiographical compilation of collective experiences, intellectual 

capital, and an honest inspection of matters as a new timeline unfolds in 

real-time. 

The ultimate vision of the Western Cape Government and Department of 

Environmental Affairs and Development planning is to provide all people 

in this province with a dignified life. Land Use Planning Law Reform in the 

Western Cape: The Road to Transformation pays tribute to the journey 

undertaken thus far in achieving that dream.
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DISCLAIMER:

“This publication is sponsored and published by the Western Cape Government Department 

of Environment Affairs and Development Planning. It serves as a detailed account of events 

that have led to the current spatial landscape in South Africa, with special reference to 

the Western Cape, as experienced by and seen through the eyes of academics and urban 

planners from all three spheres of government as well as the private sector. It goes further to 

describe the recent changes to planning legislation, which acknowledge the Constitutional 

scheme for spatial planning and land use management. Any opinions expressed in this 

publication do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the Western Cape Government, 

its Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning or the views or policies 

of the National Department of Rural Development and Land Reform.” 
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FOREWORD
Minister of Local Government, Environmental Affairs  

and Development Planning 

ANTON BREDELL

The ideal of the Western Cape Government and my Department 

(being the Department of Environmental Affairs and Development 

Planning) in particular, is to provide all people of this province 

with a dignified life. This involves ensuring access to basic human 

needs like water, electricity and sanitation. Additionally, my Department continues to 

address the legacies of our past still afflicting communities today and one of the ways that 

this is done is by driving the implementation and innovation around policy, legislation and 

best practice with respect to land use planning and delivery in our towns and cities. 

The first comprehensive Ordinance regulating the establishment of townships in the pre-

1994 Cape Province was the Townships Ordinance, 1927 (Ord 13 of 1927). This Ordinance was 

repealed by the Townships Ordinance, 1934 (Ord 33 of 1934), which remained in operation 

for around 50 years. The Land Use Planning Ordinance, 1985 (Ord 15 of 1985) (LUPO) 

replaced the Townships Ordinance of 1934, which at that stage had become cumbersome. 

The year 2015 saw the dawn of a new land use planning legislative era in South Africa, with 

the coming into effect of the national Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 

2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA). The change was fully embraced by the Western Cape 

Government with the Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning 

assuming the lead role. Anticipation for the commencement of the new land use planning 

era spurred the organisational redesign of the Department, thus ensuring a receptive, 

aligned and enabling environment for the implementation of SPLUMA in the Western Cape 

on 1 July 2015.

Equally significant were the actions taken by the Department to put in place the necessary 

concurrent provincial land use planning legislation in the form of the Western Cape Land 

Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 2014) (LUPA) which also came into effect on 1 July 2015. 

Parallel to these measures, support mechanisms at local municipal level in the form of 

Standard Draft Land Use Planning By-laws and a comprehensive programme to capacitate 

municipalities for delivery in the new land use planning dispensation, were implemented.

The new national and provincial land use planning legislation is an important building block 

for the Western Cape Government, since land use planning (spatial planning and land use 

management) and associated decision-making is an integral part of creating a better life 

for our citizens. This new era provides for a comprehensive system of spatial planning and 

“...provide all people of this 

province with a dignified life.”
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land use management and for integrated governmental cooperation. For the first time in 

the history of our short democracy, land use planning legislation is now in sync with the 

Constitution in that all decision-making on local land use planning matters rests with the 

municipalities, as the decision-makers. 

The Western Cape Government now has the legislative tools for a comprehensive and 

fully enabling normative system of land use planning in order to pursue service delivery, 

exploit opportunities, create the environment for investment and growth and redress legacy 

challenges. These challenges are significant; nevertheless it is our firm intention over the 

next few years to use legislation such as SPLUMA and LUPA to further improve the quality 

of life for our citizens.

ANTON BREDELL 

Minister of Local Government, Environmental Affairs  

and Development Planning
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PREFACE
Head of Department, Environmental Affairs  

and Development Planning

PIETER VAN ZYL

In my professional career as an Urban and Regional Planner and 

Development Planner spanning some 36 years, I have worked 

under three successive land use planning legal regimes in the 

Western Cape. Starting out as a graduate Professional Planner 

with the City of Cape Town in 1981, there was the former Cape 

Province Townships Ordinance, 1934 (Ord 33 of 1934), which 

dealt mainly with township establishment whilst zoning and 

spatial planning (then referred to as forward planning) were still new and relatively untried 

concepts. The Land Use Planning Ordinance, 1985 (Ord 15 of 1985) (LUPO) completely 

overhauled the land use planning system in the then Cape Province, when it came into 

effect in 1986. Spatial planning, through structure plans, became the most important aspect 

of land use planning; followed by zoning, land use control and lastly, subdivision.

With the dawn of the democratic South Africa in 1994, LUPO remained the operative land 

use planning legislation in the Western Cape Province. The Constitution of the Republic 

of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996), however, distributed planning powers across all 

three spheres of government. Land use planning legislation did not keep track with these 

constitutional changes. In the period 2009-2010, LUPO began experiencing significant 

constitutional and legal challenges. In 2012-2013 there was intensive land use planning law 

reform, for both the national and provincial spheres of government. The eventual legislative 

outcomes were the national Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 

16 of 2013) (SPLUMA) and the Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 2014) 

(LUPA).

SPLUMA and LUPA have brought about significant changes in the way land use planning 

was previously managed under LUPO, by fundamentally departing from the previous regime 

regarding aspects such as:

 • The roles and responsibilities of local municipalities, provincial government and national 

government in respect of municipal, regional and provincial planning;

 • The integration of processes to streamline development application procedures; and 

 • Inter-governmental relations and coordination of governance in terms of the Municipal 

Systems Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 2000) (MSA), LUPA, Municipal Planning By-laws and the 

role of Spatial Development Frameworks (SDFs).

How does the Western Cape Government Department of Environmental Affairs and 

Development Planning (DEA&DP) see its new role in supporting municipalities to perform 

their municipal land use planning functions?

“Good governance and 

integrated service delivery 

through partnerships and 

spatial alignment”
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Firstly, the Department now has a stronger focus on regional planning. The Provincial Spatial 

Development Framework 2014 (PSDF) will be unpacked through a series of regional planning 

initiatives. This will provide more specific and localised guidance to inform development 

planning and promote the alignment of inter-sector planning. The purpose of these regional 

implementation frameworks will be to facilitate the coordination, integration and alignment 

of provincial and municipal land use planning and policy to address the unique attributes 

in a specific area. The Department has committed to focus on the development of regional 

spatial implementation frameworks for the Cape Metro, Saldanha Bay/Vredenburg and the 

Mossel Bay/George functional regions.

Secondly, provincial government needs to support municipalities to manage spatial growth 

pressures, by establishing and maintaining data sets for ongoing monitoring and evaluation 

of spatial growth patterns. Along with this, specific municipal support initiatives need to 

be strengthened through the continuation of the Department’s Built Environment Support 

Programme (BESP). The BESP focuses the support provided by the Department and the 

Department of Human Settlements to selected municipalities by revising and strengthening 

their municipal SDFs, Human Settlement Plans (HSPs) and associated Infrastructure and 

Growth Plans (IGPs). The Department’s Municipal Readiness Programme, which has been 

rolled out as part of the Land Use Planning Change Management Strategy since March 2014, 

will continue to provide further and ongoing capacity-building support to municipalities.

Finally, systems need to be put in place for the monitoring and evaluation of provincial and 

municipal performance in facilitating the required spatial transitions. 

In the following chapters, more detailed accounts are given of the journey of land use 

planning legislation in South Africa and specifically, in the Western Cape. Reflections on 

the transitions from the old to the new land use planning order and various forward-looking 

views, bring new perspective on where the Western Cape role-players want to take land use 

planning in this province, particularly in terms of ensuring the spatial transformation of the 

apartheid legacies of settlements, towns and cities. 

I believe that our journey over the last four years has been a progressive one, which has 

set us firmly on course in terms of realising our provincial strategic goal of embedding 

good governance and ensuring integrated service delivery through partnerships and spatial 

alignment.

PIETER VAN ZYL  

Head of Department

Environmental Affairs and Development Planning
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INTRODUCTION
Chief Director: Development Planning  

Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning

ANTHONY BARNES 

Land Use Planning (LUP) in South Africa has a long history which 

has been tainted with dispossession, inequality, discrimination, 

hardship, multiplicity, confusion, inefficiency and ineffectiveness. 

Its enduring physical outcomes remain with us today and will 

continue to be a reminder to future generations of a past that 

should never have been. It was only in the year 2013 that South Africa, after many years of 

wandering in the LUP policy desert, managed to establish the post-apartheid framework for 

a uniform national LUP system through the promulgation of the Spatial Planning and Land 

Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA). SPLUMA came into effect in South 

Africa on 1 July 2015. 

In the Western Cape, much energy was expended on developing a provincial framework 

for LUP that aligned to the constitutional scheme set out for municipal, provincial, regional 

planning and development and urban and rural development. This effort followed several 

aborted attempts to rectify the situation from a provincial perspective. It eventually 

culminated in the promulgation of the Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 

2014) (LUPA). 

These national and provincial LUP framework laws were long overdue, and eventuated after 

significant pressure and direction coming from the judiciary and the community to reform 

not only the policy and legal system governing LUP, but to start physically and functionally 

transforming the many settlements of South Africa. In the Western Cape specific attention 

was paid to ensure that LUPA adhered to the scheme established by the Constitution, 

various Constitutional Court judgments and to SPLUMA. To complete the puzzle, local 

municipalities needed to develop and adopt municipal LUP by-laws in order to regulate 

the detail of their municipal LUP mandate. This latter requirement in itself continues to be 

a herculean task in South Africa. It is however with pride that in the Western Cape, as of 

8 November 2016, we can confirm that all the relevant municipalities have adopted and 

passed their municipal LUP by-laws and as such are SPLUMA and LUPA compliant. More 

importantly, it also signalled the repeal of several apartheid era LUP laws that had remained 

on the South African statute books post 1994 and were up until recently still operational in 

the various municipalities.

This, in itself, is a major achievement for the Western Cape, as it can rightfully claim that 

it is the only province in South Africa, as of November 2016, where all municipalities are 

SPLUMA compliant. This achievement is a testimony to what can be achieved through 

strategic, but mutually beneficial partnerships between various invested stakeholders, 

 “It always seems impossible, 

until it is done” 

Nelson Mandela
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such as the three spheres of government, organised local government and the private 

sector. As such, it should serve as a best-practice example of how other related complex  

projects / programmes / processes should be tackled collaboratively in future. 

As a result of this long journey, the many failures, successes and learnings garnered over this 

period, consensus was reached on the need for this publication. This publication is an effort 

to commemorate the new LUP era in South Africa, with a specific focus on the Western 

Cape. The aim of the publication is to contribute to the institutional memory of LUP, to 

contribute to improve LUP practice and to stimulate critical debate within the LUP sector. 

As a result of the partnering approach adopted in the Western Cape with respect to the 

transition to the new LUP dispensation, various authors from a variety of institutions, across 

all spheres of government, from the academia and from the private sector, were called 

upon to contribute to this commemorative publication. The diversity of the contributing 

authors we believe adds immense value to the gravitas and legitimacy of this publication. 

It is evidence of how far the Western Cape LUP sector has transitioned in terms of forming 

and maintaining strategic partnerships around a shared vision and common agenda for joint 

action. As such, this publication must be seen as a cross-sectoral team effort. 

This publication is made up of six chapters, with each chapter having a specific theme 

and containing several contributing articles. The chapter breakdown takes the reader on 

a journey starting with the role and importance of LUP, continuing through the history 

of LUP in South Africa, to the need for change in LUP policy and legislation, closing with 

transformational aspirations and innovations for LUP implementation.

It should however be noted that this publication mainly focuses on the successes around 

the transition from the old to the new LUP legislative regime. As such, its focus is very much 

on compliance. In terms of the performance side of the new LUP regime, only time will tell. 

In this regard it is important to note that the Western Cape Government is in the process 

of establishing and implementing a spatial performance management system that should 

guide and assist in this regard. However, it is still early days and we are acutely aware that 

we would have to follow up this publication with a further publication in 2-3 years which 

focuses on the learnings from implementation and the impact that the new LUP legislative 

era has had on settlement functionality, efficiency, equity, resilience and sustainability.  

It is hoped that the reader will enjoy the publication and 

that it will be used as a future resource, not only from an 

institutional memory perspective, but also contributing towards 

stimulating critical debate around improving LUP practice in the  

Western Cape.

ANTHONY BARNES  

Chief Director: Development Planning 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

“After climbing a great hill, one 

only finds that there are many 

more hills to climb”

Nelson Mandela
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CHAPTER 1
THE IMPORTANCE OF 
LAND USE PLANNING

Planning is bringing the future into the 

present, so that you can do something 

about it now. 

Alan Lakein 

Author
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THE ROLE OF 
LAND USE PLANNING IN 

GOVERNANCE AND DELIVERY
ANTHONY BARNES • GERHARD GERBER

This publication celebrates the new spatial planning and land use 

management (herein after referred to as land use planning “LUP”) 

era in South Africa. For the first time in South Africa’s history, 

we now have a single LUP system geared towards addressing 

inclusion, transformation, effectiveness and efficiency in the 

broader development planning arena. One of the key traits to 

the new LUP era is the clarification of the roles and responsibilities 

of all three spheres of government with respect to performing LUP. Related to this is the re-

immergence of the important role of LUP in the quest for “integrated planning” that would 

lead to settlement transformation and improved delivery. This paper, as a contribution to 

this publication, explores the importance of LUP for successful cooperative governance and 

for improved societal impact of government’s investment and the delivery of basic services. 

In discussing the importance of LUP we start by giving a brief introductory account of the 

South African context, with a specific focus on the past, current and future challenges facing 

the country. We then move on to explore the importance of LUP through the lenses provided 

by the following questions:

 • What is land use planning (LUP)?

 • Why is land use planning important? 

 • What is the role of land use planning (LUP) in the broader governance model?

Our responses to the aforementioned questions have been formulated based on our 

understanding and interpretation of the prevailing South African policy and legal context, our 

reading and understanding of related published literature and is, to a large extent, informed 

and influenced by our collective years of professional practice within the broader South 

African Development Planning arena.

South Africa
Brief Overview of the Past, Present and Potential Future Challenges

It has been well documented that South Africa emerged from the servitude of apartheid 

more than twenty-two years ago to experience what many consider to be, a miraculously 

stable negotiated transition to democracy (South Africa. Department of Provincial Affairs and 

Constitutional Development, 1998; South Africa. National Development Planning Commission, 

1999; Harrison, 2008; South Africa. National and Planning Commission, 2012; Turok, 2014). 

“…I have always found that 

plans are useless, but planning 

is indispensable.”

Dwight D. Eisenhower
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The year 1994 was momentous in South Africa’s history. The incumbent apartheid system 

was dismissed and constitutional democracy was installed as the new dispensation. This was 

a time of great hope and optimism. Pieterse (2009) indicates that the time was characterised 

by “heady optimism” with the transition from apartheid to democracy holding the promise 

that “everything could be reimagined, redefined and remade”. However, this new democratic 

dispensation faced an uphill battle (South Africa. NDPC, 1999; South Africa. Department of 

Land Affairs, 2001; Harrison, 2008; Turok, 2014; South Africa. Department of Cooperative 

Governance and Traditional Affairs, 2016). In short, the key challenges inherited from the 

colonial and apartheid eras, included, massive structural and endemic social inequality, 

widespread poverty, rising unemployment, racially segregated communities and a shaky 

economy (Oranje & Merrifield, 2010; South Africa. NPC, 2012; Turok, 2014). 

Unfortunately, these inherited challenges, have, over the years, been compounded by other 

emerging local challenges, such as rapid urbanisation and the associated demographic 

change; the increased demand for local service delivery and accompanying increased social 

discontent, unrest and contestation; the persistence of vested interests; financial austerity, 

fiscal constraints and the slow pace of local social and economic transformation (South Africa. 

NPC, 2012; Van Niekerk, 2013; Turok, 2014); and a variety of global risks and hazards. These 

global risks and hazards include: the emergence of climate change and its related impacts; 

the increase in frequency and intensity of natural disasters; globalisation and the emphasis 

on global competitiveness; international financial crises and market uncertainty; terrorism 

and increased conflict; food insecurity; water insecurity; and resource path dependency and 

inefficiency challenges (South Africa. NPC, 2012; Davoudi, 2012; Jabareen, 2013; Van Niekerk, 

2013; Coaffee, 2013; Desouza & Flanery, 2013; Vale, 2014). 

The potpourri of past and present local and global risks and challenges makes South Africa 

an extremely complex place to live in and govern today, with a preponderance of ‘wicked 

problems’. An important further local contributor to this complexity is the thorny question of 

land, who owns it, who has access to it, how we use it. This has compounded the complexity, 

both from a transformation and resilience perspective and has elevated the importance of 

LUP in the broader governance model, as a significant contributor to addressing this potpourri 

of risks and challenges. 

To their credit, the newly installed democratic South African leadership were acutely aware 

of this minefield of ‘wicked problems’, complexity, risks and challenges through which they 

would have to steer the country if they wanted to realise the dreams and aspirations of the 

new democratic nation state and its citizens (African National Congress, 1992). From a LUP 

perspective, it has been extensively documented that the pre-1994 LUP era contributed 

significantly to the creation of many of these “wicked problems” (Mabin & Smit, 1997; South 

Africa. National Development and Planning Commission, 1999; Harrison & Todes, 2001; 

South Africa. DoLA, 2001); South Africa. NPC, 2012; Coetzee, 2012; Oranje & Merrifield, 2010; 

Berrisford, 2011; Van Wyk & Oranje, 2014; Harrison, 2008) through its emphasis on racially-

based separate development and market and opportunity exclusion which contributed to 
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the unique and inefficient apartheid geography through its manipulation of space and place. 

In this manner the pre-1994 LUP system played a major role in the majority of black South 

Africans remaining impoverished, trapped in unsafe, uncompromising urban settlements 

plagued by spatial inequality and with inadequate access to basic services and opportunities 

for improving their livelihoods. This was exacerbated by their (mostly) peripheral location 

away from urban amenities and economic opportunities (South Africa. NDPC, 1999; Harrison 

& Todes, 2001; Harrison, 2008; Coetzee, 2012; Oranje & Merrifield, 2010). 

In the above regard, our experience, from a LUP perspective, indicates that, even though more 

than twenty-two years has passed since the inception of the new democratic dispensation 

in 1994 and despite much goodwill, energy and effort, enthusiasm, public investment and 

sustained service delivery during this period and with much gains having been made, not 

enough has changed with respect to the inefficiencies of the urban form and functionality of 

South African settlements. As such, it is safe to say that very few of the aforementioned local 

challenges have been dealt with unequivocally (Pieterse, 2009; South Africa. NPC, 2011; South 

Africa. NPC, 2012; South Africa. DCoGTA, 2016; Harrison, 2002; Harrison, Hurchzermeyer & 

Mayekiso, 2003; Harrison, 2008; Berrisford, 2011; Oranje & Van Huyssteen, 2011; Coetzee, 2012; 

Oranje, 2014; Van Wyk & Oranje, 2014). With respect to this failure to eradicate much of this 

colonial and apartheid geographic or spatial legacy, Harrison (2002) notes that: “The cheerful 

optimism and post-election expectancy of 1994 has given way, in part, to disappointment 

and even to a sense of failure.” 

Today, South Africa continues to face major settlement challenges, which include the stubborn 

persistence of urban sprawl, racial and social separation and segregation, the erosion of 

settlement infrastructure and services, growing social exclusion, increasing crime, sluggish 

and jobless economic growth and dwindling ecosystem services (Harrison et al. 2008). This 

has had knock-on effects which have led to a widening of the gap between the rich and the 

poor and contributed to unemployment and poverty persisting with a concomitant impact 

on all aspects of the quality of life for the majority of South Africans who battle to make a 

daily existence (Turok, 2014; Coetzee, 2012; Oranje, 2010; Oranje & Van Huyssteen, 2011; South 

Africa. NPC, 2012; South Africa. DCoGTA, 2016; Van Niekerk, 2013). 

Van Niekerk (2013) indicates, from a LUP point of view, that a major contributor to the South 

African settlement problem, post-1994, has been the underlying approach to delivery adopted, 

which has been characterised by issues of development taking unequivocal precedence over 

issues of financial, social and ecological sustainability, resilience and disaster reduction. Related 

to this, our general experience, from a settlement perspective, indicates that short-term thinking 

and gains have to a large extent triumphed over the needed longer-term investments and 

transitions with the creation and servicing of settlements given priority over the potential 

opportunities to socio-economically transform spaces and places and thereby effectively 

facilitate the transition to a more environmentally and financially sustainable, liveable and 

socially acceptable and resilient development path through progressive post-apartheid LUP 

(Oranje & Van Huyssteen, 2011). A hallmark of this failure is the seemingly absent focus on 
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learning as an informant to the post-1994 spatial and development interventions in order to 

secure improved settlement functionality and better developmental paths for South African 

settlements, towns and cities (Coetzee, 2012). In further support of this, Harrison et al. (2003) 

writes that: “despite a clear commitment to urban integration and coordinated development, 

housing policies and practices are producing, as an unintended effect, results that are not 

entirely dissimilar to those produced under apartheid, namely poor quality housing badly 

located with respect to urban opportunities.” 

From a policy and legislative point of view, we suggest that this has all happened despite 

the best efforts, post-1994, to rectify the colonial and apartheid geographic bequest. These 

policy and legislative efforts include, but are not limited to:

 • The coming into operation of the first democratic Constitution (the Constitution of 

the Republic of South Africa Act, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996) (‘the Constitution’), which 

laid the foundation for the needed societal transition and for a new policy, legislative, 

administrative and service delivery regime in South Africa that would enable the needed 

transitions. 

 • The Constitution (South Africa, 1996) placed a specific emphasis on cooperative 

governance, the promotion of social and economic rights, public participation and 

accountability for decision-making, which all have a profound effect on how the new LUP 

system should be shaped, how partnerships should be formed to enable the transition 

and delivery and how conflicts should be resolved. Importantly, the Constitution squarely 

placed the needs and best interest of the citizens at the centre of all consideration, be 

they political or administrative in nature. 

 • From a LUP perspective some of the interventions flowing from the Constitution include 

the re-organisation of the relationships and the legal framework within government and 

the movement away from the hierarchical and vertical tiers of government system to a 

more horizontal, interrelated and interdependent three spheres of government.

 • Furthermore, we had the publication of the Green Paper on Development and Planning 

(Green paper) (South Africa. NDPC, 1999), the White Paper on Spatial Planning and 

Land Use Management (White Paper) (South Africa. DoLA, 2001).

 • In addition, there was the promulgation of the Development Facilitation Act, 1995 (Act 

67 of 1995) (DFA) (South Africa, 1995), which earmarked a shift in government policy 

on LUP, from a control orientation to a more normative orientation within the sector. 

At the heart of this system shift was the introduction of a set of development principles 

that would assist in creating a shared vision of how South Africa should use and develop 

its land (South Africa. NDPC, 1999).

 • Furthermore, we had the publication of the White Paper on Local Government (South 

Africa. DoPACD, 1998) and the promulgation of the Local Government: Municipal 

Systems Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 2000) (MSA), (South Africa. Municipal Systems act 

2000), which codified the requirement for all municipalities to develop Integrated 

Development Plans (IDPs) (Harrison, 2006) and a litany of other progressive laws, 

policies and programmes, including the National Environmental Management Act, (Act 
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107 of 1998) (South Africa, 1998b); the National Water Act, 1998 (Act 36 of 1998) (South 

Africa, 1998a); the National Water Services Act, 1997 (Act 108 of 1997) (South Africa, 

1997b); and the Housing Act, 1997 (Act 107 of 1997) (South Africa 1997a). 

However, our opinion, is that, despite much progress having been made, especially on the 

policy and legislative front, much more could have and can still be done to address South 

Africa’s risks and challenges through a specific emphasis on institutionalising, operationalising 

and building a progressive culture of LUP. It is our view that such a focus and emphasis on 

understanding and implementing a more progressive LUP system could have a profound 

effect on facilitating greater impact and return on investment in terms of both public and 

private investment. Implementing a more progressive LUP system will improve the coherence, 

cohesion and coordination of infrastructure investment and delivery and thereby be more 

responsive to the need for improving the quality of life of many more of South Africa’s citizens 

through the progressive eradication of the inherited apartheid geography and addressing 

the seemingly intractable risks and challenges facing South Africa. In the following sections, 

we elaborate on what LUP is and why we believe LUP is important.

What is LUP?

The definitions and understanding of the terms spatial planning and land use management 

seem to differ and co-evolve depending on the society and the governance systems you are 

faced with.  Generally speaking, most countries and in some instances states or provinces 

or regions within those countries, have unique spatial planning and land use management 

systems that are made up by a multitude of actors, different planning perspectives and a 

particular institutional framework. The situation is further complicated by the potential for the 

perspectives, actors and institutions involved in LUP to change over time, thereby influencing 

both the form and the impact of spatial planning and land use management. Then there is also 

the issue of terminological differences with a host of synonyms used interchangeably with 

respect of both spatial planning and land use management. In this regard, we see the use of 

terms such as urban planning, city planning, land use planning, urban and regional planning, 

town planning and rural planning amongst others, to communicate essentially about LUP. 

With regard to terminology there seems to be general agreement 

internationally that spatial planning refers to the methods and 

approaches used by the public and private sector to influence the 

distribution of people and activities in spaces of various scales. 

As such, spatial planning can be defined as the coordination of 

practices and policies affecting spatial organization of people, 

activities and land use at various scales, which could include local, 

regional, national and inter-national scales and often results in 

the creation of a spatial plan. In the South African context, there is no one definition for the 

term spatial planning. Even though this is the case, there does seem to be general consensus 

around the definition for spatial planning that is contained in the European Regional/Spatial 

Within the South African 

context, it should be clear 

that spatial planning and land 

use management are needed, 

because land is an asset, land  

is scarce and it is fragile.
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Planning Charter (often called the ‘Torremolinos Charter’), which was adopted in 1983 by the 

European Conference of Ministers responsible for Regional Planning (CEMAT). According to 

the Torremolinos Charter “spatial planning gives geographical expression to the economic, 

social, cultural and ecological policies of society. It is at the same time a scientific discipline, 

an administrative technique and a policy developed as an interdisciplinary and comprehensive 

approach directed towards a balanced regional development and the physical organisation 

of space according to an overall strategy.” 

The definition and understanding of the term land use management 

has similar international and local plurality. However, land use 

management is generally understood as the system of legal 

requirements and regulations that apply to land in order to achieve 

desirable and harmonious development of the built environment. 

South Africa does not have a legislated definition for land use 

management, but does have a legislated definition for the term 

“land use management system”. In this regard the Spatial Planning 

and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA) defines land use management 

systems as “the system of regulating and managing land use and conferring land use rights 

through the use of schemes and land development procedures”. The White Paper on Spatial 

Planning and Land Use Management (South Africa, 2001) indicates further that land use 

management, in the South African context, is much broader than the mere controlling of 

development and can include the following activities:

 • the regulation and management of land use change,  

which could include the rezoning of a property;

 • the regulation and management of development of 

previously undeveloped or virgin land;

 • the regulation and management of subdivision and 

consolidation of land parcels;

 • the regulation and management of the regularization of the upgrade of informal 

settlements; and

 • the facilitation of land development through the use of proactive measures. 

Given the aforementioned, within the South African context, it should be clear that spatial 

planning and land use management is needed because land is an asset, land is scarce and it 

is fragile. Furthermore, there is a very intimate and spiritual relationship between humankind 

and land, which is more evident in South Africa, given its history and as such, makes land a 

highly contested resource. In today’s complex world where the societal need and demand 

is huge and public funding and the ability to respond to the needs and demands limited, the 

last eventuality you want is uncontrolled and undesirable development of land. As such, the 

use and management of land and other resources need to be performed with wisdom with 

the broader objective being to facilitate the allocation and use of land that enables the most 

sustainable benefits and promotes a transition to a sustainable and integrated approach 

towards the management of our land resources. 

Spatial Planning: “the 

coordination of practices 

and policies affecting spatial 

organization of people, 

activities and land use at 

various scales.” 

“Those who fail to plan, 

plan to fail.”

Winston Churchill
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Understanding the importance of LUP in the broader governance model 

The Constitution, as the cornerstone of the new post-1994 democratic era, clearly outlines 

in its preamble the vision for South Africa and we posit that Chapter 3 of the Constitution, 

specifically and clearly spells out the strategy we need to employ to achieve the constitutional 

vision.

Chapter 3 of the Constitution, created three spheres and not tiers of government and as 

a result, called for cooperative government. It is important, at this point in time, to further 

clarify our view on the relationship between the three spheres government in South Africa. 

We are strongly of the opinion that event though the three spheres of government are 

distinct, they are, as made clear by the Constitution, interdependent and interrelated and 

are not independent and autonomous, hence the constitutional requirement for cooperative 

government (South Africa, 1996). This, we believe, is an important point of clarity because it 

emphasises that although South Africa consists of three distinct spheres of government, all 

three spheres of government and organs of state must work together, in the best interest 

of the citizens of South Africa, to address the inherited realities and be responsive to the 

present and future needs of its citizens. It creates the foundation for what we believe to be 

the common-sense and reasonable requirement for “integrated planning”, which we believe 

needs to be enabled through a more progressive approach to LUP.

Despite the apparent clarity provided by the Constitution from a LUP perspective, on how 

the three spheres of government, as a whole, should operate and the enormous enthusiasm, 

creativity and energy that was reflected in the deluge of policies, laws and investment post-

1994, it is disappointing to report that what the White Paper on Local Government (South 

Africa. DoPACD, 1998), the Green Paper on Development and Planning (South Africa. NDPC, 

1999), the National Development Plan (South Africa. NPC, 2012) and the Integrated Urban 

Development Framework (South Africa. DoCGTA, 2016) posited, at different points in time, 

stubbornly remains today. 

Some of these resilient and systemic South African problems and challenges that remain 

today, include, but are not limited to: 

 • the lack of a shared vision for development;

 • the lack of holistic and joint planning, joint prioritization, joint implementation and joint 

learning;

 • the stubborn continuation of sectoral self-interest which leads to duplication of 

effort and resources (this is due to the lack of coordination and cooperation between 

different spheres of government and between departments within a particular sphere of 

government and continued individual ‘sectoral thrusts’ and the persistence of ‘sectoral 

chauvinism’, ‘sectoral competition’ and sectoral ‘turfism’);

 • the lack of capacity, knowledge, understanding and to some extent the continued wilful 

recalcitrance, both politically and administratively, of those empowered with the duty 

to plan and deliver;

 • the continued lack of resolution of development conflict or differences of opinion;
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 • the increase of human induced legal and procedural complexity;

 • the general inefficient use of human, natural and financial resources;

 • the continued lack of coordination between public and private investments;

 • the divergent understandings of terms, concepts and objectives in relation to LUP; and

 • the general lack of LUP strategy, leadership and fortitude displayed by the Planning 

profession. 

These problems and challenges are not new and many of them were specifically highlighted 

by the Development and Planning Commission in drafting the Green Paper on Development 

and Planning (South Africa. NDPC, 1999). In this regard they posited that:

“South African settlements, in both the urban and rural areas are generally inefficient, 

fragmented, inconvenient and massively wasteful in terms of public and privately controlled 

resources. For many they are hostile places in which to live, offering few economic, social, 

cultural, environmental or recreational opportunities.”

Our opinion, which is supported by the NDP (South Africa. NPC, 2011; South Africa. NPC, 

2012) and the IUDF (South Africa. DoCGTA, 2016), is that what the Development and Planning 

Commission posited some 17 years ago is still extremely relevant in South Africa today. 

The importance of LUP in the quest for enabling “Integrated Planning” and 
improved delivery and societal impact

In the post-1994 South Africa the three spheres of government were entrusted with the 

“herculean” task of the “reconstruction and development” (Binns & Nel, 2002) of South 

Africa, given the context of an inherited and dysfunctional LUP and delivery system that 

was characterised by being discriminatory, fragmented, unequal and incoherent practices 

(South Africa. NDPC, 1999). 

In attempting to deal with the discriminatory, fragmented, unequal and incoherent LUP and 

delivery system, Chapter 3 of the Constitution, which deals with 

“Cooperative Government”, was enacted. In terms of Chapter 3 

“all spheres of government and all organs of state within each 

sphere”, must amongst others, provide for “coherent government” 

and “cooperate with one another in mutual trust and good faith”, 

by, “assisting and supporting one another”, “informing one 

another of and consulting one another on, matters of common 

interest”, “coordinating their actions and legislation with one another” and “adhering to agreed 

procedures” (South Africa, 1996). 

There are few who do not support the call in Chapter 3 for cooperative government. However, 

a major challenge in the last twenty-two years in all three spheres of government and organs of 

state, relate to the human agency and the will and ability to enable it (Coetzee & Oranje, 2006; 

Coetzee, 2012; South Africa, 1998; South Africa. NDPC, 1999). Having said this, the complexity of 

“Planning must pursue and 

serve the interest of the  

public to benefit the present 

and future generations.”  

South Africa, 2002
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enabling cooperative government should not be underestimated 

and must be viewed against the backdrop that, in general, 

“most planning issues involves ‘wicked problems’ embedded in 

systems that are characterized by fragmentation, uncertainty and 

complexity” (Innes & Booher, 2002). This is further complicated 

by the particular historic South African context, together with 

its unique post-1994 socio-economic and ecological challenges 

and the legislative and institutional complexity that already exists. 

Given the aforementioned, it is therefore not surprising that the 

importance of appropriate and progressive “LUP” was highlighted 

as key to delivery and to achieving the required transformational 

change needed in South Africa, especially since it provides the 

fertile soil for enabling cooperative government to weave the 

mosaic tapestry of coherent, coordinated delivery for improved 

societal impact (South Africa. DoPACD, 1998; South Africa. NDPC, 

1999; South Africa. DoLA, 2001). 

This need for cooperative governance has been further 

complicated, specifically from a LUP perspective, by the specific 

elevated role assigned to the local sphere of government. In this 

regard, it is important to note that up until 1994, local government 

had been a rather subservient tier of government. Their role, 

post-1994, has however been elevated, with municipalities being 

recognised as a distinct sphere of government with the right to 

govern their own affairs, with the confirmation that they are seen 

as the “hands and feet” of the reconstruction and development 

of South Africa (South Africa. DoPACD, 1998; Cameron, 1999; South Africa, 2005; De Visser, 

2009). This post-1994 task of local government has been further complicated in that, in 

any local area, many different agencies contribute to development, including national and 

provincial departments, various organs of state, parastatal institutions, community groups 

and the private sector. 

What is the role of LUP in the broader governance model?

While the integration of policy and intent is important, it is not tangible and it is only when 

such integration occurs in space and place that the true value of integration becomes evident. 

The importance of spatial integration through LUP as a crucial part of “integrated planning” 

can therefore not be overstated.

In the above regard, even though the pre-1994 LUP system played a major role in creating 

the present South African disabled settlement morphology and functionality, so too, the 

post-1994 LUP system can play its role in being part of a future settlement solution.

“To perform its function 

properly, however, spatial 

planning must be viewed 

and must operate, as a 

synthesising holistic practice. 

There is a disturbing tendency, 

for example, to view it as a 

separate sectorial function, 

equivalent to and on par with, 

‘environmental planning’ , 

‘transport planning’ and the 

like. A similar position, for 

example, has crept in in the 

United Kingdom over the last 

decade. It is now increasingly 

recognised in that context 

that the environmental 

consequences of this practice 

have been appalling. The 

primary role of spatial planning 

is to integrate different 

sectoral elements creatively”

Green Paper on Development 

and Planning, South Africa 

NDPC 1999
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In this respect, there has been much optimism recently, both locally and internationally, about 

the potential positive role that appropriate and progressive LUP can and must play in being 

part of the South African settlement solution through its inherent integrative ability.

In South African academic circles the potential positive role that LUP can play in the future 

urban settlement solution has been posited. In this regard, Mabin and Smit (1997) indicate 

that, “as moves develop to overcome the legacy of the apartheid years, urban planning again 

finds advocates who value its promise of a new ‘city tomorrow’”. Harrison and Todes (2001) 

state that “In South Africa, as in a number of other countries, there has been a resurgence of 

interest in sub-national regional development planning.” Todes (2012) writes about how a new 

approach to strategic “spatial planning” in the City of Johannesburg based, on a much more 

intimate relationship between “spatial planning” and infrastructure development through the 

use of a growth management strategy has had some success in addressing the deformed 

spatial pattern within the sprawling city. Harrison (2008) indicate that, in terms of their South 

African post-1994 experience in the “Planning” sector, “methods of planning have become 

critical to the very concept of developmental government, so the discourse of planning has 

begun to permeate the work of a range of professionals and political representatives”. They 

write further that “the diffusion of planning across disciplines is making it more effective.” 

Furthermore, Todes (2011) indicates that “planning can play roles in managing the growth of 

cities in ways that promote their sustainability, inclusiveness and liveability”, while Du Plessis 

(2013) writes that “The application of innovative spatial and statistical techniques will not 

only greatly enhance the understanding of these issues, but will also provide the basis for 

formulating appropriate and robust indicators and targets to monitor the impact of spatial 

plans.”

This optimism has been heightened due to the development and publication of the South 

Africa’s first National Development Plan (NDP) (South Africa. NPC, 2012) and the promulgation 

of SPLUMA (South Africa, 2013). The NDP is arguably one of the more important post-1994 

policy documents in South Africa. It creates, for the first time, a national plan for development 

which aims to bind all spheres of government, all organs of state and all of society (South 

Africa. NPC, 2012). In terms of the social compact with respect to the NDP, every sphere 

of government, government department, state-owned enterprise and organs of state are 

duty bound to focus their organisational efforts, plans, strategies, actions and finances to 

achieve the objectives of the NDP. The NDP, in essence, speaks to coherence, cohesion and 

integration of planning, budgeting, implementation and review in tackling the most pressing 

development issues in South Africa, staunchly advocating of the need for a reinvigorated 

focus on “integrated planning” which is enabled by a more progressive approach to LUP. 

The NDP further highlights the important role and value-add that LUP can play in being part 

of the South African settlement solution through its role in ensuring “integrated planning” 

(South Africa. NPC, 2012). It directly calls for a strong and efficient spatial planning system 

which is well integrated across the three spheres of government and recognises:

 • the impact that appropriate LUP can have on settlement efficiency and effectiveness 

and the associated lowering of living costs and improving living standards;
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 • the impact appropriate LUP can have in placing municipalities and service delivery 

focused departments in other spheres of government on a much more financial 

sustainable path; 

 • the role that LUP can play in energy planning; 

 • the role that LUP can play in constructing a more just society by bringing work and 

other amenity opportunities closer to where people live; and finally

 • the role that LUP must play in aligning the various government infrastructure investments 

for improved societal impact and long-term financial sustainability. 

The NDP indicates further that LUP should ensure that spatial development is shaped by the 

long-term public interest, something which has, to a large extent, been forgotten in the race 

for sectoral supremacy and in the blind response to the urgency of delivery. 

Internationally, there has been similar optimism around the role that LUP should specifically 

play in terms of being part of the broader settlement solution. In this regard, the Royal Town 

Planning Institute (RTPI) (RTPI, 2014) notes that policy and decision-makers can learn much 

from the theory and practice of “spatial planning”. They equate “spatial planning” to “integrated 

planning” and indicate that “spatial planning” goes beyond traditional land use planning and 

seeks to integrate policies for the development and use of land with other sectoral policies 

and programmes, which influence the nature of spaces and places and how they function. 

The RTPI (2014) indicates further that the importance of the role of “spatial planning” in 

“integrated planning” can be seen when analysing most modern day sectoral policy. According 

to them, all activities must land in space in some place, yet, they indicate that most modern-

day sectoral policy lacks an integrated understanding of space and place and this lack of 

‘spatial thinking’ or ‘spatial logic’, is harming communities by contributing to the burden of 

disease, undermining growth and development and destabilising the environment. In this 

regard, it would be hard to find anyone who would not agree that South Africa is a classic 

example of how inappropriate ‘spatial thinking’ or the lack of ‘spatial logic’ can impact on 

the well-being and quality of lives of citizens given our experience with the enduring nature 

and resilience of apartheid spatial geographies. 

In terms of LUP in South Africa, it was only after many years in the local policy desert, that 

South Africa finally promulgated SPLUMA (South Africa, 2013). The importance of SPLUMA is 

that it replaced the DFA, which was always intended to be an interim LUP solution to speed 

up the reconstruction and development programme devised post-1994 (Harrison, 2008; 

Berrisford, 2011; Van Wyk & Oranje, 2014). 

Although SPLUMA, in its current form, is by no means the finished article, its promulgation 

is significant because it cements the shift in policy, within the LUP sector, to a new era of 

normative or principle-based LUP (South Africa. NDPC, 1999; Van Wyk & Oranje, 2014). 

In terms of this policy shift, future LUP policy and legislation must embrace substantive 

principles or norms that would essentially guide land use, land development and related 
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decision-making. This shift to a more normative approach within the LUP system, post-1994, 

requires all relevant political and administrative decision-makers, from all three spheres of 

government, informed by the principles and norms of SPLUMA, where required, to set up 

their spatial plans or policy plans, in conjunction with the IDP process legislated in terms 

of the MSA (South Africa. NDPC, 1999; South Africa, 2000; South Africa. DoLA, 2001; Van 

Wyk & Oranje, 2014). In terms of this new dispensation, the municipal Spatial Development 

Framework(s) (SDFs), should contain the politically endorsed delivery objectives and targets 

for the development for an area, based on the spatial and development imperatives and 

the desired transition of the specific municipal area. Importantly, this must not be done in 

isolation and must respond to the NDP and other national and provincial imperatives. The 

content of the municipal SDFs should then be responded to by the relevant empowered 

municipal land use and land development decision-makers and other state delivery agents 

(South Africa. NDPC, 1999). 

Essentially this normative approach creates the imperative for municipal politicians to translate 

the national development principles, espoused by the Constitution, the MSA and SPLUMA, 

into contextually-specific local proposals that speaks to the priorities identified in the NDP 

subsequent to the necessary deliberations with the other spheres of government and the 

public. 

Our opinion is that, from a South African perspective, although the powers that be were 

well aware of the impact of apartheid geography, the resilience of its spatial legacy has to 

a large extent been fortified by post-apartheid practices, policies and investments, much of 

which has fallen short in terms of the needed emphasis on ‘spatial thinking’ or ‘spatial logic’. 

The impact of this lack of ‘spatial thinking’ on all aspects and by all sectors of South African 

society does not need to be demonstrated as it stares us in the face on a daily basis. 

In our view, this inability of post-apartheid policy to make significant in-roads into the colonial 

and apartheid spatial geography has mainly been due to the:

 • enduring nature of the physical;

 • manner in which sectoral policy has failed to adequately respond to the apartheid 

legacy with space and place in mind and failed to consider the spatial consequences of 

their choices and decisions;

 • enforced paralysis of the LUP sector for many years, which prevented it from providing 

the needed LUP leadership;

 • inability to marry the short-term delivery imperatives with the longer-term transitional 

imperatives;

 • well-intentioned, energised, but ill-conceived and delivered, quest for redressing the 

housing and other basic service shortages;

 • inability to operationalise “integrated planning” as envisioned by the Constitution, 

through the use of a progressive LUP system;

 • inability to resolve sectoral and development conflict;

 • preponderance of sectoral chauvinism;
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 • influence of short-term political imperatives and vested interests;

 • bureaucratic power games, egos and to some extent, wilful recalcitrance;

 • paralysis that results from over analysis and the inability to deal with complexity; and

 • blind pursuit of quantitative service delivery targets with little emphasis on quality and 

the transitions that need to be enabled. 

This neglect of space and place, especially with respect to how various well intentioned 

sectoral policies interact and plays itself out in places, has contributed to a variety of negative 

economic, social and environmental outcomes. In the South African context, our opinion, which 

is based on our experience, is that these negative outcomes include, but are not limited to:

 • the fortification of colonial and apartheid geographies and inefficient and dysfunctional 

settlements;

 • towns, cities, regions and provinces unable to manage the pressures of rapid urbanisation. 

Manifestations of this inability can be seen in the public transport, housing, energy, 

water, health, education and broader environmental sectors in a variety of forms;

 • the underlying financially unsustainability of the spheres of government and organs of 

state;

 • spatially unbalanced and sub-optimal economic growth;

 • lack of investor confidence which has impacted on needed private sector capital inflows;

 • urban sprawl which has impacted on agricultural land, threatened food production and 

contributed to the spectre of food insecurity;

 • ecologically dysfunctional and unsustainable natural environments; and

 • lack of social cohesion and increased social discontent.

Here is where we are of the opinion that South African policy and decision-makers can learn 

much from the international lessons as to how LUP can play an important role in facilitating 

‘integrated / joint planning’ which can lead to improved ‘integrated / joint responses’ which 

can hopefully lead to improved ‘integrated / joint delivery’ and spawn ‘integrated / joint 

learning’ and result in bigger, better and more responsive societal impact. 

In order for this needed ‘spatial thinking’ or ‘spatial logic’ to be promoted and for “spatial 

planning” to play its suggested integrative role, several imperatives need to be secured. 

These include the:

 • need for high level political and administrative concurrence and commitment, across 

the three spheres of government, on the role that LUP needs to play in integrating 

policies, programmes and projects for the development and use of land with other 

sectoral policies, programmes and projects that will influence the nature of places and 

how they function;

 • need for high level political and administrative concurrence and commitment that all 

policies, across the three spheres of government, need to be more place and space 

sensitive (need to be more spatially aware) and need to be more aware of how they 

interact with other related or non-related policies and influence the nature of places 

and how they function so as to ensure greater integration / jointness between policies;
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 • need for high level political and administrative concurrence that it is primarily due to 

the lack of understanding of place and its unique contexts; ‘siloed’ policy and decision-

making and implementation; and the lack of integrated / joint approaches to issues that 

have resulted in the current resilient spatial manifestations that continue to promote 

inefficient, ineffective, unfriendly settlements and that these practices must stop;

 • need to view society, as a collection of interconnected systems at various spatial scales 

in socio-ecological systems and not as distinct ‘siloed’ and separate systems; and

 • the required human agency.

The aforementioned imperatives are required, because, for LUP to play its integrative role and 

transcend traditional political, sectoral and administrative boundaries, the discussions and 

deliberations may become uncomfortable and will result in the surfacing of hidden conflict 

that would need to be discussed, negotiated and resolved. Our experience to date is that 

when this has happened most parties have taken the position of “to agree to disagree” and 

have then sought to outmanoeuvre each other in order to claim sectoral supremacy. This 

is what Pieterse (2007) refers to as “sectoral chauvinism” and which the Green Paper on 

Development and Planning (South Africa NDPC 1999) refers to as “sectoral thrusts”. Essentially 

such positions go counter to all current policy and are driven by egos, the need for power 

and what we refer to as ‘the who is right and not the what is right’ syndrome. The bottom 

line is that South Africa does not have the time neither does it have the resources nor does 

the policy and legislation permit us to entertain the “agree to disagree” position nor does it 

allow us to adopt an approach of ‘who is right’ at the cost of ‘what is right’.

Conclusion

The importance of the new LUP era to enable the effective functioning of the South African 

governance system and to facilitate settlement transformation and improved settlement 

functionality is undeniable and unequivocal. Appropriate and progressive LUP will further 

enable improved cooperative government which will lead to improved decision-making and 

improved delivery and impact. 

Enabling the new LUP era is however challenging as it requires bold and at times, unpopular 

leadership; the right bureaucratic human agency; and above all the right attitude and approach 

which is centred on doing – learning and adjusting from doing – and doing again. Ultimately, 

the future of our settlements, towns and cities depends on it and most of all the policy and 

legislative framework demands it and the citizens expect it as it has a profound influence 

on their quality of life. 

ANTHONY BARNES  

Chief Director: Development Planning

GERHARD GERBER  

Director: Development Facilitation Unit

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
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THE POWER 
OF SPACE

A PERSONAL ACCOUNT 

DR LAURINE PLATZKY

Exposing and opposing forced removals in the 1980s have showed 

that there is a strong relationship between power and space.1 Why 

else would the apartheid planners so diligently have moved black 

people out of the centres of wealth and power, at best to the 

margins of cities and towns and at worst to the peripheries of the 

country? Large scale relocations were enforced through legislation 

and physical operations; on the local scale through Group Areas 

and on the regional scale through the establishment of ten 

ethnically defined ‘Bantustans’, later referred to as ‘homelands’ 

(four of which were to become ‘independent states’ and all those 

deemed to be linked, through language or culture, to either the 

Transkei, Ciskei, Venda or Bophuthatswana lost their South African citizenship).

In the early 1980s, the nationwide Surplus People Project was implemented. The Project 

published five volumes of material in 1983 documenting more than three and a half million 

forced removals across the country between 1960 and 1983. There were many categories 

of removal (Platzky & Walker, 1985) and many tragic stories of people who lost their homes 

and livelihoods. Some resisted, but many succumbed to false promises and found themselves 

impoverished, far from possibilities of employment, services and hope.

Democracy and Reconstruction

Following our democratic elections in 1994 when citizenship was restored to South Africans, 

the enormous task of dismantling the apartheid state began. Besides forming nine new 

provinces, laws had to be devolved subject to either Schedule 4 or 5 of the Constitution of 

the Republic of South Africa Act, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996). During this legalistic procedure, 

officials (old and new) combed through legislation somewhat mechanistically, generally not 

differentiating between what was essential for developing a democratic and orderly society 

and what was necessary to dismantle apartheid. Land use planning (LUP) was viewed as 

neutral, despite having been the most visible and effective tool of division and dispossession. 

The time came for the devolution of the Physical Planning (and Utilisation of Resources) 

Act, 1967 (Act 88 of 1967) (as amended) - to the nine provinces. At that moment, I found 

myself advising the then Minister of Land Affairs on LUP issues. My immediate advice was 

not to devolve bad legislation. This would make the problem nine times as bad as it had been. 

We, South Africans, are 

starting to realise that our 

futures are largely urban, 

particularly if we want to 

address poverty and redress 

our past. We need to embrace 

the opportunity of discovering 

each other, enjoying our 

diversity and living our lives 

integrated in space.
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Unfortunately I had not been in a position to advise on other laws such as the transport or the 

liquor legislation, which were simply devolved to the provinces. To this day some provinces 

have written their own legislation, some have not and the contradictions and inconsistencies 

have been exacerbated rather than clearly addressed.

Out of this plea to the Minister, came the Forum for Effective Planning and Development which 

spent a number of years debating the principles of LUP. In those early years the Western 

Cape refused to engage in the Development Facilitation Act, 1995 (Act 67 of 1995) (DFA) but 

committed to some of the principles of redressing the past and introducing aspects of the 

planning approach. As a resident of the Western Cape, but working for national government 

at the time, I was astonished that good LUP principles were overtaken by political agendas.

The DFA proved to be an important platform for integrated and developmental planning 

but not a sufficient legislative indicator to change LUP practices amongst professionals or 

market responses.

What followed were years of shaping LUP approaches, passionate debates with various 

technical solutions being offered.

Meanwhile, my own work had taken me into the Presidency to work on the proposed National 

Spatial Development Plan (NSDP). I was based in the Reconstruction and Development 

Programme (RDP) which was intended to bring all departments and spheres of government 

together for the reconstruction and development of the country. This was an ambitious task 

and an exciting space to find oneself in, with a very real sense of influencing the shape of the 

future space-economy. The debates were wide-ranging and optimistic. The RDP team was 

full of enthusiasm and they worked hard to bring officials from the ‘old regime’ and the new 

together to build democracy on the ground. 

The work brought challenges from both the old and the new. As an example, some of the 

former ‘comrades’, now Ministers in government, argued that South Africa should not become 

a centrally-planned economy as they had experienced in the former Soviet Union and that 

the NSDP contained elements of central planning. The new name became the National Spatial 

Development Framework (NSDF).
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The Economy in Space

One important day in 1996 in a meeting between the RDP Office and the National Treasury, 

Director General Maria Ramos summed it up perfectly: the point of the NSDP was to identify 

spatial areas of economic opportunity and places of great social need and to prioritise 

infrastructure and development spending there. After all, people moved themselves to areas 

perceived to hold economic opportunity and where we as officials identified, on the basis of 

economic analysis and trends, to localities of both need and opportunity. It was thought that 

the state should prioritise spending in order to harness public and private effort for growth 

and development.

It took a decade before the thought and purpose behind the NSDF was recognised at the 

highest level. I started in the RDP office in 1996, working on the NSDP and in 2006 President 

Thabo Mbeki mentioned the NSDF in one line of his State of the Nation Address (SONA). I 

felt a sense of achievement after so long. 

Meanwhile in 1999, I had moved on to the Western Cape Provincial Government to work 

in economic development and tourism. The NSDF approach began to influence provincial 

thinking and the need for legislative reform became obvious.

A decade later, the Provincial Spatial Development Framework (PSDF) was published for 

the Western Cape and I am proud to have been one of the thinkers behind the document. 

The year 2014 saw the approval of the Western Cape PSDF and the province is now a firm 

proponent of the approach to align scarce resources and prioritise areas of opportunity 

where need is great. Without neglecting basic needs for marginalised areas, public funding 

needs to be spent where long-term sustainability is likely. 

On paper we have the rhetoric, but what are the challenges? Generally, critique of the NSDF/

PSDF approach comes from short-term thinking and some articulated vested interests. Too 

quickly we have forgotten that many of the most impoverished were forcibly removed to 

the peripheries, and that this was a deliberate move to dispossess them. Today’s planners 

should not be found guilty of perpetuating poverty by keeping those who were previously 

marginalised in poverty through partial investment in places with little potential e.g. building 

houses where there is scant chance of employment traps people in poverty.2 Rather build and 

invest where there is economic opportunity and people will move and empower themselves. 

Another challenge is the aspiration of the middle class suburban lifestyle and the frustrations of 

the poor living on the periphery of urban areas. The property market has reinforced apartheid 

spatial planning over the years. Land prices in desirable areas keep the poor at bay and it 

takes public sector intervention to right the wrongs of the past, i.e. state intervention of the 

past has not been corrected by market behaviour since.
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Where to from here?

We have the legislation and we have the frameworks. Now, we need to put resources and 

political will behind expressed intentions or they will remain empty words. 

Can South Africans appreciate their long-term interests? A country transforming its racial, 

selfish and frightened past into a respectful, diverse and qualitative future is what should 

emerge. To heal, we need to recognise past hurt and continued frustration. Living and working 

together in a common space would be a good start. Rather than perpetuating differences 

through spatial separation, all the good policies and well-written laws need to be brought 

alive through actual project development. 

Now we also have climate change driving increased densities, better resource use and 

transport-oriented development, where convenience to public transport translates into 

increased higher property prices. 

We, South Africans, are starting to realise that our futures are largely urban, particularly if 

we want to address poverty and redress our past. We need to embrace the opportunity of 

discovering each other, enjoying our diversity and living our lives integrated in space.

DR LAURINE PLATZKY

Deputy Director-General

DEPARTMENT OF THE PREMIER
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PLANNING FOR SPATIAL 
TRANSFORMATION

PROFESSOR IVAN TUROK

South African cities and towns are among the most polarised 

in the world, with stark disparities in living conditions between 

suburbs, townships and informal settlements. These divisions are 

underpinned by substantial gaps in income, health, education 

and crime. South African (SA) cities are also highly economically 

inefficient in their use of energy and natural resources. Low density 

sprawl and congestion require excessive spending on transport 

by households and government in order to sustain mobility. 

Following the transition from apartheid, there were many policy pronouncements about 

the need to restructure urban areas and integrate divided communities. The Constitution 

of the Republic of South Africa Act, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996) recognised that metropolitan 

municipalities were a distinct sphere of government with a special role to play in overhauling 

historic injustices and boosting prosperity. Local authorities were merged in 2000 and given 

stronger responsibilities through dedicated powers and resources. 

Yet, progress on the ground has been slow and irregular, with cities seemingly locked into 

long-established spatial patterns and routines (Turok, 2014; Savage, 2014). Poor communities 

have become increasingly frustrated at the persistent unemployment, poverty and inequality. 

Urbanisation has added to the social and economic pressures on cities and citizens, creating a 

dual crisis of job and housing availability. The result has been escalating protests over shelter 

and basic service delivery, coupled with unlawful invasions of vacant land and occupations 

of abandoned inner-city buildings. The ruling party acknowledged the growing dissent and 

disorder when it referred to the “flammable social fabric that the democratic state has to 

manage” (African National Congress, 2015). 

One of the outcomes has been a renewed commitment to urban transformation and bold 

experimentation. The publication of the National Development Plan (NDP) in 2012 was a 

landmark, including a focus on “spatial transformation” (National Planning Commission, 

2012: 47). Chapter 8 of the NDP is called Transforming Human Settlements. It introduces five 

guiding principles for spatial planning. They were included in the Spatial Planning and Land 

Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA). 

How can the lofty ideals of the 

LUPA principles be given the 

content and traction to ensure 

that cities function more 

efficiently and transform the 

everyday lives of people?
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The following list includes laudable goals and aspirations to inform land use planning (LUP) 

policies and practices, but they need to be translated into concrete actions that will make 

a real difference: 

 • Spatial justice - equitable access to the city, not ghettoisation.

 • Spatial sustainability - lower carbon emissions and less environmental damage.

 • Spatial resilience - making places and people less vulnerable to hazards.

 • Spatial quality - livable, vibrant and valued places.

 • Spatial efficiency - productive places with efficient circulation of people and resources.

How can these lofty ideals be given the content and traction to ensure that cities function 

more efficiently and transform the everyday lives of people? This article suggests that there 

are two elements required to answer this question:

 • a better understanding of spatial transformation and its obstacles; and

 • stronger policy instruments and institutional capabilities to promote innovative urban 

development.

What does spatial transformation mean? 

Spatial transformation is used very loosely in public policy and research to mean major 

urban change or restructuring. This contrasts with the status quo, in which cities are bound 

to physical arrangements and fixed infrastructure networks that are sources of inefficiency, 

social exclusion and excessive resource consumption. Yet, this is very general and offers no 

particular insights into the form and character of change. Spatial transformation needs to 

be defined in a more precise way that gives it leverage in the South African context. The 

following three aspects are most significant: 

Racial desegregation 

Racial mixing is an important dimension, given our history of separation and segregation. It 

means greater inclusion of racial groups in neighbourhoods from which they were previously 

excluded. The increasing presence of the majority black population in former white suburbs 

is most important on the grounds of redress and social justice. This form of de-racialisation 

would give the beneficiaries better access to schools, health facilities, recreational amenities 

and consumer services previously restricted to privileged communities. This would improve 

their life chances and that of their children. It is consistent with one of the main interpretations 

of transformation in South African society more generally. It means making the institutions of 

government and civil society more representative of the demographic makeup of the country. 

An analysis of the 2011 Census of Population points to some progress since 1996 in desegregating 

selected urban neighbourhoods, albeit rather slowly (Harrision & Todes, 2015). There has 

been more change in lower-middle income suburbs than in higher income areas because 

the housing is more affordable. Yet, persistent income inequalities between different racial 

groups have inhibited larger-scale desegregation. Slow growth in the overall housing stock, 

especially the affordable segment, has also limited the extent of movement in and out of 
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particular neighbourhoods. Financial institutions, estate agents, homeowners associations 

and other gatekeepers may have played a secondary role in constraining desegregation.

Desegregation is not a sufficient indicator of urban reconstruction. The concept needs to 

relate more directly to social hardship and deprivation. The entry of a minority of new middle 

class black households into former white suburbs, represents progress, but in a partial sense. It 

alters the distribution of resources without expanding the total opportunities available. Spatial 

transformation should also relate to the qualitative character of change. It should imply the 

construction of something new and distinctive in post-apartheid cities which enlist popular 

support without sowing discord and division. This requires the reshaping of the material 

conditions that affect urban prosperity and inclusion, including the physical fabric of a city.

Urban structure 

The structure of a city has a vital bearing on its functional efficiency, productivity and 

citizen wellbeing. It also affects a city’s impact on the natural environment and on resource 

consumption. This is significant in SA because of the legacy of urban fragmentation, low 

density sprawl and separation of different land uses. These require high levels of movement 

of people, goods and resources - which is costly and wasteful. The urban structure comprises 

essentially three features, which form an interconnected system: 

 • Spaces of production and employment: business districts, industrial estates and office 

precincts;

 • Spaces of living and consumption: residential neighbourhoods and associated facilities; 

and

 • Spaces of circulation: infrastructure networks - transport, energy, water and sanitation. 

These elements influence city prosperity and community viability. Coordination is vital to 

realise the benefits of proximity between activities and to avoid incompatible land uses and 

dysfunctional outcomes. All cities are vulnerable to deconcentration and fragmentation 

tendencies as property developers seek to economise on the costs of well-located land and 

thus externalise the burdens onto households, firms and the government as the infrastructure 

providers. Most central cities in SA have also been prone to decay, dereliction and capital 

flight toward outlying centres in response to fears of crime and grime. Government housing 

providers have been under constant pressure to save costs by building low income housing 

on cheap peripheral land. The task of urban planning and management is to regulate, guide 

and align such investments in the overall public interest. 

A certain amount of development on the urban fringe may be required where populations are 

fast-growing, average incomes are rising and where there is no spare land or infrastructure 

capacity to accommodate growth within the existing built area. These conditions do not apply 

to the majority of South African cities because of their dispersed form and modest growth 

rates (Turok, 2016). Nevertheless, a careful balance must be struck between urban expansion 

and compaction because constraining the supply of land for new housing can inflate the 

price and make it less affordable to low- and middle-income groups. Without enlarging the 
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housing stock, people can get forced into increasingly dense informal settlements, backyard 

shacks and the illegal occupation of empty buildings. 

Considering the inherited structure and recent trajectory of SA cities, two important principles 

of transformation are to: 

 • limit peripheral expansion, particularly of low-income housing and instead to consolidate 

and densify the existing urban area; and

 • to better integrate the city through improved internal connectivity, more jobs in and 

around the townships and more housing along transport corridors and around major 

employment centres. 

The task of coordination is best carried out at the municipal level of the city where the costs 

and consequences of different growth trajectories are best understood. Support from other 

government spheres responsible for providing infrastructure is essential to avoid contradictory 

decisions. Unfortunately, metropolitan municipalities have little influence at present over other 

government entities operating in silos, such as transport agencies responsible for commuter 

railways, airports and seaports, many housing providers and bodies that own large tracts of 

public land. This is a serious obstacle to spatial transformation.

Local texture 

Texture relates to the more granular scale of precincts and neighbourhoods. It covers 

qualitative features that make places more livable for households and functional for firms. 

Key elements include: 

 • mixed-income neighbourhoods rather than exclusive areas;

 • mixed-use development with proximity to jobs and amenities; 

 • brownfield (re)development, renewal and retrofitting of old buildings;

 • reliable, affordable public transport and quality public spaces; and

 • community security and safety from fires, flooding and other hazards.

South African cities face particular challenges caused by the separation of land uses under 

modernist town planning ideas and apartheid ideology. The townships were built as barren 

dormitory areas. Public transport was seen as a second-class service and starved of investment. 

Many urban districts have a monotonous character because of rigid zoning schemes and 

standardised building designs. Some areas are sterilised by the lack of ancillary activities 

– business precincts often lack vitality in the evenings and weekends. This limits human 

interaction and economic dynamism. Furthermore, dissatisfaction with township facilities, 

such as schools, prompts the large-scale daily movement of students to other suburbs, 

adding to road congestion.

The fractured urban form has been reinforced by sprawling RDP housing3 complexes on the 

city margins. The proliferation of gated residential communities, sealed-off business parks, 

secure office precincts and shopping malls has worsened the situation. These privatised spaces 

make inefficient use of the land and obstruct the flow of people and resources around the 
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city (Landman, 2004; Landman & Badenhorst, 2012). This exacerbates social exclusion and 

undermines civic life and attachment to the city. The preference of the property industry to 

continually develop new greenfield areas means that existing industrial estates, brownfield 

sites and older buildings are often written-off (Seeliger & Turok, 2015). There are strong 

arguments for redeveloping, renewing and retrofitting older property, including using the 

existing infrastructure rather than starting from scratch with costly new facilities. New urban 

lifestyles, i.e. living and working in dense, mixed-use precincts, would offer more conviviality 

and convenient access to all kinds of amenities.

The current population distribution between formal and informal settlements is very imbalanced 

(Turok, 2013). There are excessive densities in some areas - posing acute risks of fire, flooding 

and public health problems - but uneconomic densities for public services in others. This 

complicates urban management, obstructs the workings of the labour and housing markets and 

burdens public transport systems and other infrastructure networks. The uneven population 

is a source of injustice because it is difficult to distribute public services such as schools, 

libraries, policing, health and recreational facilities fairly across the city. 

Transforming neighbourhood conditions requires the detailed, first-hand knowledge derived 

from citizen participation. Many poor communities are troubled by stresses and schisms 

caused by poverty and insecurity. Municipalities lack the suitable skills and competencies to 

engage in ways that can address their fears and build consensus. They deliver fixed services 

in a prescribed manner, when a flexible approach harnessing community energy and active 

support would be more effective. Disenchanted groups need to be engaged in defining their 

needs and implementing solutions to ensure that they ‘stick’. Complementary investment is 

required in the softer dimensions of human and social development, such as early childhood 

and youth programmes, adult education, crime prevention and drug rehabilitation. 

Policies and capabilities to promote spatial transformation 

Reshaping a city’s physical trajectory is a slow process unless economic growth is rapid, 

fixed investment is substantial and city leaders are determined to break the mould. The built 

environment is very durable, so it takes decades for infrastructure and buildings to become 

obsolete and to warrant redevelopment. Assembling land parcels and converting property 

through market mechanisms are complex processes, especially when landowners enjoy strong 

legal protections from unwanted buildings, such as low cost housing. The constitutional 

commitment in SA to safeguard private property rights has tended to reinforce the status 

quo by limiting the powers of the state to intervene in the land market in the interests of 

poor communities who need living space (Berrisford, 2011).

Land use planning remains a reactive process that responds to private development proposals 

site by site. It struggles to take on board the cumulative effects of such decisions (e.g. in 

reproducing historic patterns) and to steer development in new directions. “Spatial planning 

has tended to follow patterns set by private sector investment (…) rather than pursuing the 

long-term public interest” (National Planning Commission, 2012:275). Developers remain 
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wedded to greenfield sites and tend to spurn the creative challenges required of higher density, 

mixed-use projects (Swilling, 2010). Government transport policies offer little challenge to 

private cars and there are few initiatives to align transport and land use policies in order to 

raise residential densities in well-located areas. 

Urban reconstruction requires willingness to experiment and innovate in urban design and 

decision-making. It needs civic leaders committed to inclusive development and able to 

mobilise other stakeholders in the private sector and civil society around a shared agenda. 

Municipalities need the vision and strategic capabilities to intervene in the built environment 

in ways that shift historic investment patterns and chart a new way forward. This includes 

courting controversy if necessary. Flexibility and risk taking are essential to escape from 

inertia – the urban crisis should spur an unprecedented response. The fact that there is no 

single, simple solution means trying different ideas and inventing new approaches. Learning 

from failure and driving forward innovation are vital to the constant refinement of ways of 

overcoming problems and integrating urban development.

A useful first step in the conversion process is an approved spatial plan incorporating a clear 

vision of what is to be achieved. Such plans have statutory authority and popular legitimacy 

following public consultation. They need a sound evidence base and understanding of 

demographic, economic and property market dynamics. Pinpointing vacant and under-used 

public land is an invaluable resource to expedite change and bypass market constraints 

through, for example, inclusionary housing. Political support and institutional alignment 

across the municipality are necessary to avoid being sidetracked by ad hoc decisions and 

contradictory projects. 

The spatial plan needs translation into an implementation strategy, including instruments 

for land use management and agreements with other government entities responsible for 

infrastructure investments. The new Built Environment Performance Plans of the metros are 

good examples of efforts to coordinate urban restructuring. Implementation requires stronger 

municipal capabilities in project design and delivery in order to execute strategic decisions 

and pioneer new procedures. Catalytic projects serve a valuable purpose by demonstrating 

the possibilities of transformation. Johannesburg’s Corridors of Freedom exemplify the city’s 

commitment to transit-oriented development and densification.

The suite of municipal building standards, zoning schemes, floor-area ratios, environmental 

regulations and by-laws also need to be aligned and amended to encourage mixed-use 

developments, inclusionary housing and a more intensive and innovative use of well-

located land. Municipalities may need to streamline or relax simple matters like car parking 

requirements or density regulations in order to encourage much greater flexibility, creativity 

and experimentation among public and private property developers.
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Fiscal instruments are part of the toolkit to accelerate, enlarge or alter the character of private 

investment decisions. They include varied property rates and financial incentives aimed at 

locations that might otherwise become neglected and to offset the higher risks surrounding 

brownfield development. It often makes sense to target specific sites and districts for special 

treatment to initiate restructuring across a wider area. Shining the spotlight on places adds to 

the visibility of the incentives and can raise the level of confidence in an area. By retaining some 

rights over the land, municipalities can share in the rise of property values as development 

proceeds. In countries other than South Africa, land value capture is an important mechanism 

for funding public infrastructure. 

Finally, area-based management can start renewing run-down 

areas by skewing resources towards them to improve everyday 

conditions and popular perceptions. It may begin with simple 

matters like keeping the streets clean, repairing broken facilities 

and maintaining the basic infrastructure. This could be followed by 

proactive efforts to reposition areas through focused interventions, 

such as upgrading the environment of public spaces and forming 

partnership initiatives with local stakeholders. Special purpose vehicles can bring together 

people with distinctive skillsets and competencies to work across conventional disciplines and 

functional divisions. This is vital to encourage creative thinking, stakeholder negotiation and 

community engagement. Cape Town’s Economic Areas Management Programme (ECAMP) 

monitors conditions in over 60 business districts with a view to tailoring policy actions more 

directly to local circumstances.

PROFESSOR IVAN TUROK

HUMAN SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL

Begin with simple matters: 

keeping the streets clean, 

repairing broken facilities 

and maintaining the basic 

infrastructure.
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CHAPTER 2
THE JOURNEY  

NO TWO ARE ALIKE

A journey is a person in itself; no two 

are alike. And all plans, safeguards, 

policing and coercion are fruitless. We 

find that after years of struggle that 

we do not take a trip; a trip takes us.

John Steinbeck 

Author, 1902 – 1968
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF
LAND USE PLANNING

THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT

ANNEKE MULLER

Access to land, forms of land tenure, spatial planning, the 

environment and planning for social and economic development 

are all interrelated and interlinked. In South Africa, early towns were 

laid out long before any township legislation existed, but as all land 

was deemed to belong to the state, approval was always needed 

for the establishment of new towns. The layout of towns and erven 

was seen as a function of either the government or the church. 

Land use planning (LUP) legislation was preceded by squatting 

and health legislation, both of which were used in discriminatory 

ways. The first legislation used to regulate subdivision was only 

drafted after the South African War4, as pressure from private 

developers and speculation of land increased.

Over time, perspectives on LUP have changed from LUP viewed 

mainly as township establishment, to more comprehensive 

physical and spatial planning, regional planning and finally land 

use planning as more of a holistic and integrated development 

function. Where previously LUP was viewed by some as a technical and apolitical endeavour, 

it is now seen as profoundly political, dealing with decisions about who gets what, how much 

and where. This requires a democratic and open public participation process. 

Normative and ethical issues are now viewed as essential elements to the LUP process. 

Previously, LUP legislation promulgated inequality; now, all legislation is measured against 

human rights and laws are principle-led. The ideal of “sustainable development” is one of 

these normative concepts and it requires a system that addresses and attempts to integrate 

the social, economic, environmental, built-environment and government dimensions of 

development. Development, over and above promoting eco-friendly, sustainable development, 

is also required to be fair and just.

The pre-colonial period

Modern humans5 have inhabited Southern Africa for at least 170,000 years, while the hunter-

gatherer San and the pastoral Khoikhoi herders settled in the Cape Peninsula more than 2,000 

years ago. Bantu-speaking peoples have been present south of the Limpopo River from about 

the 3rd and 4th centuries C.E6, where they settled in villages, practising subsistence farming 

An overview of the history 

of development planning 

in South Africa, with some 

reference to the impact that 

politics and legislation have 

had on planning decisions 

throughout various periods, 

such as the colonial, apartheid 

and post-apartheid eras, 

up to the enactment of the 

Spatial Planning and Land Use 

Management Act, 2013 (Act 

16 of 2013) and the Western 

Cape Land Use Planning Act, 

2014 (Act 3 of 2014) and their 

implementation on 1 July 2015.
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and tending livestock. They also mined for copper and other ores on a large enough scale to 

trade and developed their own laws and systems of land ownership (Van der Merwe, 1989). 

According to Drake and Hall (1993), by the year 1700, there existed indigenous Tswana and 

Sotho villages (or tribal capitals) that were bigger and denser than Cape Town at the time. 

An example includes Molokwane, near present day Rustenburg in the North West Province, 

estimated to have had an overall population of about 33,000 people - compared to Cape 

Town which at that stage had a population of approximately 3,000. 

The Dutch colonial period

The Dutch East India Company (Verenigde Oos-Indische Companje) (VOC), a multi-national 

company of which the Dutch government was a role-player, decided to establish a refreshment 

station at the Cape of Good Hope. A number of young men from all over Europe signed five to 

ten year contracts with the company to work for them in various positions. After the expiry of 

these contracts, the men were allowed to become free burghers who farmed for themselves. 

Despite the existence of the Khoi-San, the Dutch viewed the land as being res nullius – land 

that had never belonged to anybody. Since 1657, free burghers were issued surveyed farms 

in the form of ‘erfbriewen’ which can be seen as a form of freehold ownership. The VOC 

struggled to effectively control the issuing of land in outlying districts, which led to a form of 

squatting by farmers (known as ‘trekboere’) who grazed their cattle in these districts, with 

rights established at a later stage. In 1714, the ‘leeningplaats’ (loan place) system replaced 

‘erfbriewen’ and a nominal annual rental was payable to the government for farms of up to 

3 000 morgen in extent (2 570 hectares), with the government retaining the right to reclaim 

the farm on one year’s notice, but which it rarely if ever did. During 1732, erfpacht (similar to 

quitrent in English law) was introduced on valuable agricultural land in the Western Cape for a 

renewable period of 15 years, subject to an annual rental (Pienaar, 2005; Van der Merwe, 1989). 

From the beginning, there was a conflict between this new land tenure system and the 

unregistered grazing and other rights of the Khoi-San, which were not acknowledged nor 

protected by the VOC. This land policy, together with other later discriminatory legislation 

and policies, such as those which declared that ‘Hottentots’ must have a prescribed living 

area, which imposed a pass system on them (such as the 1809 Hottentot Proclamation) and 

provided for the compulsory apprenticeship of their children to farmers through the 1812 

Apprenticeship of Servants Act which eventually destroyed the Khoi-San way of life and led 

to their dispossession. Only a few Khoi kraals survived, due to them becoming missionary 

institutions, such as Genadendal established in 1737 and Mamre in 1808. Land for Genadendal 

was only granted in 1857 and 1858, not in full ownership, but “for the use of and in trust for 

such persons as may from time to time be lawfully resident at the institution of Genadendal”. 

Genadendal and other missionary stations later became ‘Coloured Rural Areas’ in terms of 

the Cape of Good Hope Mission Stations and Communal Reserves Act, 1909 (Act 29 of 1909) 

(Pienaar, 2005).
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The first VOC towns such as Cape Town (1652), Stellenbosch (1679), Swellendam (1746) 

and Graaff Reinet (1786) were established by the company as decentralised government 

administrative centres with a Drostdy and a Landdrost to manage the local district, while 

Simonstown was established in 1680 as a harbour and naval station (Floyd, 1960). Later, 

these four administrative districts were subdivided into smaller districts and sub-districts 

with additional towns such as Tulbagh established in 1795, followed by George in 1800 and 

Uitenhage in 1804. According to Floyd (1960) between 1652 and 1825, the initiative of town 

establishment came from the government, with Uitenhage being a typical example of a 

government-initiated town; while from 1826 to 1900 the Dutch Reformed Church took the 

initiative, with Robertson being an example of a town established by the Church. In both 

cases, the government or church would set up a committee to select a new site for the town, 

with the availability of water being an important requirement. The Governor was assigned to 

grant the permission for the town to be established, where after the farm would be bought 

and a land surveyor would lay out the town, functioning as a town planner would today. All 

of these towns were based on a gridiron layout approach – a church would be placed as the 

main building in town, often with an open space/square in the front. Water was sourced from 

a river or spring to erven through open water furrows for irrigation, animals and domestic use. 

Not all erven had direct access to water, creating a distinction between wet and dry erven. 

These towns were surrounded by commonage areas, where farmers who came to town for 

‘nagmaal’ could camp and leave their animals.

The British colonial period

The first English occupation was from 1795 to 1803 and the second occupation from 1806 

onwards. The same problems of the clash of land systems developed on the Eastern border, 

with traditional communal systems of land ownership being ignored by the trekboere. The 

first English Governor-General Craig questioned the ethics of loan place (‘leeningplaats’) 

holders when he asked them: “With what face can you ask me to allow you to occupy lands 

which belong to other people? What right can I have to give you the property of others?” 

(Van der Merwe, 1989), but by 1812 Governor John Cradock opted for a military solution for 

the land disputes and forced 20,000 Xhosa people out of the Zuurveld and permitted white 

families to access the land. According to Van der Merwe (1989) “For the first time, power 

tilted meaningfully towards the whites”.

Ordinance 50 of 1828 acknowledged the right of non-Europeans to own land. Grants were 

therefore made available to Khoikhoi, missionaries and the Civil Commissioners of districts 

where reserves were established for indigenous occupation, but titles that were issued 

included “setting aside”, certificates of reservation, tickets of occupation and ‘restricted’ 

deeds of grants, revocable at the will of the Crown and with the cancellation of the power 

to alienate. These lesser land rights for non-Europeans continue to exist and it is part of the 

present-day tenure reform to address these inequalities.
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As landlessness increased, new influx control, squatting laws and policies were passed which 

strengthened and extended the existing proclamations. The late 18th century marked the first 

occurrence of slaves being required to carry passes. This requirement was later extended to 

the Khoikhoi and to blacks. The 1879 Native Location Act granted occupation rights, but not 

ownership, on a one-man one-plot basis and the notorious 1894 Glen Grey Act (introduced by 

the (then) Cape Prime Minister Cecil John Rhodes) supported the idea of replacing communal 

tenure of land in the then “African” (black) Reserves with this one-man-one plot occupation 

right. The 1879 Native Location Act was further backed by anti-squatting legislation, the 

imposition of a poll tax and pass laws. These Acts contributed to segregation, limited black 

franchise and also forced black people into wage labour. It has been described as “the Cape 

Colony’s evolving offensive against squatter-peasants in the 1880s and 1890s” (Bundy, 1979 

as cited by Bouch 1993).

The Union of South Africa 

After the South African War, the Union of South Africa was created and subdivided into four 

provinces. Provincial powers were set out in the South Africa Act, 1909 (Act 9 of 1909) and 

the Financial Relations Act, 1913 (Act 10 of 1913), as amended in 1925. LUP powers were not 

constitutionally guaranteed, but the Financial Relations Act gave provinces the power to 

legislate regarding ‘township establishment’ and ‘town planning’. Provincial legislation would 

be valid as long as it did not contradict national legislation and dealt only with functions as 

set out in the Financial Relations Act. 

Prior to the adoption of LUP laws, health, housing and squatting legislation included powers 

that assisted in the control of development and the management of slums. The Public Health 

Act of 1919 was based on similar British legislation and it, together with the 1920 Housing Act, 

were used to secure the division of urban space based on race. The 1900 and 1904 bubonic 

plague epidemics, the 1912 smallpox outbreak and 1918 flu epidemic were used as motivation 

to move blacks out of central neighbourhoods into segregated locations, making use of the 

Native Reserve Locations Act, 1902 (Act 40 of 1902) to establish places such as Ndabeni in 

Cape Town and New Brighton in Port Elizabeth (Parnell, 1993; Swanson, 1977).

The first municipal powers regarding subdivision were set out in the Cape Municipal Ordinance, 

1912 (Ord 10 of 1912). Before the 1927 and 1934 Townships Ordinances were adopted in the 

Cape Province, all applications for subdivision were regulated by section 268 of the Cape 

Municipal Ordinance, 1912 and its regulations (Donges & van Winsen, 1940). According to 

this section, it was not legal for any land owner to subdivide any property for any reason 

without approval of a subdivision plan by the municipality in accordance with the subdivision 

regulations of that municipality. Even if the municipality did not have regulations, plans still 

had to be submitted for approval (Montagu Municipality v Honikman, 1913).

The first comprehensive Townships and Town Planning Ordinance in South Africa was 

the Transvaal Ordinance of 1931 (Price & Cameron, 1982)7, although, at that point the Cape 

Province already had a Townships Ordinance 13 of 1927, which dealt mainly with subdivision 
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and the establishment of townships. In the Cape Province, their Townships Ordinance 13 of 

1927 was replaced with the more comprehensive Townships Ordinance 33 of 1934, which 

also provided for the adoption of town planning schemes.

This period following the Union was also followed by the adoption of a number of discriminatory 

land laws. The Land Act of 1913 caused ownership of the land to be based on race and restricted 

the entire black population to 7% of the land in South Africa, as listed in a schedule annexed to 

the Act. Black-owned land that fell outside scheduled areas was to be taken away from these 

owners. In 1914, a Native Urban Areas Act was approved. In 1927, the Native Administration 

Act expanded the existing pass system. In 1934, the Slum Clearance Act was adopted and 

was used to oust District Six during the 1950s. The concept of quitrent was also abolished 

during 1934, although full ownership was not available to blacks outside of scheduled areas.

The 1910 and later 1961, national Constitutions did not include any Bill of Rights and the concept 

of parliamentary sovereignty meant that parliament could adopt any legislation, however 

discriminatory or onerous it was on any group of people. The first proposed Bill of Rights 

was the 1955 Freedom Charter adopted by the Congress of the People during the time that 

the establishment of a republic was under debate.

In 1942, a Social and Economic Planning Council was appointed, as the first step towards an 

integrated socio-economic policy for the country. Their Fifth Report on Regional and Town 

Planning8 was published in 1944 and dealt with physical planning. The report discussed the 

chaos present in peri-urban areas (beyond municipal borders) and also emphasised the 

need for public control of land, the balanced distribution of industries and problems of over-

concentration in large centres. The report recommended a national department of physical 

planning and regional development, to supplement the existing powers of government 

(Potgieter, 1993). A National Housing and Planning Commission was established in 1944 in 

terms of the Housing Amendment Act of that year, under the Department of Public Health. 

The apartheid period

After 1948, the existing pass laws and squatting legislation were further strengthened in the 

Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act of 1951 and the Blacks Abolition of Passes and Coordination 

of Documents Act of 1952. The Group Areas Act was also adopted in 1950 and the policy of 

homelands (Bantustans) led to the establishment of 10 homelands by the 1990s, of which four 

were independent and six self-governing. The average population density in these homelands 

was 151 people per km2, compared to 19 people per km2 in the remainder of the country. It 

has been estimated that 3.5 million people (more that 10% of the total population) have been 

subject to forced removal since 1960 (Pienaar, 2005). 

The first national LUP act was the National Resources Act of 1947. The act made provision for 

the creation of controlled areas consisting of numerous local authorities, for the purpose of 

comprehensive planning. This was the first statutory provision for regional planning and the 

Free State goldfields was the first proclaimed controlled area, since it was already indicated 
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as a problem area in the Fifth Report of the Social and Economic Planning Council. The act 

also established a National Resources Development Council (NRDC) which investigated 

optimal development and use of land and coordinated planning in controlled areas. The 

NRDC existed for 17 years and during this time published numerous reports on planning. In 

1960, the Permanent Committee for the Location of Industry and Development of Border 

Areas was established (Potgieter, 1993).

The first LUP course at a South African University was a part-time diploma course at the 

University of the Witwatersrand in 1954, which eventually became a Bachelor’s degree. 

It was only a decade later that a number of further planning schools were established at 

Potchefstroom, Pretoria, Cape Town and Stellenbosch universities. The South African Town 

Planning Institute (SATPI) was also founded in 1954. Prior to that, there was a Town and 

Country Planning Association at Wits in 1945, as well as a branch of the Royal Town Planning 

Institute (RTPI) which operated in South Africa, but disbanded in 1959 (although a close 

association was kept between the RTPI and SATPI) (Potgieter, 1993; Wilkinson, 1993).

The Republic of South Africa

On 31 May 1961, South Africa became a republic following a referendum by white voters. The 

Governor-General became the State President. The government system was based on the 

Westminster parliamentary system, with the State President having relatively few powers. 

It was only in 1964 that the first national Department of Planning was established, purposed 

“to ensure closer coordination of economic, scientific and physical planning” (according to 

the 1980/81 Official Yearbook of the RSA as cited in Potgieter, 1993). The Physical Planning 

and Utilisation of Resources Act, 1967 (Act 88 of 1967) replaced the 1948 Act and the 

NRDC was disestablished. The new Act also included sections to establish controlled areas; 

controlled zoning, subdivision and use of land for industrial purposes (as a means of influx 

control discouraging black people from moving to the cities). The concept of a controlled 

area included powers to protect agricultural and mineral resources. In 1975, the name of the 

Act was changed to the Environmental Planning Act and in 1981 to the Physical Planning Act, 

1967 (Act 88 of 1967), while the 1981 amendment to the Act also provided for the drafting 

and approval of guide plans.

In 1982, the Environmental Conservation Act, 1982 (Act 100 of 1982) was adopted, to be 

replaced by the Environmental Conservation Act, 1989 (Act 73 of 1989), which led to the 

first Environmental Impact Assessment regulations in 1997.

In 1983, the Republic of South Africa Constitution Act, 1983 (Act 110 of 1983) was adopted. 

This Constitution gave more power to the State President and also made provision for the 

concepts of ‘Own Affairs’ and ‘General Affairs’. ‘Own Affairs’ were seen as matters that 

“specifically and differentially affect a population group in relation to the maintenance of its 

identity and the upholding and furtherance of its way of life, culture, traditions and customs” 

(section 14). Following this Constitution, Parliament was established to consist of 3 Houses, 
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namely the House of Assembly (for whites), House of Representatives (for coloureds) and a 

House of Delegates (for Indians). An administration was established for each of these houses. 

In 1984, the Black Communities Development Act, 1984 (Act 4 of 1984) was adopted. It included 

provisions for subdivision and land use planning in Black Development Areas and it made 

provision for the establishment of town planning schemes in these areas. The administration 

of the Act was devolved to the provinces in 1987.

In the Cape Province, the Land Use Planning Ordinance, 1985 (Ord 15 of 1985) (known as 

LUPO) was put into operation on 1 July 1986. LUPO included a number of innovative ideas, 

such as separating zoning schemes which offered land use rights and spatial planning in 

terms of structure plans, as well as the idea that unutilised zonings should lapse and not 

be perpetual. Prior to this, zoning schemes were also used for spatial planning and led to 

large areas being zoned for future residential, business or industrial uses (often in unsuitable 

areas). Luckily, Ordinance 33 of 1934 did not contextualise zoning and subdivision and even 

though it may have been the intention of town planners, the fact that large areas were zoned 

for single or general residential use did not mean that rights existed to subdivide that land. 

Some of the goals of LUPO included the devolution of LUP powers to municipalities and the 

rationalisation of procedures.

In 1987, the Cape Land Use Planning Ordinance was dissolved into two separate Ordinances. 

The House of Assembly adopted LUPO as a white ‘Own Affairs’, while it was a General Affair 

for other race groups, administered by the province. The Houses of Representatives and 

Delegates decided not to adopt land use planning as an Own Affair). This situation did not 

last very long and in 1991 the Own Affairs legislation was repealed and LUPO became one 

Ordinance once again.

In 1987, the pass laws and influx control were repealed. Legislation was put in place so that 

99 year leasehold for black people in urban areas could be upgraded to full ownership. At 

this stage, the unpopular bantu administration boards were also disbanded and the functions 

of housing and development in terms of the Black Community Development Act of 1984, as 

well as squatter management, became a provincial function.

The lack of staff and resources that came with the aforementioned function meant that the 

Cape Province had to delegate some of its planning functions to municipalities. The legal 

advice obtained was that the only way this could be done was through structure plans. This 

led to the drafting of the General Structure Plan – purposed to guide the delegation process. 

In 1988, two years after LUPO came into operation, most zoning, departure and subdivision 

applications were delegated to municipalities. However, the appeals power of LUPO meant that 

a large majority of applications were still sent to province for appeal and approval processing.

The African National Congress (ANC) was unbanned in 1990, while in 1991 the Group Areas 

Act, the Black Communities Development Act, the Rural Coloured Areas Act, the Land Act 
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of 1913 and various other discriminatory acts (as well as the concept of Own Affairs) were 

repealed by the Abolition of Racially Based Land Measures Act of 1991.The latter introduced 

a new time period where a negotiation process led to the drafting of the interim Constitution 

of 1993, which led to the first multi-racial and democratic election of April 1994. This new 

democratic Constitution included the first Bill of Rights in the history of South Africa.

The Democratic era

The 1993 Constitution was replaced by a final Constitution in 1996, which included a Bill of 

Rights and was declared the supreme national law, against which all other laws and conduct 

should be measured. It provided for nine provinces and new provincial borders. The new 

Constitution included wide-ranging and constitutionally protected powers for the provinces 

and for municipalities and promoted a system of cooperative government, requiring all three 

spheres of government to “cooperate with one another in mutual trust and good faith” 

(section 41). The Constitution also required the racially-based local government system of 

that time to be totally reviewed. This led to the Local Government Transition Act, 1993 (Act 

209 of 1993) and finally to the adoption of the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, 

2000 (Act 32 of 2000) (MSA). Integrated Development Plans (IDPs) were first defined in the 

Local Government Transition Act of 1993 based on a definition as accepted at the Forum for 

Effective Planning and Development (FEPD) — a forum of all provincial ministers of planning 

and technical support staff. The concept of development planning was also defined in the 

Western Cape Provincial Development Council Law 5 of 1996 based on this same FEPD 

definition. For the first time, LUP in South Africa was seen as something more than physical 

or spatial planning. 

In 1998, the Environmental Conservation Act was replaced by a much more comprehensive 

National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act 107 of 1998) (NEMA), which was followed 

by a number of Special Environmental Management Acts (SEMAs). A National Heritage 

Resources Act was also adopted in 1999 and new Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

regulations were adopted.

The Development Facilitation Act, 1995 (Act 67 of 1995) (DFA) was the first national planning 

act of the democratic era. It established the National Development and Planning Commission 

(NDPC) and also made provision for the drafting of land development objectives by local 

authorities as a form of spatial planning. It established development tribunals at provincial 

level to take decisions in respect of land development projects. The NDPC brought out a Draft 

Green Paper on Development and Planning in 1999, which eventually, after a very convoluted 

process, culminated in the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 

2013), known colloquially as SPLUMA.

During this period of fast-paced change, provincial governments made various attempts to 

write new provincial legislation, which led to the adoption of the Planning and Development 

Act, 1999 (Act 7 of 1999) in the Western Cape. However, due inter alia to the switchover 

of ruling political parties in the Western Cape Legislature, this act was never implemented. 
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A new legislation review process was initiated, with the idea to integrate environmental 

management, spatial planning and land use management, as well as heritage planning. This, 

however, also led nowhere.

During this time, ‘sustainability’ as a concept was becoming more important. Environmental 

sustainability is mentioned in the Constitution and in a number of other laws. In 2006, a draft 

national strategic framework for sustainable development was adopted, which in 2010 led to 

South Africa’s first National Strategy for Sustainable Development (NSSD). The Western Cape 

adopted their first Concept Paper on Sustainable Development in 2005. This was followed 

by policies on sustainable energy and on climate change.

Meanwhile, two chapters of the DFA were found unconstitutional by the Constitutional Court 

in 2010 (City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality v Gauteng Development Tribunal 

and others [2009] ZASCA 106; [2010] SA 554; [2010] BCLR 157; [2010] SA 201). Various 

other Constitutional and High Court cases (Maccsand v City of Cape Town [2012] JOL 28669; 

Minister for Mineral Resources v Swartland Municipality [2012] ZACC 8; Minister of Local 

Government v Lagoon Bay Lifestyle Estate [2011] SA 270; Minister of Local Government, 

Environmental Affairs and Development Planning v The Habitat Council [2013] SA 113) also 

defined and developed the view of what municipal planning meant, which required drastic 

amendments to previous drafts of LUPA and to provincial legislation. In 2012, the racially-

based LUP in former guide plans was also found to be inconsistent with the Constitution 

and therefore invalid (Shelfplett 47 v Minister for Environmental Affairs and Development 

Planning [2012] SA 441). These court cases gave more guidance to the national and provincial 

governments about what their legislative powers were in relation to that of municipalities. 

After more than a decade, the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 

16 of 2013) (SPLUMA) was adopted to replace the DFA. It made provision for goals such as 

spatial justice and for the first time addressed the aspect of informal areas, requiring their 

integration as part of spatial planning. 

The Western Cape was the first province to adopt a new Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 

3 of 2014) (LUPA), 29 years after the LUPO (and 15 years after Act 7 of 1999). Even though 

full integration was not possible, systems have been put in place for improved coordination 

between environmental, heritage and LUP legislation.
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Conclusion

In our present democratic era, LUP is or should be, guided by the Constitution and its Bill 

of Rights. It is therefore not possible to adopt further discriminatory laws, but it will be 

some time before the LUP of the past can be undone. Over time, the focus of LUP has also 

moved from physical planning to integrated development planning. However, there is still 

a need for better integration between land reform and LUP laws and between laws dealing 

with integrated development planning and those dealing with spatial planning. The new 

dispensation following SPLUMA still presents a steep learning curve ahead for all three 

spheres of government. There are also questions of whether or not the present legal tools 

and funding arrangements are adequate to deal with the challenges of urbanisation, informal 

settlements, poverty and inequality.

ANNEKE MULLER

Senior Lecturer
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A HISTORICAL ACCOUNT 
OF THE IMPACT OF 

LAND USE PLANNING 
IN THE WESTERN CAPE

ELUSIVE SPATIAL AND ECONOMIC

INTEGRATION AND INCLUSIVENESS

DR CECIL MADELL

Although significant legislative advances have been made in 

clarifying the role of spatial planning and enabling more efficient 

land use planning (LUP) decision-making, they have not resulted 

in meaningful change in towns and cities spatially distorted by 

apartheid planning. It is therefore questionable whether or not 

planners are on the right path towards developing towns and cities 

that are economically more inclusive, socially more integrated 

and environmentally more sustainable.

Pre-colonial and colonial periods

Paleontological evidence such as the discovery of the Taung 

skull and other hominid fossils in the North West Province of 

South Africa, as well as archaeological sites in Gauteng Province 

for example, the Cradle of Humankind, support the theory that 

humanity originated in Africa (Southafricanpalaeocaves, 2012). 

The indigenous Khoi and San communities were located mainly 

within the central and south coastal regions, while Nguni tribes 

migrated from the northern parts of Africa and established a wide 

range of chiefdoms (such as the Zulu, Xhosa, Venda and Sotho 

tribes) within the central, northern, southern and eastern parts of the country (Henderson, 

2013). Sporadic settlements were established around hunter-gatherer and pastoral activities.

Portuguese seafarers en route to India visited the South African coast regularly during the late 

15th century and by the 17th century the Dutch East India Company had set up a trade station 

at the Cape to provide provisions for the passing ships. This evolved in to the establishment of 

the first European settlement in 1652 at the Cape. Land that was occupied by indigenous tribes 

was given to European settlers by the colonial authorities for the purposes of farming and the 

establishment of villages and towns. Conflict between the settlers and the colonial authorities 

This article tracks urban 

planning theory and practice 

in South Africa from earlier to 

recent times and reflects on 

the impact of political policy, 

legislation and distorted 

planning ideas imported from 

the USA and the UK on towns 

and cities, particularly in the 

Western Cape. It reveals 

that these were instrumental 

in shaping the location, 

physical form and structure 

of urban settlements and that 

spatial integration, economic 

inclusiveness and environmental 

sustainability remain elusive 

goals of planning.
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resulted in the migration of settlers inland, causing further encounters and displacement of 

the indigenous inhabitants. Slaves were imported from East Africa, Madagascar and east 

India to augment the growing need for cheap labour in the Cape. Upon arrival, slaves were 

kept at the slave lodge, traded as commodities and accommodated in designated quarters 

of their master’s residence.

Rural towns in the Western Cape

Stellenbosch was the first town established outside the Cape Colony in 1670, planned as a 

village and allowed to grow organically into a town. Other towns founded by settlers during 

this period included Paarl, Tulbagh, Swellendam, Malmesbury and Simonstown. By 1865, these 

were followed by towns located further from the original settlement area, such as Ceres, 

Worcester, Robertson, Montagu, Caledon, Riversdale, Heidelberg, George, Mossel Bay and 

Oudtshoorn. The design and growth of these settlements were influenced by Victorian and 

Cape Dutch settlement layouts and architectures and this was reflected in the prominence 

of church and public buildings, the rectangular gridiron plan, the prominence of main streets 

and the design of public buildings and dwellings (Fransen, 2006). Although indigenous 

inhabitants and slave descendants were relegated to specific parts of residences, towns and 

villages, these did not take on the form of entire communities. 

A number of mission stations were established by institutions such as the Moravian Church for 

marginalised communities such as the freed slaves and former Khoi-San pastoralists. Those 

established by 1865 included Genadendal, Mamre, Saron, Elim, Pacaltsdorp and Zoar. The 

layout of the mission stations changed from the gridiron model and involved the allocation 

of narrow strips of fertile garden land along river courses with church, school and community 

buildings focused on the werf (Fransen, 2006). These mission settlements were located in 

rural areas, had an agricultural base and were to some extent self-sufficient and in harmony 

with the natural environment.

Organic growth of towns and villages 

By 1910, the Union of South Africa was established under British rule with no significant regard 

for political and economic rights for the majority of the indigenous population. The African 

National Congress (ANC) was founded in 1912, while the state promulgated the 1913 Natives 

Land Act, setting aside “homelands” in order to reinforce the segregation between white 

citizens and black ‘non-citizens’. 

Settlements in the Cape Colony grew organically as more settlers arrived and the demand for 

farm land, trading and associated movement between locations increased. The settlements 

at the Cape extended along old wagon routes that later became Main Road southwards, 

incorporating suburbs such a Salt River, Woodstock, Observatory and others towards 

Simonstown, while the northern corridor extended towards Maitland, Elsies River, Bellville 

and further east. These evolved to a large extent organically and their physical design 

followed a rectilinear grid, warped by the local physiography as in the case of European 
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villages and towns which were informed by ancient Greek, Roman and medieval town designs. 

Halt Road, linked from Voortrekker Road at Elsies River and followed the old wagon route 

towards Stellenbosch. This organic growth pattern of settlement, informed by main roads 

and intersections with other public transportation modes such as railway lines, underpinned 

the development of many South African cities, towns and villages. 

Mixed urban uses were accommodated in a variety of two to three storey buildings and 

significant levels of integration were evident, in spite of class and ethnic divisions. According 

to Morris (1994) “‘organic types’ of urban form evolved without preconceived planned 

intervention; similarly, in direct contrast, ‘planned’ urban form, is the result of predetermined 

intention”. Factors that informed the shape and location of towns and cities identified 

by Morris included the physiographic factors such as “climate, topography, the available 

construction materials and man-made factors such as trade, political and social power and 

religion” (Morris, 1994). 

Rise of modernist rational planning

The rise of modernist rational planning at the beginning of the 20th century and its connection 

with the Fordism paradigm in terms of the invention of the automobile, set the scene for 

land use separation, the shift to free-standing houses and relocation outside of historic core 

areas. These elements were captured in British zoning schemes and exported to the colonies, 

including South Africa. Formal town planning by-laws and zoning schemes were introduced 

in Cape Town during the 1950s. The period was synonymous with the industrial city and its 

features of poor sanitation, poor health and fire hazards associated with dense and mixed-use 

urban areas. In response, ideas for alternative ways of establishing settlements were generated 

by planning theorists in the United Kingdom (UK) and the United States of America (US).

Garden City Movement

Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City Movement originated in the UK during the 1890s as a post-

industrial city in response to the “Victorian slum city” (Hall, 1988). The garden city concept 

was based on the notion of the ‘three magnets’ aimed at incorporating “the best of town and 

country in a new kind of settlement, town-country” (Hall, 1988). The ideal garden city would have 

a set population ranging between 30 000 and 32 000; be surrounded by a permanent green 

belt and agricultural areas; provide for urban institutions like reformatories and convalescent 

homes, that could benefit from a rural location; provide for radial road routes and fairly 

straight lengths of road which should support integrated public transport or an inter-municipal 

railway to encourage economic and social activity; prioritise the beautification of roads and 

boulevards; and provide for the co-location of public facilities around a central park while 

schools would be located within residential wards. Garden cities would be transplanted to the 

outskirts of urban centres and would be the antithesis of the blighted Victorian industrial city.

The garden city concept was imported to the Cape by Richard Stuttaford in 1922, following 

his visit to the UK. The Garden City Trust was established and Pinelands was constructed as 
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the first garden city in South Africa. Other garden cities established in Cape Town included 

Edgemead (1970s), Bergvliet (1940s) and more recently Parklands. Local versions of garden 

cities are characterised by large erven and low residential densities, detached dwellings and 

the separation of incompatible land uses. These were also racially reserved for whites and 

were not surrounded by green belts, but rather by railway lines and freeways — barriers 

aimed at separating white and black neighbourhoods, for example the railway line separating 

Pinelands from the adjacent Langa.

Separate development and black locations

A preoccupation with race and the use of health and safety concerns as ‘valid’ reasoning 

resulted in authorities relocating black residents from places such as District Six to out of 

town areas such as Ndabeni, a designated “native location” near Pinelands in 1890. Growth of 

the settlement resulted in the further relocation of residents to Langa, which was established 

in 1927 as a “Bantu” township. Although Langa was supposedly informed by the Garden City 

concept, it did not reflect its typical features such as a green belt, the provision of significant 

higher order public facilities, a central green boulevard, a commercial centre and quality 

housing, as in the case of Pinelands.

Formalisation of apartheid 1948 - 1990

The National Party came in to power in 1948 and formally introduced apartheid through the 

Population Registration Act, 1950 (Act 30 of 1950) and the Group Areas Act of 1950 and 

declared South Africa a republic in 1961. Apartheid policies included the forced removal of 

some 3.5 million people to “Bantustans” and their settlement in newly established ‘towns’ 

such as Bisho in the Eastern Cape and Atlantis in the Western Cape; and were informed by 

growth pole theories and warped by National Party ideology. These were to a large extent 

a ‘graduation’ of segregation practices implemented at a building and structure level to the 

scale of towns and cities and eventually imposed at a subnational regional level. Segregated 

coloured and black townships allowed a limited number of the black people to live in towns 

and cities through a policy of insiders and outsiders (Seekings & Nattrass, 2015).

Grand apartheid, townships and suburbs 1960s - 1990

The Physical Planning Act, 1967 (Act 88 of 1967) (PPA) had the most direct impact on LUP as 

it designated land along racial categories and made provisions for spatial planning through 

guide plans. The application of this legislation conveniently borrowed LUP design concepts 

that were popular with middle to high-income communities in the USA who aspired to live 

the suburban dream and warped its application to serve the apartheid ambition of separate 

development. 

The Neighbourhood Unit

In the USA, Clarence Perry’s Neighbourhood Unit concept was conceptualised during the 

1920s in response to the perceived threat to “traditional community life” as a result of the 

“socially-alienating nature of large metropolitan areas”. The Neighbourhood Unit is described 
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by Brody as a “model for residential environments containing community facilities, parks, local 

shopping and housing for the population needed to support an elementary school” (2013). 

Perry’s ideas were influenced by Howard’s Garden City concept as the Neighbourhood Unit 

had similar physical attributes, including low residential densities, large expanses of open 

space, localised and space-expansive public facilities and a set population density (Behrens 

& Watson, 1996). The population of the Neighbourhood Unit had to support an elementary 

school, consist of “clearly identifiable, independent social units” and create safer environments 

for children in the public realm i.e. “the minimisation of conflicts between school children 

and through traffic” (Behrens & Watson, 1996). Other features of the Neighbourhood Unit’s 

physical characteristics included its inward orientation, curvilinear road networks and directing 

through traffic on wide arterials that bypass neighbourhoods (in comparison with garden 

cities which incorporate passing traffic). 

Neighbourhood planning focused on middle-income families who owned cars and wanted 

to move from inner city areas to the suburbs of historic core areas. In South Africa, the 

Neighbourhood Unit was appropriated by the Apartheid State for forced removals during 

the 1960s onwards. In Cape Town, coloured and black families were removed from areas 

such as District Six, Claremont, Wynberg, Mowbray and Newlands that were designated as 

white suburbs, to newly established and racially-designated townships on the outskirts of the 

city such as Bonteheuwel, Nyanga, Gugulethu, Heideveld and Manenberg. Inner city forced 

removals occurred throughout the country, in areas like Sophia Town in Johannesburg and 

Cato Manor in Durban.

The newly established apartheid neighbourhoods were unable to recapture complex social 

relations, engagements, diversity, networks and community identities that existed in older 

parts of urban areas and were rather characterised by fragmented and mono-functional land 

use separated by freeways and railway lines aimed at entrenching economic, social, racial and 

spatial divisions. These areas became zones of resistance and uprising against the Apartheid 

State during the 1980s and 1990s. The design, based on neighbourhood isolation with minimal 

road entrances, was ideal for the security apparatus to isolate and seal off areas of resistance. 

The design of these areas was based on curvilinear and loop road networks, with through 

traffic bypassing the township and thereby significantly reducing the viability of economic 

activity associated with clustered and inward-orientated neighbourhood units. This was not 

a concern in the US where the target population comprised middle-income groups, but it 

was economically devastating for townships designed as dormitory units.

New Town Movement

The New Town Movement was characterised by the design and construction of Milton 

Keynes in the UK during 1967. Key attributes of the Milton Keynes Master Plan included a 

car-orientated and hierarchical grid of limited access mobility arterials, localised commercial 

and service centres, the provision of employment opportunities, separation of pedestrian/

vehicular movement and guidelines for housing and associated public facilities.
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The New Town Concept was readily imported by the Apartheid State for Mitchell’s Plain 

during the 1970s and for Khayelitsha during the 1980s and designated for blacks and coloureds 

separately. The hierarchical grid of limited arterial and neighbourhood cells was slavishly copied. 

However, significant job opportunities were omitted in order to mitigate any competition with 

established ‘white-controlled’ central business districts. Most residents did not own a car and 

although heavy rail was provided, this still required long trips to designated railway stations.

The Woonerf Concept

This concept was advocated by Nick de Boer during the late 1960s in the Netherlands and 

strived to integrate pedestrian and vehicular movement with right of way in favour of the 

pedestrian. It was characterised by traffic calming through the ‘narrowing and pinching’ of 

roadways, raised paving, landscaping, alternating road surfaces and textures and identifiable 

parking areas. This concept was copied for the physical design of the Strandfontein Village 

as an extension to Mitchell’s Plain and set aside for coloured occupation. Access was limited, 

as typically found in other apartheid townships, while the use of loops and cul-de-sacs are 

prevalent in the design. Provision was not made for any land use activities that could generate 

significant employment opportunities and through traffic bypassed the township, nullifying 

the capability to generate local economic opportunities. 

Rural towns

Apartheid was vigorously pursued during the pre-1990s and implemented in rural towns 

throughout the Western Cape and reinforced through the Coloured Labour Preference Policy 

- a cornerstone of the state’s ‘divide and rule strategy’. The extent of racial separation within 

the context of small towns ranged from coloured townships adjacent to established towns (for 

example Robertson and Worcester); while black townships were only tolerated if contained 

in size and also separately located a few kilometres away (for example Ceres and Ashton). 

Land Use Planning Ordinance 15 of 1985 (LUPO)

The LUPO dominated LUP from mid-1985 until its repeal and incremental replacement in 

2015/2016. Core implications for planning included its focus on the preparation of structure 

plans as a forward planning tool and the notion of ‘desirability’ when evaluating development 

applications. This provincial legislation operated under the PPA and was therefore subservient 

to apartheid practices. It was also applied in the Northern Cape and the Eastern Cape.

Anti-apartheid struggle

The struggle for political and economic emancipation continued throughout the apartheid 

years, evident through township unrest, union strikes, student protests, political mobilisation 

and international sanctions and boycotts. The struggle for liberation included a rejection of 

apartheid created townships and neighbourhoods as measures to ‘divide and rule’ the local 

populace. 
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Post-apartheid period 1990 - 2008

The apartheid State was eventually forced to unban the liberation movements and release 

political prisoners in 1990. After multi-party negotiations in Kempton Park, South Africa’s first 

democratic elections were successfully held in 1994 and won by the ANC. Nelson Mandela 

became the first democratically elected president within a Government of National Unity. 

The Constitution came into force in 1996 and was internationally commended, mainly for 

its Bill of Rights and liberal provision. The apartheid State operated as a hierarchical form 

of government while the new Constitution is based on cooperative governance as each of 

the three spheres of government have legislative and executive powers and functions. The 

Constitution includes a property rights clause, which entrenched land use management 

practices such as zoning schemes and vested interest in the property market and broadened 

access to urban land, particularly in post-apartheid South Africa. The ‘Mandela’ government 

placed significant focus on reconciliation and nation building. 

The South African Government pursued a wide range of reforms in an effort to combat 

widespread poverty and the challenges affecting economic growth. These initially included 

programmes such as the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) in 1992 that 

was later replaced with more market-friendly policies such as the Growth, Employment and 

Redistribution Strategy (GEAR) (South Africa, 1996), the Accelerated and Shared Growth 

Initiative for South Africa (AsgiSA) (South Africa, 2006), the New Growth Path (South Africa, 

2010) and the National Development Plan for South Africa (NDP) (South Africa, 2011). The 

RDP argued that cities and towns should be reconstructed to erase apartheid planning; 

while the later policies focused more on market-orientated macro-economic policies aimed 

at stimulating economic growth and the generation of jobs.

Local government was fragmented as an outcome of the apartheid period. The LUPO 

however remained in force in the Western Cape and the Northern Cape. The Development 

Facilitation Act, 1995 (DFA) (Act 67 of 1995) was introduced to replace the PPA. The Municipal 

Systems Act, Act 32 of 2000 was introduced, requiring municipalities to develop Integrated 

Development Plans (IDPs). 

Chapter 1, section 3 of the DFA focused on general principles for land development such as 

promoting the integration of the social, economic, institutional and physical aspects of land 

development by ensuring the availability of residential and employment opportunities in 

close proximity to or integrated with one another; optimising the use of existing resources 

including such resources relating to agriculture, land, minerals, bulk infrastructure, roads, 

transportation and social facilities; and promoting a diverse combination of land uses. The 

DFA principles further discouraged urban sprawl and advocated compact towns and cities, 

the correction of historically-distorted spatial patterns of settlement and optimising the use 

of existing infrastructure in excess of current needs.
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Immense post-apartheid optimism during this period saw the exploration of innovative LUP 

ideas and concepts within the context of legislative ambiguity and LUP policy vacuum. 

For example, the Package of Plans Approach was introduced during the 1990s with the 

development of the V&A Waterfront in Cape Town, emulating the successful development 

of the Baltimore Waterfront in the US during the 1980s following a period of industrial 

decline. LUP concepts such as activity streets and corridors were derived from planning 

schools at the Universities of Cape Town and Witwatersrand during the late 1980s through 

observations of organic growth along main roads and applied in studies such the Metropolitan 

Spatial Development Framework in Cape Town and justified through transport–oriented 

corridor design practices in cities such as Curitiba in Brazil. Approaches such as urban growth 

management boundaries (urban edges), metropolitan open space systems and densification 

strategies were appropriated from cities such as Portland, Oregon in the USA. These concepts 

were also explored in development frameworks for Johannesburg and Durban and formed 

part of a conscious effort to move away from structure plans viewed as a tool of apartheid 

planning.

RDP housing projects

The 1990s saw the launch of a large-scale state housing project, initially through site and 

service schemes funded by the Independent Development Trust (IDT) that later evolved into 

funded RDP and affordable housing projects. Earlier projects in Cape Town, such as Delft 

and Blue Downs were hybrids of the activity street and neighbourhood unit concepts. Later 

versions that resulted in the extension of areas exclusively for low income families such as Blue 

Down and Mfuleni were mere subdivision plans with no clear thought on the neighbourhood 

design (author’s own observation). RDP housing projects increased inexorably throughout the 

Western Cape during the 2000s and present time; resulting in the growth of townships such 

as Zolani (Ashton) and Thembalethu (George), Kwa Nonqaba (Mossel Bay) and Louwville 

(Vredenburg). Without exception, all of these townships were developed exclusively along 

racial lines, remained outside of local towns and further reinforced the apartheid planning. 

All were devoid of any neighbourhood design concepts and merely focused on the most 

cost-effective subdivision of publicly-owned land. These developments occurred on the 

edges of rural towns even though publicly-owned land is, in many cases, available within 

the established towns.

Seaside housing, gated communities and golf estates

The boom in the private housing market from about the mid-1990s to the onset of the 

recession in 2008 was characterised by the widespread subdivision of land for these types of 

developments within rural areas and along the coast. These were virtually all located on the 

outskirts of the ‘host’ town, consciously excluded the local affordable housing market, made 

no effort to establish a sense of town centre and typically either focused on Tuscan-style 

architecture or modern designs with no reference to place or character. Examples in this regard 

include Britannia Bay and Shelley Point in St Helena and coastal developments stretching 

from Mossel Bay to Plettenberg Bay. Exceptions include examples such as Paternoster and 
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Arniston, where holiday accommodation was seamlessly included into the existing village, 

whilst retaining the architecture of local fisherman’s cottages. Other imported ideas include 

neo-traditional planning as in the case of Thesen Island in Knysna. Here, this human scale 

designed village focuses exclusively on high-end earners, while its location is inappropriate 

within the context of the lagoon and surrounding nature reserve (author’s own observation).

Service protests

South Africa continues to face a wide range of challenges that have persisted in spite of 

significant attempts to pursue solutions. These include structural unemployment and social 

issues such as poverty and high levels of inequality, inadequate utility infrastructure, low 

levels of education and training and unskilled labour, high prevalence of TB and HIV/Aids 

and institutional ineffectiveness to deliver basic services. Other challenges include ensuring 

that local municipalities remain economically sustainable, the non-payment of services, 

corruption, the over-centralisation of resources and general unhappiness with the perceived 

slow pace of reform. The housing backlog has remained substantial in most cities, mainly 

due to a steady rural-urban migration and natural population growth. Notably, widespread 

service protests, although grounded in the wider challenges, have been verbalised mainly in 

relation to the provision of basic services.

The continuation of spatial apartheid

Most municipalities have prepared Spatial Development Frameworks, local area plans and 

structure plans. Capacitated municipalities have also prepared urban regeneration and renewal 

strategies, human settlement plans, environmental management plans and City Development 

Strategies (CDSs). However, these have remained largely ineffective in terms of their ability 

to restructure and make towns more inclusive and socially, economically and environmentally 

sustainable. Most municipalities have not been able to cater for informal settlements and 

informal activities. From a settlement location and physical planning perspective, patterns 

and trends have remain unchanged and further entrenched and poorer residents continue 

to be located even further from town and city centres and are destined to remain dormitory, 

thereby reinforcing the apartheid City. Although middle-income inner city areas have become 

more ethnically mixed, this has had no impact on the vast majority who survive on the margins 

of society; economically as well as spatially. Historically, urban integrated areas along main 

roads have deteriorated over time due to forced removals during apartheid. Neighbourhoods 

along these routes (for example Voortrekker Road and other main roads in Cape Town) 

have recently attracted inward investment with the introduction of the Urban Development 

Zone, an urban regeneration tax incentive administered by National Treasury. These areas, 

according to Dewar & Uytenbogaardt (1977) have traditionally housed the working class; 

however, residents have recently become the casualties of gentrification. 
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Recent influences

South Africa faced a severe electricity crisis in 2007, with load shedding and power cuts 

negatively effecting business productivity and confidence. The country’s interconnectivity 

with international markets meant that it was heavily affected by the 2009 global recession 

and economic slowdown in the USA, Europe and China. Consequently, RSA’s GDP growth 

rate has slowed down significantly over the last few years, to between 3%-4%, following 

relatively higher growth rates of between 6%-8% prior to the recent recession with recent 

estimates at less than 1%. This declining economic growth continues to impact significantly 

on the state’s ability to raise revenue for development and reconstruction. 

The Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA) was 

introduced in 2013 in response to legal challenges to the DFA with regard to the allocation 

of powers and responsibilities between spheres of government. SPLUMA Chapter 2, section 

7 makes provision for Development Principles and includes the need to redress spatial and 

other development imbalances through improved access and use of land by disadvantaged 

communities and persons and the inclusion of persons and areas that were previously 

excluded. It also states that a decision-maker, considering an application before it, may not 

be impeded or restricted in the exercise of its discretion solely on the grounds that the value 

of land or property is affected by the outcome of the application. SPLUMA also advocates 

the need to promote and stimulate the effective and equitable functioning of land markets, 

promote land development in locations that are sustainable and that limit urban sprawl and 

ensure sustainable livelihoods in communities most likely to suffer the impacts of economic 

and environmental shock.

In terms of development principles, significant omissions from SPLUMA that were included 

in the DFA include the availability of residential and employment opportunities in close 

proximity to or integrated with one another and the development of more compact towns 

and cities as well as the correction of the historically-distorted spatial patterns of settlement. 

In contrast, SPLUMA only refers to improving access to and the use of land by disadvantaged 

communities. It can be argued that the post-apartheid state has been doing this over the 

past 20 years.

Tracking the practices of urban development in Cape Town and the numerous rural towns in 

the Western Cape, reveals that apartheid legislation and the distortion of LUP ideas imported 

from the USA and the UK were instrumental in shaping the location, as well as the form and 

structure of our urban settlements. 
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Conclusion 

Post-apartheid LUP has made significant strides towards accommodating poor and wealthy 

residents in towns and cities in South Africa, but has done so in manner that has reinforced 

economic and social segregation. Apartheid planners vigorously pursued a political agenda, 

but made some effort, albeit in a distorted manner, to engage with LUP ideas and concepts 

when developing neighbourhoods and communities. Post- apartheid planners have contributed 

towards new LUP legislation with principles that encourage social and economic integration; 

but with virtually no impact on the urban landscape. Contemporary professional planners 

have discarded the consideration of neighbourhood design informed by LUP theory for 

poor residents, while when planning for wealthy residents have liberally applied ideas such 

as exclusive gated communities and golf estates, albeit in contexts that are not appropriate. 

Since the early post-apartheid period, it appears that the focus has shifted from spatially 

integrating cities and towns to an emphasis on providing basic services. It is therefore 

questionable whether planners are on the right path towards developing towns and cities 

that are economically, socially and environmentally more integrated and sustainable.

DR CECIL MADELL

Senior Lecturer

TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENT: CAPE PENINSULA UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
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CHAPTER 3
THE TRANSITION  

A WORLD DEFINED 
BY CHANGE

Every successful organisation has to make 

the transition from a world defined primarily 

by repetition to one primarily defined by 

change. This is the biggest transformation in 

the structure of how humans work together 

since the Agricultural Revolution.

Bill Drayton 

American Businessman
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MOVING FROM 
LUPO TO LUPA

A MUNICIPAL PERSPECTIVE

FIONA OGLE

The Land Use Planning Ordinance, (Ord 15 of 1985) (LUPO) was 

promulgated under the previous constitutional dispensation. 

This Ordinance was the main land use planning (LUP) law in the 

Western Cape9 and came into force on 1 July 1986.

It set the procedures for rezoning applications, departures and 

subdivisions and the granting or refusal of such applications, 

allowed for the creation and approval of structure plans as policy 

documents, gave a right of appeal to the Provincial Minister 

against decisions taken under delegated authority and contained 

enforcement procedures. All decision-making power resided in 

the Administrator of the Cape. Decision-making powers were 

delegated to the municipalities via the General Structure Plan in the case of rezoning and 

the Scheme Regulations in the case of subdivisions and departures. Section 4(6) structure 

plans and zoning schemes were approved by the Administrator. 

In 2009, province decided to create a working group consisting of provincial officials and 

representatives from municipalities in the Western Cape for the purpose of creating a new 

provincial LUP law.

Municipalities formed part of the working group to assist in this process. The process of 

establishing the ambit of the functions conferred on the three spheres of government, 

particularly on provincial and municipal spheres was a complex and time-consuming one, 

as there was very little guidance on this topic. Although they formed part of this process, 

municipalities had to wait for the formulation of the provincial law before drafting their own 

legislation. Over a period of several years, with help from Constitutional Court cases, opinions 

from advocates at the Cape Bar and constitutional law experts, a provincial law took shape. 

This law, the Western Cape Land Use Planning Act (Act 3 of 2014) (LUPA), gives effect 

to the provincial functions and the provincial power to regulate municipal planning. It is a 

precedent-setting law, which does not encroach on the power of municipalities to draft their 

own law, in the form of municipal LUP by-laws.

Schedules 4 and 5 of the 

Constitution, 1996, shed a new 

and national light on planning 

by dividing planning powers 

between the three spheres of 

government. Essentially, this 

caused a paradigm shift for 

the three spheres and their 

respective roles in planning 

matters and also changed all 

laws relative to planning.
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The constitutional framework

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 fundamentally changed the foundations 

of land use planning. Schedules 4 and 5 of the Constitution distributed planning functions 

amongst the three spheres of government. Schedule 4B reserved the functional responsibility 

of municipal planning for municipalities. This functional responsibility was restricted, as national 

and provincial government had limited authority conferred in terms of sections 155(6) (a) and 

(7) of the Constitution in relation to municipal planning10. Schedule 4 also conferred concurrent 

legislative competencies on provincial and national government in respect of “urban and rural 

development” and “regional planning and development”. Schedule 5 conferred on province 

exclusive legislative competency in respect of provincial planning. 

It was clear that new legislation was required to give effect to the functional responsibilities 

conferred on the spheres of government and that LUPO did not fit the new dispensation. At 

this time, there were also initiatives at national government level to create a new national 

law in addition to the provincial law contemplated in the Western Cape.

Most importantly, from a municipal perspective was the rather abrupt reference to the 

“municipal planning” functions conferred upon local government. Further, the combined effect 

of sections 156(1) and (2) of the Constitution11 meant that for the first time municipalities had 

inherent power to both draft a law for municipal planning matters and to take decisions in 

respect of municipal planning matters. This opened a world of opportunities, but municipalities 

could not exercise these functions until there was alignment and agreement on the ambit of 

the functions as set out in the schedules, in order to determine the content of the provincial 

LUP law and the municipal LUP by-law.

Opinions on the functions set out in Schedules 4 and 5 of the Constitution

The terms “municipal planning”, “provincial planning”, “regional planning and development” 

and “urban and rural development” are not defined in the Constitution. A Constitution does not 

contain a glossary section. The development and interpretation of these terms is deliberately 

left to the courts and case law develops these concepts. Those involved in contributing to 

and drafting the provincial law, had the unusual experience of starting with a completely 

fresh slate, developing law at the same time that case law was being created by the courts 

on the LUP functions. 

Given the complexities inherent in the distribution of LUP powers between the three spheres 

of government, in November 2009 province wisely decided to brief a junior and senior counsel 

based at the Cape Bar to consider the constitutional division of functional responsibility 

between provincial government and municipalities and the practical implications of the 

proposed new provincial LUP law. As provincial government had the authority to regulate 

municipal planning, it was important to try and determine where this authority ended and 

the municipal planning function began. Furthermore, it needed to be determined whether the 

term “provincial planning” include decision-making powers on land use planning applications 

and if so, at what scale? This debate was to continue for years. 
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At the time the opinion was delivered, the Gauteng Development Tribunal case that had 

been handed down in 2009 (City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality v Gauteng 

Development Tribunal and Others (335/08) [2009] ZASCA 106) dealt specifically with the 

ambit of municipal planning. This case confirmed that the control and regulation of land use 

was a municipal planning function12. The opinion inter alia relied on this case and also stated, 

using other case law to support this, that the vast majority of land use decisions will not have 

any impact beyond the area of the municipality and would fall within the municipal planning 

function. In essence, most of the provisions in LUPO would become part of a municipal LUP 

by-law.

The Gauteng Development Tribunal judgment also was the first indication that the functional 

area of urban development was very different to the municipal planning function and the 

micro-management of municipal planning was left to municipalities. 

Despite the opinion and developing case law on the interpretation of municipal planning, 

there were still robust debates on the ambit and content of the LUP functions. The judgment 

was only a broad brush description of the ambit of municipal planning. The detailed analysis 

of what comprised municipal planning and provincial planning proved to be challenging but 

necessary in order to draft the provincial law. The well-worn cliché: “the devil is in the detail” 

was gloomily repeated a number of times during the working group coffee breaks. 

A constitutional law expert, was also briefed in January 2010 to investigate the powers and 

functions of the provincial government and municipalities in terms of the Constitution13. The 

resulting framework document crystallised some of the issues which would form the subject 

matter of vigorous discussion over the following months on the ambit of the provincial and 

municipal planning function. It identified overlapping competencies between the provincial 

planning competency and municipal planning competency and tried to define them. 

Linked to this debate, was the concept of extra- and intra- municipal impact, a concept first 

discussed in the senior counsel opinion. If a land use planning decision had an impact beyond 

one municipality, would this trigger the provincial decision? The thinking was that documents 

such as the municipal Spatial Development Framework (SDF) and the zoning scheme (ZS) 

would always have an extra municipal impact and therefore would always require provincial 

approval.

The question of which sphere could legislate on and approve municipal SDFs and ZSs was a 

hotly contested one. The approach on this aspect changed over a period of years. The starting 

point was a provincial law which permitted the Provincial Minister to approve municipal SDFs 

and ZSs. This approach was modified to permit municipalities to approve these documents 

and the Provincial Minister to subsequently certify the documents. This approach was modified 

and the final draft of the law set minimum content and procedures for these documents and 

left the approval of these documents to the municipality.
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Another thorny issue was the appeal mechanism. Everyone agreed that a section 44 LUPO-

type appeal was not possible14, but what did one replace it with? Discussions revolved around 

a Board to hear an appeal and refer the matter back to the municipality along with comments 

for a further decision. This complex issue led to cumbersome proposals and this issue was 

only finally resolved when the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 

of 2013) (SPLUMA) made it clear that an internal municipal appeal mechanism would be used. 

Province also wanted to exercise its power to regulate municipal LUP and again, the balance 

between overly restrictive regulation which encroached on municipal LUP competencies and 

the valid exercise of this power was very difficult to achieve.

These issues were still not fully developed or agreed upon as LUPA started to take shape in 

the form of a draft outline which built on the discussion document. Initially, the drafts of the 

new provincial LUP law were still based on LUPO. Municipalities commented that the draft 

did not make a distinction between provincial planning powers and monitoring, control and 

regulation. Attempted definitions of the ambit of the competencies were also debated. The 

year 2011 was a year of tough discussions as the debates on the ambit of provincial planning 

and its alignment to municipal planning continued.

In May 2011, another senior counsel was briefed to give an opinion on what the term “provincial 

planning” in schedule 5A of the Constitution meant and whether provincial planning was only 

a policy-based competency or whether it had a land use management aspect? This would be 

the third opinion on this topic. His opinion made it clear that the approval of municipal SDFs 

and ZSs was a municipal function. He also concluded that the function of provincial planning 

did have a land use management aspect in respect of matters which have an extra-municipal 

effect and which impact on other provincial functions. 

The Lagoon Bay judgment handed down in August 2011 determined that a province 

would have decision-making powers if a development has extra-municipal effects15 

and this was perceived to give support to the approach of provincial decision-making in 

certain circumstances.

LUPA takes shape

By March 2012, the draft provincial LUP law had changed significantly. Some municipalities 

were still of the opinion that the draft was overly prescriptive. It still provided for the municipal 

SDF to be approved by two spheres of government. 

The draft provincial LUP law changed during 2013 and the Bill was ready by December that 

year. By this time, the law had changed substantially. Finally, the pieces fell into place. In pursuit 

of the regulatory function in regard to municipal LUP, province put in place a set of minimum 

requirements for various procedural aspects and applications. Certain applications would be 

sent to province for comment. It provided for the municipal SDF and ZSs to be approved 

by municipalities after either using the mechanisms of a steering committee or obtaining 
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comment from province. There were minimum requirements for 

municipal SDFs and requirements for provincial spatial planning 

documents. It did not deal with the appeal mechanism which was 

now provided for in SPLUMA, nor did it deal with the municipal 

decision-making body. It also dealt with provincial decision-

making on certain LUP applications which would effectively be 

a second decision in respect of certain LUP applications16. This 

draft finally created the legislative space for municipalities to 

draft their LUP by-laws to give effect to the municipal LUP function and to deal with the 

micro-management of land use planning matters whilst still remaining compliant with the 

minimum standards set in the provincial LUP law. It was also necessary for both laws to be 

consistent with SPLUMA.

Robust debate gave way to collegial consultation between the spheres to ensure the alignment 

of the drafting of the municipal LUP by-laws to the final version of the provincial law. As a 

result, LUPA and the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By-law came into effect 1 July 2015.

Conclusion

There is a substantial difference between the first drafts of LUPA and the promulgated version. 

LUPA is very different to LUPO and has had to give effect to a far more complex system. It has 

had to find a balance between the power to regulate municipal planning without encroaching 

on the competency of the municipality and to provide content to the provincial planning 

function. Municipalities have the legislative space to regulate the details of land use planning 

matters and also to give effect to the minimum requirements in LUPA. Some municipalities, 

such as City of Cape Town, have drafted their own LUP by-law. Other municipalities made 

use of a standard draft LUP by-law, prepared by the provincial authority. The LUPA and 

the municipal LUP by-laws seamlessly interlink. This provincial LUP law is unique and the 

product of ongoing debate and discussion between spheres of government, several expert 

legal opinions and emerging case law. Whilst both LUPA and all of the municipal LUP by-laws 

are now effective in the Western Cape, this is only the beginning. New case law continues 

to inform the ambit of the functional responsibilities. Practical experience in implementing 

the laws and further case law may result in amendments to the laws. Experience has shown 

that despite strong opinions on both sides, working cooperatively is the only way to achieve 

a lasting result.

FIONA OGLE

Head: Legislation and Enforcement

CITY OF CAPE TOWN

Municipalities have the 

legislative space to regulate 

the details of land use planning 

matters and also to give effect 

to the minimum requirements 

in LUPA.
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A CASE FOR PROVINCIAL 
LAND DEVELOPMENT 

MANAGEMENT
KOBUS MUNRO

The purpose of this article is threefold. Firstly, it attempts to 

illustrate the key changes that were brought about by the new 

national land use planning (LUP) legislation in the country and 

the impact these changes have had on provincial and municipal 

LUP functions and competencies. 

Secondly, it seeks to illustrate the rationale for the provincial 

government exercising its provincial LUP mandate in the most 

efficient, effective and pragmatic manner, balancing competing 

interests, role-players and objectives. Thirdly, it will touch on and explain some key concepts 

and ideas that underpinned the provincial development management function and how this 

manifested itself in section 53 of the Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 

2014) (LUPA).

The implementation of the new Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 

16 of 2013) (SPLUMA) saw a total overhaul of the LUP system in South Africa. Whilst it put a 

framework in place that seeks to administer far-reaching changes to the LUP system in the 

country, one of the more significant changes was the reallocation of LUP powers and functions, 

essentially ‘reallocating’ the municipal LUP function to the municipal sphere of government 

– a change from how regulatory LUP had traditionally been administered in South Africa. 

The LUPA introduced a new element to the LUP approvals within the Western Cape which 

requires, in certain instances, a developer to obtain a provincial land development approval 

before a development may commence. The significance of this step by the Western Cape 

Government (WCG) is that it occurred during a time when the division of LUP functions 

between municipalities and provincial government attracted the attention of the South African 

courts. No less than four cases had to be considered by the Constitutional Court of South 

Africa dealing with the allocation of municipal and provincial planning powers and functions. 

Whilst the Constitutional Court in all four instances confirmed the emerging understanding 

of municipal planning (municipal LUP) in which municipalities have the original constitutional 

power to legislate and execute the municipal LUP function, the right of both the provincial 

and national government to perform a LUP function began to emerge.

The article represents the 

arguments and opinions 

surrounding provincial land 

development management, as 

these were developed during 

the drafting of new legislation 

SPLUMA and LUPA.
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The right of provincial government to execute its provincial LUP 

powers could manifest itself in various ways, but the WCG opted 

for a formal application and approval procedure as contained 

in section 53 of LUPA. As such, this article will also provide 

the background and reasoning for pursuing this route, and an 

assessment of other options that were available to the WCG at 

the time. 

The scope and extent of the provincial LUP function is specifically 

worded and described in LUPA, in order to define this new 

provincial LUP element and to distinguish it clearly from the 

municipal LUP function. 

Establishing the provincial and regional planning 
function within provincial LUP legislation

In 1996, the Constitution of South Africa had already envisaged and established the principles 

of ‘municipal planning’, ‘regional planning and development’, ‘urban and rural development’ 

and ‘provincial planning’ in a scheme that distinguishes the roles and functions of various 

spheres of government. In addition to this, the Constitution allocated the ‘executive authority 

in respect of and the right to administer these functions to the various spheres of government. 

Notwithstanding the constitutional scheme for planning (LUP) having been established in 

1996, it was only in 2010, fourteen years later, that the frustratingly slow progress in LUP law 

reform led the Constitutional Court to state that ‘This situation cries out for legislative reform’ 

in the GDT CC judgment (Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality v Gauteng Development 

Tribunal [2010] SA 182).

It took an unprecedented three further Constitutional Court cases between 2010 and 2014 

before the Constitutional Court finally resolved on this matter. The other cases were the 

Maccsand judgment (Maccsand v City of Cape Town [2012] SA 181), the Lagoon Bay judgment 

(Minister of Local Government, Environmental Affairs and Development Planning v Lagoon Bay 

Lifestyle Estate [2011] ZAWCHC 327; [2011] SA 270) and the Habitat Council judgment (Habitat 

Council v Provincial Minister of Local Government Environmental Affairs and Development 

Planning [2013] SA 113). Whilst there were also other cases, such as the Shelfplett judgment 

(Shelfplett 47 v Minister of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning [2012] SA 441) 

in the Western Cape High Court that dealt with the matter, it was finally in the Habitat Council 

judgment that the Constitutional Court stated: 

“This bogey must be slain. All municipal planning decisions that encompass zoning and 

subdivision, no matter how big, lie within the competence of municipalities. This follows from 

this Court’s analysis of “municipal planning” in Gauteng Development Tribunal. Provincial and 

national government undoubtedly also have power over decisions so big, but their powers 

do not lie in vetoing zoning and subdivision decisions, or subjecting them to appeal.” (Habitat 

Council judgment, Par 19).

Whilst the principle of 

municipal planning and the 

mandate of municipalities in 

planning had been established, 

the right of provincial and 

national government to 

regulate and execute those 

functional areas allocated 

to them, such as ‘regional 

planning and development’, 

‘urban and rural development’ 

and ‘provincial planning’ was 

also established. 
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These judgments firmly entrenched the concept of municipal LUP as a municipal competence, 

which also led directly to large scale amendments to the Western Cape Land Use Planning 

Bill (WC LUP Bill) during the latter part of 2013 and the start of 2014. At that stage, various 

sections of the WC LUP Bill were effectively still dealing with municipal LUP matters. These 

sections were removed from the Bill with an understanding that municipalities have the 

constitutional power and mandate to legislate these aspects through municipal land use 

planning by-laws. Realising that many municipalities in the Western Cape would not have the 

capacity to compile and approve by-laws that are legally compliant with SPLUMA and LUPA, 

the DEA&DP initiated a project to compile a Standard Draft Municipal Land Use Planning 

By-law that municipalities could adopt as their own, or amend where appropriate and adopt, 

to suit their individual municipal circumstances. At this stage it would appear, that for the 

first time since 1996, at least in the Western Cape, the LUP law reform would start to reflect 

the scheme for planning envisaged by the Constitution. This would entail all three spheres of 

government having a LUP function and all three spheres compiling legislation to administer 

and regulate this function.

Whilst the courts assisted a great deal in establishing these principles, there was still very 

little clarity as to what these constitutional mandates meant and the detail relating to the 

effective administration of these functions. In the Constitutional Court judgments, ‘municipal 

planning’ was defined clearly and there could be little doubt over the interpretation of the 

role of the municipal sphere in administering its planning function.

However, it was in these same judgments that another critically important concept was 

established. The Habitat Council judgment put it as follows:

“Provincial and national government undoubtedly also have power over decisions so big, 

but their powers do not lie in vetoing zoning and subdivision decisions, or subjecting them 

to appeal. Instead, the provinces have coordinate powers to withhold or grant approvals 

of their own. It is therefore wrong to fear that a province would be powerless to stop the 

development of a ‘Sasol 4’. That development would depend on myriad approvals, some of 

them provincial, some of them national.” (Habitat Council judgment, Par 19).

What the courts unfortunately did not assist with, was the definition and further elaboration 

of these concepts. The subject matter of the functional areas of provincial LUP and regional 

planning remained largely unclear and it would be the responsibility of the provincial government 

to define these concepts and to decide if and how these mandates would manifest themselves 

in provincial legislation.

The decision of the Western Cape Government to invoke its provincial and 
regional planning function

Prior to the Habitat Council judgment, the WC LUP Bill still contained all the detailed legislative 

mechanisms required to regulate the municipal LUP function. As a result of the Habitat Council 

judgment and the realisation of the constitutional non-alignment of this approach, the Bill was 
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completely overhauled. The majority of municipal LUP matters were removed and the Bill 

only retained those aspects of municipal LUP that the provincial government were mandated 

to regulate in terms of the Constitution. The difference between the regulation of municipal 

LUP functions, that a provincial government may and should perform and those municipal 

LUP functions that the municipalities are mandated to regulate through their by-laws was of 

course also very difficult to distinguish, but at the time of approving LUPA, consensus was 

reached on this aspect.

A more controversial aspect of LUPA was the decision of the WCG to retain section 53, which 

effectively invoked the right of provincial government to regulate provincial or regional planning 

by means of an application and approval procedure. This approval has to be obtained over 

and above any decision that may be required from the municipality. This mechanism added 

another approval that a developer has to obtain in instances where the proposed development 

has a regional or provincial planning impact. Essentially, the implication of this is that in rare 

instances, a developer would require two LUP approvals – one from the municipality and 

one from the provincial authority. Whilst for some this may seem confusing, the Maccsand 

judgment confirmed the principle that one decision at one sphere of government cannot 

override or replace the need for another. The fact that the proponent in the Maccsand matter 

had approval to mine in a specific location in terms of the Minerals and Petroleum Resources 

Development Act, 2002 (Act 28 of 2002) did not eliminate the need to also obtain the 

required approvals in terms of other legislation. 

This is not a new principle, as it is accepted that various approvals 

are required when land development is proposed, such as 

approvals in terms of legislation applicable to land use changes 

and environmental impacts and, depending on the proposal, a 

myriad of other approvals such as heritage approvals, water use 

licenses and the subdivision of agricultural land. 

As mentioned, section 53 of LUPA effectively added another 

approval that a developer/proponent needed to obtain in certain 

instances and this approval does not replace or interfere with the 

municipality’s right to administer the normal land use planning 

applications. 

Before attempting to unpack section 53 and how it would be 

implemented, it is important to return to the question as to why 

the WCG chose this specific mechanism. 

To understand this aspect, an understanding of the history of 

LUP in South Africa is required. The earliest known allocation of 

LUP authority occurred in 1909 through the South Africa Act, 

1909 (Act 9 of 1909) and LUP authority has largely remained 

“53.(1) No person may without 

an approval under subsection 

(2) or an exemption under 

subsection (3) develop land 

that will have a substantial 

effect on—

(a)  the orderly, coordinated or 

harmonious development 

of a region or the province;

(b)  the general welfare of the 

inhabitants of a region or 

the province; or

(c)  agriculture,

due to—

 (i)  the nature or scale of 

the proposed land use; 

or

 (ii)  the cumulative effect of 

multiple developments.” 
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within the control and administration of the provincial government ever since. The WCG has 

delegated certain LUP powers and functions to municipalities over the years, but retained the 

right to decide the more important land use planning applications and also retained the right 

to decide on appeals that were lodged against municipal LUP decisions. To a large degree, 

this essentially meant that the provincial government still had the final say in municipal LUP 

planning matters. It is understandable, therefore, that decision-makers at provincial level were 

reluctant to cede the relevant decision-making authority on LUP matters to the municipal 

sphere.

In the past, it was often the case that the provincial authorities did not agree with the LUP 

decisions that Municipal Councils took and then used the appeal mechanism or other means 

that were available, to intervene, in order to revoke and replace municipal decisions with 

those of their own. As a result, an element of mistrust influenced discussions at the time of 

developing LUPA, both on the part of the municipalities and the provincial authority. Often, 

the discussions were not so much about what is desirable from a LUP perspective, but rather 

centered on the question of whether municipalities, once given authority to decide LUP 

applications, would take the ‘right’ decisions. From the provincial perspective, ceding power 

was not easy and was initially resisted.

The same situation played itself out with respect to the establishment of Municipal Planning 

Tribunals (MPTs), as envisaged by SPLUMA, which effectively removed the decision-making 

power of Municipal Councils and handed it to a panel of technical professionals and officials, 

as well as members of the public who have sufficient knowledge of and experience in LUP 

planning and the laws relating thereto. For obvious reasons, Municipal Councils were very 

uncomfortable with the idea of relinquishing power and in fact the constitutionality of this 

was questioned repeatedly. 

For various reasons, over the decades of South Africa’s history, it has been important for 

decision-makers to maintain control of the LUP function and this again played an important 

role in the early development of LUPA and was certainly one of the considerations that 

affected the decision to insert ‘Provincial Land Development’ in section 53 of LUPA.

Returning to the question of which other alternatives were available to the WCG, the first 

alternative is found in SPLUMA section 52. The aforementioned section of SPLUMA provides 

that the national government will decide, on a case-by-case basis, whether to join in on a 

LUP application that affects national interest, or whether to direct that the LUP application 

be submitted to the national Minister for a decision. Whilst it is doubtful whether the second 

option would withstand constitutional scrutiny, the national government’s option here is not 

to invoke their power in all instances, but to decide on a case-by-case basis.

This option was not considered by the WCG as it basically only allows for the authority 

to comment on the application, a right that has been secured through LUPA in any event. 

The right to take the decision on behalf of the Municipal Council was considered to be a 
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constitutionally suspect option, and as such conveyed by the WCG to the national Department 

of Rural Development and Land Reform.

The second alternative considered by the WCG was not to regulate regional and provincial 

planning at all. The option was to, equip municipalities to take the ‘right’ decisions through 

effective municipal support and capacity building. Although this option was constitutionally 

sound, the complete lack of LUP regulatory control was not considered favourably at the time.

The third option considered was to control provincial and regional planning through spatial 

plans in the same manner it was done under the Physical Planning Act, 1991 (Act 67 of 1991). 

This option involves the use of the provincial or regional Spatial Development Frameworks to 

ensure that developments affecting provincial or regional planning legally had to be aligned 

with the municipal SDFs. Various mechanisms in the Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 

2000), SPLUMA and LUPA made provision for the SDFs of the other spheres of government 

to be aligned. This mechanism could be utilised to enforce alignment of decisions by local 

municipalities with the spatial plans of the province.

There were two reasons why this option was not favoured at the time. Firstly, it was the 

stance of the DEA&DP that policy documents such as SDFs should not be used as inflexible 

enforcement-type instruments (such as the guide plans under the Physical Planning Act) 

that would have to be amended first before applications that are not aligned with it, could 

be approved. These policy instruments should provide guidance and strategic direction 

to municipalities and other decision-makers and should be taken into consideration when 

development applications are considered. This constitutional principle of ‘unfettered decision-

making’ by the various structures in LUP has been incorporated in LUPA and therefore this 

option was not considered.

The second reason why this option was not favoured was the recent history with respect 

to guide plans that were prepared and regulated in terms of the Physical Planning Act, 1991 

(Act 125 of 1991) (PPA). It was determined that the impact of guide plans (and later structure 

plans) on the time frames for processing applications was far too negative to be considered 

an option. The need to amend a plan prior to a LUP decision being taken, could be extremely 

time-consuming and administratively cumbersome on a municipality, taking up to five years 

to complete in the old LUP system. The wording of the PPA even prevented the finalisation 

of applications in terms of other laws, such as the NEMA.

In addition to the serious delays the PPA brought to the finalisation of development applications, 

it was also viewed as the mechanism through which the provincial government would continue 

to control LUP decision-making within municipalities. By the end of the structure plan era in 

2012, some of these documents were more than 30 years old and still contained racially-based 

recommendations and policies. Whilst the plans were largely outdated and irrelevant, the 

legislation determined that municipalities could not depart from these plans and that each 

had to be amended by the relevant authority before applications could be considered. Spatial 

planning and the municipal SDFs that replaced structure plans were viewed very negatively 
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by the LUP fraternity due to the indiscriminate use of these very important planning tools 

by the provincial government and municipalities.

The Shelfplett judgment determined that the Knysna-Wilderness-Plettenberg Bay Structure 

Plan was unconstitutional and therefore subsequently led to the withdrawal of all of these 

structure plans by the WCG. As such, it was important that the provincial government did 

not go back to the days of the structure plans and all the negative aspects that surrounded 

this era, but rather instituted another mechanism to ensure that the provincial government 

exercises its provincial and regional planning mandates without usurping municipal LUP 

functions, roles and responsibilities.

Given the above, the WCG decided to exercise its provincial and regional planning function 

through the following mechanisms:

 • Through monitoring, support and capacity building municipalities would be supported 

to execute their LUP mandates.

 • The provincial and regional planning function would be performed through spatial 

planning and policy formulation to provide municipalities with the necessary guidelines 

and framework within which to work, as well as to inform decision-making.

 • The provincial government decided to perform a provincial development management 

function to manage development proposals that would have a provincial impact 

through an application and approval mechanism. This would be done in addition to the 

municipal LUP decision-making process, meaning that additional approval for a limited 

category of applications would have to be obtained from the provincial government. 

It should be noted that the scope of this type of LUP application is very limited. The 

potential existed for the provincial government to extend this type of application to all 

provincial functional competencies, as listed in the schedules of the Constitution, but 

this was not done, as the impact on development management would be far too great 

and potentially negative. 

Provincial and regional development management

The wording of section 53 of LUPA requires that, for any land development proposal that 

affects any of the three categories mentioned in the section, the approval of the Head of 

Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning, in addition to any other 

approval that it may require, would need to be obtained. A right of appeal to the Minister 

responsible for Environmental Affairs and Development Planning was created for applicants 

or interested and affected parties who were disgruntled with any decisions taken by the 

Head of Department. 

Looking at the details contained in section 53, a number of important aspects come to the 

fore that require explanation and clarification.
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The concept of ‘regional impact’

The most important terminology used in this section is the word “region” that appears in 

subsections 53(1)(a) and (b). This provides the context that distinguishes development 

proposals that require an approval in terms of section 53 of LUPA. Normally, the word 

“region” would not justify a definition in an act, but due to its importance in this instance, it 

is defined in LUPA as follows:

‘region’’ means a geographical area consisting of the municipal areas, or parts of the municipal 

areas, of—

(a) more than one local municipality; or

(b) a metropolitan municipality and one or more adjoining local municipalities.”

Development proposals must therefore have an impact on an area larger than one municipal 

area or must stretch over the boundaries of two municipal areas for it to invoke section 53 of 

LUPA. If the impact is foreseen to be only intra-municipal, it remains a municipal LUP matter. 

Importantly, the regional requirement is not applicable to the third category, ‘(c) agriculture’, 

which will be elaborated on later.

The concept of a ‘substantial effect’

The second and equally important term is “substantial effect”. Although it was initially criticised 

from a legal point of view, as it was argued that in order for an effect to have a bearing on a 

decision such effect would need to be “substantial“ in any event, the importance of the term 

here serves another purpose. It focuses the attention of the decision-maker on the regional 

impact (the impact that a development in one municipal area has on another municipal area) 

which has to be substantial in terms of the aspects mentioned in sections 53(1) (a) to (c) of 

LUPA. It can be argued that any development would have impacts beyond the boundaries 

of the municipal area within which it is taking place. Traffic patterns, spending patterns and 

a range of aspects may be affected and may change as a result of the development of, for 

example, business or commercial development in an adjacent municipality. However, for a 

development to be deemed substantial enough in order to invoke section 53 of LUPA, it has 

to be related to the aspects mentioned in section 53(1) (a) to (c) and it must affect those 

aspects in a substantial manner.

The concepts of ‘orderly, coordinated or harmonious development of a 
region or the province’ and ‘the general welfare of the inhabitants of a 
region or the province’

The four concepts relating to orderly, coordinated, harmonious and general welfare in sections 

53(1) (a) and (b) are familiar terms in the LUP sector. The courts, via the lntercape Ferreira 

Mainliner judgment (Intercape Ferreira Mainliner v Minister of Home Affairs [2009] ZAWCHC 

100; [2010] SA 367), used these terms as they also appear in the laws that have regulated 

LUP for over 70 years in the Western Cape (being section 35 of the Townships Ordinance 

of 1934 and sections 5 and 36 of the LUPO.
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It was again these terms that were used to describe the subject matter of LUP, in this case, 

regional and provincial planning. By combining the well-established meaning and purpose of 

LUP (by the use of the terms “orderly, coordinated or harmonious and the general welfare”) 

together with the qualification that this must be a regional impact and finally that the impact 

must also be a substantial one, regional or provincial land development (land use management) 

was given legal effect. A development proposal that would satisfy all three criteria would 

also need to obtain an approval in terms of section 53 of LUPA. On paper, it appeared easy 

enough but in practice it would prove to be very difficult to agree on what applications fall 

in this category - and would eventually require the WCG to compile Regulations in terms of 

LUPA to provide the necessary clarity.

The concept of agriculture

Finally, section 53(1)(c) of LUPA introduced a new concept into LUP decision-making by 

requiring a developer/proponent to obtain a provincial approval for a development that 

affects agricultural land. Significantly, the “regional” requirement in section 53(1)(a) and (b) 

is not required in order to trigger a provincial land development application applicable to 

agriculture. Unlike the difficulty with the division between municipal and provincial planning, 

agriculture is a concurrent provincial and national function.

The inclusion of the agricultural functional area as a trigger for a provincial LUP approval 

was a very interesting move from the WCG for a number of reasons. Agricultural interests 

were regulated through other acts at the time, such as the Subdivision of Agricultural Lands 

Act, 1970 (Act 70 of 1970) (SALA) and the Conservation of Agricultural Resources Act, 1983 

(Act 43 of 1983) - both of which were regulated by the National Department of Agriculture. 

Constitutionally, provincial governments held the power to regulate this sector together 

with national government and there was no reason the inclusion of ‘agriculture’ could not 

be instituted as a provincial mandate.

The WCG considered the inclusion of this functional area for several reasons, remembering that 

the list of concurrent functional areas for the national and provincial spheres of government 

is a long list and at some stage the following functions were all included in the Bill:

 • the administration of indigenous forests;

 • airports other than international and national airports;

 • the environment;

 • housing;

 • industrial promotion;

 • nature conservation, excluding national parks, national botanical gardens and marine 

resources;

 • public transport;

 • road traffic regulation;

 • soil conservation; and

 • tourism.
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One of the main reasons for including the agricultural functional area in LUPA was the fact 

that SALA was repealed at the time (although the repealed act was never implemented) 

and the WCG was of the opinion that the regulation of this important resource should not 

be neglected. Secondly, the administration of SALA was centralised in Pretoria and often the 

outcome of decisions in terms of this Act did not take into account the recommendations 

of the WCG Department of Agriculture. One of the reasons for this trend was the fact that 

if viewed nationally, the value of agricultural land in the Western Cape was not regarded as 

high, but at a provincial and regional scale, land had high value. This often led to applications 

that the WC Department of Agriculture recommended for refusal, being approved by the 

national government. 

The third reason for the inclusion of the agricultural functional area into LUPA was the 

fact that low density urban sprawl more often than not encroaches onto agricultural land 

adjacent to urban areas and it gave the provincial government an opportunity to ensure 

that this valuable resource is not threatened by this phenomenon. In the past, these types of 

applications were approved in Pretoria (in terms of SALA) due to the argued low agricultural 

potential of these areas.

The implication of this is that even if the national Department of Agriculture gave permission 

for the subdivision of agricultural land in terms of SALA, the WCG would also be required to 

permit the proposed land development in terms of section 53 of LUPA, in order to authorise 

the Surveyor General to approve the subdivision. This was not an ideal situation as it meant 

that to subdivide a farm, three approvals would be required - the municipality in terms of 

its municipal land use planning by-law, the provincial government in terms of LUPA and the 

national Department of Agriculture in terms of SALA. For this reason, the WCG undertook to 

revisit the agricultural provision in LUPA once the replacement act for SALA has been enacted.

Whilst the legal basis for the inclusion of section 53 was sound and constitutionally defensible, 

it was difficult to agree on actual examples and categories of land development applications 

that would invoke section 53. It is foreseen that disputes over this very aspect will arise and 

that the courts will have to provide guidance in the future.

Bringing clarity and predictability to the LUP sector in the Western Cape

The WCG had one more opportunity to bring clarity and predictability to the LUP sector and 

that opportunity came via the LUPA Regulations. It was anticipated that Regulations could be 

used to provide further clarity on the various provisions of section 53 of LUPA. Regulation 10 

of LUPA introduced a few important concepts in an attempt to provide the required clarity 

and very importantly, predictability as well. 

At the stage of the compilation of the Regulations and the Act itself, there was a great 

deal of mistrust and suspicion amongst the professional planners at municipalities, private 

consultants and developers over the intentions of the WCG with section 53. It was generally 

viewed as a final attempt to retain power and to somehow still influence LUP at a municipal 
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level. In addition, from the private sector, the frustration was the uncertainty of whether and 

under which circumstances, section 53 would be invoked. The potential delays as a result of 

this uncertainty were, for obvious reasons, a significant concern. To address the above and 

attempt to resolve these concerns, Regulation 10 introduced a number of concepts.

Listing in the Gazette

In the same way that the NEMA lists the activities that would require an Environmental Impact 

Assessment to be undertaken, Regulation 10 of the LUPA Regulations introduced a system 

that requires the Provincial Minister responsible for LUP to publish a list of development 

categories that would require an approval from the provincial government, in the Provincial 

Gazette. The idea was to identify categories of land development that would require a 

provincial approval over and above the approval from the local authority, through strategic 

planning processes such as SDFs, guideline documents and other policies, which would be 

able to provide the reasoning and basis for the inclusion of said development category as a 

listing in the Gazette. Once the decision was made and the development category published 

in the Gazette, there would be no uncertainty and applicants would be able to incorporate the 

provincial approval process into their application procedures. The integration of application 

processes could therefore be clarified at the outset of the land development application 

process and if a provincial approval in terms of LUPA as well as the NEMA is required, these 

processes could be integrated from the beginning.

Public participation

The identification of land development categories that require an approval from the provincial 

government is subject to a public participation process in terms of section 10(3) of the LUPA 

Regulations. Public participation is a requirement in terms of the Promotion of Administrative 

Justice Act, 2000 (Act 3 of 2000) (PAJA) for almost every administrative action, but it 

has a special purpose in this instance. Given the stated desire to fast-track development 

applications, disagreements and even court action over the applicability of section 53 of 

LUPA would be very undesirable due to the long delays it would cause. By allowing a public 

participation process prior to the publishing of the listing notices in the Gazette, conflicts 

and disagreements would hopefully be resolved long before they would affect project level 

applications. It would also prevent unnecessarily long delays in the application process.

Should parties feel strongly about a specific development category’s listing and wish to 

contest it in court, such court action would hopefully take place at the stage of its listing in 

the Gazette and not at the project level where it would result in unnecessary delays of specific 

development proposals. Not all conflicts will be resolved at this stage, as these disputes will 

only arise when developers encounter the effect of the listing notices. It will however benefit 

other developers, as such court action will provide the clarity that is required at the strategic 

level, rather than at the project level.
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Exemptions

The LUPA (section 53(3)) makes provision that the Provincial Minister may exempt certain 

categories of land development from obtaining a provincial approval. Section 10(2) of 

the LUPA Regulations regulates this area further and identifies certain categories of land 

development that are exempt from having to obtain a provincial approval. Two aspects of 

these exemptions are discussed below.

Firstly, the exemption mechanism is used to introduce LUPA in a sensible way as a transitional 

mechanism. At the time of implementing LUPA, many land development applications that were 

submitted in terms of the old-order legislation prior to the introduction of LUPA, were in an 

advanced stage of consideration. The exemption mechanism was used to give recognition to 

the land development applications in process, by exempting them from requiring the newly 

introduced provincial approval.

The second and possibly most important exemption is the recognition of municipal SDFs. 

Development proposals that are included in approved and adopted municipal SDFs are also 

exempt from obtaining the provincial land development approval. It is hoped that through 

this mechanism, municipalities will facilitate desirable development in their SDFs, which will 

then be fast-tracked, inter alia because such land development applications will then be 

exempt from the provincial approval processes.

The emphasis on the municipal SDF is a central theme in both SPLUMA and LUPA. The principle 

is that both the provincial and national planning interests would be served by the municipal 

planning sphere through the municipal SDF. The municipal SDF should therefore contain those 

aspects of national and provincial interest and implement it in its decision-making. If this is 

done effectively, there should be no reason for either the national or provincial government 

to also regulate these matters. It is only when the municipal government fails to implement 

these provincial and national interests that the other spheres of government should step in 

and regulate these matters as well.

Conclusion

From the above, it can be seen that the journey from the old-order LUP regime to the current 

dispensation was an interesting one. It was a journey that had to negotiate very uncertain 

and unsettled new approaches to LUP decision-making. The system is still in an infancy phase 

and will settle over time with small tweaks to the various components of the system to be 

expected. WCG has attempted to exercise its provincial and regional planning function in the 

most pragmatic manner possible, by ensuring the protection and integrity of its constitutional 

mandates, whilst not encroaching on the mandate of municipal LUP. In this regard, LUPA 

attempts to set out a predictable, efficient and workable LUP framework within which the 

municipalities of the Western Cape can effectively operate.

KOBUS MUNRO

Director: Spatial Planning

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 
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TRANSLATING FRAMEWORK 
LEGISLATION INTO DETAIL

THEO REBEL

The advent of the Constitution in 1996 gave municipalities the authority (as a power and 

function) to administer municipal land use planning (LUP). It also afforded a municipality 

the right to make and administer by-laws for the effective administration of municipal LUP.

This changed the LUP regulatory landscape considerably. However, municipal LUP and the 

associated powers and functions of municipalities continued to be misinterpreted for many 

years after the adoption of the Constitution. The municipal LUP function was regulated and in 

many cases executed by provincial government until 2010. It was only with the Constitutional 

Court GDT judgment (Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality v Gauteng Development 

Tribunal and Others [2010] SA 182) (and the build-up thereto) on the unconstitutionality of 

Chapters V and VI of the Development Facilitation Act, 1995 (Act 67 of 1995) (DFA) that 

the tide finally turned. The meaning of municipal planning in the context of the Constitution 

became more apparent. Subsequent Constitutional Court judgments gave further meaning 

and clarity to the concept of municipal land use planning.

The unconstitutionality of Chapters V and VI of the DFA, a growing realisation of the potential 

unconstitutionality of various existing provincial land use planning legislation and the absence 

of land use planning legislation with national applicability, gave rise in part to the drafting 

and adoption of the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) 

(SPLUMA) . 

The Western Cape Government also recognised that the Land Use Planning Ordinance, 1985 

(Ord 15 of 1985) (LUPO) included various unconstitutional provisions and was outdated. It 

needed to be replaced in order to be compliant with constitutional requirements, which 

changed the role of the provincial government (in relation to municipalities) from a regulatory 

focus to that of monitoring and support of municipalities with respect to their municipal 

planning function.

Schedule 4 of the Constitution provides for concurrent national and provincial legislative 

competence to regulate the exercise by municipalities of their executive authority. This gave 

rise to the adoption of SPLUMA and LUPA. The constitutional rights of municipalities to 

make by-laws for the effective administration of municipal planning, limits the content and 

extent of regulatory measures provided for in SPLUMA and LUPA. The result was that these 

national and provincial pieces of land use planning legislation became professed ‘framework 

legislation’. This denoted a major paradigm shift from LUPO being a detailed and prescriptive 

provincial land use planning law, which not only regulated municipal LUP competencies in 
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excessive detail, but also usurped the powers and functions of municipalities. This may not 

have been the intention when LUPO was drafted, but it became a reality with the advent of 

the Constitution.

The concept of framework legislation

The national and provincial LUP laws, SPLUMA and LUPA, are thus described as framework 

legislation, setting broad policy directives, norms, standards and minimum requirements, 

to which all subsequent subordinate legislation must be consistent with and aligned to. 

Framework legislation (when applied to land use planning from a LUPA perspective) aims to:

 • create consistent processes with general applicability (e.g. section 25-28 regarding the 

two different processes for a municipality to adopt a single zoning scheme);

 • establish standard criteria (e.g. section 39(5) listing matters which a municipality must 

have regard to when considering the removal, suspension or amendment of a restrictive 

condition); 

 • outline formal processes (e.g. section 36 where it concerns the outlines of the subdivision 

of land process);

 • facilitate coordination between spheres of government (e.g. section 45 where provision 

is made and required for the Head of Department to comment on certain types of land 

use applications);

 • create a predictable regulatory environment (e.g. section 19 providing for determination 

of compliance and consistency with Spatial Development Frameworks); and

 • prompt for further legislation where other competencies so require (e.g. section 2(2) 

where it is required from municipalities to regulate, at least, procedures for applications, 

public participation, criteria, conditions and enforcement).

LUPA falls within the ambit of framework legislation and gives effect to the constitutional 

obligation to legislate for the regulation of municipalities to exercise their executive authority 

in land use planning. Understanding this concept and translating it clearly and understandably 

into provincial land use planning legislation was a challenge and a learning process which 

required different thinking, especially to establish where the regulation of municipal planning 

should end. Phrases like “must at least… must consider to… etc.” became very useful, but 

equally important was the need to establish legislative boundaries, hence the quest to translate 

framework into detail. Senior Counsel’s guidance suggested that provincial legislation would 

usurp municipal competencies if it:

 • prevented a municipality from prescribing procedures in addition to those imposed by 

province;

 • prevented a municipality from having regard to further matters which it considers 

relevant; and

 • if it replaced or removed the discretionary authority vested in municipalities by requiring 

a particular decision in a particular situation.
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It may be argued that SPLUMA, as framework legislation, went too far in regulating municipal 

LUP in many respects. This was clearly evident in the earlier versions of the SPLUMA regulations, 

although the earlier versions of LUPA also fell short by trying to regulate too extensively. 

The turning point for LUPA during 2014 was the realisation of what it could not regulate for. 

Whole sections of LUPA were subsequently removed, leaving a gap on how to deal with 

the detail required. The questions that arose was: where to with the required content detail? 

SPLUMA and LUPA do not constitute the “A to Z” of land use planning and it was evident 

that together they lacked a substantial amount of detail which could not be regulated for.

The devil lies in the detail

Realising that a large number of regulatory items could not be accommodated in LUPA. It 

was thought that these matters, such as application procedures and many others, could be 

included in LUPA Regulations. Further Senior Counsel guidance however suggested that 

this could not be done. It then became clear that these matters would need to be regulated 

through municipal LUP by-laws. Realising the complexity of drafting such detailed municipal 

LUP by-laws in light of the limited capacity in municipalities, the idea was muted that it still 

be provided for in LUPA Regulations, provided that these regulations will only be applicable 

if a municipality has not regulated these items in a by-law. If a municipality does not pass 

such by-laws, there would then still be a framework to regulate the detail. This, however, 

would still amount to usurping municipal LUP powers and functions.

LUPA as framework legislation can only prescribe minimum requirements

As these ‘detail’ matters could not be provided for in LUPA, they gave rise to section 2(2) of 

LUPA requiring a municipality to regulate at least for the following:

(a) development, adoption, amendment and review of a zoning scheme for the municipal 

area;

(b) procedures in terms of which the municipality receives, considers and decides on land 

use and development applications;

(c) procedures in terms of which the municipality facilitates public participation in its 

consideration of land use applications;

(d) criteria for deciding on land use applications;

(e) imposition of conditions of approval for land use applications;

(f) procedures applicable after a land use application has been approved; and

(g) enforcement by the municipality of its by-laws and decisions with regard to land use 

planning.

What does “regulate for” entail from a LUPA perspective?

LUPA, as a minimum standard, can only regulate for the effective performance of municipalities 

in the exercise of their executive functions and cannot usurp the municipal planning legislative 

space. LUPA as such had to:

 • ensure alignment with the Constitution and SPLUMA;
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 • recognise its legislative limitations; and

 • provide minimum standards for the effective performance of municipalities in the 

execution of their municipal planning mandate.

Capturing the detail

The framework nature of the national and provincial land use planning legislative regime 

prompted a municipal response in the form of a product regulating the details of municipal 

land use planning. The SPLUMA and LUPA duo could not provide for the “A to Z” of municipal 

land use planning. LUPA requires a municipality to “regulate” certain land use matters, which 

can best be accommodated by passing by-laws. 

The municipality’s right to make and administer by-laws for the effective administration of 

its municipal LUP mandate, begged for a new concept in land use planning in the Western 

Cape, namely by-laws on municipal land use planning. LUP in South Africa had not been 

regulated by means of a by-law before. This places a legislative obligation on municipalities. 

It is however not without its challenges, given the capacity constraints of some municipalities 

and their ability to absorb the requirements brought about by the new LUP dispensation. 

During the land use planning law reform process, the Western Cape Government’s DEA&DP 

recognised the need for and potential of by-laws on municipal land use planning. The purpose 

of standard draft by-laws is not to be a prescriptive tool that a municipality must adopt and 

use, but rather that a municipality may use and adopt, even in an amended form. Regardless 

hereof, a municipality could still opt to draft its own by-law for municipal land use planning.

The City of Cape Town took the first initiative in this regard by developing their own municipal 

land use planning by-law. It became a substantial informant to the Western Cape Standard 

Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning, which was developed under the lead of DEA&DP 

in conjunction with many of its municipal partners.

The relationship between LUPA and municipal Land Use Planning By-laws

The difference in the legislative prerogatives between LUPA as framework legislation and 

the municipal LUP by-laws, is marked by a fine line in the sand. Only the future will show how 

effective and accurate this line has been drawn in the Western Cape. In relation to LUPA, 

by-laws on municipal LUP must:

 • adhere to minimum standards as set out in framework legislation;

 • give effect to the regulatory requirements of relevant framework legislation; and

 • be aligned to relevant framework legislation.

Attempting to achieve this required the following:

 • Technical knowledge of LUP and the associated legal technicalities;

 • Intimate knowledge of general municipal processes and the more specific municipal 

LUP processes;

 • Sound understanding of various pieces of legislation, most notably the Constitution, the 

MSA, PAJA, SPLUMA and LUPA to ensure alignment and consistency;
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 • Intimate knowledge of how processes were regulated and executed in the past;

 • Certainty on what needs to be achieved and what is to be regulated for, i.e. “what is the 

mischief”; and

 • Time and capacity both from a personnel and knowledge perspective.

The Western Cape Government’ DEA&DP recognised the needs and constraints of municipalities 

in the Western Cape and in fulfilling its mandate to support municipalities in the effective 

performance of their municipal LUP mandate, drafted the Western Cape Standard Draft 

By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning, as a “tool” to assist municipalities. The latter was 

supported by a request from the South African Local Government Association’s Western 

Cape Regional Office (SALGA). The objective was to provide a legislative instrument to 

municipalities, freeing their capacity to focus on the provision of their basic services mandate, 

whilst also ensuring a comprehensive legislative tool that adheres to the required minimum 

standards, gives effect to framework LUP legislation and is aligned thereto. This provincial 

support function was reinforced by a host of capacity building initiatives conducted for all 

municipalities in the Western Cape. 

Being mindful of the legislative limitations, the DEA&DP envisaged that the provision of 

Standard Draft By-laws on Municipal Land Use Planning would enable some level of uniformity 

in municipal LUP processes and approaches across Western Cape municipalities. This, however, 

cannot be ensured and enforced given the current constitutional framework. As a result, 

by-laws on municipal LUP may differ from municipality to municipality (recognising the 

autonomy of municipalities in this regard). This can create certain challenges for the private 

sector, the Surveyor General and the Registrar of Deeds. For instance, section numbers (and 

content) for approval of subdivision plans and arrangements for the transfer of land may 

differ from municipality to municipality. Developers and LUP consultants bringing land use 

and land development applications, also need to be aware of the differences in LUP by-laws 

across municipalities.

Challenges associated with municipal amendments to by-laws

The prerogative of municipalities to make and pass by-laws on municipal land use planning 

also requires a tremendous amount of responsibility in exercising their autonomy to either 

make their own by-laws or amend the Western Cape Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land 

Use Planning. There is a real risk that such amendments may not be aligned with framework 

legislation, adhere to minimum standards, or that they do not give effect to framework 

legislation – which should be avoided. Misguided amendments can easily lead to expensive 

litigation, which will come at the cost of basic service delivery. 

As mentioned previously, the DEA&DP cannot require a municipality to submit its by-law 

or proposed amendments to the Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning for 

comment. Although the MSA does not require this, in fulfilling its oversight, monitoring and 

support function, the DEA&DP will, however, provide comments when so requested. This 

includes a support service comparing all municipal LUP by-laws with the Standard Draft 
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By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning and advising municipalities where non-alignment 

occurs or where minimum standards are not adhered to, while providing suggestions for 

improvement. In the same way, the DEA&DP may also become aware of improvements and 

will endeavour to share lessons learnt and improvements made with other municipalities so 

as to continuously improve the legislative framework for the benefit of all.

Generic nature of the Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning

A legislative product such as the Western Cape’s Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use 

Planning can at best be generic in nature, whilst it also attempts to provide a balance in the 

level of detail to be provided. The Standard Draft By-law cannot provide for all the intricacies 

prevailing at each local municipality individually, although it does provide a comprehensive 

“guide” that a municipality can use 90% of the time when dealing with municipal LUP matters. 

As such, various sections of SPLUMA, LUPA and in some cases PAJA and the MSA were 

copied into its contents. This practice may draw criticism from the legal fraternity as it is not 

considered good law writing practice, but it is not unlawful and the aim was to produce a 

comprehensive document that can be used in most instances without continuously having 

to refer to the plethora of land use planning legislation. 

Landing which detail?

The below is a summation of what the Western Cape Standard Draft By-law on Municipal 

Land Use Planning contains in order to support municipalities, by setting an informed, aligned 

and legally vetted example of what municipalities need to regulate for: 

 • Interpretation, application and definitions;

 • Processes via an intergovernmental steering committee and project committee to 

adopt and amend Spatial Development Frameworks or a procedure for the Minister to 

comment on the final draft;

 • Development management (land use management) providing for details of applications, 

lapsing of land use rights, confirmation of subdivisions, dealing with public places;

 • Publication and serving of notices, provision of comments and responses, written 

assessments of applications, decision-making structures and periods;

 • Relevant considerations for applications and conditions of approval;

 • Extension of validity periods and the relevant considerations;

 • Decision-making structures providing for an authorised official, a Municipal Planning 

Tribunal, categorisation of applications and the Municipal Council as well as appeal 

authorities and procedures for appeals;

 • Responsibilities for provision of engineering services and when and how development 

charges can be required and provision of land for parks and other amenities;

 • Matters relating to land use law enforcement and contraventions; and

 • Naming and numbering of streets as a result of new subdivisions, commencement and 

repeal of by-laws.
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Illustrating the detail trail: the Western Cape example

The tables below serve to illustrate how the concepts of giving effect to and adhering to 

minimum standards and aligning to framework legislation manifested in the Standard Draft 

By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning:

“Giving effect to” in by-laws

LUPA section 35

When a municipality approves a land use or land development application for a rezoning, 

departure or consent use, the municipality must consider imposing a validity period for 

the approval.

Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning

17. Subject to subsection (6), a rezoning approval contemplated in subsection (2) lapses 

after the applicable period from the date that the approval comes into operation if, 

within that period—

(a) the zoning is not utilised in accordance with the approval; or

(b) the following requirements have not been met:

(i) the approval by the municipality of a building plan envisaged for the utilisation 

of the approved use right; and

(ii) commencement of the construction of the building contemplated in 

subparagraph (i).

Adhering to minimum standards in by-laws:

LUPA section 35 – 41 and sections 43 - 44

Sections 35 to 41 outline certain main application types such as rezonings and subdivisions. 

Sections 43 and 44 prescribe as a minimum standard for public participation which of 

those needs to be published in the press and in which cases notices need to be served.

Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning

Section 15(2) identifies a more comprehensive list of possible application types and the 

proceeds in sections 44 to 48 to prescribe those set out in LUPA section 43 and 44, but 

also to provide for additional application types, additional publication requirements and 

when dealing with integrated procedures and elaborating on the content of a notice.
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Aligning by-laws to framework legislation:

LUPA Section 1

Section 1 contains definitions some of which are also contained in LUPA.

Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning

Alignment can for instance be seen (refer to section 17 giving effect to table above) in 

the definition of applicable period i.e. “applicable period”, referred to in sections 17(5) 

and (6), 18(2), 19(5), 22(1) and 32(1), means the period that may be determined by the 

municipality in the conditions of approval;

Note: Applicable period means the period that may be determined by the municipality in 

the conditions of approval subject to section 43(2) of the Spatial Planning and Land Use 

Management Act or the period referred to in section 43(2) of the Spatial Planning and Land 

Use Management Act. Section 43(2) of Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act 

will remain applicable until the Act has been amended or an exemption has been granted.

Conclusion

The constitutional framework of the three spheres of government each with their own 

competencies and legislative responsibilities and limitations, necessitated a legislative regime 

in land use planning for framework legislation as opposed to prescriptive legislation. SPLUMA 

and LUPA could only go so far in regulating the municipal LUP competency. This left a 

substantial void in the detailed legislative measures necessary to regulate municipal LUP. 

As a result of Constitutional Court judgments, a variety of legal opinions and interpretation, 

an intense learning process led to the use of a system of by-laws to regulate municipal LUP, 

by municipalities themselves.

Although figuratively speaking, this would complete the LUP law reform process; municipalities 

should by no means be left on their own and there is a substantial obligation for provincial 

government to continuously monitor and support municipalities in this process as well as 

build their capacity to effectively perform their municipal LUP mandate. This is an ongoing 

process where all parties involved learn as time goes by and as experience in the new LUP 

system matures. 

THEO REBEL

Chief Town and Regional Planner

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 
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PERSPECTIVE PAPER 1

THE NEED FOR CHANGE
RECENT CASE LAW AND DEVELOPMENT 

OF LAND USE PLANNING LEGISLATION

ADVOCATE GARY BIRCH

The events leading up to the new land use planning  

(LUP) dispensation included a variety of litigation cases. A sample 

of the most important cases are detailed in this article. It should 

be said that prior to any of the below mentioned judgments being 

handed down, municipalities in the Western Cape were consulted 

in the drafting of the Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 

(Act 3 of 2014)(LUPA).

Maccsand 

The first case to be discussed in this article is Maccsand (Pty) 

Ltd v City of Cape Town and others [2012] JOL 28669 (CC). The 

central issue disputed in this matter was whether a mining permit 

or mining right granted under the national Mineral and Petroleum 

Resources Development Act, 2002 (Act 28 of 2002), exempted the holder from having to 

obtain authorisation for its activities in terms of land use planning (LUP) and environmental 

legislation, namely the provincial Land Use Planning Ordinance, 1985 (Ord 15 of 1985) (LUPO) 

and the National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act 107 of 1998) (NEMA). 17 Essentially, 

the applicant’s case was that once a mining right or permit is granted by the designated 

national authority, the holder is granted a right to undertake mining at the site and no other 

law or authority may veto the decision taken. 

The facts of this matter are essentially that the Minister of Minerals and Energy granted two 

mining permits to Maccsand in 2007 and 2008. The one permit authorised Maccsand to 

mine sand on dunes zoned as public open space and owned by the local municipality. The 

dunes were located in the Mitchell’s Plain residential area between two schools and in close 

proximity to private homes. The other permit similarly authorised Maccsand to mine sand in 

Mitchell’s Plain on dunes adjacent to private homes. The existing zonings of these properties 

did not allow for the land to be used for mining. 

During this case hearing in the High Court, Supreme Court of Appeal and Constitutional Court, 

substantial arguments were made concerning the meaning of various items listed in schedule 

4 and 5 of the Constitution and the levels and powers of the three spheres of government. 

Law reform in the planning and 

development environment, 

particularly in the Western 

Cape, experienced numerous 

attempts to amalgamate 

and simplify the fragmented 

statutory framework. There 

were, however, many obstacles 

and challenges that had to be 

overcome in order to achieve 

this - mandates were disputed 

and mind-sets were changed.
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Of particular relevance to the arguments made in this case and the future of planning 

legislation, was the Constitutional Court’s decision in The City of Johannesburg Metropolitan 

Municipality and The Gauteng Development Tribunal and Others ([2010] ZACC 11); 2010 (6) 

SA 182 (CC); 2010 (9) BCLR 859 (CC) (GDT). Unfortunately, the Constitutional Court in GDT 

was not called upon to consider and fully examine the constitutional relationship between 

provincial and local authorities and the relationship and interplay between ‘provincial planning’ 

and ‘municipal planning’. The court assumed that when the Constitution drafters chose to 

use the word “planning” in the municipal context, they were aware of its common meaning. 

Mr Jafta J found as follows in this respect: 

“But “planning” in the context of municipal affairs is a term which has assumed a particular, 

well-established meaning which includes the zoning of land and the establishment of townships. 

In that context, the term is commonly used to define the control and regulation of the use 

of land. There is nothing in the Constitution indicating that the word carries a meaning other 

than its common meaning which includes the control and regulation of the use of land. It 

must be assumed, in my view, that when the Constitution drafters chose to use “planning” 

in the municipal context, they were aware of its common meaning…. As a result I find that 

the contested powers form part of “municipal planning” (Para. 57).”18

One of the main arguments raised by Maccsand and the Minister 

of Minerals and Energy19 was that to construe LUPO as applying to 

land used for mining would be inconsistent with the Constitution. 

Their argument was that mining was an exclusive national 

competence and thus trumps the local government function of 

municipal planning. The MEC’s contention on this aspect was, 

inter alia, that “the LUPO requirement for a holder of a mining 

right or permit to obtain the necessary land use authorisation 

before commencing mining operations does not amount to a 

suggestion that LUPO regulates mining as such”. 20

The courts, in reaching their decision, relied on the dicta of the Constitutional Court in Wary 

Holdings (Pty) Ltd vs Stalwo (Pty) Ltd and Another 2009 (1) SA 337 at para 80 which 

provides that: 

“There is no reason why the two spheres of control cannot coexist even if they overlap 

and even if, in respect of the subdivision of ‘agricultural land’, the one may in effect veto 

the decision of the other. It should be born in mind that the one sphere of control operates 

from a municipal perspective and the other from a national perspective, each having its own 

constitutional and policy considerations.”21

The Constitutional Court ultimately held that the MPRDA governs mining and LUPO regulates 

the control and regulation of the use of land. The court accepted that LUPO regulates municipal 

land planning and applied to the land - which was the subject matter of the proceedings.22 

“There is no reason why the 

two spheres of control cannot 

coexist even if they overlap 

and even if, in respect of the 

subdivision of ‘agricultural 

land’, the one may in effect 

veto the decision of the other.” 
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In addition to the above, the court acknowledged that the exercise of these powers by two 

spheres may overlap. This overlap was found not to be an intrusion into the functional area 

of another but rather a coexistence of overlapping constitutional spheres of control where 

each sphere exercises its powers within its own competence.23

The court further highlighted that: “It is in this context that the Constitution obliges these 

spheres of government to cooperate with one another in mutual trust and good faith and 

to coordinate actions taken with one another.”24 It was with this in mind that section 67 of 

Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 2014) (LUPA) was drafted, so as to 

enable alignment and integration of decision-making in appropriate circumstances as well 

as to support coordination of respective requirements of differing legislation and in this way 

avoid potential duplication. 

The Constitutional Court judgment emphasised that if approval is not obtained by one sphere 

when exercising its power, this does not mean that the decision of the other sphere is vetoed.25

Shelfplett

The second case under discussion is Shelfplett 47 (Pty) Ltd v MEC for Environmental Affairs 

and Development Planning and Another 2012 (3) SA 441 (WCC)26, where judgment was handed 

down in March 2012. This matter related to farm properties in and around Plettenberg Bay. 

The landowner of the properties in question wished to undertake a development comprising 

a retirement village of 150 units, a townhouse development of 50 units, 26 single residential 

units, 25 lagoon-site residential units, private open space and private access roads. 

In order to commence the proposed development, the 

applicant required the amendment of the Knysna-Wilderness-

Plettenberg Bay Regional Structure Plan (KWP RSP). The 

reason for this was that the KWP RSP was initially a guide plan 

in terms of section 6A of the Physical Planning Act, 1967 (Act 

88 of 1967) (1967 PPA). The 1967 PPA was then repealed by 

the Physical Planning Act, 1991 (Act 125 of 1991) (1991 PPA). 

However, section 37(2) (a) of the 1991 PPA provided for a guide 

plan deemed to be a regional structure plan (RSP) prepared 

under the 1991 PPA. This was duly done on 9 February 1996 by 

the then Deputy Minister of Land Affairs. This bears relevance to 

the present matter because both the 1967 and 1991 PPA stipulated 

that land may only be used for a particular purpose or purposes 

as provided for in the relevant guide plan or RSP. 

The KWP RSP designated the land in question as ‘recreational use’ whereas the applicant 

required that this be amended to ‘township development’ in order to apply for LUPO rezoning 

and subdivision approval. The Provincial Minister considered the application and refused to 

grant the amendment, in accordance with recommendations from his departmental officials. 

“Even though there is 

no reason to doubt that 

subsequent to the repeal of the 

Group Areas Act, applications 

for the amendment of the 

RSP have been decided 

without reference to racial 

considerations. I do not think 

that this is a sufficient ground 

for concluding that the racially-

based content of the RSP has 

disappeared.” 
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The applicant then approached the court to review this decision on the basis that the Provincial 

Minister based his decision on considerations that involved the impermissible intrusion into 

the municipality’s exclusive executive competence in respect of ‘municipal planning’. The 

applicant later supplemented his papers and sought an order declaring that the KWP RSP 

was invalid because it was based on and informed by race-based separate development 

planning principles. 

The court, in this respect, noted that the KWP RSP consists of six 

narrative chapters and various annexures and maps, although the 

“portions of the document with prospective effect include map 

11 read with chapter 6 and they are titled as the guide plan”27.

The Provincial Minister in his answering affidavit indicated that 

subsequent to the repeal of the Group Areas Act, 1966 (Act 

36 of 1966)   in June 1991, the Western Cape Government had 

disregarded the race-based elements of the document containing map 11, which it regarded 

as being ‘the plan’. This was possible because the plan itself contained no reference to race 

or apartheid spatial planning and the few such references in the narrative were rendered 

redundant by the repeal of the Group Areas Act. 

The Provincial Minister also noted that it was not alleged that the decision on the amendment 

application or on any amendment application had been informed by apartheid spatial planning 

since the repeal of the Group Areas Act.28 The court, however, held that even though it has “no 

reason to doubt that subsequent to the repeal of the Group Areas Act, applications for the 

amendment of the KWP RSP have been decided without reference to racial considerations. 

I do not think that this is a sufficient ground for concluding that the racially-based content 

of the RSP has disappeared.”29 The KWP RSP was accordingly declared invalid. 

In relation to the other grounds of attack, the court proceeded to hold that if it had upheld 

the validity of the KWP RSP, it would have dismissed the application to review the Provincial 

Minister’s decision. 

With respect to the review grounds, one of which was the allegation that the Provincial Minister 

intruded impermissibly into the municipality’s exclusive competency regarding municipal 

planning, the court set out its reasoning for its above view. In this regard, the court noted that 

the Constitutional Court found that the “distinctiveness of the three planning competences 

‘lies in the level at which a particular power is exercised’ (para 55)”30 The applicant’s argument 

pertaining to this ground of review was essentially that the Provincial Minister disregarded the 

urban edge determined by the municipality and adopted his own view as to an appropriate 

urban edge.31 The Provincial Minister’s counter argument was that some decisions regarding 

land use have significant effects beyond the boundaries of a particular municipality. These inter-

municipal effects as well as decisions having effects on other functional areas of concurrent 

national and provincial competence are matters of ‘provincial planning’. Further arguments 

were also put forward that the urban edge policy in the provincial SDF, aimed to inter alia 

“Consent use applications 

determined under the scheme 

regulations, could not be 

appealed in terms of section 

44 of the LUPO.” 
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address skewed apartheid spatial planning, was a legitimate ‘provincial planning’ objective.32 

The Provincial Minister explained that he had used this urban edge because he was of the 

opinion that the municipality had failed to validly establish its own urban edge.

The court ultimately held that it was unnecessary to decide on the above, as the powers 

exercised by the MEC to amend the KWP RSP and the considerations that may be taken 

into account, are determined with reference to the empowering legislation, which was not 

challenged in this review.33

The court, furthermore, noted that the “GDT case provides little guidance on the meaning 

of the phrase ‘provincial planning. I think it is legitimate in interpreting these terms to have 

regard to the existing range of planning legislation at the time the Constitution was enacted.”34 

The court nevertheless noted that a RSP does to some degree fetter a municipality’s right 

to determine land use within its area and was of the opinion that the legislative scheme for 

RSP’s is a provincial planning matter35.

The court went further to suggest that if it is constitutionally permissible to allocate performance 

of a function to a sphere of government then all the considerations that the governing 

legislation authorise it to take into account may be taken into account36. The court therefore 

declined to express an opinion on whether the effects of a particular rezoning or subdivision 

application might make it a ‘provincial planning’ matter.

The above judgment led to the department issuing two provincial circulars, namely Circular 3 

of 2012 and 14 of 2012. The above circulars dealt with the withdrawal of the former guide plans 

deemed to be RSP’s prepared under the 1991 PPA and the lapsing of outdated structure plans. 

Peter Daniel Adams 

The Western Cape High Court in the Stellenbosch Municipality v Adams and Another 

(19245/2011) [2011] ZAWCHC 557 (2 December 2011)37 matter considered inter alia two 

unreported conflicting judgments handed down in that court. The question to be answered 

was whether an applicant had the right to appeal a consent use application decision in terms 

of section 44 of the LUPO. 

The court held that consent use applications determined under the scheme regulations, 

as opposed to an application for a departure or rezoning in terms of LUPO, could not be 

appealed in terms of section 44 of the LUPO. 

The above judgment removed the uncertainty and led to the department issuing Provincial 

Circular 21/2012 which informed municipalities of the judgment and the discontinuation of 

processes for appeals on consent uses. 
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Lagoon Bay

The Lagoon Bay judgment considered a proposed development and the challenging of the 

decision to refuse the application to rezone and subdivide certain properties. The proposed 

development was intended to span approximately 655 hectares and include two 18-hole 

golf courses. Essentially, the development would create a new gated town between Mossel 

Bay and George.38

The proposed development fell within George Municipality’s area of jurisdiction but would 

reach the boundary of the Mossel Bay Municipality. In order to undertake the development, the 

developer required several approvals, including and relevant to this matter, the amendment 

of the applicable RSP and LUPO approvals relating to rezoning and subdivision. 

The developer submitted an application for the amendment of the RSP. It was recommended 

by the George Municipality that the application be approved. The previous Provincial Minister 

approved the application in terms of section 4(7) of the LUPO, subject to certain conditions. 

One of the conditions being that “the associated future zoning application in respect of the 

land concerned shall be subject to the approval by the Provincial Government as the location 

and impact of the proposed development constitutes regional and provincial planning.”39

The abovementioned rezoning and subdivision applications were 

subsequently submitted and approved by the George Municipality. 

They, however, referred the application to the Provincial Minister 

“for the necessary further attention”. 40 The Provincial Minister 

was concerned that the location and size of the development area 

would have many practical consequences, including adversely 

affecting the Mossel Bay Municipality.41 Accordingly, the Provincial 

Minister refused the applications for subdivision and rezoning. This litigation matter arose 

from the above decision and the developer sought to review and set aside the Provincial 

Minister’s decision. 

The main attack on the Provincial Minister’s decision was the allegation that he did not have 

the functional competence to decide rezoning and subdivision applications.42 The Provincial 

Minister, on the other hand, contended that he was empowered by the condition imposed in 

the RSP decision, sections 16 and 25 of the LUPO and the constitutional scheme of powers, 

which it was argued, allow for provincial involvement in certain rezoning and subdivision 

decisions.43

The Western Cape High Court dismissed the application with costs, against the challenge to the 

Provincial Minister’s decisions, holding that section 42(1) of the LUPO specifically authorised 

the imposition of the RSP condition.44 The court furthermore accepted that zoning is generally 

a municipal competence but agreed with the Provincial Minister’s argument that, while the 

majority of applications for rezoning must be considered by municipalities as part of their 

functional competence in respect of municipal planning, there is a category of cases where 

“There was a strong case for 

concluding that the Provincial 

Minister was not competent 

to decide rezoning and 

subdivision applications.” 
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land-use planning decisions exceed the bounds of municipal planning.45 The applications in 

question were regarded by the court to fall into that category and thus within the province’s 

competence of ‘provincial planning’ and ‘regional planning and development’.46 The proposed 

development was envisaged to have an impact beyond the area of a single municipality and 

have effects across a larger region.47

The Supreme Court of Appeal, on the other hand, relying heavily on its interpretation of the 

GDT case48, held that rezoning and subdivision applications be dealt with by municipalities and 

declared the Provincial Minister’s decisions unlawful.49 The court also remitted the application 

for amendment of the RSP to the MEC for reconsideration.50

The Constitutional Court declined to consider the constitutionality of the provisions of the 

LUPO in the proceedings, since there was no attack on the validity of these provisions which 

empowered the Provincial Minister’s decisions, or on the RSP condition which similarly 

empowered the rezoning decision.51

Unfortunately, the court therefore did not provide the sought-after clarity regarding whether 

rezoning and subdivision applications of a nature that impacted on other municipalities fell 

within the province’s constitutional competence.

The court did, however, note that there was a strong case for concluding that the Provincial 

Minister was not competent to decide rezoning and subdivision applications52.

Following the judgment, the department issued the following Provincial Circulars and Notices: 

Circular 7/2013 and Provincial Notice 256/2013 – relating to the Amendment of the General 

Structure Plan and Provincial Notice 257/2013 – relating to the Amendment of the Scheme 

Regulations made in terms of section 47 of the LUPO. As a result of the above, all rezoning 

and subdivision decision-making powers were devolved to the 

municipalities.53

Clairisons

The next case is the MEC for Environmental Affairs and 

Development Planning v Clairison’s CC (408/2012) [2013] ZASCA 

82 (31 May 2013)54 matter. This judgment provided useful insight 

in to what courts should consider when being asked to review 

decisions of an administrative nature. 

The decision under review in this matter was an application for environmental authorisation 

approval in respect of a proposed retirement village consisting of 173 units. The decision to 

refuse the application was based on a policy, the aim of which includes the restructuring of 

urban settlements to address apartheid spatial patterns and urban functional inefficiencies 

and the protection of biodiversity and agricultural resources. 

“It is inevitable that 

administrative officials would 

uphold the general policies of 

their department; in this broad 

sense it follows that they must 

be prejudiced against any 

individual who gets in their 

way.” 
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The developer alleged that the Provincial Minister ought to have taken into account the following 

three factors. First, the fact that certain properties in the area were already urban in character. 

Secondly, that the municipality had determined the urban edge for urban development and 

the proposal fell within that urban edge. Lastly, that the Provincial Minister’s predecessor had 

approved the amendment to the RSP in respect of the proposed development.55

The Supreme Court of Appeal indicated that it regarded the developer’s true complaint with 

the decision of the provincial Minister, that he attached no weight to one of the above factors 

and in other cases weighed them against granting the application.56 The developer, on the 

other hand, contended that they ought to have weighed in favour of granting the application.

The court pointed out that a review application is “not concerned with the correctness of a 

decision made by a functionary, but with whether he performed the function with which he 

was entrusted. When the law entrusts a functionary with a discretion it means just that: the 

law gives recognition to the evaluation made by the functionary to whom the discretion is 

entrusted and it is not open to a court to second-guess his evaluation”. 57

The court thus held that “when a functionary is entrusted with a discretion, the weight to be 

attached to particular factors, or how far a particular factor affects the eventual determination 

of the issue, is a matter for the functionary to decide and as he 

acts in good faith (and reasonable and rationally) a court of law 

cannot interfere”. 58

The developer also sought to review the decision on the basis 

that it was wrong for the Provincial Minister and officials of 

his department, to have disagreed with certain findings of an 

appointed specialist.59 The court pointed out that it was clear 

from the evidence that the Provincial Minister was aware of the 

competing opinions. The Provincial Minister merely preferred to 

adopt the view of his department and by doing so gave greater 

weight to the opinion of his department which he is entitled to do.60

A further argument raised by the developer was that the Provincial Minister was perceived 

to be biased as he was inclined to refuse the developer’s application on the basis that it was 

contrary to an existing policy. The court pointed out that “Government functionaries are often 

called upon to make decisions in relation to matters that are the subject of pre-determined 

policies.” The court furthermore quoted the following paragraph by Baxter: 

“It is inevitable that administrative officials would uphold the general policies of their department; 

in this broad sense it follows that they must be prejudiced against any individual who gets 

in their way. But this ‘departmental bias’, as it has been labelled, is unavoidable and even 

desirable for good administration. It does not necessarily prevent the official concerned from 

being fair and objective in deciding particular cases”.61

“Provincial and national 

government undoubtedly also 

have power over decisions 

so big, but their powers do 

not lie in vetoing zoning and 

subdivision decisions, or 

subjecting them to appeal. 

Instead, the provinces have 

coordinate powers to withhold 

or grant approvals of their 

own.” 
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In view of the above, the court held that it is not objectionable bias if the Provincial Minister 

was predisposed to refusing the developer’s application on the basis that it was contrary to an 

existing policy of his department. The functionary will, however, be required to independently 

satisfy himself that the policy is appropriate and bring an open mind to bear on the matter 

with the knowledge that he is not bound by the policy. The application to review the Provincial 

Minister’s decision was accordingly dismissed with costs. 

Habitat Council

The final case which will be discussed in this article is Minister of Local Government, 

Environmental Affairs and Development Planning, Western Cape v Habitat Council and others 

(City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality as amicus curiae) and a related matter 2014 

(5) BCLR 591 (CC).62

In this case, the Constitutional Court confirmed the order of the Western Cape High Court 

declaring section 44 of the LUPO unconstitutional and invalid. The Provincial Minister filed 

papers before the court in which he acknowledged that he regarded section 44 of the LUPO 

to be unconstitutional.63 With that in mind, he sought to suspend the declaration of invalidity 

in order to give the Provincial Parliament the time needed to replace the LUPO, as a whole.64 

During this period, it was proposed that an amended version of sections 44(2) and (3) of 

the LUPO, compatible with the constitutional division of planning (LUP) powers between 

the local and provincial spheres of government, apply.65 

The Western Cape High Court concluded that the Provincial Minister’s concession was 

correctly made and found “that the section is ‘manifestly inconsistent’ with the Constitution 

to the extent that it not only permits appeals to the province against every decision made 

by a municipality in terms of LUPO, but also because it allows [the Provincial Minister] to 

replace every decision with his own decision”.66

The Western Cape High Court, however, was of the view that there were circumstances in 

which it would be constitutionally permissible for the Provincial Minister to exercise appellate 

powers over municipal planning decisions. The Western Cape High Court’s reasoning, in 

relation to the above, was that appeals to the Provincial Minister were legitimate to the extent 

that they engage the province’s overlapping competencies67 or they were necessary for the 

province to exercise its powers of oversight.68

In the former case the Western Cape High Court reasoned that the province may, in certain 

cases, legitimately substitute a municipality’s decision with its own. In this limited number of 

cases, where a proposed development raises matters falling within the functional areas of 

‘regional planning and development’, ‘urban and rural development’ or ‘provincial planning’, 

the province will be exercising its own constitutionally mandated powers.69 The same was 

not, however, the case in the latter instance, where the province could merely set the decision 

aside, giving its reasons and thereafter invite the municipality to reconsider the application. 
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Based on the above reasoning and accepting the Provincial Minister’s arguments and 

recommendations, the Western Cape High Court crafted its interim order in accordance with 

this approach and adopted a reading-in to the section to preserve some appellate powers.70

When the matter was put before the Constitutional Court, the Provincial Minister, in further 

written submissions following on the Lagoon Bay judgment, conceded that the portion of the 

Western Cape High Court’s reading-in, that permitted an appeal to the provincial authority, 

was not constitutionally compliant.71 The Provincial Minister, nevertheless, urged the court to 

confirm the Western Cape High Court’s reading-in and that such be tolerated as an interim 

mechanism. 

The reasons put forward for this approach were firstly that some municipal planning decisions 

in respect of large municipal zoning and subdivision decisions could have extra-municipal 

effects which would affect other municipalities and the province as a whole.72 The Constitutional 

Court held in this respect that “Provincial and national government undoubtedly also have 

power over decisions so big, but their powers do not lie in vetoing zoning and subdivision 

decisions, or subjecting them to appeal. Instead, the provinces have coordinated powers to 

withhold or grant approvals of their own”.73

The second reason put forward to tolerate the interim mechanism was to safeguard provincial 

and regional interests while the province’s Land Use Planning Bill was enacted and made 

ready for implementation.74 The Provincial Minister pointed out that, historically, provinces 

bore ultimate responsibility for planning decisions. As a result, provinces contained large and 

experienced planning departments while municipalities, especially the smaller ones, did not 

have the staff compliment, capacity and expertise to assume this responsibility.75 The Provincial 

Minister thus sought to retain the appellate powers while municipalities built capacity. The 

added benefit to this approach, it was submitted, was that faulty municipal decisions could 

be corrected by internal means rather than by flooding the courts with review applications.76

The Constitutional Court did not accept the above arguments and furthermore declined to 

suspend the declaration of invalidity, as the High Court had done, to give the province an 

opportunity to enact a new legislative regime. However, the Provincial Minister’s request for 

the Constitutional Court to limit the retrospective effect of the declaration of invalidity was 

upheld.77

The Constitutional Court further declined the Provincial Minister’s request for it to use the 

opportunity in its judgment on the matter to give greater content to the constitutional 

competence of “provincial planning”.78 Such guidance was sought to assist municipalities 

and provincial authorities in the review and reform of the existing legislative framework for 

land use planning (LUP).
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Conclusion

Ultimately, each of the cases discussed in this article added to, shaped and culminated in the 

development of LUPA and significant amendments being proposed to the Spatial Planning 

and Land Use Management Act 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA). 

SPLUMA was promulgated on 5 August 2013 and came into operation on 1 July 2015. In 

addition to the above, the Western Cape Government’s LUP law reform initiative culminated 

in LUPA being promulgated on 7 April 2014. 

The department’s, provincial minister’s and municipalities’ role in the new LUP dispensation 

has had to evolve and adapt. Certain functions previously performed by provincial authorities 

are now performed by municipalities. Provincial authorities, on the other hand, will have to 

exercise their own constitutionally mandated powers whilst continuing and reinforcing their 

role in monitoring, supporting and strengthening municipalities. 

There will undoubtedly be challenges and further litigation regarding the overlapping functional 

areas of the respective spheres of government. What is required going forward is for the 

different competent authorities in this new LUP dispensation to work together, coordinate and 

continue to build and strengthen mechanisms for coexistence relating to these overlapping 

constitutional spheres of control. 

ADVOCATE GARY BIRCH

Head of Component: Environmental Legal Support Services

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
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CHAPTER 4
CHANGE  

MANAGEMENT 

There is nothing more difficult to take 

in hand, more perilous to conduct, or 

more uncertain in its success, than to 

take the lead in the introduction of a 

new order of things.

 Niccolo Machiavelli 

Historian, 1469-1527
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THE ROAD TO CHANGE
AN OVERVIEW OF THE 

WESTERN CAPE PLANNING CHANGE 

MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

ALLAN RHODES

The purpose of this article is threefold. Firstly, it explains the 

establishment of the Western Cape Land Use Planning (LUP) 

Change Management Strategy as a response to managing the 

legislative change within the LUP sector. Secondly, it provides an 

overview of the structure and workings of the Strategy. Lastly, it 

will tease out key lessons learnt from the implementation of the 

Strategy, to show how a collaborative governance structure can 

be used in other legislatively-transitioning environments within 

government.

A background to the Western Cape LUP Change Management Strategy 

The Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 2014) (LUPA) was signed into law 

in 2014 and has since been systematically implemented in every municipality in the Western 

Cape between 1 July 2015 and the first half of 2016 (after the Spatial Planning and Land Use 

Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA) was implemented by the President). Despite 

SPLUMA being implemented from 1 July 2015 in the Western Cape, LUPA implementation 

at the municipal sphere, was only carried out in instances where a municipality was able to 

demonstrate readiness for the implementation of LUPA (and the related repeal of a host 

of apartheid-era planning legislation). Legislation that needed to be repealed with LUPA 

implementation, included the Land Use Planning Ordinance, 1985 (Ord 15 of 1985) (LUPO), 

Removal of Restrictions Act, 1967 (Act 84 of 1967), the Planning and Development Act, 1999 

(Act 7 of 1999), the Rural Areas Act, 1987 (Act 9 of 1987), as well as parts of legislation that 

were previously assigned to the province, such as the Black Communities Development 

Act, 1984 (Act 4 of 1984), the Physical Planning Act, 1967 (Act 88 of 1967), the Municipal 

Ordinance, 1974 (Ord 20 of 1974), the Divisional Councils Ordinance, 1976 (Ord 18 of 1976), 

and the Less Formal Township Establishment Act, 1991 (Act 113 of 1991).

From the extensive list of legislation to be repealed with LUPA implementation, it is clear that 

the LUP and development sector had for many years been hampered by a host of highly-

technical and often conflicting LUP laws. This has made it considerably difficult to implement 

and administer the LUP system efficiently and has hindered its overall functionality. In addition 

to this, the LUP and development sector had continued to operate under apartheid-era LUP 

laws well into the democratic era. It took several hard-hitting court judgments in the late 

2000’s to force government’s hand to change LUP legislation once and for all.

“Change is hard because people 

overestimate the value of what 

they have – and underestimate 

the value of what they may gain 

by giving that up.” 

James Belasco and Ralph Stayer 
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In April 2013, the national and provincial LUP legislative reform process was at an advanced 

stage. It was then that the Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning 

(hereinafter referred to as ‘DEA&DP’) embarked on a process to prepare itself, Western Cape 

municipalities and key LUP stakeholders for the anticipated changes that the new legislative 

regime would bring in terms of the implementation of the new suite of LUP legislation — 

SPLUMA, LUPA and the municipal LUP by-laws. 

The introduction of the new suite of LUP legislation has brought about fundamental and 

significant changes in the way that development planning is to be managed, in comparison 

to how it had been managed since 1986 when LUPO was introduced. These changes include 

different processes and procedures as well as fundamental departures from where powers 

and functions were traditionally located in the various spheres of government. The legislation 

saw key changes in:

 • The roles and responsibilities of local municipalities, provincial government and 

national government relating to municipal, regional, provincial and national LUP 

planning. Essentially, the provincial sphere would move from being a land use decision-

making, appeals adjudicating position to one of facilitating, developing and supporting 

municipalities in carrying out their constitutionally enshrined functions. The provincial 

government will only in rare instances, where a provincial functional area is impacted, 

act as a decision-making body. 

 • The way various LUP, heritage, environmental, agricultural, minerals and resource 

approval processes can potentially be integrated into a single application process in 

order to streamline application procedures.

 • How to realise improved intergovernmental coordination in governance and 

implementation of the LUP system.

 • The decision-making authority, in respect of municipal LUP decisions, shifted from 

Municipal Councils to either a Municipal Planning Tribunal or an authorised official. 

 • How decision-makers are expected to evaluate, record and decide on LUP applications, 

with a change in relevant considerations in decision-making, influenced largely by the 

introduction of the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000 (Act 3 of 2000) as 

well as a series of court cases relating to decision-making and LUP administration.

These changes, amongst others, necessitated that the DEA&DP bring together relevant 

LUP stakeholders such as institutes, private sector role-players, the built environment / 

development industry, municipalities and key provincial and national departments within a 

Western Cape LUP Change Management Steering Committee. The purpose was to create 

a single body within which the change would essentially be managed, the communication 

streamlined and a solutions-oriented approach applied. 

This served as the foundation upon which the planning transformation process within the 

Western Cape was to be managed.
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The structure and function of the LUP Change Management Strategy (CMS) 
Steering Committee – more than just a “talk shop”

The LUP CMS Steering Committee was the overarching body responsible for overseeing the 

change that took place between 2013 and 2016 within the LUP sector in the Western Cape. 

It established and oversaw the operations of five work groups and a communications work 

stream. The LUP CMS structure within each work group is indicated in the figure below.

PLANNING CHANGE MANGEMENT STEERING COMMITTEE

CHANGE MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION WORK STREAM

WORK GROUP 1

Standard Draft 
Municipal Land Use 

Planning By-law

WORK GROUP 3

The Western Cape 
Land Use Planning 
Act and associated 

regulations

WORK GROUP 2

Standard Draft 
Model Zoning 

Scheme By-law

WORK GROUP 4

Internal 
Restructuring & 

Training

WORK GROUP 5

Municipal 
Readiness 
Programm

Each of the five work groups had an appointed facilitator, clearly defined deliverables and 

timeframes within which to achieve their objectives. They reported to the Steering Committee 

on a monthly basis, which in turn reported to the Head of DEA&DP and the Provincial Minister 

responsible for Local Government, Environmental Affairs and Development Planning within 

the Western Cape, on a bi-monthly basis.

In brief, each work group carried out the following packages of work:

WORK GROUP 1 developed the Standard Draft Municipal Land Use Planning By-law, which 

underwent an extensive round of public participation. This work evolved from initially focussing 

on developing the Municipal Regulations in terms of LUPA, to the drafting of a Standard 

Draft Municipal LUP By-law to ensure that all municipalities would be able to fully execute 

their municipal land use planning functions and powers.

WORK GROUP 2 developed a Standard Draft Zoning Scheme By-law, which could be used 

by municipalities as zoning scheme regulations within their own municipal areas. This would 

assist in achieving standardisation in zoning schemes across the province.

WORK GROUP 3 developed the Regulations in terms of LUPA, which addressed all of 

the elements of LUPA that enabled the Provincial Minister to prescribe, the process and 

requirements of a provincial land development application. 

WORK GROUP 4 unpacked the future functions of the DEA&DP, as set out in SPLUMA and LUPA 

and subsequently developed a revised macro and micro structure for the Chief Directorate: 

Environmental and Land Management, which housed the LUP functions of the DEA&DP. 

The result was a revised organogram and departmental structure that saw the replacement 

of the aforementioned Chief Directorate with the Chief Directorate: Development Planning.
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WORK GROUP 5 undertook a municipal readiness survey and developed a Municipal Readiness 

Report, which set out the readiness of all of the municipalities within the Western Cape for 

the implementation of the new LUP system. It further highlighted specific areas that required 

dedicated capacity building and support. As a result, an initial set of municipal-wide capacity 

building sessions were undertaken as part of the LUP CMS process, which were targeted at 

both municipal officials and councillors.

The Steering Committee facilitated close cooperation with the national Department of Rural 

Development and Land Reform (DRD&LR), who were central in the drafting of SPLUMA. The 

provincial model was later replicated at national level and resulted in the establishment of 

a SPLUMA National Coordinating Forum, which adopted a similar structure for the national 

implementation of SPLUMA and to facilitate interaction and coordination with the nine 

provinces and all municipalities in South Africa.

It is critical to note that the LUP CMS and its work groups had a wide representation from 

key stakeholders in order to facilitate the change management process. These stakeholders 

included key municipalities, organised local government in the form of the South African 

Local Government Association (SALGA), as well as officials from the national DRD&LR.

Towards the end of 2014, the LUP CMS recognised that a great amount of work had been 

achieved in the preceding year. However, there was a great need to shift focus from developing 

support tools, such as the standard draft By-laws and guidelines, to taking these tools to 

the municipalities and the private sector through a series of training and capacity building 

exercises. Essentially, a stronger implementation focus was applied and the development of 

a more comprehensive Municipal Readiness Programme was actioned. 

As a result, together with the increasing pressure that was being placed on the Steering 

Committee as it edged closer to the implementation date of the new national and provincial 

LUP legislation, the Municipal Readiness Programme work group was restructured. It was to 

fulfil a more implementation-oriented role and spread the workload in an effective manner 

between several small task teams who would drive packages of work towards completion. 

These task teams, which were developed under the ambit of municipal readiness, were:

 • TASK TEAM A:  Provincial LUPA, LUPA and by-law implementation plan and  

costing model 

 • TASK TEAM B: Municipal Planning Tribunals support document

 • TASK TEAM C: Guideline and roll-out of development contributions 

 • TASK TEAM D: Roll-out and implementation of municipal by-laws

 • TASK TEAM E: Guideline on relevant considerations for decision-making

 • TASK TEAM F: Municipal templates, SOPs, norms and standards for municipal LUP

 • TASK TEAM G:  Training sessions for councillors, officials and Municipal  

Planning Tribunals

 • TASK TEAM H: Guideline on removal of restrictive title deed conditions
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Perhaps most important in the LUP CMS, was the establishment of a single communication 

work stream. It was recognised that whilst the main task of work group 5 would be to prepare 

municipalities for the anticipated changes in the LUP sector, it was seen as important that 

the activities of the work groups and the Steering Committee in general were communicated 

to all parties concerned in a streamlined, systematic manner. A dedicated communication 

strategy and work stream was therefore established to ensure that all relevant aspects of 

the CMS, as well as other important information, were communicated both internally and 

externally. A Communication Strategy Framework was developed for the Steering Committee 

and sought to inform, allow for the flow of information and ideas and prevent duplication of 

efforts between the work groups and stakeholder organisations. 

Lessons to be learned from the LUP CMS

The most valuable aspect evolving from the LUP CMS was the establishment of an incredibly 

valuable network of LUP officials, development specialists and professional bodies that 

stretched across all three spheres of government, civil society and the private sector. These 

networks allowed for both the systematic flow of information and ideas, but perhaps even 

more importantly, the development of relationships between municipal, provincial and national 

colleagues. These relationships underpinned the very difficult, often complex and sometimes 

confusing times that preceded the uncertainty around the regulatory environment and the 

implementation of the new national LUP legislation. It is without a doubt clear that the LUP 

CMS put the Western Cape on an excellent footing for these changes and continues to 

facilitate the capacitation of a significant portion of the LUP fraternity in the province. The 

LUP CMS created a ‘safe space’ within which communication and the sharing of knowledge, 

experience and ideas could take place and form a solid basis upon which the new LUP 

legislation could be implemented.

ALLAN RHODES

Chief Town & Regional Planner: Spatial Planning

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
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CREATING MUNICIPAL 
AWARENESS  

AND READINESS
LAUREL ROBERTSON

The establishment of the Land Use Planning Change Management 

Strategy (LUP CMS) in 2013 was a strong indication that the 

LUP system in the Western Cape was about to be transformed. 

The Western Cape Department of Environmental Affairs and 

Development Planning (hereinafter referred to as ‘DEA&DP’) 

had just gazetted the draft Western Cape Land Use Planning 

Bill, 2013 and was readying itself for the implementation of the 

new legislative system. 

This article aims to record the work that was undertaken as part 

of the Municipal Readiness Programme and the ongoing initiatives 

that will hopefully live beyond the completion and conclusion of 

Work Group 5 of the LUP CMS. 

From the start, it is critical to highlight two aspects. Firstly, the work carried out through the 

LUP CMS and by Work Group 5 specifically, would not have been achieved without the active 

involvement of our partners79. Their support and guidance assisted in steering this process 

in the right direction and ultimately shaped the outcome. 

Secondly, it is important to note that the Municipal Readiness Programme was initiated by way 

of draft legislation. The Draft Bill that was gazetted in 2013 is drastically different from the Act 

that is currently in place. Working within the context of changing legislation was seen as both 

a benefit and a hindrance to the roll out of the Municipal Readiness Programme. Presenting 

draft legislation enabled our partners to critically review and constructively criticise the various 

revisions, enabling the drafters to feed these inputs back into the drafting process. On the 

other hand, utilising the various drafts proved problematic as the changing requirements made 

the provision of clearly defined training difficult. In certain instances, information presented 

to municipalities had to be retracted once new insights or legal opinions were obtained.

The Municipal Readiness Programme

The Municipal Readiness Programme was initiated as part of the LUP CMS with the aim of 

ensuring that municipalities and all other stakeholders were ready for the implementation of 

the new LUP legislative regime. The first task of the Work Group was to understand the extent 

of the challenge. This was undertaken in two parts. The first involved a comprehensive review 

Are municipalities ready to 

implement the new planning 

legislation? How is national 

& provincial government 

assisting municipalities to be 

ready? A brief account of the 

Readiness Programme and 

the role of the Western Cape 

Government in assisting its 

municipalities in the process.
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of the draft legislation, to unpack and understand the extent of the roles and responsibilities 

that were to be undertaken by municipalities. This was done as part of the Draft Options and 

General Implications research. 

The second part involved assessing the degree of readiness and capacity of municipalities in 

the Western Cape to effectively implement the new legislation. To this end, each municipality 

was requested to complete a Municipal Readiness Survey which established, amongst other 

things: 

 • the capacity of each municipality in undertaking their municipal LUP function by 

understanding the staff complement of the LUP department in the municipality;

 • the readiness of the legal services and enforcement section of each municipality; and

 • the capacity of each municipality to implement various requirements of the Spatial 

Planning and Land Use Management Act 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA), such as the 

establishment and operation of Municipal Planning Tribunals.

Combined, these two parts provided the LUP CMS Steering Committee with a realistic 

understanding of the challenges facing each municipality. It further identified and highlighted 

areas that required focused attention, areas that required ongoing support and municipalities 

that needed assistance and support to execute their municipal LUP functions.

In concluding this stage, there was a strong shift in focus towards preparing municipalities, 

officials and the private sector for the implementation of the new legislation. The Municipal 

Readiness Programme started to become more implementation-orientated. As such, the 

Municipal Readiness Programme was restructured to include 9 task teams, each one designed 

to achieve a specific goal and referred to as task teams A to G.

What follows is a summary of the work undertaken as part of the Municipal Readiness 

Programme. This article is structured around the four key areas of concern that emerged 

out of the Municipal Readiness Survey, namely: knowledge, capacity, systems and structures 

and financial resources. 

Knowledge

A key component of the Municipal Readiness Programme was to make municipalities aware 

of the responsibilities assigned to them in the Constitution, SPLUMA and the Western Cape 

Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 2014) (LUPA). As such, the Draft Options and General 

Implications research and the findings of the Municipal Readiness Survey were presented to 

the Western Cape municipalities very early on in the process. 

The need to raise awareness on the law reform process extended beyond Work Group 5 

and into the realm of the LUP CMS Communications Work Stream. Together, the awareness 

campaign was expanded to a range of stakeholders both public and private. 
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Expanding the awareness campaign to the political structures of municipalities was critical in 

order to develop the necessary support for this changing process. To this end, the implications 

of the law reform process were presented to existing forums such as the Municipal Managers 

Forum, the MinMay Technical Forum and the Premier’s Coordinating Forum on a number of 

occasions. 

The South African Local Government Association’s (SALGA) Economic Development and 

Planning Work Group was also used as a way of accessing municipal councillors responsible 

for economic development and planning. The law reform process became a regular item on 

their quarterly meeting agendas where updates, the proposed way forward and requests 

for assistance were shared. 

The awareness campaign also included regular presentations to the various LUP forums 

including the Municipal Heads Forum, the Southern Cape Planning Forum, the Cape Winelands 

Planning Forum and the Overberg District Planning Forum. These forums were utilised to 

ensure that key information and updates were shared with municipal LUP officials and private 

sector representatives alike.

The awareness campaign was also extended to include our private sector stakeholders through 

the provision of regular feedback reports to the Provincial Planning and Development Forum. 

The LUP law reform process was also presented at a conference hosted by the Western 

Cape Property Development Forum as well as at a number of additional ad hoc gatherings 

as and when requested. 

Capacity

Task Team G: Training of Councillors and Officials was established with a specific focus 

on ensuring that officials, Councillors and the LUP fraternity at large received the training 

necessary to ensure a smooth transition to the new legislation. Yet, the work undertaken by 

Task Team G could not operate in isolation but needed to take cognisance of other training 

initiatives that were planned and being implemented by other institutions, as the DEA&DP 

wished to adopt a unified training and capacity building programme.

As such, the Task Team, with the ongoing support of our partners at the National Department 

of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRD&LR) Western Cape branch, were able to 

consolidate the DRD&LR’s SPLUMA training with the training to be prepared under the 

auspices of Task Team G. The training that Task Team G conducted within the City of Cape 

Town was shaped to complement the City’s own training agenda. As the City of Cape Town 

had drafted and adopted their own Municipal LUP by-law, they requested that the training 

provided by Task Team G focused specifically on SPLUMA principles as well as the various 

support documents prepared under the Municipal Readiness Programme. 

The DEA&DP also presented at the South African Planning Institute (SAPI) Professional 

Development Centre’s SPLUMA Basics Workshop held in the Western Cape. It was felt that 
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the involvement of the DEA&DP in this training session was critical in order to ensure that 

the provincial legislation formed part of the legislative framework. 

While Task Team G targeted municipal and provincial officials, municipal councillors and private 

sector professional planners, invitations were extended to other professional associations80 

for circulation to their members. As such, representatives from the Surveyor General’s Office 

and ESKOM attended the sessions, as well as our DRD&LR colleagues from the Northern 

Cape, Free State and the Head Office in Pretoria. Over this intensive period, an estimated 

800 people took part in these training and capacity building sessions. 

Upon concluding these training and capacity building sessions, the DEA&DP presented 

training and capacity building to the representatives from other Western Cape provincial 

departments. The focus of these sessions was to unpack how the new LUP legislation would 

impact on the operations of other departments. Having established a solid foundation for 

implementing the new LUP regime, the DEA&DP turned its focus towards the training and 

capacity building of Municipal Planning Tribunal members. 

Systems and structures

Through Work Group 1: Standard Draft Municipal Land Use Planning By-law of the LUP CMS, 

the DEA&DP was already drafting a Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning. 

The Standard Draft would be made available to all municipalities that opted not to draft their 

own by-law. Due to the nature of the framework legislation, it was considered critical that all 

municipalities adopt a by-law on municipal land use planning in order for the national and 

provincial legislation to operate efficiently. 

As mentioned previously, the national and provincial legislation was still being refined and as 

such, the Standard Draft LUP By-law was amended several times to ensure that it maintained 

alignment. Despite this, the Standard Draft LUP By-law was rolled out to all Western Cape 

municipalities who opted to use it, through Task Team D: Roll out and implementation of the 

Standard Draft Municipal Land Use Planning By-law. 

Linked to this, Task Team F: Municipal and Provincial Norms and Standards developed a set 

of pro-forma application forms, advertisements, Council items for land use planning matters, 

report structures, recommended fee structures etc. for receiving and processing land use 

planning applications submitted in terms of the Standard Draft LUP By-law. A pack of 

approximately 31 generic templates were developed and a flow chart indicating the prescribed 

steps and timeframes were given to each municipality. These templates are entirely aligned 

to SPLUMA, LUPA and the Standard Draft By-law. Municipalities were simply required to 

include the name of their municipality on the top of each template and utilise the forms once 

they had adopted and implemented the new legislation. 

Another key area of concern was that municipalities would now be responsible for defending 

their land use planning decisions in court. This is something that Western Cape municipalities 
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had not previously done and very few municipalities were capacitated to take on this 

function. Furthermore, the financial burden associated with legal action was something 

some municipalities could not afford. As such, the Department deemed the best approach 

to be to ensure that decision-makers took sound and defensible decisions from the start, 

thus limiting potential court cases.

The development of a Relevant Considerations Support Document through Task Team E 

became a critical document in achieving this goal. The relevant considerations for applications 

in terms of the new LUP legislation differed substantially from the old system and officials 

and Councillors needed to be informed in order to minimise potential legal action. Supporting 

and adding to this document was the PAJA Decision-Making Guide, which was prepared by 

the Department of the Premier’s Legal Compliance Directorate. Whilst this Guide was not 

specifically a product of the Planning Change Management Strategy, it is a critical resource 

as it unpacks how decisions should be taken in order for them to be aligned to the Promotion 

of Administrative Justice Act, 2000 (Act 3 of 2000).

With the new LUP legislation, municipalities would now be responsible for processing and 

deciding on application for the removal of restrictive title conditions, a function that previously 

resided with the DEA&DP. Through Task Team I: Removal of Restrictive Title Conditions 

Guidelines, a support document was developed which unpacks a process flow for removal of 

restrictions applications and some relevant considerations specific to removal of restrictions 

applications, as well as the best way to evaluate such applications. The document also unpacks 

the process after determination, which differs from the old LUP system. Not only does the 

document set out the prescribed legislative requirements, it also collated the learnings gained 

by the DEA&DP in processing and deciding on similar cases over preceding years. 

A Municipal Planning Tribunal Support Document was prepared by Task Team B. The document 

unpacks the legislation and provides guidance on the various options available to municipalities 

with regard to establishing a Municipal Planning Tribunal and the process to be followed 

when establishing the tribunal and appointing the members. The document also unpacks the 

functioning of the tribunal and the topic of delegations.

Financial resources

The Municipal Readiness Survey reflected that many municipalities listed financial resources 

as a major constraint to the effective implementation of the new legislation. The preparation 

of the Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning, the pro-forma templates, the 

support documents and the intense training and capacity building programme were all ways 

through which the financial burden associated with preparing for the implementation of the 

new LUP legislation was reduced. 

Through Task Team A: Provincial SPLUMA, LUPA and By-law Implementation Plan, the 

DEA&DP, in partnership with DRD&LR, were able to project the financial costs associated with 

implementing the new LUP legislation in municipalities and across the province at large. The 
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Task Team developed a model which set out the legislative requirements and the associated 

cost implementation. Municipalities are afforded a degree of flexibility when meeting the 

requirements as set out in the legislation. The model enabled individual municipalities to 

plug in their preferred approach and see the cost implication thereof on their operational 

budget going forward.

In another attempt to reduce the financial burden, the DEA&DP 

and DRD&LR intended to make a pool of professional planning 

officials available to municipalities. These officials could form 

part of Municipal Planning Tribunals or assist municipalities with 

drafting the town planning reports required by the legislation. 

These officials would continue to be employed by their respective 

departments, thus saving the municipality financially. Several 

municipalities have made use of this offer and numerous officials 

fulfil these roles at municipalities across the province. 

Conclusion

In the introduction section, it was noted that few could have imagined the extent of the 

challenge before us when the Municipal Readiness Programme was initiated. That being said, 

the fact that all of the Western Cape municipalities have now successfully transitioned to 

implementation of the new LUP legislation is testimony to the successes achieved through the 

LUP Change Management Strategy and the Municipal Readiness Programme, in particular. This 

would not have been possible if it were not for the involvement of all the various stakeholders 

mentioned in this article. 

LAUREL ROBERTSON

Town and Regional Planner: Spatial Planning

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

Successful implementation of 

the new planning legislation in 

the Western Cape would not 

have been possible if it were not 

for the involvement of national, 

provincial, municipal and private 

sector stakeholders. 
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PERSPECTIVE PAPER 2

CREATING MUNICIPAL
AWARENESS

AND READINESS
A SALGA PERSPECTIVE

MARX MUPARIWA

The 2010 Constitutional Court ruling in the matter between the 

City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality vs The Gauteng 

Development Tribunal and others (the DFA judgment) was a 

‘Rubicon moment’ for the meaning of municipal land use planning 

(LUP) as well as for the role of municipalities and other spheres 

of government in municipal (LUP) planning. Not only did the DFA 

judgment establish the constitutional role of local government in 

municipal (LUP) planning, it also influenced the extent to which 

other spheres of government are involved in municipal LUP as 

reflected in the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 

2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA). After the gazetting of SPLUMA, the task of raising awareness 

of the municipal requirements to give effect to all the provisions of SPLUMA began in earnest. 

Owing to the fact that not all municipalities were “authorised” to exercise similar powers in 

relation to municipal (LUP) planning in terms of the various pieces of old-order legislation, 

the process of raising awareness and determining municipal readiness had to be nuanced 

and differentiated as opposed to instituting a ‘one size fits all’ approach. Regardless of the 

capacity and option of each individual municipality with regards to decision-making structures, 

all municipalities were required to meet the following readiness indicators:

 • Establish a Municipal Planning Tribunal (Single Municipal Planning Tribunal, Joint 

Municipal Planning Tribunal or District Municipal Planning Tribunal) (MPT) as 

contemplated in SPLUMA and SPLUMA Regulations.

 • Determine and establish an appeal authority to hear appeals against land use decisions 

taken by an authorised official or MPT.

 • Categorise land use applications into applications to be referred to the MPT for decisions 

and applications to be referred to an authorised official for determination.

 • Adopt a new system of delegations in line with the categorisation of land use applications 

and the new decision-making structures established in terms of the provisions of 

SPLUMA.

Soon after SALGA successfully 

lobbied for the formulation 

of planning legislation, it was 

tasked with raising awareness 

and providing support to 

municipalities to meet the 

minimum requirements to 

implement SPLUMA. 
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 • Ensure that systems and processes are in place to receive and process land use 

applications, given that the municipality is the authority of first instance when processing 

land development applications.

 • Prepare and adopt a Municipal (LUP) Planning By-law for processing land use 

applications and give effect to the provisions of SPLUMA.

 • Develop and adopt new tariffs on land use related matters provided for in SPLUMA.

The South African Local Government Association (SALGA) played a support and 

advisory role by developing and disseminating a number of circulars to all municipalities 

highlighting the implications of SPLUMA and some key municipal considerations 

once the tentative date(s) for SPLUMA coming into operation were mooted. Despite 

the support provided to municipalities by SALGA and the Department of Rural 

Development and Land Reform (DRD&LR) (and the DEA&DP in the Western Cape), 

not all municipalities, from a national perspective, met all of the readiness indicators by 

1 July 2015.

After assessing the systems, human resources and financial implications of operationalising 

all of the provisions of SPLUMA as well as the number of applications municipalities are likely 

to process once SPLUMA becomes operational, most municipalities that did not receive a 

high number of land use applications opted for either a Joint MPT or a District MPT. However, 

opting for a Joint MPT meant that each Municipal Council participating in the Joint MPT had 

to take individual Council resolutions to enter into a Joint MPT. Even though municipalities 

are fully aware of all of the key readiness requirements to implement SPLUMA, complexities 

associated with finalising and gazetting Municipal (LUP) Planning By-laws as well as setting 

up MPTs have appeared to be the major stumbling blocks. The process of establishing MPTs 

has generally been slow and more complex, especially in cases where municipalities have 

opted to establish Joint MPTs. 

The process of customising the Model Municipal (LUP) Planning By-laws developed by the 

DRD&LR (and by the DEA&DP in collaboration with its partners in the Western Cape) did not 

achieve the intended outcomes as quickly as anticipated. Given the importance of Municipal 

(LUP) Planning By-laws for any initiatives that involve changes in land use rights, such as 

rezoning and subdivision for human settlements and commercial uses, the allocation of 

resources (both financial and human) remain high on the agenda of all municipalities. 

What then is the emerging picture with regards to the municipal readiness 
to implement SPLUMA? 

By the end of December 2015, very few municipalities, nationally, had all of the necessary 

systems and institutional arrangements in place to implement the provisions of SPLUMA. 

Most municipalities in South Africa that were lagging have implemented some “transitional 

arrangements” which for instance entail the continued use of old-order LUP legislation such 

as Land Use Planning Ordinances to the extent that the Ordinances are not inconsistent 

with SPLUMA. Some municipalities continued to receive and process LUP applications up to 

the decision-making stage, pending the establishment of their Municipal Planning Tribunals.
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Thus, the absence of comprehensive transitional measures to guide municipalities pending 

the finalisation of all key SPLUMA readiness indicators had become a source of frustration 

for municipalities and developers who neither had clarity on processes to be followed or 

legal certainty on the “interim transitional arrangements”, which in certain cases varied from 

municipality to municipality in the same province. 

Besides the lack of comprehensive transitional arrangements, both SPLUMA and SPLUMA 

Regulations contain no provisions or guidance on how to deal with land development 

applications in areas under the ownership of traditional leaders. This omission has slowed 

progress in the finalisation of Municipal (LUP) Planning By-laws in some municipalities 

and therefore requires innovative approaches, by SALGA, key stakeholders and relevant 

municipalities, which will address the concerns raised by traditional leadership whilst allowing 

municipalities to play their constitutional roles in municipal (LUP) planning. 

Despite the initial slow pace towards meeting the SPLUMA readiness indicators that 

characterised SPLUMA processes before the implementation date of 1 July 2015, the 

announcement of SPLUMA implementation has created noticeable eagerness by municipalities 

to meet all of the outstanding SPLUMA readiness indicators. The recent Constitutional Court 

Tronox judgment (Tronox KZN Sands (Pty) Ltd v KwaZulu-Natal Planning and Development 

Appeal Tribunal and Others [2016] ZACC 2; [2016] (4) BCLR 469; [2016] (3) SA 160), which 

entrenched the role of municipalities in municipal (LUP) planning as was previously confirmed 

by the same court in similar judgments such as the DFA and the Habitat Council cases, 

further highlighted the need for municipalities to expedite all processes to give effect to the 

provisions of SPLUMA.

Until now, most municipalities have rightly prioritised meeting the requirements of Chapter 

6 of SPLUMA. However, municipalities will soon be confronted with processes to give effect 

to the remaining SPLUMA provisions, especially provisions relating to the preparation of land 

use schemes (zoning schemes) that are aligned to their Spatial Development Frameworks. 

What is becoming evident, is that, whilst SPLUMA entrenches the role of local government in 

municipal (LUP) planning, the processes of preparing the sector to perform all the functions 

contemplated in SPLUMA will require continuous support from SALGA in collaboration with key 

departments such as the DRD&LR as well as the Department of Cooperative Governance and 

Traditional Affairs, as well as the provincial departments responsible for land use planning and 

development planning. Ongoing capacity building initiatives in under capacitated municipalities 

is imperative if local government is to meaningfully fulfil its developmental mandate as 

envisaged in the Constitution and SPLUMA. 

MARX MUPARIWA

Specialist: Development Planning 

SOUTH AFRICAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
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PERSPECTIVE PAPER 3

CHANGING THE 
LAND USE PLANNING 

LEGISLATIVE CONTEXT 
IN SOUTH AFRICA 

BONGUMUSA NDWANDWE • ERNA VAN ZYL

In the pre-SPLUMA (Spatial Planning and Land Use Management 

Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013)) land use planning dispensation, the 

South African land use planning (LUP) system was rooted in the 

negative effects of segregation laws and the policies of colonial 

and apartheid systems of governance. The 1913 Native Land Act 

and 1950 Group Areas Act are amongst the pieces of legislation 

that were enacted to promote segregation and discrimination 

based on race and tribe (Modise & Mtshiselwa, 2013; Smith, 2003). 

The impact of these has led to economic disparities, inequality 

and a lack of social cohesion amongst different races and tribes 

(ModiseI & Mtshiselwa, 2013). The 1994 democratic era marked the change in the system of 

governance and gave birth to the transformation agenda towards redressing the ills of the past. 

The Development Facilitation Act, 1995 (Act 67 of 1995) (DFA) was among the first of the 

forthcoming LUP legislative instruments aimed at redressing the imbalances of the past. A 

year later (1996), the Constitution was enacted, which clearly defined the roles and functions 

of the three spheres of government. 

Despite the initial intentions of the DFA, it was often abused and in a landmark judgment in 

2010, Chapters V and VI of the DFA were declared unconstitutional (van Wyk, 2010). The 

judgment further required the Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRD&LR) to 

formulate a uniform LUP legislative framework for the country in line with the constitutional 

differentiation of powers and functions of the three spheres of government. The development 

of SPLUMA is a response to this requirement. Although the DFA was never implemented 

in the Western Cape, this court ruling had a direct implication on the Land Use Planning 

Ordinance, 1985 (Ord 15 of 1985), which was implemented in the Western Cape. 

This paper provides a national perspective on and synopsis of SPLUMA implementation with 

specific reference to the Western Cape experience. 

Municipalities, supported 

by national and provincial 

government, must work 

towards the development of 

comprehensive wall-to-wall 

municipal SDFs and LUSs to help 

guide decision-making and those 

who take such decisions.
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The SPLUMA legislative framework

The promulgation of SPLUMA in 2013 opened doors for change and transformation in spatial 

planning and land use management (LUP) (SA Cities Network, 2015). This change meant that 

the three spheres of government had to work together towards realising the implementation 

of this transformative legislation. The President signed SPLUMA into operation on 1 July 2015.

SPLUMA provides for national framework legislation on spatial planning and land use 

management (LUP) and further provides an opportunity for provincial governments to 

regulate provincially-specific matters not covered in depth by SPLUMA. In line with this, the 

Western Cape Government promulgated the Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 

(Act 3 of 2014) (LUPA).

SPLUMA, in line with the Gauteng Development Tribunal Constitutional Court judgment, 

provides for municipalities as the authority of first instance in decision-making, on matters 

pertaining to the use and development of land. At the time, this meant that development 

applications that were in some instances dealt with by the national or provincial spheres were 

now to be dealt with by municipalities. 

In order for municipalities to manage all applications submitted to them, SPLUMA sets out 

a guiding framework for the development of municipal-specific LUP by-laws, as well as 

decision-making structures that include the Municipal Planning Tribunal (MPT), authorised 

officials and the appeal authorities. Assistance was provided to municipalities through the 

development of a Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning by the Western 

Cape Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning (DEA&DP), which 

municipalities could amend to suit their local context. The DRD&LR worked closely with the 

DEA&DP and supported the process of customisation of these Municipal LUP By-laws. 

SPLUMA implementation partnership endeavour: a success story
National Coordinating Forum

The National Coordinating Forum (NCF) was established 

by the DRD&LR to ensure synergy across all provinces and 

provide a platform for provinces to learn from one other. The 

NCF meeting was held on a regular basis and all spheres and 

affected stakeholders could deliberate on issues regarding the 

implementation of the new LUP legislative framework and devise 

strategies to improve on shortcomings. This led to various working 

groups being established to discuss details relating to (1) SPLUMA 

regulations; (2) SPLUMA transitional arrangements; (3) Spatial 

Development Frameworks and (4) land development. The DRD&LR ensured that the relevant 

provincial and municipal expertise served on the working groups, which ultimately assisted 

in finalising the published SPLUMA Regulations.

SPLUMA/LUPA implementation 

brought all three spheres 

of government together to 

collaborate and collectively 

facilitate the transformation 

of planning legislation in the 

Western Cape. 
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Subsequent to the publication of the SPLUMA Regulations, the need to restructure the NCF 

was identified. This led to a proposal for the establishment of the National Spatial Planning 

and Land Use Management Forum, which was to focus on the sharing of information and 

creates a platform for discussion on not only common challenges during the implementation 

of SPLUMA, but also on general matters affecting the LUP sector.

Provincial forums

The DRD&LR took the lead in organising consultation and workshop sessions throughout 

the country where the three spheres of government worked towards a common goal of 

embracing the national LUP change. In the Western Cape, the DEA&DP played the lead 

role in organising working groups to develop tools and devised a LUP Change Management 

Strategy to assist municipalities in adapting to the impending LUP changes. 

Support and monitoring

Through the assistance of DRD&LR and DEA&DP, some of the tools developed and provided 

to municipalities included draft Council items, the categorisation of development applications, 

Standard Draft Municipal LUP By-laws, MPT costing models, step-by-step instructions for 

By-law approval and establishment of the MPTs. Training and capacity building were also 

ongoing means of support and various support documents were being developed to assist 

municipalities in the implementation of both the national and provincial LUP legislation. 

Challenges
Provincial differentiation

To operationalise SPLUMA, the DRD&LR had to promulgate SPLUMA Regulations in 

consultation with all spheres of government and affected parties. The first version of the 

SPLUMA Regulations received negative feedback, especially as this set of Regulations was 

deemed to be prescriptive and unconstitutional and failed to take provincial differentiation 

into account. The collaboration between national, provincial and local spheres of government 

resulted in a refined version of the SPLUMA Regulations, which was published on 13 November 

2015. The latter set of SPLUMA Regulations also guided the drafting of by-laws at municipal 

level, which had in some instances delayed the process of implementation. The DRD&LR, 

however, supported various provinces and municipalities in the drafting of by-laws.

Resistance

With change, there always comes some degree of resistance. SPLUMA implementation was 

no exception. Resistance to change and the lack of political will in some municipalities were 

amongst the major challenges. Some municipalities struggled to have their By-laws and 

Council items on MPT establishment adopted by municipal councils.
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Funding

The cost related to the process of publishing municipal by-laws was an obstacle in most 

provinces. However, attempts by various spheres of government assisted by negotiating 

reduced rates and sourcing funding for the publication of by-laws. 

Future prospects

From the national framework perspective, SPLUMA implementation has three main 

components at municipal level: land use regulators (by-laws, MPTs, authorised officials 

and appeal authorities), land use schemes (LUSs) (zoning schemes) and municipal Spatial 

Development Frameworks (municipal SDFs). SPLUMA categorically states that the municipal 

SDF is one of the key instruments used to guide municipalities in decision-making, while also 

calling on municipalities to have wall-to-wall land use schemes (zoning schemes). Parallel 

to the customisation of Municipal LUP By-laws and MPT establishment, the DRD&LR also 

embarked on the process of assessing the level of compliance of municipal SDFs and LUSs 

and thus started encouraging municipalities to commence the review of these tools towards 

being SPLUMA compliant. 

Section 9 (1) of SPLUMA clearly states that the national government must monitor and support 

municipalities with regard to municipal SDFs and LUSs and the aforementioned was the first 

step towards defining the support required. DRD&LR has initiated the process of developing 

various guidelines and systems to enable them to fulfil their mandate in terms of SPLUMA. 

To be efficient, municipalities need to have a fully functional land use management system. 

This means that municipalities, supported by national and provincial government, must work 

towards the development of comprehensive wall-to-wall municipal SDFs and LUSs to help 

guide decision-making and those who take such decisions. The monitoring and support role 

of provincial and national government also needs to be coordinated without one sphere of 

government undermining the other. 

BONGUMUSA NDWANDWE

Chief Town and Regional Planner

ERNA VAN ZYL

Chief Town and Regional Planner

DEPARTMENT OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND LAND REFORM
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PERSPECTIVE PAPER 4

MUNICIPAL READINESS 
A MUNICIPAL PERSPECTIVE

STIAAN CARSTENS

Municipal land use planning (LUP) capacity is generally constrained 

and the prospect of having to take on the full responsibility of the 

new regime LUP function – and the uncertainty of the increased 

work load – seemed a formidable task.

In the past the mismatch of inappropriate LUP legislation and 

ever-changing and increasing needs to be addressed gave rise 

to many innovative and possibly even opportunistic methods of 

interpreting and applying the LUP laws to address the challenges. 

Unfortunately, these methods may have been construed as 

resulting in what may be considered ‘unlawful’ practices, with 

unforeseen, unintended and even undesirable outcomes. 

With the legacy of LUP in the context of South Africa’s history, it was also necessary to 

restore the integrity of the planning profession. The new LUP legislative regime will have the 

potential to contribute towards this end. 

The purpose of this article is to provide an overview of the key actions undertaken by 

municipalities, with special reference to the experiences of George Municipality, to successfully 

implement the new LUP legislative regime. The Municipal Planning Tribunal (MPT), as one of 

the most important aspects, will be dealt with in detail. 

The key actions for the implementation of the new LUP legislative regime

From the perspective of an official in the employ of a local municipality, commencement of 

the new LUP legislative regime elicited a very specific response. The very first step was to 

fully inform the Municipal Council on the law reform process and to obtain their mandate on 

a range of issues that needed to be addressed in order to successfully implement the new 

LUP legislative regime. 

An overview of the most important issues, challenges and considerations that required 

attention were as follows: 

Drafting of the Municipal LUP by-law 

Very few municipalities had the capacity or resources to undertake the drafting of their 

own by-law on municipal land use planning. Therefore, municipalities mostly opted to adopt 

The law reform process was 

as much a daunting prospect 

for local municipalities as it 

was needed. Municipalities 

have long been at the sharp 

end of applying the outdated 

planning legislation under the 

democratic dispensation with the 

increasingly changing planning 

and development context  

and associated challenges.
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the Standard Draft By-law on Municipal Land Use Planning drafted by the Western Cape 

Government Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning (DEA&DP). 

Municipalities had the freedom to make amendments to the by-law to suit their individual 

needs, but without proper legal vetting, such changes may carry the risk of non-compliance 

with the provisions of the LUP framework legislation. 

Establishment of a Municipal Planning Tribunal

The establishment of a Municipal Planning Tribunal (MPT) was considered as key in the 

implementation of the new LUP laws and will be dealt with in full detail later in this paper. 

Appointment of an authorised official 

Aside from the need for mandatory establishment of a MPT, the municipality may also authorise 

that certain categories of land use and land development applications be considered and 

determined by a designated official in the employ of the municipality. The types of land use 

and land development applications on which the designated official can take decisions are 

then determined by the categorisation of applications as it applies to each municipality and 

as discussed further below. 

However, the new LUP legislation did not provide any criteria for the appointment of the 

authorised official. Where such capacity was available, municipalities considered the option 

to appoint available professional person/s for this purpose and as such generally appointed 

an official competent in the planning (LUP) profession and registered with the South African 

Council for Planners (SACPLAN) as the authorised official(s). 

The authorised official, as a decision-maker, should however not participate in the evaluation 

of the applications that he/she will decide on, it is also advisable to have a categorisation 

model to make provision for where there are any third parties involved as objectors to an 

application recommended for approval and for such an application to be referred to the MPT 

for a decision to be taken. 

To ensure effective and continuous service delivery, the Municipal Council’s power of appointing 

an authorised official was delegated to the Municipal Manager. To appoint a new authorised 

official by the Municipal Council may take some time and potentially hamper service delivery. 

In order to facilitate a speedy replacement when the circumstances may require a new 

appointment, the power to appoint such authorised official was delegated to the Municipal 

Manager.

The Appeal Authority 

Municipalities opted to appoint the Executive Mayor as the Appeal Authority for decisions 

taken by the MPT or authorised official. Notwithstanding the legislative provision that this 

power may be delegated to an independent body or institution outside of a municipal context, 

it is of general opinion that a decision taken by such an external body might stand the chance 

of being regarded as unconstitutional.
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The Appeal Authority will be assisted in its function by an evaluation report and corresponding 

recommendations by the municipal LUP department. Some municipalities decided that all 

appeals should first be considered by the MSA section 80 Portfolio Committee on Planning, 

as an advisory body, which should then make a recommendation to the Executive Mayor. 

LUP delegations and categorisation of land use and land development 
applications 

A municipality needs to adopt a categorisation model which determines what type of land use 

and land development applications will be considered and determined by both the MPT and 

the authorised official. The categorisation of applications should remain a prerogative of the 

Municipal Council, but it is important to note that it can always be amended if circumstances 

change or if it is found that amendments to the categorisation would result in improved 

service delivery. 

This categorisation of land use and land development applications is not to be confused with 

the “delegation” of functions, which includes the detailed administrative actions associated 

with delegations. The municipality must therefore also draft new delegations to authorise the 

relevant functionaries to exercise the powers and duties contemplated in the new LUP laws, 

regulations and by-laws. In terms of the transitional arrangements, the existing delegations 

in terms of the old-order LUP legislation had to remain in operation in order to finalise such 

LUP applications submitted in terms of LUPO.

Municipal tariffs for LUP-related matters

Municipal tariffs approved for a specific financial term may not be amended in a manner 

inconsistent with the provisions of relevant municipal financial legislative provisions, but the 

law provides for the introduction of new tariffs required as part of implementation of new 

legislation such as for the commencement of the new LUP dispensation. The existing tariff 

structure therefore had to be reviewed to ensure that it sufficiently catered for the new types 

of land use applications in terms of the new LUP laws. The introduction of the additional 

tariffs had to follow the relevant statutory procedures for the adoption of tariffs, including 

the necessary public notice for inputs and publication once adopted. 

The Municipal Planning Tribunal

The one aspect that was paramount in the LUP law reform process was the institution of the 

Municipal Planning Tribunal (MPT). It can be concluded from the manner in which MPTs have 

been introduced to the new LUP laws that it was the objective of law makers to institute an 

independent professional body as the decision-making authority to decide on land use and 

development applications. 

The LUP legislation made provision for essentially three different tribunal models, each with 

its own merits and challenges, which are explained briefly below. 
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The Internal Municipal Planning Tribunal

Whilst this model is favoured by most for maintaining the inherent control over the process, the 

biggest challenge with an Internal MPT is the availability of suitably qualified and competent 

staff members to serve as MPT members. Whilst the legislation is clear that external tribunal 

members should possess the relevant knowledge and experience in LUP, no such explicit 

requirement is prescribed for the internal members. It can however be viewed that internal 

members should be equally competent, i.e. possess relevant knowledge and experience in LUP. 

The obvious assumption would then be that internal members would comprise of professional 

planners employed by the municipality. However, the decision-makers on the MPT cannot be 

involved in the evaluation of the applications that would serve before the MPT. Consequently, 

municipal professional planners responsible for evaluating LUP applications, should not serve 

as internal MPT members. The challenge then remains, who would be the suitable internal 

candidates to serve on the MPT? For smaller municipalities with limited capacities and access 

to professional planners, this is indeed a major challenge. 

However, the viewpoint to only make provision for qualified professional planners to serve 

on the MPT is not without criticism and will be discussed later. 

The Joint Municipal Planning Tribunal

The Joint MPT model presented the opportunity for access to a larger pool of suitably 

qualified and competent professional planning staff from different municipalities to serve 

as the internal members on the MPT with the inherent character of independence and 

credibility. The biggest challenge was the apparent loss of control of and accountability in 

the administrative processes and any cost sharing that may emanate from this model due 

to inherent different workloads and capacities of the participating municipalities. 

The District Municipal Planning Tribunal

Most district municipalities have limited suitable capacity to administer the processes associated 

with land use planning applications on behalf of the municipal MPTs and therefore were not 

viewed as a feasible option. It is, however, a potential role that district municipalities can play 

in future; especially in regions where the capacity of the local municipalities is too limited 

to undertake the LUP function. The respective district municipality would however need to 

gain the support of all subject local municipalities, which may be a challenge in itself and 

then build the necessary capacity and competence to fulfil such a role.

The Eden Joint Municipal Planning Tribunal

Some of the municipalities in the Eden region adopted a hybrid model based on the Joint MPT 

option, to capitalise on beneficial aspects and to negate challenges. The guiding principles 

that were negotiated and adopted by the participating municipalities to direct the format 

of the model were as follows: 
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 • The model should strive for the independence and credibility of the MPT.

 • The ensuing requirement that all MPT members should be appropriately qualified and 

competent in planning (LUP) to enhance responsible decision-making.

 • The model should not be too taxing on the capacity of existing staff to manage and 

participate in the MPT.

 • Inherent control over administration of LUP applications should be ensured in order to 

cater for unique operational requirements and related costs with clear administrative 

accountability.

 • The required external members of the MPT should also be appropriately qualified and 

competent in planning (LUP) and should be sourced from government institutions to 

reduce cost.

The biggest criticism levelled at this model is the decision to solely use planning professionals 

as MPT members. It is argued that the MPT membership should make provision for other 

professions such as engineers, lawyers and environmentalists. It is however accepted that the 

decision of the MPT should primarily be that of a LUP decision. Relevant new or additional 

information should not be raised at the MPT meeting, as such information should have been 

available and considered during the evaluation and formulation of the recommendation in 

the planning report to the MPT. If there is any such relevant information, e.g. environmental 

considerations that were not considered in the evaluation of the LUP application and did 

not inform the recommendation to the MPT, any decision based on said evaluation and 

recommendation would not be compliant with the principles of the Public Administrative 

Justice Act 2000 (Act 3 of 2000).

The Memorandum of Agreement for the Joint Municipal Planning Tribunal

A comprehensive Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was drafted and adopted by the 

participating municipalities to institute and manage the Eden Joint MPT. 

The most important aspects of this hybrid joint MPT model were the following: 

 • All the professional planners in the employ of the participating municipalities will serve 

as the internal MPT members. 

 • Professional Planners from DEA&DP were sourced to serve as external members on the 

Joint MPT at no additional cost.

 • Any participating municipality and the subject government institutions may at any time 

remove, recall, replace or add any MPT member from that municipality or institution. 

 • All MPT members are bound by the signing of a code of conduct and the MOA contains 

provisions to deal with any breach of such code of conduct by a MPT member. 

 • Each participating municipality is to conduct individual dedicated MPT panel meetings 

for its municipality to which a panel of three MPT members, at least, are assigned on a 

rotational basis from the available pool of MPT members.

 • Provision is made to constitute the full MPT where it may be prudent to draw on the full 

extent of available knowledge where the scale, nature or complexity of an application 

warrants such input. 
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 • A MPT member may not be assigned to a MPT panel meeting or participate in a 

MPT meeting at which an item or agenda will be considered that originates from the 

municipality that nominated the subject MPT member. 

 • The Chairperson for the MPT will be nominated from senior professional planners from 

each participating municipality and will serve a year term on a predetermined rotational 

basis. The Chairperson will be responsible for the effective functioning of the MPT in 

accordance with the adopted MOA.

 • The Chairperson will assign one of the suitable members allocated to each of the 

scheduled MPT panel meetings to act as the Presiding Officer for that MPT panel 

meeting.

 • Each participating municipality will receive, process and evaluate its own LUP 

applications and submit such reports in a dedicated Municipal Agenda to the MPT panel 

assigned to that municipality. 

 • Each municipality must give notice of its MPT panel meetings, provide its own venue, 

administrative support and secretariat services for such meetings and is subsequently 

responsible to record, distribute and communicate the minutes and decisions of the 

MPT to all the interested and affected parties.

 • Each municipality will receive, process and decide on any appeal which may be lodged 

against any decision by the MPT in accordance with its own provisions made for the 

Appeal Authority. 

 • Each municipality decides and adopts its own categorisation of LUP applications to 

determine which LUP applications should be decided on by the MPT. 

 • Each municipality carries its own cost related to the required MPT panel meetings for 

its municipality, the need and appointment of technical advisors, as well as the cost 

for its professional planners to attend panel meetings at neighbouring municipalities. 

The assumption is that each municipality will have a similar cost to receive an equal 

benefit and consequently there will be no transfer of costs between the participating 

municipalities. 

 • In accordance with the provisions of the MOA, the municipality whose turn it is to take 

on the Chairpersonship role is also responsible for the administration of the Joint MPT 

during that annual term. The subject municipality’s Municipal Manager will serve as the 

Designated Municipal Manager in order to dispose of any Joint MPT matters as provided 

for in the MOA.

Main benefits of the Eden Joint Municipal Planning Tribunal

The main benefits of this MPT model can be summarised as follows: 

 • The major benefit of this hybrid joint MPT model and approach is that it will contribute 

towards the independence, objectivity and credibility of the MPT and consequently 

promote responsible decision-making.

 • The benefit of having access to a large pool of qualified and proficient professional 

planners. 

 • The model ensures that each municipality maintains full administrative control and 

accountability over the administration of LUP applications. 
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 • The available pool of internal MPT members and the required scheduled MPT panel 

meetings will result in that such members will only need to attend a single MPT panel 

meeting each month. The model will therefore have a minimal impact on the capacity 

of existing staff to manage and participate in an MPT.

 • There is no need to establish additional shared dedicated capacity for single point 

administration of LUP applications. 

 • The in-house administration of LUP applications can cater for unique operational 

requirements and related costs.

 • Each municipality remains responsible for its own costs.

 • Each municipality remains responsible for its own administrative records.

 • Local MPT meetings will ensure access for the local residents to the MPT meetings.

There is one additional benefit which may not be as apparent as those cited above. The Garden 

Route region, inclusive of abutting areas, is important for a number of reasons, including 

its status as a growth point with the potential to be a future metropolitan area, its natural 

resources, its beauty and splendour, its tourism potential and that it is a choice destination 

for both leisure and living. 

It has long been the view of the local LUP fraternity that the LUP approach of the Eden space- 

economy should be harmonised from a coordinated platform. The existing Eden Planners 

Forum has been used as a platform to facilitate debate on the LUP and future development of 

the region. The lack of dedicated capacity in the past has however precluded the development 

of formal joint LUP in the region. 

The Eden Joint MPT, however, presents a new opportunity for responsible decision-making, 

where large-scale developments warrant input and debate on a regional scale. The professional 

planning core will now be in a position to coordinate responsible LUP and development for 

the entire Eden region. 

Implementation of the by-law and Eden Joint Municipal Planning Tribunal

A thorough process of consultation and negotiation was necessary to develop and agree 

on the terms for the MOA and institute the Eden Joint MPT. The process commenced with 

exploratory meetings amongst the LUP Heads of the interested municipalities to discuss the 

potential collaboration of a Joint MPT. Based on the negotiated basic terms, a generic item 

was drafted and presented to the Municipal Councils of the interested municipalities. This 

item highlighted the principles for collaboration on a Joint MPT. With the item a mandate was 

sought from the various Municipal Councils to continue with formal negotiations based on 

the agreed principles and included the request for a delegation to the respective Municipal 

Managers to conclude an MOA in accordance with the legislative provisions and agreed-upon 

principles for collaboration.
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Following the finalisation of the LUP by-law, the following requirements for the implementation 

of the new LUP laws were also addressed:

 • To present the by-law on Land Use Planning to the Municipal Council for its adoption 

and subsequent publication in the Provincial Gazette.

 • To submit a report to the Municipal Council to authorise the Municipal Manager to 

appoint the authorised official(s) and the subsequent appointment of such officials by 

the Municipal Manager.

 • To develop and submit to Council for approval the categorisation of land use and land 

development applications.

 • To develop and submit to the Municipal Council for approval the necessary administrative 

delegations for the LUP laws, related regulations and municipal LUP by-law. 

 • To develop and present to the Municipal Council for approval the additional tariffs for 

new types of LUP applications not in the existing tariff list. 

 • To create secretarial and administrative capacity as may be required for the effective 

functioning of the MPT.

 • The appointment of a designated official for the screening of land use and development 

applications in terms of a delegation system.

 • The appointment of the available registered professional planners to undertake certain 

report writing for the MPT and the authorised official(s), (which officials may also serve 

as technical advisors to the MPT). 

 • The appointment of a designated official to act as an inspector for the purposes of 

enforcing the provisions of the land use scheme (zoning scheme) and to undertake 

inspections.

Once the minimum requirements for the implementation of the municipal LUP by-law were 

achieved, DEA&DP promulgated the Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 

of 2014) (LUPA) for each of the respective municipalities, which also then triggered the 

implemented of their municipal LUP by-law. Each of the participating municipalities went 

through its own internal processes and implemented their respective by-laws when they 

were individually ready to do so. 

At the time of drafting this paper, it would still be some time before a LUP application 

submitted could be decided on by the Eden Joint MPT on the basis of the new municipal 

LUP by-law. Therefore, it was not necessary that the operationalising of the MPT be finalised 

concurrently with the implementation of the municipal LUP by-law(s). 

In order to operationalise the MPT, each of the participating municipalities was requested to 

nominate internal MPT members, as well as the Chairpersonship, in accordance with the criteria 

contained in the MOA. Similar nominations were requested from DEA&DP for appropriate 

officials to serve as external MPT members. 
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Once the nominations for the MPT members and Chairpersonship were received, they were 

screened to determine suitability to serve on the MPT, where after they were duly appointed 

and all parties and appointees were duly informed of the appointments by the Designated 

Municipal Manager. MPT members were required to sign and submit the required code of 

conduct of the Eden Joint MPT for record purposes. 

In accordance with the legislative provisions and corresponding 

requirements in the Joint MPT MOA, the names of MPT members 

and Chairpersonships were published in the Provincial Gazette and 

the local press. A schedule of MPT panel meetings as requested 

by the participating municipalities was then drafted and published 

on the websites of the respective municipalities. The Chairperson 

also drafted a schedule to appoint MPT members and the presiding 

officers for the scheduled MPT panel meetings and made it 

available to the MPT members for diary planning purposes. 

The last step for the operationalisation of the Eden Joint MPT was to provide training to the 

MPT members on the application of the MOA, standard operating procedures of and general 

rules of conduct at MPT meetings.

Ongoing challenges and opportunities

The LUP law reform process was necessary to modernise the LUP function, yet the legislation 

itself will not be the only requirement needed to change municipalities into development-

orientated institutions. The challenge remains transforming and developing the LUP function 

from the regulatory regime to a facilitative platform, giving effect to the legislative objectives. 

It will therefore be paramount for municipalities to move the balance away from a primary 

focus on development management towards a more developmental role. LUP should not 

only be a compliance exercise and the municipal Spatial Development Framework should 

drive the development agenda for the municipality, with proper alignment with the Integrated 

Development Plan and Local Economic Development Strategy. This developmental role 

will require suitable and dedicated human capital. One of the most important resources in 

transforming a municipality into a developmental organisation is a senior municipal leadership 

team that fully understands the development role and function. 

* Written in his previous capacity as Deputy Director: Planning, at the George Municipality

STIAAN CARSTENS

Chief Town and Regional Planner

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

Municipalities are at the 

forefront of land use 

planning and municipal 

planners must ensure that 

they use this opportunity 

to professionalise the 

planning sector.
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PERSPECTIVE PAPER 5

GLANCING BACK AT
THE ROAD TRAVELLED

DEON VAN ZYL

The Greek philosopher Heraclitus is credited for stating that “the 

only thing that is constant is change”. He also coined the insightful 

phrase “No man ever steps in the same river twice”. Once change 

occurs, it can never be exactly the same as it was before. 

Regulating change is an attempt to manage change. Land use 

planning (LUP) legislation, at its core, has always endeavoured to 

manage change through the process of granting and managing the 

process of the implementation of development rights. “Change” 

in the LUP legislative context is a change in the way that we manage change.

Change in LUP legislation has been inevitable for some time. The national context of LUP 

legislation has been fragmented by the fact that different provinces were subject to different 

provincial legislation; even national legislation impacted different provinces in different ways.

Although there were historical attempts to coordinate LUP legislation, most property 

development practitioners, whether risk-taking developers or professional consultants, would 

agree that the devil is in the detail of the interpretation of legislation and regulations. The 

production line of new court judgments compounded change in the development context. 

Professional planners became de facto lawyers, desperately trying to make sense of everything. 

Feuding parties had a field day in the courts, questioning the various interpretations of LUP 

legislation. Many would argue that the sole intent was often to delay or prevent development 

or change from occurring. Much of the debate focused on the jurisdictions of decision-makers. 

What the outcomes of some of these court battles did, was confirm the competence of 

municipalities to issue land use rights. Applicants and municipalities would no longer be bound 

to a “big brother” peering over their shoulders on appeals. New boundaries for the playing 

field would have to be defined and, at the same time, the new rules of the game would have 

to be created. The tipping point had been reached. 

National government created the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 

(Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA), which was operationalised on 1 July 2015 and applicable to all 

provinces. In the Western Cape, the Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 

2014) (LUPA) was drafted. Municipal LUP by-laws were also drafted, with the City of Cape 

Town ahead of other municipalities in this regard. 

The new land use planning 

legislative context teaches as 

much about planning principles 

as it does about government’s 

intent to engage with industry 

in its methods of drafting 

legislation.
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The content of the suite of LUP legislation was new. Heraclitus could not be faulted, the river 

was no longer the same, nor could it ever be the same again. Yet, the process of creating 

the new LUP legislation appeared to be “business as usual”, at least in the case of SPLUMA. 

The river was familiar and in fact the same. Could Heraclitus be wrong as far as process was 

concerned?

Detailed submissions by property practitioners on the draft national legislation appeared 

to be ignored or possibly not understood by the scribes. Very little feedback, if any, was 

received on submissions and new drafts did not reflect or even recognise such input by 

industry role-players. 

The reason for the lack of response by the national scribes could only be explained by the 

fact that national government and its agents continued to see the role of legislation as the 

top-down tool for regulating the activities of the various tiers of government, not to mention 

the private sector. The fact that the drafting process, if changed from the standard, could 

add immense value and depth remained a foreign concept. 

Some unforeseen consequences should therefore have been expected and have occurred, 

not least the lapsing of development rights after five years which includes phases not 

yet commenced. The incentive to conceptualise complex and large scale developments, 

desperately needed by the economy, was removed with the stroke of a pen. Some attempts 

are now being made to salvage the ship.

In the Western Cape, the Land Use Planning Ordinance 1985 (Ord 15 of 1985) (LUPO), which 

had been on the cards for rewriting from the day of its enactment, was seen by many as 

an interim legislation whilst the drafting of the correct LUP legislation (LUPA) took place. 

Attempts to redraft LUPO during its three-decade lifespan appeared to have missed every 

self-imposed deadline by its custodians. However, the appearance of SPLUMA on the horizon 

breathed new life into this process and created a sense of urgency.

As in the case of SPLUMA, the LUPA introduced brand new content, but perhaps more 

importantly, a brand new and refreshing method of drafting legislation. The authors of the 

legislation were seriously interested in the comments received from property practitioners. 

Industry representatives were challenged to participate, working groups were established 

and ideas were tested. Issues were debated and compromises and solutions were found. 

There was urgency in the drafting process and gravity in making sure that the legislation 

would withstand legal challenge whilst giving certainty and clarity to the industry that would 

be impacted by it. 
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At the forefront of drafting municipal LUP legislation, the City of Cape Town created its LUP 

by-law. There was clearly behind the scenes collaboration with other tiers of government to 

ensure compliance and compatibility between the tiers of legislation. Attempts by industry role-

players to participate in the drafting process were successfully resisted. A great opportunity 

was once again lost. 

The new LUP regime generated three streams of parallel legislation, each stream being drafted 

and managed by a separate tier of government. The content of legislation had changed. 

Heraclites had been proven correct. 

As far as the process of drafting is concerned, I would argue that the provincial drafters were 

the ones who dared to change their method of engagement by actively seeking out and 

receiving input from interest groups. For the other tiers of government, the drafting process 

appeared to be business as usual.

If we are to learn something valuable from the change in the LUP legislative context, we 

should not focus exclusively on the change in the content of the new legislation, but also 

learn from the change in the drafting processes that may or may not have occurred. 

Clearly, the LUP legislative context was broken and required fixing.

However, was the process of fixing legislation in any way new or was it business as usual 

for the professional scribes of the legislation? And if the process of drafting was not fixed, 

could the product stand the test of time? Why was the process of drafting LUPA substantially 

different to that of SPLUMA or the City of Cape Town Municipal LUP By-law?

At the level of politics and control one may argue that the provincial tier had the most to lose 

in the new LUP legislative context. Under the old legislation, province was the final authority 

in matters of appeal decisions on land use applications. Now, the provincial mandate would 

be limited to an oversight role and support function. Engagement would thus create some 

form of relevance. Or alternatively, it could be that province was serious about learning from 

industry and that it truly wished to engage.

The local authorities probably had the most to gain with the support of Constitutional Court 

judgments confirming that land use planning and the granting of development rights were 

local authority mandates. Did it truly need to engage? 

National legislation was left to deal with the broad LUP intentions already predefined. Would 

constructive engagement have made any difference? 
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Of the three tiers of government, it was the provincial scribes 

who dared to ask the most questions and were willing to receive 

critical input from industry. Was the loss of power the release of 

the brake pedal that caused them to engage? Or was the process 

of engagement initiated by politicians and officials with a true 

willingness to test and learn from industry input? 

To have the ability to understand is to have the willingness to engage. To engage is to 

have the willingness to be exposed to criticism and to break down preconceived ideas. In 

reflecting on the drafting process of the new LUP planning legislative context, we can learn 

and plan for future drafting processes. The process that unfolded in the drafting of LUPA, 

with its inherent mistakes, generated a new way of creating legislation and should serve as 

a template for similar drafting ventures in the future.

DEON VAN ZYL

Development Facilitator

“Much learning does not teach 

understanding.”

Heraclitus
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PERSPECTIVE PAPER 6

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

THROUGH LAND USE 
PLANNING LEGISLATION

GAVIN BENJAMIN

South Africa’s National Development Plan (NDP) was released 

to the country in draft form on 11 November 2011. The NDP is a 

charter for the growth and development of the country as a whole.

As a critically important body of work, the NDP will continuously 

be contributed to by numerous role-players over time, to become a 

comprehensive and detailed plan for the growth and development 

of the country. The NDP has the capacity to stimulate debate, 

discussion and thoughtful and purposive action, regardless of 

whether the reader views it in a positive or negative light.

Various commentators on the NDP have made pronouncements on how it should be 

implemented, stressing the need to involve business, labour and civil society as well as all 

spheres of government in the implementation effort.

Government will need to lead the implementation process and in so doing mobilise its civil 

society and private sector partners, by legislative and other means, to jointly work towards 

the implementation of the NDP.

In this article, it is suggested that the intersection of the NDP and the Spatial Planning and 

Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013)(SPLUMA) will provide direction regarding 

the way forward for all role-players in implementing the NDP.

The role of spatial planning legislation in facilitating the implementation of 
the NDP

The 2030 horizon of the NDP is looming in the distance, just 15 years away. The NDP is 

specifically concerned with the development trajectory of the country to this 2030 horizon. 

Development is also the subject matter of land use planning (LUP), although admittedly 

in the South African context, LUP in the past has concerned itself with particular scales of 

geographical areas – provinces, municipalities and rural regions.

How will the new land use 

planning regime, with specific 

reference to national legislation 

SPLUMA, bring the goals/aims of 

the National Development Plan 

to communities of the provinces?
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However, since 1994, LUP has increasingly engaged with economic, social, environmental, 

infrastructure provision, housing and transport issues. This engagement resonates more fully 

with the scope of the NDP.

The state of local governance is, however of concern, because the municipal terrain will be 

the primary domain for the implementation of the NDP. The development interventions of 

all spheres of government and the private sector ultimately take shape in municipal space 

– in a very real sense, everything is a matter of municipal LUP. The municipal sphere must 

therefore play a significant part in the implementation of the NDP.

In 2000, the Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 2000) (MSA) introduced Integrated 

Development Plans (IDPs) and Spatial Development Frameworks (municipal SDFs) to the 

municipal sphere. Thus over the past decade, the municipal sphere has been accumulating 

experience in the realm of integrated planning and development management.

SPLUMA built on the experience of previous legislation dealing with development matters and 

made significant improvements to how LUP will occur within and between all three spheres 

of government, as well as improvements to how land development is to be managed.

Key features of SPLUMA that will support the implementation of the NDP
Application of the Act

SPLUMA is applicable to the entire area of the country (SPLUMA section 2(1)) and it provides 

that municiipal land use (zoning) schemes adopted in terms of the Act are binding on all land 

owners and users, including the state and organs of state (LUPA section 26(1)(a)).

Municipalities will therefore be decision-makers on all developments occurring in the municipal 

space. This will impact on decisions that will have to be made on the strategic projects 

contemplated in the NDP and Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) and provided 

for in the Infrastructure Development Act, 2014 (Act 23 of 2014). National and provincial 

government and private sector role-players will therefore need to engage with municipalities 

on the implementation of the NDP.

Reinforcement of the role of the Integrated Development Plan 

SPLUMA reinforces the role of the IDP and its Spatial Development Framework and land use 

management (development management) system, as the core of municipal LUP. All municipal 

LUP must fit within the framework of the IDP.

Provincial support and monitoring

The provisions of SPLUMA relating to provincial legislation have been drafted to provide 

flexibility to provinces in the drafting of provincial LUP legislation [section 10 (2)].

Should provinces choose to enact their own LUP legislation (which some provinces have 

done and the remainder are in the process of doing), they will be able to craft legislation, 
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consistent with SPLUMA, in a manner that is responsive to the specific needs of municipalities 

in their respective provinces. This will ensure that local conditions and circumstances are given 

recognition and provincial legislation may also contribute to the evolution and implementation 

of the NDP.

Conclusion

The NDP is a necessary and noble initiative. It is a high-level plan which is not directly 

implementable in its current form and this is recognised in the plan: various iterations of 

the Plan, involving a full range of role-players in the evolution of the Plan, are meant to add 

the necessary detail for the strategies, objectives and actions contained in the Plan, leading 

ultimately to comprehensive, workable plans that will deliver the development intended by 

the NDP.

The choice of the MTSF as the primary vehicle for implementation of the NDP is questionable, 

because the MTSF is a creation of government and predominantly of national government. 

Municipalities, provinces and national government departments are required to report on 

MTSF performance to the Presidency and monitoring of the MTSF is the responsibility of the 

Minister in the Presidency for Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation.

Although the same Minister is also the Chairman of the National Planning Commission and 

is responsible for political oversight of the National Development Plan, implementation of 

the NDP in the context of the MTSF will have the effect of rendering implementation of the 

NDP remote from ordinary citizens in particular and to a lesser extent, remote from business, 

organised labour and civil society.

The MTSF is mainly focused on creating the conditions necessary for implementation of the 

strategic infrastructure projects. While these projects are rooted in the NDP, there is a danger 

that the implementation of the NDP will be limited to these specific strategic infrastructure 

projects, especially in the current and following MTSF cycles (2014 – 2024). The importance 

of these projects cannot be denied, but building a capable state and fighting corruption, for 

example, are equally important. The effective implementation of the NDP requires a broader 

approach than the MTSF.

The new LUP regime offers many instruments that can be used to further detail the NDP and 

support the implementation of the NDP. Most notably, in this regard, is the NSDF, by virtue 

of its resonance with the national spatial framework proposed by the NDP. The NSDF will 

be able to address the high-level development objectives of the NDP and will also be able 

to integrate inputs from provinces, municipalities and communities in the array of plans that 

will be available. In this way, the goal of the NDP to be owned by the citizens of the country 

may be more fully realised.

GAVIN BENJAMIN

Director: Development Management, Region 3

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
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CHAPTER 5
DESTINATION 

TRANSFORMATION 

“Have a bias towards action – let’s see 

something happen now. 

You can break that big plan into small 

steps and take the first step right away” 

Indira Ghandi
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THE QUEST FOR
 “INTEGRATED PLANNING” 

ANTHONY BARNES • GERHARD GERBER

One of the key aspects to the new land use planning (LUP) era is 

the clarification of the roles and responsibilities of all three spheres 

of government with respect to performing “integrated planning”. 

A further key aspect with regard to this is the re-immergence of 

the important role of “spatial planning” in “integrated planning”. 

This paper explores our thesis that an improved focus on 

institutionalising and operationalising an “integrated planning” 

approach in South Africa is vital for successful cooperative governance and for improved 

societal impact of government investment and the delivery of basic services. In motivating 

this thesis we explore the concept of “integrated planning” as viewed through the lenses 

provided by the following questions:

 • What is “integrated planning”?

 • Why is “integrated planning” important?

 • What policy context currently exists for “integrated planning” in South Africa?

 • How has “integrated planning” played itself out in South Africa thus far?

Our responses to the aforementioned questions have been formulated based on our 

understanding and interpretation of the prevailing South African policy and legal context, our 

reading and understanding of related published literature and is, to a large extent, informed 

and influenced by our collective years of professional practice within the broader South 

African Development Planning arena.

Lastly, we end the paper by positing our view as to how we believe “integrated planning” 

should be institutionalised in South Africa.

What is “integrated planning”?

 At this point in time it is worth re-iterating some important points that have been mentioned 

in preceding articles in this book. These points include the following:

 • Post-1994 South Africa was ushered into a new governance system;

 • For the first time the South African government system was constituted as three distinct 

spheres of government, viz. “national, provincial and local spheres of government which 

are distinctive, interdependent and interrelated” (South Africa, 1996); and

 • The three spheres of government were entrusted with the “herculean” task of the 

“reconstruction and development” (Binns & Nel, 2002) of South Africa. 

“Insanity: doing the same 

thing over and over again and 

expecting different results.”

Albert Einstein
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In attempting to deal with the inherited pre-1994 fragmented, unequal and incoherent 

governance system and the skewed delivery of basic services, Chapter 3 of the Constitution 

(South Africa, 1996), which deals with “Cooperative Government”, was penned and enacted. 

In terms of Chapter 3 “all spheres of government and all organs of state within each sphere”, 

must amongst others, provide for “coherent government” and “cooperate with one another in 

mutual trust and good faith”, by “assisting and supporting one another”, “informing one another 

of, and consulting one another on, matters of common interest”, “coordinating their actions 

and legislation with one another” and “adhering to agreed procedures” (South Africa, 1996).

Given the complicated governance architecture post-1994, the complexity of enabling the 

concept of cooperative government must not be underestimated and must be viewed against 

the backdrop that, in general, “most planning issues involves wicked problems embedded 

in systems that are characterized by fragmentation, uncertainty and complexity” (Innes & 

Booher, 2002). The term “wicked problems” refers to that set of societal problems that are 

ill-formulated, where the information is confusing, where there are many clients and decision-

makers with conflicting values and where the impact on the whole system is not entirely 

understood (Churchman, 1967). The adjective “wicked” describes the mischievousness and 

evil quality associated with these problems, where the proposed solutions can often result in 

outcomes that turn out to be worse than the initial symptoms. In the South African context, 

this is further complicated by the particular historic South African context, together with its 

unique post-1994 socio-economic and ecological challenges and the existing legislative and 

institutional complexity. 

As mentioned previously, this need for cooperative governance, in the South African context, 

has been further complicated by the specific elevated role assigned to the local government 

sphere of government. In this regard, it is important to note that up until 1994, local government 

had been a rather subservient tier of government. Their role, post-1994, has been elevated, 

with municipalities being recognised as a distinct sphere of government with the right to 

govern its own affairs and with the confirmation that they are seen as the “hands and feet” of 

the reconstruction and development of South Africa (South Africa. Department of Provincial 

Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998; Cameron, 1999; South Africa, 2005; De Visser, 

2009). This post-1994 task of local government is further complicated in that, in any local 

area, many different agencies contribute to development, including national and provincial 

departments, various organs of state, parastatal institutions, community groups and the 

private sector.

As a solution to this, the local sphere of government was given the following task:

“Developmental local government must provide a vision and leadership for all those who 

have a role to play in achieving local prosperity” (South Africa. DoPACD, 1998).
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Realising the herculean task facing local government, the White Paper on Local Government 

(South Africa. DoPACD, 1998) created the central concept of ‘integrated development 

planning’, positing that:

“Poor coordination between service providers could severely undermine the development 

effort. (…) One of the most important methods for achieving greater coordination and 

integration is integrated development planning. Integrated Development Plans (IDP) provide 

powerful tools for municipalities to facilitate integrated and coordinated delivery within their 

locality. (…) While strategies for building human settlements may differ between localities, 

it is clear that the establishment of sustainable and liveable settlements depends on the 

coordination of a range of services and regulations, including land-use planning, household 

infrastructure, environmental management, transport, health and education, safety and security 

and housing. Municipalities will need to work closely with other spheres of government and 

service providers and play an active integrating and coordinating role here.” 

Further to the above, the following quote from the long-title of the MSA (South Africa, 2000) 

is significant:

“(…) in order to progressively build local government into an efficient, frontline development 

agency capable of integrating the activities of all spheres of government for the overall social 

and economic upliftment of communities in harmony with their local natural environment (…)”. 

Further clarity on “integrated planning” was provided by the White Paper on Local Government, 

which posited that:

“Municipalities are expected to develop local Infrastructure Investment Plans on the basis of 

Integrated Development Plans. However, national and provincial departments have major 

infrastructure programmes of their own, which are not always executed with the active and 

informed participation of municipalities. Some of these national and provincial investments 

may impose unforeseen future costs on municipalities. Integrated planning is needed to 

coordinate national, provincial and local investments in municipal areas of jurisdiction, to 

ensure that scarce resources are utilised for maximum impact. (…) Constructive and mutually 

beneficial relations between the three spheres of government are vital to the integrity and 

effectiveness of local government. However, horizontal cooperation between municipalities, 

whether formal or informal, is equally important.”

In light of all of the above, we posit that the concept of “integrated planning” entails:

a) the integration of “social, economic, environmental, spatial, cultural and political 

concerns into a single set of processes, in which the relationship between these 

concerns is considered” (South Africa. National Development Planning Commission, 

1999) in order to ensure that “development and developmental programmes are holistic 

and comprehensive so that all factors in relation to land resources and environmental 

conservation are addressed and included” and that in “considering competing needs for 
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land and in selecting the ‘best’ use for a given area of land, all possible land-use options 

must be considered” (South Africa. Department of Land Affairs, 2001);

b) the coordination of the planning in all three spheres of government and all the organs of 

state within each sphere of government so that they can deliver better together (South 

Africa, 1996; South Africa. NDPC, 1999; South Africa, 2000);

c) the integration of urban and rural concerns and development (South Africa, 1995); and

d) the integration of “implementation and directional issues and the alignment of internal 

corporate management issues with external influences” (South Africa. NDPC, 1999).

Given the aforementioned and working from the contents, intention and the spirit of the 

Constitution and recognising that South Africa is one nation-state and, one government, 

with a common agenda, our view is that “integrated planning” is essentially about the three 

spheres of government and the various organs of state, together with its social and economic 

partners, working hand in glove in a joint or joined-up manner, to find solutions to the stubborn 

development realities in South Africa. We posit that the intentions were always to create 

a joined-up approach to governance, implementation and delivery based on partnership, 

mutual respect for constitutional roles and responsibilities, but being focused on the needs 

and the best interest of the people. 

Essentially, “integrated planning” boils down to a way of doing business, an approach, an 

attitude, a culture and a willingness to be part of the solution and not part of the problem. 

We posit further that “integrated planning” would be best institutionalised via a joined-up 

government approach, enabled through ‘integrated / joined-up planning’; ‘integrated / joined-

up delivery’; ‘integrated / joined-up learning’ based on an integrated base of intelligence. 

We are strongly of the opinion, based on our experience, that the success of “integrated 

planning” is dependent on the necessary human agency, both politically and administratively, 

to enable it. In this regard, we posit further that the skills required for “integrated planning” 

does not seem to come natural to the human disposition as it requires an adaptive approach 

to management, which goes counter to the traditional “silo” approach to the management 

of functions, which seems to come much more naturally to the human disposition.  

Why “integrated planning” is important

The Constitution, as the cornerstone of the new post-1994 

democratic era, clearly outlines in its preamble what needs to 

be achieved in South Africa and we posit that Chapter 3 of the 

Constitution, specifically, clearly spells out the strategy we need 

to employ to achieve this constitutional vision.

In light of this call for cooperative government we are strongly 

of the opinion that even though the three spheres of government are distinct, they are, as 

clearly stated in the Constitution, interdependent and interrelated and are not independent 

and autonomous, hence the constitutional requirement for cooperative government (South 

Africa, 1996). This, we believe, is an important point of clarity because it emphasises that 

“Planning is a process of 

choosing among those many 

options. If we do not choose to 

plan, then we choose to have 

others plan for us.” 

Richard I. Winwood
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although South Africa consists of three spheres of government, all three spheres of government 

and organs of state must work together, in the best interest of the citizens of South Africa, 

to address the inherited realities and be responsive to the present and future needs of its 

citizens. It creates the foundation for what we believe to be the common-sense and reasonable 

requirement for “integrated planning”.

From the perspective of operationalising “integrated planning” and despite the apparent 

clarity provided by the Constitution on how the three spheres government, as a whole, 

should operate, and the enormous enthusiasm, creativity and energy that was reflected in 

the deluge of policies, laws and infrastructure and human agency investment post-1994, it is 

disappointing to report that what the White Paper on Local Government, the Green Paper 

on Development and Planning (South Africa. NDPC, 1999), the National Development Plan 

(South Africa. NPC, 2012) and the Integrated Urban Development Framework (South Africa. 

DoCGTA, 2016) have all posited, at different points in time, stubbornly remain today. 

Some of these resilient and systemic problems and challenges that remain today, in our opinion, 

include, the lack of a shared vision for development; the lack of holistic and joint planning, 

joint prioritization, joint implementation and joint learning; the continuation of duplication 

of effort and resources; the lack of coordination and cooperation between different spheres 

of government and between departments within a particular sphere of government and 

continued individual ‘sectoral thrusts’ and the persistence of ‘sectoral chauvinism’ and ‘sectoral 

competition’. In this regard the Green Paper on Development and Planning (1999) posits that:

 “South African settlements, in both the urban and rural areas are generally inefficient, 

fragmented, inconvenient and massively wasteful in terms of publicly and private controlled 

resources. For many they are hostile places in which to live, offering few economic, social, 

cultural, environmental or recreational opportunities.”

So what is the problem? How is it possible that we have arrived at this 
juncture? 

It is our opinion that, we have arrived at this juncture due to a lack of integrated / joint 

planning, prioritisation, implementation and learning which has resulted in a level of societal 

impact that has not matched and responded to the needs of our citizens. We are further of 

the opinion that, central to this failure has been the inability to negotiate and resolve sectoral 

and development conflict, the lack of learning from doing and the resultant inability to change 

the culture and nature of how we deliver services. 

This, we are of a view, points to a clear lack of clarity or understanding on the agreed upon 

strategy for planning and delivery. From our perspective, this strategy has been clearly spelt 

out by the Constitution, which calls for cooperative government. In relation to this, we are of 

the view that cooperative government is synonymous with integrated or joint governance. It is 

equivalent to what the former British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, called “joined-up government” 

(Clarke, 2002). In short, cooperative / integrated / joint governance requires integrated / 
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joint prioritization, planning, implementation and learning. It calls for a joined-up approach 

to “doing-learning from doing-doing again”.   

For us, the value and importance of such an “integrated planning” approach lies in its ability 

and potential to:

 • provide a unifying and accepted vision and consistent direction for holistic development;

 • build positive momentum through cross pollination of sectors, ideas, professions and 

opinions;

 • be flexible enough to appreciate and understand the varying contexts and associated 

needs holistically and to come up with context specific solutions;

 • assess situations holistically and to plan holistically and to enable integrated, coordinated 

and coherent development;

 • build social cohesion through being inclusive, having integrated communication and 

engagement with citizens on the issues;

 • prioritise, compromise and make trade-offs on the whole;

 • obtain win-win solutions and to direct resources where they are needed most and 

where they can have the greatest impact;

 • enhance active citizenry and build social cohesion;

 • create awareness of the real constraints, be they developmental, financial or human 

resource and thereby enable the construction of appropriate interventions in response;

 • promote holistic and collective learning;

 • make more effective and efficient use of resources through the coordination of actions 

and investments to ensure maximum positive impact and responsiveness in time and 

space and the ability to unlock and enable the development synergy that comes from 

coordinated investments in people, the economy and places;

 • generate integrated solutions to the delivery of services;

 • build the required strategic partnerships needed for integrated delivery;

 • avoid duplication and resolve sectoral and development conflict early;

 • create confidence in overall governance, especially of infrastructure governance and 

investment, which is essential for attracting private sector investment;

 • fundamentally reshape the colonial and apartheid geography of South Africa through 

creating functionally integrated, people-friendly, balanced and vibrant urban and rural 

settlements;

 • enable joint capacity building and the development of joint solutions to address issues 

of organisational capacity;

 • enable a more adaptive and “whole-of-society” approach to the management of scarce 

natural, financial and human resources with a specific focus on prioritization so as to 

ensure improved impact and ultimately sustainability; and

 • understand development issues in a complex, multi-dimensional manner, thereby 

accepting that all aspects of society and settlements are interlinked and must be viewed 

as one socio-ecological system and not as an accumulation of discreet systems.  
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We posit further that the aforementioned importance and value of pursuing an “integrated 

planning” approach is not our own construct or fabrication and is supported by the White 

Paper on Local Government (1998); the Green Paper on Development and Planning (1999); the 

White Paper on Spatial Planning and Land Use Management (South Africa. DoLA, 2001); the 

National Development Plan (South Africa. NPC, 2012) and the Integrated Urban Development 

Framework (2016) and is legislated, as such, by the Constitution, the Local Government: 

Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 2000) (MSA) and the Spatial Planning and Land 

Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA). 

What policy context currently exists for “integrated planning”  
in South Africa?

The themed schedule below illustrates how the South African 

policy and legislative landscape has, since 1994, shown consistency 

and discursive coherence with respect to specific themes that 

necessitates the requirement for “integrated planning”. Our 

approach here was to specifically focus on a few selected policies 

and laws that are of relevance to LUP in South Africa. These 

include: the Constitution, the White Paper on Local Government 

(1998), the Green Paper on Development and Planning (1999), 

the MSA, the White Paper on Spatial Planning and Land Use 

Management (2001) and SPLUMA. 

From the comparative information in the themed schedule, it is easy to discern that in terms 

of the policy and legislative context the scene has been set and the strategy established for 

“integrated planning”. It should be noted that although we have only focused on a few selected 

policies and laws that directly impact on LUP, there are many other post-1994 polices and 

laws that directly or indirectly call for an “integrated planning” approach. 

As a result, and from our perspective, the questions that need to be asked are: How has the 

strategy for “integrated planning” played out in South Africa thus far? What is the role of the 

LUP sector in enabling the strategy for “integrated planning” and if the strategy has failed 

thus far, why it has failed and how should it be implemented?

“The process of transforming the 

institutions of the South African 

state is premised on the fact 

that the new democratic state 

has a specific mission; that of 

meeting the new developmental 

objectives which will help to 

create a better life for all.”

Pravin Gordhan
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Schedule: Thematic analysis, via excerpts, of the relevant post-1994 policy and  
legislation with respect to the requirement for “integrated planning” in South Africa.

THEME: COOPERATIVE GOVERNMENT

THE CONSTITUTION (1996)
• Interdependent & interrelated spheres.

• Coherent government

• All spheres & all the organs of state within each sphere to: cooperate with, assist & support, consult, 

& coordinate actions with each other. 

• National & Provincial government to monitor & support Municipalities.

• Municipalities must participate in national & provincial development programmes.

WHITE PAPER ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT (1998)
• Local government does not determine the sustainability of human settlements alone. Other spheres 

of government, also affect the overall shape of settlements & the livelihoods of people who live 

there.

• Local government seen as a point of integration & coordination.

• National & provincial departments must work with local government directly, & must integrate 

programmes into the municipal Integrated Development Plans (IDPs), & municipalities must 

cooperate within each other.

THE GREEN PAPER ON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING (1999)
• To set up forums to improve coordination & integration of land development at government level.

• Need for “Joint planning” in which inter-departmental teams from all spheres of government 

prepare plans at a local level

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: MUNICIPAL SYSTEMS ACT (MSA 2000)
• Municipalities must contribute, together with other organs of state, to the progressive realisation of 

the fundamental rights contained in the Constitution.

• Municipal planning must be aligned with, and complement, the development plans and strategies 

of other affected municipalities and other organs of state.

• Municipalities must participate in national and provincial development programmes.

• The IDP must link, integrate and coordinate plans and takes into account proposals for the 

development of the municipality.

• The IDP must at least identify any investment initiatives in the municipality (incl. of all the organs of 

state), any development initiatives in the municipality, incl. infrastructure, physical, social, economic 

and institutional development (incl. of all the organs of state), and all known projects, plans and 

programs to be implemented within the municipality by any organ of state.

• Must adopt a process to guide the planning, drafting, adoption and review of its IDP which process 

must allow for organs of state to be identified and consulted and provide for the identification of all 

plans and planning requirements binding on the municipality.

WHITE PAPER ON SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT (2001)
• There must be integration between the various planning processes & institutions of different 

spheres & sectors & there must be integration of the distorted & segregated spatial fabric inherited 

from colonialism & Apartheid.

SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT ACT (SPLUMA 2013)
• National government, a provincial government & a municipality must participate in the spatial 

planning & land use management processes that impact on each other to ensure that the plans & 

programmes are coordinated, consistent & in harmony with each other.
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THEME: THE NEED FOR INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLANS

THE CONSTITUTION (1996)
• Did not specifically mention IDPs, but from the cooperative government imperatives highlighted 

above, it clearly called for integration. 

WHITE PAPER ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT (1998)
• National government to set the overall strategic framework for the economic & social development; 

provincial government to develop a vision & framework for integrated economic, social & community 

development in the province; & municipalities undertake integrated development panning & play an 

integrating & coordinating role to ensure alignment.

• Integrated development planning is the mechanism to enable prioritisation & integration.

THE GREEN PAPER ON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING (1999)
• All spheres of government to produce Intergrated Development Plans (IDPs). 

• Need for aligning spatial planning & budgeting.

• Need for “Joint planning” in which inter-departmental teams from all spheres of government 

prepare plans at a local level.

• National, provincial and local plans should be made “in conjunction” with each other.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: MUNICIPAL SYSTEMS ACT (MSA 2000)
• Municipalities must prepare IDPs. 

• Defines “development” as “means sustainable development, & includes integrated social, economic, 

environmental, spatial, infrastructural, institutional, organisational & human resources upliftment 

of a community aimed at - (a) improving the quality of life of its members with specific reference 

to the poor & other disadvantaged sections of the community; & (b) ensuring that development 

serves present & future generations”.

• If municipalities are required to comply with planning requirements in terms of national or provincial 

legislation, the responsible organs of state must align the implementation of that legislation with 

the IDPs. The following planning requirements, amongst others, have since been aligned with the 

municipal IDP processes: a Water Services Development Plan must be “a part of” the IDP; the 

National Environmental Management Principles must be “adhere to” ”in the preparation of the 

IDP; a Spatial Development Framework (SDF) must be developed as a “core component of” and 

“as part of” the IDP; a Disaster Management Plan must be developed as “part of” the IDP; an Air 

Quality Management Plan must be “include in” the IDP; in terms of coastal municipalities a Coastal 

Management Programme may be adopted “as part of” the IDP; an Integrated Waste Management 

Plan must be “included in” the IDP; & an Integrated Transport Plan must be developed “as part of” 

the IDP.

WHITE PAPER ON SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT (2001)
• There is a need for integrated planning for sustainable management of land resources & integration 

must happen both in the way that planning is done as well as reflected in the outcomes of the 

planning process.

• There must be integration between the various planning processes & institutions of different 

spheres & sectors & there must be integration of the distorted & segregated spatial fabric inherited 

from colonialism & Apartheid.

• The preparation & approval of municipal SDFs, as an integral part of each municipality’s IDP is the 

most critical planning responsibility within all three spheres of government. Once the municipal 

SDF is approved it will have a binding effect not only on the private sector but also on all spheres 

of government. It will thus become a central element in the system of cooperative governance.

SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT ACT (SPLUMA 2013)
• National government, a provincial government & a municipality must participate in the spatial 

planning & land use management processes that impact on each other to ensure that the plans & 

programmes are coordinated, consistent & in harmony with each other.

• A Provincial Spatial Development Framework (PSDF) must coordinate, integrate & align- provincial 

plans & development strategies with policies of national government; the plans, policies & 

development strategies of provincial departments; & the plans, policies & development strategies 

of municipalities.
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THEME: CONFLICT RESOLUTION & ALIGNED AND INTEGRATED 
PLANS

THE CONSTITUTION (1996)
• All spheres of government & all organs of state within each sphere must cooperate with one another 

& must exercise their powers & perform their functions in a manner that does not encroach on the 

geographical, functional or institutional integrity of government in another sphere. 

WHITE PAPER ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT (1998)
• A system of inter-governmental relations has, amongst others the strategic purpose of prevention 

& resolution of conflicts & disputes.

• Conflict & difference can act as constructive forces in organisational transformation.

• The development of IDPs & financial plans provides an opportunity for municipalities & other 

spheres of government to discuss & prioritise public investment in the area. Such governmental 

alignment could result in the production of a negotiated ‘public investment plan’ for an area which 

brings together the resource commitments of all spheres of government in relation to the IDP.

THE GREEN PAPER ON DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING (1999)
• For reasons of coordination and effective performance of government need a process of formal 

plan approval: national government should review and approve provincial plans, and provinces 

should review and approve local plans.

• In the event of unresolvable conflicts, formal conflict resolution procedures should be followed.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: MUNICIPAL SYSTEMS ACT (MSA 2000)
• The planning undertaken by a municipality must be aligned with, complement, & be compatible 

with the development plans & strategies of other affected municipalities & other organs of state.

• MEC for local government may facilitate the coordination & alignment of IDPs of different 

municipalities, & the IDP with the plans, strategies & programmes of national & provincial organs 

of state; & my take any appropriate steps to resolve disputes or differences in connection with the 

planning, drafting, adoption or review of an IDP.

• MEC may request the relevant municipal council to adjust the IDP if the IDP does not comply or 

is in conflict, or not aligned with or negates any of the development plans & strategies of other 

affected municipalities or organs of state. If the municipality objects to the request the MEC must 

either agree with the objection, or disagree with the objection in which case the MEC must refer the 

objection to an ad hoc committee presenting all three spheres of government to resolve the matter.

WHITE PAPER ON SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT (2001)
• By rational planning of all uses of land in an integrated manner, it is possible to link social & economic 

development with environmental protection & enhancement, making the most efficient trade-offs, 

& minimizing conflicts. Such an integrated approach is based on relating sectoral & different spheres 

of government’s planning & management activities to the capabilities and limitations of landscapes 

to support various land uses.

• If environmental concerns are expressly incorporated into the IDP process, & reflected in the land 

use management system that would immediately resolve many environmental & planning conflicts.

SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT ACT (SPLUMA 2013)
• The plans and programmes of all three spheres of government must be coordinated, consistent & 

in harmony with each other.

• National, provincial & municipal SDFs must represent the integration and trade-off of all relevant 

sector policies & plans.

• All SDFs must outline specific arrangements for prioritising, mobilising, sequencing & implementing 

public & private infrastructural & land development investment in the priority spatial structuring 

areas identified in SDFs.

• Where a provincial SDF is inconsistent with a municipal SDF, the Premier must, in accordance with 

the Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act, take the necessary steps, including the provision 

of technical assistance, to support the revision of those SDFs in order to ensure consistency 

between the two.
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From the analysis of the themes in the schedule, the following 

emerged as the main imperatives: 

 • in the South African set-up, the three spheres of government 

are interrelated and interdependent; 

 • the three spheres of government and all organs of state 

within each sphere, must cooperate and coordinate actions 

with one another; 

 • key to cooperative government is the need for all three spheres of government and the 

organs of state within all three spheres government to do “integrated planning”; and

 • conflict is a given, but when it does arise, it must be resolved.

Given the emphasis on the requirement for “integrated planning” from the select, but relevant, 

South African policies and legislation we now shift our attention to how these imperatives 

have been institutionalised and responded to thus far. 

How has “integrated planning” played itself out in South Africa thus far?

As mentioned previously, the MSA (South Africa, 2000) establishes the requirement for 

municipal integrated development planning. Our view is that the process for developing 

municipal Integrated Development Plans, is the primary legislative vehicle for “integrated 

planning” in terms of the cooperative government provisions of the Constitution (South 

Africa, 1996; Harrison, 2008). 

An analysis of the implementation and success of the municipal IDP process, in South Africa, 

is not a simple task and we agree with Harrison (2008) when he states that “[a] simple 

analysis of pre-defined intentions against actual outcomes is not possible, as integrated 

development planning is a complex, ongoing, interactional process in which capacities for 

decision-making, joint action and coordinated implementation are built over time, and in 

which there are multiple intervening variables”. 

However, in reviewing our collective experience with the IDP process, it is apparent that while 

the initial policy documents and legislation were clear that all three spheres of government 

had to undertake ‘integrated development planning’, in reality the main initial focus was solely 

on the integrated development planning undertaken by municipalities. One of the reasons 

for this was that in the formative years of IDP, national and provincial spheres of government 

and other organs of state struggled with the formulation of their own plans and as such 

could not really constructively engage in the “integrated planning” process. As a result of 

the initial struggles of national and provincial governments’ and other organs of state, the 

interim and the first generation municipal IDPs that followed, were generally produced in the 

absence of the plans of national and provincial governments’ and organs of state plans. This 

occurred at a time when municipalities themselves were in “a state of flux” in terms of the 

local government transition that was underway (Binns & Nel, 2002) and as highlighted by 

Pieterse (2007) this made it “virtually impossible to focus attention of politicians, managers 

“We cannot solve our problems 

with the same thinking we used 

when we created them.”

Albert Einstein
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and staff on higher-order development objectives”. Hence the quality of the initial municipal 

IDPs, from an “integrated planning” perspective were generally questionable. 

To aggravate the situation, most sectoral national and provincial departments and other organs 

of state did not fully understand their roles in terms of integrated development planning, in 

general, and municipal integrated development planning in particular; and were not geared 

for what was actually required of them. There was and continues to be this apparent lack 

of understanding of the centrality of municipal IDPs in governments planning, budgeting 

and delivery processes with no consensus around the fact that the municipal IDP does not 

belong to the municipality only, but is in fact all of governments’ tool for integrated planning, 

budgeting and delivery within a specific municipal (geographic) area. As a result, our collective 

experience is that, rather than undertaking the required joint or integrated planning, the 

process of engagement in the municipal IDP process was initially re-active, with national and 

provincial sectoral departments engaging with the municipal IDPs already adopted by the 

respective municipal Council (as required by section 32 of the MSA (South Africa, 2000)). In 

some instances the shortcomings in the municipal IDPs, in terms of compliance and alignment 

with national and provincial programmes and plans were highlighted at such a late stage 

that it was almost impossible to effectively address the shortcomings. 

The first attempt at a national planning visioning and framework development process was the 

National Spatial Development Perspective (NSDP), which was released in 2003 and updated 

in 2006 (South Africa. The Presidency, 2007). The NSDP responded to the need identified 

in the White Paper on Spatial Planning and Land Use Management (2001) for resources to 

be channelled to areas of greatest need and development potential. The NSDP provided 

a framework within which provinces could develop Provincial Growth and Development 

Strategies (PGDSs) and Provincial Spatial Development Frameworks (PSDFs). However, the 

NSDP did not receive the necessary political support and was never fully institutionalised 

and has since been overtaken by the National Development Plan 2030 (NDP) (South Africa. 

NPC, 2012).

Our experience indicates that it was only once national and provincial departments and 

organs of state had better plans, which they were able to share with municipalities that the 

municipal IDP process started to improve. Initially this entailed the simple sharing of separately 

formulated plans with each other and which, in some instances, resulted in minor retrofitting 

on both sides. This led to broader alignment, but not full integration. Furthermore, because 

the municipalities initially battled to simply comply with all the procedural and content 

requirements of municipal IDPs, the outer years of the five-year IDP cycle, which should simply 

consist of a review of implementation and changing circumstances in order to determine if 

any amendment needed to be made to the 5-year IDP, often consisted of the same process 

of simply sharing newly formulated community ‘wish-lists’ and newly formulated projects with 

each other in an attempt to achieve compliance and some form of alignment. As a result, the 
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focus on municipal IDP implementation and performance by all three spheres of government 

was lacking, resulting in the municipal IDP process initially being a simple compliance exercise 

rather than a process with a focus on impact and continuous improvement. 

In addition, even though the legislation made it absolutely clear that non-alignment and conflict 

had to be resolved, the process often simply resulted in a situation of ‘let’s agree to disagree’ 

where the spheres of government, sectoral departments and organs of state highlighted 

conflicting agendas. Agreeing to disagree was never an option provided for by the legislation. 

In this regard, section 33 of the MSA, clearly indicates what needs to happen in the event of 

conflict. However, the provisions of section 33 of the MSA have rarely been used and while 

section 33 was not explicit about the implications for national and provincial programmes and 

plans, it is logical that if the ad hoc committee decided to accept a municipality’s objection 

against the request for adjustment of its IDP, it is implicit that in such situations the national 

and provincial and organs of state programmes and plans needed to be adjusted accordingly 

– because ultimately alignment, integration and complementarity had to be achieved. 

Although the legislation at the time focussed the attention on the municipal IDPs, one of the 

major shortcomings that complicated the engagement of the other spheres of government 

and organs of state, with the municipal IDPs, was that national programmes and plans were 

often not aligned with each other, and not aligned with provincial programmes and plans and 

vice versa. Furthermore, very often national and provincial departments and organs of state 

only heard of each other’s plans when they were collectively engaging with municipalities 

on the municipal IDPs. As a result of this collective chaos, even in instances where national 

and provincial departments and organs of state raised non-alignment issues with municipal 

IDPs, municipalities could rightly respond to such criticism of non-alignment with national 

and provincial programmes and plans by highlighting that the national and provincial and 

organs of state plans and programmes were themselves not aligned with each other. 

We posit further that a further key shortcoming of the municipal IDP process was that, in 

instances where strategic alignment had been achieved, budget alignment was often not 

achieved and spatial targeting and the sequencing of delivery (delivery in the same place 

as the same time) had not been addressed. As a result, the joint delivery by government to 

create integrated and sustainable human settlements (providing structures, services, social 

facilities, health and education facilities, creating economic opportunities, etc.) was absent. 

As an example, Pieterse (2007) indicates that “the imperatives of housing delivery outpaced 

the government’s planning and regulatory institutions that were meant to ensure that new 

housing complied with the vision of integrated development that sought a reversal of 

segregation and infill, mixed-use land development patterns” and as a result housing delivery 

often occurred (as opposed to the creation of integrated and sustainable human settlements) 

in such a way that it perpetuated the Apartheid geography, with housing being provided on 

badly located and underserviced land far from economic opportunities and removed from 

the rest of the town. 
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It is our opinion that only when true strategic programmatic project and budget alignment as 

well as project sequencing are collectively addressed, by the three spheres of government and 

all the organs of state within each sphere (jointly, within the formal confines of the government 

planning and budgeting cycle), will we start seeing real delivery progress and impact being 

made and the true value of “integrated planning”. In the last section of this article we posit 

our view on how “integrated planning” should be operationalised in South Africa. 

How should “integrated planning” work in reality in South Africa?

The manner in which “integrated planning” should be 

institutionalised and operationalised in South Africa is, in our view, 

relatively simple, but requires a structural shift in the culture of 

how government performs its business. In this regard, we are of 

the opinion that the policy and legislative landscape clearly spells 

out what needs to happen. In this regard, our understanding of 

how “integrated planning” should unfold is as follows:

Points of departure

 • All of governments’ service delivery happens in a certain space and location (place). As 

such, the lowest common denominator in terms of space and place in the South African 

governance system is the municipal sphere of government as every single square metre 

of our country’s territory is governed by some or other municipality (South Africa. 

DoPACD, 1998). 

 • Municipalities, especially metropolitan and local municipalities, are the hands and feet of 

government service delivery. They are the closest to the citizens and all of government 

service delivery has to occur in an integrated manner, through their institutional and 

planning structures (South Africa. DoPACD, 1998).

 • In terms of the whole of government and specifically municipalities, the most important 

tool that enables integrated delivery of services is the municipal IDP process which 

results in the municipal IDP. The municipal IDP sets out a program of planning, budgeting, 

delivery and review for a 5-year period (South Africa. DoPACD, 1998; South Africa, 

2000). The municipal IDP is therefore the tool through which true “integrated planning” 

needs to be achieved (Harrison, 2008).

 • The municipal SDF, is a core component of the municipal IDP. It is through the municipal 

SDF tool that the municipal IDP process must broker and agree to the transformational 

agenda for each municipality. As a result, the municipal IDP therefore establishes the 

strategic development and transformational agenda for a municipality and sets out 

the principles for both short, medium and long-term transformation and development 

delivery while the municipal SDF reflects this transformational and delivery agenda 

in space. In terms of the municipal IDP the loop should then be closed by aligning 

the municipal budget to the municipal IDP and the municipal SDF as the municipal 

budget enables the agreed to transformational and development delivery agenda. Even 

though the current legislative requirement is that the municipal IDP is a 5-year plan of 

“It always seems impossible until 

it is done.” 

 Nelson Mandela
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action, in reality, each municipality should, through its municipal IDP and SDF identify 

a much longer term development vision, indicating how the 5-year municipal IDP will 

incrementally contribute to achieving its longer term development vision.

 • Importantly, the IDP, although approved and adopted by the municipal council, is not 

the sole preserve of the municipal council. It is essentially the whole of government’s 

tool for planning, budgeting, delivery, review and learning within a specific municipal 

area (South Africa. DoPACD, 1998; South Africa, 2000).

 • Given the above, it is imperative that all three spheres of government and all organs of 

state within each sphere, participate actively within the IDP process (South Africa, 1996; 

South Africa. DoPACD, 1998; South Africa, 2000; South Africa, 2013).

 • As part of the initiation of the IDP process within a municipality the municipal council 

must table its strategic development intent within the municipal area. This intent must 

demonstrate clear alignment to any national or provincial strategic development intent 

(South Africa, 2000; South Africa, 2013). 

The manner in which national and provincial government and other organs of state engage 

with municipalities in the IDP process needs to happen as follows: 

 • Each sector department in each sphere of government must perform its sectoral 

planning. This sectoral planning, which is important, must, however, be based on the 

best available joint intelligence and must be aligned to the national, provincial and local 

strategic development intent. The joint intelligence used must be shared with all other 

spheres of government involved in the IDP process.

 • At the same time the relevant municipality needs to determine the status quo and 

the needs within their municipal area subsequent to consulting their citizens and 

engaging with other spheres of government and organs of state. The status quo and 

the needs, within the municipal area, must be determined based on the best available 

joint intelligence. Importantly, these needs must be intelligence driven, prioritised and 

realistic. 

 • Once the three spheres of government and all the organs of state within each sphere, 

have performed their status quo assessments, needs analyses and initial planning, all 

three spheres of government and all organs of state in each sphere, must undertake 

joint planning to formulate a coherent plan for delivery made up of aligned and 

complimentary national, provincial, and municipal plans, programmes, projects and 

budgets, with the municipal IDP reflecting all of governments joined-up delivery plans 

for the specific municipal area in question. During this joint planning exercise, the organs 

of state of all three spheres of government must sit around the negotiating table and 

discuss their perspectives on delivery within a particular municipal area. 

 • Their deliberations must be intelligence driven, principle and merit based (the principles 

and imperatives have been identified in various pieces of legislation), be led by the 

needs of the citizens, be based on what can realistically be achieved, and be aligned 

to the national development plan and any provincial development or strategic plan.  
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The deliberations must be based on ‘what is right’ and not ‘who is right’, and they must 

work through and resolve any conflict that may arise. In this regard, while the joint 

planning must be responsive to the short-term needs of communities, it must also be 

responsive to transformation and the longer-term needs of future generations.

 • Furthermore, it must be ensured that, while short-term service delivery must be achieved, 

the required longer-term transition must also be progressively realised. It is around 

this negotiating table and in this space that the difficult decisions need to be made, 

where the necessary trade-offs are agreed upon, where alignment, complementarity, 

consistency are to be achieved and where possible adjustments need to be made to 

ensure that the ‘what is right’ is achieved.

In this regard, the following quote from the Green Paper (South Africa. NDPC, 1999) must 

be stressed: 

“A word of caution is, however, necessary. Significant spatial initiatives frequently require 

a longer term financial commitment than one budgeting cycle, if their full potential is to be 

realised and if significant spatial restructuring, as opposed to mere fiddling, is to occur. The 

danger is that if budgetary cycles are slavishly followed, it is precisely the most important 

projects which will be shelved indefinitely. In strategic and carefully considered cases, decision-

making bodies must be prepared to commit finances for periods longer than their immediate 

political life.”

Furthermore, our experience has shown that the danger with slavishly following short to 

medium-term budget cycles is that the more important projects that need longer term 

commitment, tend to be shelved indefinitely. As such, in strategic and carefully considered 

cases, decision-making bodies must be prepared to commit finances for periods longer 

than the immediate 5-year political cycles. The secret lies in finding the balance between 

maintaining the optimism and longevity of investment and commitment in the longer term 

projects that will enable the transition, while not forgetting about the need to invest and 

deliver on the short-term needs. 

Once consensus has been reached as to what each sphere of government will be doing 

within a specific municipal space, the draft plan must be developed and taken back to the 

citizens for explanation, deliberation, comment and commitment by all. This must be done in 

partnership, but under the lead of the municipality. If, during this joined-up planning process 

conflict arises in terms of non-alignment of a particular proposed plan of a different sphere 

of government or organ of state, the dispute resolution procedures provided for in terms 

of the Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act, 2005 (South Africa, 2005), must be 

followed to resolve the dispute and to achieve the required alignment, complementarity, 

integration and sequencing. 
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Subsequent to these deliberations with the citizens, the final municipal IDP, which contains 

all of governments’ integrated delivery plans for the municipal area in question, must be 

finalised and tabled for approval and adoption by the specific municipal Council. At the 

same time, national and provincial spheres of government and their sectoral departments 

and other organs of state must go back and adjust their plans, programmes and projects for 

that specific municipal area, if needed, based on what has been agreed to after consultation 

with the citizens and adoption and approval by the relevant municipal Council. 

If during the joined-up planning process conflict could not be resolved, the relevant parties 

to the remaining dispute must follow the process set out in sections 32 and 33 of the MSA 

(South Africa, 2000) and if applicable, the steps set out in section 22 of SPLUMA, to decide 

the dispute and achieve the required alignment, complementarity, integration and sequencing. 

Such a process could include an immediate adjustment of the municipal IDP and/or a national 

or provincial strategy or plan. It must be accepted that true “integrated planning” will result 

in some form of conflict because, by its nature, “integrated planning” challenges the ‘business 

as usual’ philosophy.

Essentially there is nothing wrong with conflict when planning for delivery in an integrated 

manner. In some instances the conflict is needed because it forces the participants in the 

joint planning exercise to deal with underlying issues; question long held assumptions and 

views; and form the partnerships that they otherwise would not have formed; prioritise; and 

consider options for delivery that they would not necessarily consider and come up with 

better solutions. Once the agreed upon ‘whole-of-society’ municipal IDP has been developed, 

adopted and approved it must be implemented. 

Significant to implementation is that it must be performed jointly with an important emphasis 

on performance management and learning. In this regard, there needs to be a specific 

joint programme for annual review, within the 5-year cycle, to see whether there has been 

any changing circumstances or findings in terms of the implementation and performance 

information that requires an amendment and / or adjustment to the municipal IDP and to 

assess the performance of the partners in the joint implementation initiative.

In this regard, it is important to note that the municipal IDP and / or national or provincial 

strategy or plan, which are all supposed to be plans of action, are not cast in stone, because 

plans, by their nature seldom survive the harshness of reality and the value of such an “integrated 

planning” process can potentially be found in the adaptive ability that the process itself 

allows, more so than in the ultimate plan. Having said this, amendment and / or adjustment 

of a municipal IDP and / or national or provincial strategies or plans should not be considered 

on a whim or be arbitrarily undertaken, but must be based on well-reasoned consideration 

of the relevant factors and supported by the best available intelligence. 
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Conclusion

The above mentioned description, as to how “integrated planning” should play itself out in 

South Africa, is extremely time sensitive and as such each sphere of government, sectoral 

department and organ of state, must use the best intelligence, and ensure that the right human 

agency with the right attitude engages in the municipal IDP process and moves with speed. 

The importance of doing proper “integrated planning” in South Africa cannot be overstated. 

It is only through the iterative “integrated planning” process and the continuous learning 

and adjustments that need to be made that we will ensure the continued responsiveness to 

improving the quality of lives, building institutional resilience and sustainability and contributing 

to the progressive realisation of the rights of all South Africa’s citizens.
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THE PROVINCIAL SPATIAL
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

A TOOL FOR SPATIAL GOVERNANCE

CHRIZELLE KRIEL

The Constitution assigns dual land use planning (LUP) 

responsibilities to the Western Cape Government (WCG), namely:

 • Implementing policies and regulations to carry out the 

constitutional functions of provincial planning and regional 

planning and development. In terms of this mandate the 

 • constitutional functions allocated to provinces, as set out 

in Schedules 4 and 5 of the Constitution, are coordinated, 

proactively planned for and implemented by the WCG.

 • Implementing policies and regulations to monitor and 

support municipalities in exercising their municipal planning 

(LUP) constitutional functions.

All spheres of government also share the constitutional responsibilities of contributing to the 

progressive realisation of the fundamental rights of citizens and securing ecologically sustainable 

development and use of natural resources while promoting justifiable economic and social 

development. Whilst the Constitution distinguishes between distinctive national, provincial 

and local government spheres, it makes it clear that all three spheres are interdependent 

and interrelated. As such, all spheres of government and organs of state must cooperate, 

support one another and coordinate their actions.

An important vehicle in enabling integrated management and collaboration is the Provincial 

Spatial Development Framework, as an integral part of municipal integrated development 

planning (IDP), with specific reference to the spatial governance structures that must be put 

in place for this purpose.

Provincial Spatial Development Framework

Minister Anton Bredell, Minister of Local Government, Environmental Affairs and Development 

Planning, approved the Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framework (PSDF) 

on 31 March 2014. The Western Cape PSDF sets out to establish a coherent framework for 

the province’s urban and rural areas that (i) gives spatial expression to the national and 

provincial development agendas; (ii) serves as basis for coordinating, integrating and aligning 

‘on the ground’ delivery of national and provincial departmental programmes; (iii) supports 

municipalities fulfil their municipal LUP mandate in line with the national and provincial 

agendas; and (iv) communicates government’s spatial development intentions to the private 

sector and civil society.

Twenty-two years ago, on the 

occasion of his inauguration as 

State President, Nelson Mandela 

stood on the Grand Parade and 

undertook to create a ‘better 

life of opportunity, freedom and 

prosperity’ for all South Africans. 

He said: ‘This needs unity of 

purpose. It needs action. It 

requires us all to work together.
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In contrast to the 2009 PSDF which was framed as a departmental plan, the 2014 PSDF has 

been framed as a truly transversal spatial planning instrument for all Western Cape provincial 

departments. It is informed by and in turn informs, complementary national, provincial and 

municipal LUP processes. The PSDF seeks to improve the effectiveness of public investment 

in the Western Cape’s built and natural environments by adopting credible spatial planning 

principles to underpin all capital investment programmes, spatially targeting and aligning the 

various investment programmes and opening-up opportunities for community and business 

development in targeted areas.

The PSDF is not a blue print that can be implemented in the short term, but rather a framework 

within which coherent and consistent sector and area based plans (e.g. for functional regions 

or municipalities) can be formulated. It is informed by the National Development Plan 2030 

(NDP) and related spatial policies and takes its strategic direction from the Western Cape’s 

Provincial Strategic Plan (PSP) and ONECape 2040 development strategy and other related 

policy frameworks. In terms of the PSP, the WCG has adopted five Provincial Strategic Goals 

(PSGs) and the Provincial Top Management System (PTMS) is the vehicle to give effect to the 

goals and objectives of the province. In addition, and in pursuit of achieving the objectives 

of inter alia the PSDF, the Western Cape Government has initiated a joined-up governance 

IGR planning platform, referred to as the Joint Planning Initiative (JPI). The JPI promotes a 

more coordinated, integrated and strategic approach in government planning, budgeting 

and delivery and can be regarded as one of the integrated planning and budgeting steps 

towards the implementation of the PSDF.

Strengthening cooperative spatial governance

As the province-wide policy on spatial development, it has been recognised that in order for 

it to succeed, the PSDF must be co-owned by all Provincial Departments and other spheres 

of government operating within the Western Cape and must inform the policies, plans, 

programmes and projects of all spheres of government and state owned enterprises (SOEs) 

operating within the Western Cape. 

To attain the required buy-in to the PSDF, cooperative spatial governance mechanisms 

and systems were proposed. As a starting point, within the Provincial sphere, the PSDF has 

paved the way to strengthen planning-led budgeting so that the necessary infrastructure 

would be timeously provided. This concept, however, would have to be mainstreamed into 

the province’s day-to-day business in order to become effective.

The PSDF explicitly recognises, as does the NDP, the importance of an effective spatial 

governance system, as well as building capability to manage such a system effectively – which 

is seen as key to ensuring that the many principles, objectives and strategies of the PSDF can 

be implemented. The PSDF applies the National Planning Commission’s recommendations 

to strengthen cooperative spatial governance on a provincial level through main elements 

such as: 
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 • Mainstreaming development planning into the Provincial Transversal Management 

System, specifically to ensure that planning (LUP) follows through to budgeting and 

implementation;

 • Ensure alignment of planning (LUP) and budgeting via the Provincial Government 

Medium Term Expenditure Committee (PGMTEC), Local Government Medium Term 

Expenditure Committee (LGMTEC) and Integrated Development Plan (IDP) processes;

 • Training and LUP support; 

 • Development facilitation; 

 • Pro-active regional planning approach and measures to strengthen catalytic and land 

assembly initiatives which includes the province’s regeneration programme; 

 • Spatial targeting initiatives;

 • Alignment through inter-governmental relations (IGR) forums; 

 • Managing Spatial Growth and Development;

 • Knowledge Management and Spatial Intelligence system for collecting, analysing and 

disseminating spatial information; and

 • Monitoring spatial performance by evaluating provincial and municipal progress in 

making the required spatial transitions.

Spatial targeting

The PSDF conveys the Western Cape’s spatial agenda to 

municipalities, so that their municipal IDPs, municipal Spatial 

Development Frameworks (SDF) and land use management 

systems (LUMS) (development management systems) are 

consistent with and aim to take the WCG’s spatial agenda forward. 

The PSDF is the common spatial reference framework for delivering 

on the province’s strategic development priorities individually and 

collectively and guides the location and form of public investment 

in the Western Cape’s natural and built environments, so that the 

returns on these investments are consistent with the province’s 

development objectives. Although every sphere of government, sector department and SOE 

has its own planning responsibilities, the PSDF seeks to guide the coordination, integration and 

alignment of investment decisions by establishing a coherent and logical spatial investment 

framework. 

In 2014 the WCG also approved the Growth Potential of Towns Study (GPS) as a LUP 

instrument to inform the PSDF. The data, information and intelligence derived from the 

GPS are used as an investment decision support tool and for detailed spatial targeting. The 

municipal and town level indicators cover the institutional, human capital, socio-economic, 

economic, infrastructure and resource availability indexes. The GPS, together with the PSDF 

serves as policy imperatives against which the levels of spatial targeting and transversal 

nature of investment alignment of annual performance plans and provincial departments’ 

budgets are assessed on an annual basis.

Institutionalising the PSDF as a 

transversal strategy and using it 

as a tool to facilitate improved 

internal and inter-governmental 

integration, aligned planning 

and coordinated budgets 

and integrated delivery in the 

existing institutional structures.
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Transversal spatial governance and performance management system

Cooperative spatial governance requires institutional arrangements to facilitate transversal 

planning, budgeting and implementation between spheres of government and within Provincial 

government. In order to deliver on these outcomes, a Transversal Governance and Performance 

Management System was introduced on two levels.

To spatially align each department’s activities with the province’s spatial objectives, the 

PSDF proposes use of mechanisms such as the rolling out of a common spatial logic and 

alignment through the Transversal Provincial Top Management System (PTMS) and building 

on existing initiatives such as District Infrastructure Plans (DIPs), Infrastructure Delivery 

Management System (IDMS), User Asset Management Plans (U-AMPS), Housing “Pipelines”, 

Infrastructure Funding and the Medium Term Expenditure Committees (MTEC). Inter-

departmental coordination within the WCG is managed through the PTMS, which currently 

consists of five transversal steering groups, each aligned to a PSG of the Provincial Strategic 

Plan and various work groups established under each PSG.

The following actions were put into motion within the WCG:

 • Mainstreaming ‘development planning’ into the PTMS, specifically to ensure that sound 

and truly integrated planning follows through to budgeting and implementation;

 • Establishing an integrated planning and spatial targeting workgroup between the 

provincial departments responsible for human settlements, transport and public 

infrastructure to coordinate and integrate plans, policies and strategies; 

 • Ensuring alignment of planning and budgeting via the PGMTEC, especially with regard 

to public investment; and

 • Providing spatial planning support to provincial departments.

The PSDF proposes use of existing IGR structures (e.g. IDP Indabas or JPIs, annual joint IDP 

and Budgeting assessments process referred to as the LG MTEC3 process, and MinMayTech 

forums) to facilitate implementation of a common spatial agenda.

The following actions were put into motion between WCG and municipalities:

 • Ensuring alignment of planning and budgeting on a local level via the LGMTEC and IDP 

processes; and

 • Inter-governmental alignment through IGR forums, such as the Spatial Development 

Framework intergovernmental steering committees and regional planning forums 

(being the Greater Cape Metro, Greater Saldanha and Southern Cape regional planning 

forums), municipal planning forums as well as the Municipal Planning Heads Forum.
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Medium and long term planning and budgeting systems 

Spatial performance management was first introduced to Provincial Government Medium 

Term Expenditure Committee (PGMTEC) in October 2014, emphasising spatial performance 

management as an important mechanism for determining whether policy and implementation 

initiatives are having the desired impact in a specific geographic area. Provincial government 

needs to bring about change as set out in terms of strategic policy imperative trajectories. 

During the PGMTEC assessments in the final quarter of 2015, Workgroup 4 (Integrated 

Management) of PSG5 (Good Governance and Spatial Alignment) of the PTMS undertook 

an integrated assessment of the budgets of each Provincial Department, which included 

the traditional budgetary efficiency and effectiveness assessment undertaken by Provincial 

Treasury, but also included a spatial alignment, integrated planning and policy alignment 

assessment. As the PSDF strengthens “intelligence driven, planning-led, infrastructure-enabled” 

economic development and growth, the DEA&DP led the spatial alignment assessment, 

involving the extent to which each of the Departments are responsive to relevant policy 

imperatives and have adopted spatial logic considerations in their respective plans and budgets.

The purpose of the spatial alignment assessments was to undertake a high-level evaluation of 

each Department’s Draft Annual Performance Plan (APP) 2016/17, in terms of its responsiveness 

and alignment to the spatial policy imperatives as set out in the PSDF and its associated 

GPS. These assessments were structured in terms of the four key questions that were set 

out in the budget assessment framework, which related to spatial governance, alignment 

and performance management. 

Upfront, it is recognised that each and every Department has a 

significant role to play in giving effect to and delivering on the 

province’s PSDF policies and objectives. Each Department is 

therefore, to a greater or lesser degree, a key role-player in the 

integrated planning space. It is from this perspective that the 

APP of each Department was assessed to both test alignment 

to the PSDF, but also to probe for potential areas of improved 

planning and delivery inter-departmentally. 

Alignment and responsiveness to the PSDF and GPS

The assessment entailed questioning whether the relevant Department had considered 

and responded to the PSDF in its planning and budget allocations over the Medium Term 

Expenditure Framework (MTEF) period. If the relevant Department responded positively to 

this, then it was asked to consider how it had responded to the three spatial themes within 

the PSDF, which are: (i) Developing integrated and sustainable settlements; (ii) Opening up 

opportunities in the Space Economy; and (iii) Sustainable use of Provincial assets. A focussed 

and differentiated approach is followed to take uniqueness of each department into account.

Integrated planning and 

budgeting enables spatially 

targeted and integrated delivery 

which has a much greater 

impact than unfocussed and 

un-sequenced delivery by the 

respective organs of state. 
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The assessment also entailed questioning whether the relevant Department considered 

the recommendations of the GPS in its budget allocations. The first part of this assessment 

asked whether capital expenditure was being invested in towns and settlements with high 

to very high growth potential, building on the spatial logic underpinned by the PSDF and 

the study outcomes. Similarly, where a Department had social investment and expenditure, 

it was enquired as to whether such social investment and expenditure were being targeted 

at areas of high to very high socio-economic need. 

The pursuit of spatial performance in our prioritised geographical localities, especially in 

these austere financial times, further emphasises the need for improved spatial targeting 

as a specific strategic response. The level of alignment, measured as a percentage of total 

expenditure, however, requires further assessment during future PGMTEC assessments. 

Departmental APPs build on the WCG’s Provincial Strategic Goals (PSGs), but the weakness 

identified lies in the challenge experienced with practically linking spatial policy imperatives in 

the PSDF with Departmental focus areas and with understanding the purpose of imperatives 

such as the PSDF and GPS meaningfully. 

Evidence suggests that a handful of Departments that have progressed further in pursuit 

of integration, joint planning and alignment over the MTEF, have now improved further and 

have commenced with institutionalising evidence-driven, planning-led interventions, with 

increasing recognition of focussing on “crowding in” for selected spatially targeted localities. 

Alignment and responsiveness to municipal SDFs, as core component of the 
IDP

This assessment entailed questioning whether the relevant Department’s budget allocation 

over the MTEF was responsive to the municipal SDF, IDP and JPI priorities. It is critical to note 

that where infrastructure or services are delivered, the PSDF and GPS, as well as the municipal 

SDFs (which seek to integrate, coordinate and align all sectoral planning) are consulted when 

determining the physical location of services, facilities and infrastructure within the province. 

It is critical to acknowledge that each Department must ensure its involvement and adherence 

to the municipal SDFs and IDPs. In this regard it must be stressed that a municipal SDF and 

IDP must consists of the aligned strategies, programmes, plans and projects of all the organs 

of state within all three spheres of government. The municipal SDFs and IDPs, amongst 

others, indicate the development direction and location where a municipality seeks to place 

its services, facilities and infrastructure development into the future and also guides the 

sequencing of delivery (in the right place, but also at the right time) of the multiple services 

and facilities needed to establish a well-functioning, integrated and sustainable rural or urban 

human settlement. 
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Alignment and responsiveness to the plans and budgets of other  
WCG Departments 

This assessment entailed questioning whether the relevant Department’s budget allocation 

over the MTEF period was responsive to the planning and budgets of other WCG Departments. 

Within this assessment, it was highlighted that the Department of Human Settlements had a 

Human Settlement Pipeline, including a list of catalytic projects. Given the nature and scale 

of these projects, it was critical that each Department engaged with and, where required, 

responded to the creation of new human settlements in the province, whether from an 

infrastructure, services or facilities provision perspective. Critically, bulk infrastructure, roads, 

public transport, non-motorised transport, education facilities, health facilities, libraries, 

sports fields and open space requirements all need to be addressed, to entrench the ‘whole 

of society’ approach being promoted by the WCG. 

Perfect spatial alignment is a long-term goal. In many instances the delivery by certain 

Departments are still in response to pre-existing conditions or to delivery by other Departments 

– for example, health and education facilities being delivered in human settlements already 

developed a number of years ago. It is therefore acknowledged that a “transitional” approach 

with incremental, but steady improvements must be adopted, with a focus on the year-on-

year progress towards ultimately achieving spatial alignment, performance and integration. 

Progress should also not only be measured against the baselines of the past, but against 

future end goals. For example, measured against past performance, the delivery of housing 

opportunities to approximately 10 000 households per annum might seem acceptable, but 

could be seen in a different light when measured against the growing need and demand for 

housing opportunities. 

Developing integrated and sustainable settlements, opening up opportunities in the space-

economy and sustainable use of Provincial assets does not only call on each Department 

to do things differently, but also requires of each Department to do different things. Each 

Department’s strategy in terms of its contribution to the collective transition must be made 

explicit and be seen in terms of intent and actual impact. 
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Conclusion

For the WCG to be more responsive to the needs of the people of the Western Cape and 

to enhance the impact of its service delivery interventions, spatial alignment and spatial 

targeting must direct capital investment towards areas of greatest growth potential and 

socio-economic investment towards areas of greatest socio-economic need. This places 

emphasis on the need for improved advocacy of important Provincial policy imperatives. 

Moving forward, our collective challenge as a Provincial Government lies in what more can be 

done to better align planning and delivery in our province, especially given a context where 

sudden changes and disruptive technologies are becoming the order of the day and which puts 

static longer term planning and delivery plans at risk. Given this context, investment in ICT and 

data governance systems, partnering, strategic land assembly and development facilitation 

services should be paramount in the WCG toolkit to facilitate integrated management and 

spatially-targeted delivery. 

Discussions following the PGMTEC engagements in October 2015 illustrated the clear need to 

move away from static comprehensive master planning to more responsive, flexible, evidence 

informed, value based strategic planning, but our planning and delivery mechanisms also 

have to be firm enough to enable implementation with confidence. The PSDF is normatively 

firmly grounded and gives clear direction on the transitions to be made to become a more 

inclusive, spatially just and resilient Western Cape community by 2040.

CHRIZELLE KRIEL

Chief Town & Regional Planner: Spatial Planning

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
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THE MUNICIPAL ROLE IN LAND 
USE PLANNING TOWARD 

IMPLEMENTATION-ORIENTED 
SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT 

FRAMEWORKS
RIAAN VAN EEDEN

Arguably, municipalities have never had as much autonomy in 

terms of land use planning (LUP) related decision-making in 

the compilation and approval of their own Spatial Development 

Frameworks (SDFs) as they do now, under the reformed system 

of LUP legislation. With regard to municipal SDFs, this shift has 

been accompanied by significantly greater detail in terms of 

legislated minimum content requirements.81 However, rather than 

to delve into these, it is important to identify certain concerns 

with LUP and municipal SDFs in particular, that the new national 

LUP legislation seeks to address. These concerns are not new and 

were well-articulated in the White Paper on Spatial Planning and 

Land Use Management many years ago (South Africa. Department of Land Affairs, 2001) 

and more recently in the review of SDF practice (Du Plessis, 2013).

The central concern with LUP and municipal SDFs articulated in the White Paper and taken 

forward into the provisions of the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 

16 of 2013) (SPLUMA) relates to the need for greater emphasis on implementation and the 

facilitation of development. Critique is levelled at professional planners’ “unrealistic notions 

that simply because something is included in a plan it will necessarily happen,” with this lack 

in implementation viewed as a basis for “a sense of dissatisfaction with LUP.” (Ministry of 

Agriculture and Land Affairs, 2001:6). Whilst advances have been made in the last decade, if 

fostering a stronger developmental approach and emphasising the implementation of municipal 

SDF proposals is an underlying goal, how is this achieved? In this regard, three key development 

areas are highlighted, which hold promise for the advancement of implementation-oriented 

SDFs. These development areas advocate greater levels of integration between municipal 

SDFs and development management (land use/zoning) schemes, point to the value of 

evidence-based planning (LUP) in improving the implementation of municipal SDF proposals 

and finally, highlight opportunities for collaborative planning across various sectors to achieve 

more focused and aligned identification and implementation of municipal SDF proposals. 

The new municipal spatial 

planning and land use 

management decision-making 

structures: how do they speak 

to the future of planning in 

RSA? Reference is made to the 

opportunities and challenges 

for decision-making, IDP 

implementation and the role  

of the MSDF in the IDP.
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Development area 1
SDF implementation via development management (land use/zoning) schemes and 

decision-making 

It has been argued that municipal SDFs need to have a stronger link with development 

management (land use management) and specifically, with land use (zoning) schemes. 

Criticisms of municipal SDFs have focused on their vagueness and difficultly in interpreting for 

development management (land use management) (Harrison, 2008). This has perhaps been 

most evident in relation to more strategic and flexible municipal SDFs emerging from practice, 

free of comprehensive, modernist influenced master planning (LUP) approaches. In some 

cases though, elements of master planning (LUP) remain evident in SDFs seeking to provide 

greater certainty to land use management. Criticism is however levelled at these approaches 

due to their perceived inflexibility and static nature (Todes, Karam, Klug & Malaza, 2010; Clarke, 

1992). Despite this tension in approaches, there is a need for well-conceived municipal SDFs 

to play a strong influencing role in the process of obtaining development rights if they are 

to be effective in the implementation of the urban development patterns they portend to 

support. This is recognised by SPLUMA, which identifies SDFs as needing to determine the 

purpose, desired impact and structure of the municipal development management (land use / 

zoning management) scheme, as well as identifying where “shortened land use development 

procedures may be applicable and land use schemes may be so amended” (South Africa, 2014: 

32). It could be argued that this reflects an interventionist approach, with the municipal SDF 

providing key direction to the development management (land use management / zoning) 

scheme in order to achieve spatial goals. 

In relation to the need for closer alignment with land use management decision-making, 

municipal SDFs have generally reflected a ‘softer approach’ whereby land use guidance 

incorporated in the municipal SDF is taken into account in decision-making processes on 

development applications. In the case of the City of Cape Town (also referred to as “the 

City” in this article), a range of policy guidelines are included in the municipal SDF, as well 

as more detailed development guidelines at the district and sub-district scales incorporated 

into a series of eight district SDFs. In this context, the municipal SDF’s efficacy in achieving 

intended goals is to some extent dependent on the nature of decision-making and more 

importantly underlying zoning rights. On the other hand, the City’s Development Management 

Scheme (DMS) has been the subject of an extensive process of integration (of formerly 

fragmented schemes) and reform in response to the altered LUP environment. Despite this, 

the key means of implementing the municipal SDF via development management (land use 

management) has been on a case-by-case basis and the risk remains that the two functions 

tend to operate separately. 

The potential exists for a more facilitative approach whereby the intended developmental 

outcomes of the municipal SDF can be more directly pursued in a manner that has a real 

impact on land use rights. The City of Cape Town has responded to this opportunity in several 

ways, all of which are potentially significant in pursuing implementation of the municipal SDF. 
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Firstly, the ability of the City itself to change underlying land use rights to align with its SDFs 

and other LUP policy is enshrined within its recently adopted Municipal Planning LUP By-law 

(MPBL). In terms of its provisions, “the City may on its own initiative rezone land which it does 

not own to give effect to approved Spatial Development Frameworks and other City policies” 

(City of Cape Town, 2015: 30). This is viewed as an important enabling power allowing the 

City to more directly create the preconditions for desirable land use patterns to emerge in 

line with its SDFs. The potential benefits of such an approach allow the City to: 

 • Improve its ability to influence private sector investment by reducing risk and creating 

incentives for the sector to pursue positive forms of development in locations targeted 

by the municipal SDF (such as transit-orientated development). This, in turn, can 

generate efficiencies with other City investments. 

 • Contribute to redressing imbalances and removing potential regulatory obstacles to the 

development of small and medium-enterprises (SMEs) in areas planned as dormitory 

suburbs. 

These approaches are being pursued by the City of Cape Town82, however the test of these 

efforts will be in the evaluation of whether an adjustment in land use rights is the precondition 

necessary to stimulate development in a particular area or whether additional measures are 

required.

Secondly and in a similar vein, the City has included overlay zones within its DMS to allow 

for policy-led enhancements (or restrictions) to underlying base zoning rights. Amendments 

to the DMS, as a component of the MPBL, have seen the introduction of two new overlay 

zones.  The first makes provision for third dwelling units in designated areas in pursuit of the 

City’s densification agenda. The second pursues to enhance the land use preconditions for 

SMEs along suitable routes identified by municipal SDFs, by introducing new and appropriate 

primary use rights applicable in designated areas, which allows SMEs to operate legally.  This 

in turn means business owners can apply for and obtain a business licence (where necessary) 

and due to having legal business related land use rights, find it easier to access finance to 

support their business’ growth.

The City has also reviewed a range of other provisions of the DMS, which are viewed as 

potential levers to facilitate development in support of the SDFs, including the demarcation 

of Public Transport Zones aligned to its Integrated Public Transport Network where parking 

requirements have been relaxed. The review and development of municipal SDFs and linking 

them more directly to either amendments to the MPBL (and DMS) are regarded as areas 

worthy of further development and subsequent monitoring and evaluation. 

Development area 2
Evidence-led municipal SDF implementation 

A return to the analytical component of municipal SDFs as a development area when motivating 

for greater focus on implementation may appear contradictory. Indeed, concerns have been 
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raised regarding municipal SDFs as too often reflecting exhaustive, non-directional analyses 

rather than a deliberate exercise aimed at enabling strategic decision-making (South Africa, 

2014). There is a growing recognition that stronger and more targeted research in key sectors 

such as the space economy and bulk infrastructure planning is critical to improved chances 

of implementation (by a range of stakeholders) of urban restructuring proposals in municipal 

SDFs. These efforts have been argued to bring a far stronger sense of reality to LUP proposals. 

One of the areas where municipal SDFs have appeared weakest is in their understanding of 

property market performance and potential, with this leading to ill-advised proposals, which 

are not grounded in a sense of real urban potential of localities (Serfontein and Oranje, 2008). 

However, this has presented an area of real possibility in terms of LUP research. Constructive 

efforts have been made to better understand, quantify and differentiate the potential of 

localities in relation to one another and which potential public sector interventions may 

be suited to the development trajectory of these areas. For instance, both the provincial 

government, through its Growth Potential of Towns Study (2014) and the City of Cape Town, 

through its Economic Areas Management Programme (ECAMP), have undertaken research 

with outcomes being useful platforms for more informed municipal SDF policy making. 

Similar specialist work is underway in terms of the modelling of urban growth scenarios 

for metropolitan Cape Town and reviewing these in terms of the timing and nature of bulk 

infrastructure required to support this growth. 

It is argued that focused areas of investigation aimed at grounding the core proposals made in 

municipal SDFs, have a key role to play in their effective implementation. If the right questions 

are asked, they will shape municipal SDF proposals and lead to more nuanced strategies 

with a greater chance of achieving implementation objectives. Traditional approaches to 

the formulation of SDFs containing an analysis phase have the potential to be reconsidered. 

The opportunity exists for municipal professional planners to constantly strive for deeper 

understanding of the forces shaping the municipalities’ spatial form. This means getting 

involved and in some cases, leading multidisciplinary research studies, drawing the links 

between research and what this means for spatial policy and related implementation strategies 

and carefully considering, monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of these strategies. 

Development area 3
SDF implementation through collaboration in sector planning and municipal budgeting

Local government LUP departments do not have any significant budget to directly implement 

the proposals of municipal SDFs and their degree of influence over budgets is a point of 

contention (Magni, 2013). Thus, the likelihood of realising the municipal SDF’s spatial outcomes 

depends mainly on external parties, including the private sector and their decision-making 

rationality and public sector departments or decision-making structures to plan and implement 

in a manner that is supportive of the municipal SDF. In terms of the latter83, the most critical 

sectors include utility services planning with its own spatial logic, which has been argued to 

be more powerful in shaping the spatial structure of towns and cities than spatial planning, 

as well as transport and human settlements planning (Todes, 2008).
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Challenges have, however, been well-documented in terms of the lack of alignment and 

coordination between spatial plans and other sector planning activities (South Africa, 2011). 

These have perhaps been most frequently reflected in terms of apparent contradictions 

between the influence of public sector low income housing planning and roll out, with its 

associated capital investment and infrastructure requirements and the proposals of municipal 

SDFs (Harrison, 2008). These concerns have led to calls for spatial planning to lead the 

process of enhancing multi-disciplinary integration (South Africa, 2014). This direction has 

been emphasised by SPLUMA, which requires that the compilation of municipal SDFs’ 

implementation plans reflect sector requirements, including budgets and resources for 

implementation (South Africa, 2013).

Whilst one may argue that multi-disciplinary integration has always been a function of spatial 

planning, this requirement of municipal SDFs, which adds to other legislative SDF requirements 

around capital investment frameworks as per regulations promulgated under the MSA84, has 

further reinforced this expectation. How then is this to be achieved? 

Opportunity exists for enhancing spatial planning as a collaborative exercise by understanding 

the imperatives of other sectors and crafting the municipal SDF in a manner that guides, 

aligns and responds to their spatial strategies. This requires that professional planners become 

more active in sector planning processes (such as integrated transport plans, housing plans 

and bulk infrastructure planning) and view this involvement as an integral component of the 

process of municipal SDF development or amendment. The chances of this level of alignment 

occurring in a condensed municipal SDF compilation exercise may be limited. Opportunities 

for relationship building and collaborative planning need to be continuously sought by 

planners. The agenda should be around seeking opportunities for the further informing of 

SDF implementation and direction and fostering alignment of sector planning investments 

(with each other and the broader spatial vision) in order to achieve desired spatial objectives. 

Linked to the above, there appears to be renewed national focus on spatial planning as a 

means to integrate and align sector planning, with a particular focus on ‘spatial targeting’ as 

a means to inform the prioritisation of sector budgeting. Metropolitan municipalities compile 

Built Environment Performance Plans (BEPPs) annually, as per requirements of the Division 

of Revenue Act, 2015 (Act 1 of 2015) (DORA) in respect of their built environment related 

infrastructure grants (South Africa, 2015). A focus and expectation of these BEPPs is the 

centrality of the spatial planning process and its role in clearly influencing the allocation of 

capital funding and resultant service delivery implementation. The identification of prioritised 

areas for intervention by means of ‘spatial targeting’ (e.g. through the delineation of integration 

zones) is viewed as the key means for doing so and is likely to become increasingly important 

as greater demands are placed on limited resources such as funding (South Africa, 2015).

In the City of Cape Town, the Spatial Planning and Urban Design Department has been 

tasked with leading the compilation of the City’s BEPP, which puts professional planners at 

the centre of a multi-disciplinary process of coordination and alignment of planning (LUP) 
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and budgeting. This process has not only provided a platform for greater alignment within 

the City, but has begun to foster stronger efforts to align planning (LUP) and implementation 

across the spheres of government, including state-owned enterprises (SOEs). 

The BEPP processes have embraced a “progressive realisation of the intention of the BEPPs 

as a planning (LUP) instrument for spatial targeting linked directly to capital funding and 

expenditure” (Republic of South Africa, 2015: 23). This enables a process of incremental 

improvement and depth to BEPPs, which in turn supports a focus on building the necessary 

platforms for collaboration and quality of engagement rather than merely expecting an 

immediately fully compliant product. It is argued that such a progression model would be a 

useful frame within which to consider the improvement over time of municipal SDFs, in line 

with new legislative content requirements. This would allow for a modular-type focus whereby 

specialist items of work could be undertaken in identified areas requiring development and 

this could feed an incremental process of updating and amending municipal SDFs. Effort 

may then shift from purely a discreet and singular SDF document focus to a managed 

process whereby a “kit of SDF parts” is improved and added to over time. This could include 

evidence-based research to inform municipal growth management or sub-municipal planning 

(LUP). The latter would allow greater spatial focus on preparation processes for prioritised 

area-based investment programmes to inform sector budgeting and the implementation of 

spatial objectives. This work may in turn supplement an existing municipal SDF, lead to its 

amendment or form the basis for a new municipal SDF.  

Conclusion

Perhaps too much is expected of municipal SDFs. In trying to ensure compliance with new 

legislative content requirements, a risk exists around the temptation to follow a checklist 

approach to the inclusion of required sections in a municipal SDF document. As a counterbalance 

to this, an argument is put forward for the progressive realisation of more implementation-

oriented municipal SDFs, through highlighting three potential development areas as part of 

the process of LUP rather than merely the production of a mandatory document. The relative 

significance of these development areas may vary depending on local context, however it 

is necessary that the process of advancing municipal SDFs within municipalities begins to 

utilise potential levers for its implementation.

Municipal SDFs in this context will become a reflection of advancement beyond future spatial 

vision, goals, spatial concepts and associated policy statements, to tangible aligned actions 

which are planned, budgeted for and undertaken in order to realise municipal SDF proposals. 

RIAAN VAN EEDEN

District Manager: Spatial Planning 

CITY OF CAPE TOWN MUNICIPALITY
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THE INFLUENCE OF POST-1994
SPATIAL PLANNING POLICIES
CAN WE IMPROVE ON THEIR EFFECTIVENESS?

DANIE J DU PLESSIS

The spatial and structural inefficiencies of South African cities 

are well-documented (e.g. Simon, 1989; Drakakis-Smith, 1992; 

Maylam, 1995; Dewar, 2000; Schoonraad, 2000; Christopher, 

2001; Boraine & Crankshaw et al. 2006; du Toit, 2007) and include 

aspects such as fragmentation, segregation, comparatively low 

densities between groups, private transport dependence and 

unequal access to economic and social opportunities.

Many of these deficiencies can be traced back to pre-1994 policies 

and legislation and necessitated a new spatial planning policy 

framework. Despite the extensive transformation of the spatial 

planning policy framework and concerted planning efforts since 1994 aimed at restructuring 

the apartheid legacy, many of the abovementioned characteristics remain part of the broader 

urban landscape (Robins, 2002; Pieterse, 2004; Charlton et al., 2014). South Africa’s National 

Development Plan (NDP), as recently as 2012, conceded that little progress has been made 

in reversing apartheid geography (South Africa. National Planning Commission, 2012). This 

apparent limited impact of spatial planning processes and plans has been attributed to a 

number of factors, including challenges with the institutional coordination and alignment of 

spatial planning processes (Turok & Parnell, 2009), the limited integration of spatial planning 

with infrastructure and capital investment (Todes, 2008), ignorance of the informal sector in 

spatial planning (Harrison, Todes & Watson, 2008) and a lack of understanding of the space 

economy of South African cities (Serfontein & Oranje, 2008; van Huysteen et al, 2009).

Despite these claims, there is however a surprising paucity of comprehensive cross-city 

comparative empirical evidence to evaluate the extent of changes to South African city 

structures since 1994 and to objectively review the impact of the new generation of spatial 

policy and planning instruments. Quantitative studies that were conducted tend to have 

focused on individual cities (or pairs of cities) or single time periods and do not allow for 

comprehensive cross-city comparisons of structural and spatial changes (e.g. Turok, 2001; 

Donaldson & Kotze, 2006; Lemanski, 2006; Sinclair-Smith & Turok, 2012; Harrison et al., 2014). 

Moreover, despite the requirements for evaluation and monitoring of Spatial Development 

Frameworks (SDFs), neither SPLUMA nor the official guidelines for the preparation of SDFs 

(South Africa, 2014) provide any details regarding the monitoring and evaluation procedures, 

techniques and indicators to be applied. 

“There is a surprising paucity 

of comprehensive cross-city 

comparative empirical evidence 

to evaluate the extent of changes 

to South African city structures 

since 1994 and to objectively 

review the impact of the new 

generation of spatial policy and 

planning instruments.”
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The focus of this article is to consider the changes in some of the spatial elements of South 

African cities since 1994 and to reflect on the influence of spatial planning policies on these 

changes. The article begins with a brief outline of what I believe to be the South African spatial 

planning doctrine, and then proceeds to briefly review some changes in three core elements of 

this doctrine across four of South Africa’s metropolitan municipalities. The three core elements 

are: increased densities, increased land use mix and economic activity density. Each of these 

three sections also reflects on the possible influence of spatial planning policies on these 

changes. The final section concludes with some suggestions to improve the effectiveness of 

spatial planning policies and their ability to contribute towards reshaping our cities.

South African spatial planning ‘doctrine’

The concept of planning doctrine is best known from the work of Faludi who described 

the term doctrine as ‘a coherent body of thought’ (Faludi, 2000:312) concerning the spatial 

arrangements within an area, the development of that area and the way in which both of 

these aspects are handled in planning approaches. Planning doctrine reflects a number of 

key concepts combined into an overall principle of spatial organisation (often relying on a 

metaphor) and that influences the views of politicians and the public at large. A detailed 

literature review of post-1994 spatial policy documents, together with a content analysis of 

a range of municipal SDFs (du Plessis, 2014a) identified a number of spatial development 

goals and spatial planning concepts, which may indeed constitute the South African spatial 

planning doctrine.

These priority spatial development goals include sustainable development, densification 

and compact development, spatial and land use integration, strategically located economic 

growth and access to economic opportunities, and the optimum use of current infrastructure 

and efficient movement systems. This study also identified the application of a wide range 

of different spatial development concepts to give practical effect to these goals. A total of 

19 broad spatial concepts and 90 detailed spatial planning categories were identified in the 

15 SDFs that were reviewed in detail. Two of these spatial concepts stood out by far as the 

most widely used elements: development/activity corridors, and a hierarchical nodal structure.

Many of these goals and concepts are strongly influenced by and based on the influential 

work of Dewar & Uytenbogaardt (1991). They argued that a compact city form is a central 

precondition for the achievement of high-performance urban environments and that the 

multifunctional use of space and facilities is both desirable and economically essential. They 

also identified increased densities and the integration of urban activities and land uses as 

central amongst the required conceptual changes for the transition of South African cities 

onto a more positive urban developmental path. The concepts of ‘compaction’, ‘densification 

of urban form’, ‘mixed land use’ and ‘access to economic opportunities’ have thus become 

entrenched in the South African spatial planning approach since the early 1990’s, and can be 

viewed as key elements of the overarching South African spatial planning doctrine.
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These concepts consistently remained part of the spatial planning policy agenda ranging 

from the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) in 1994, introducing spatial 

planning concepts such as ‘more compact cities’ and ‘densification and unification of the 

urban fabric’, right up to the promulgation of SPLUMA in 2013 that includes, as one of its 

principles, the promotion of land development in locations that limit urban sprawl and are 

sustainable. The notion of compact cities by pursuing increased densities, greater levels of 

land use mix, increased access to economic opportunities and structure along a system of 

nodes and corridors probably best summarise the consistent post-1994 spatial planning 

doctrine. The subsequent sections briefly consider the evolving changes in four of South 

Africa’s metropolitan municipalities — Johannesburg, Cape Town, eThekwini and Tshwane 

— relating to population density, land use mix, economic activity patterns and the apparent 

influence of SDFs on these changes.

Population density

Quantitative indicators for measuring the size and density of urban form could take on various 

dimensions. The first dimension includes various measures of population density such as 

gross population density, net population density, housing stock composition and measures of 

the spatial variation of population density, and is regarded as comprising the most common 

measures of urban form (Burton, 2002). The second dimension focuses on built-up densities 

and is generally measured by exponential or power functions based on the principle of a 

continuous gradient of decreasing built-up densities (Bertaud & Malpezzi, 2003) or a double 

linear function that differentiates between central and peripheral gradients of built-up surfaces 

(Guerois & Pumain, 2008). The third dimension of measuring urban density patterns involves 

the evolution of urban spread over time and measures the increase in built-up surface areas 

within constantly defined parameters. 

Table 1: Population density indicators

City

Urban  
footprint 

growth (%)  
1994-

2009/10

Population growth 
1996-2011 (%)

Net density 2011 
(persons/ha)

Net density increase 
1996 to 2011  
(persons/ha)

SDF focus 

areas

Total city SDF focus 

areas

Total city SDF focus 

areas

Total city

 Cape Town 11.9 49.4 47.1 85.2 68.1 23.2 16.3

 Johannesburg 39.9 30.6 76.8 69.6 55.0 3.0 11.5

 Tshwane 26.3 61.3 68.3 45.1 41.2 8.1 10.3

 eThekwini 22.0 36.0 52.8 56.6 48.5 10.0 9.8

Source: du Plessis & Boonzaaier, 2015
*Based on extent of urban development footprint and not administrative boundaries

The extent of the physical expansion of the urban footprint between 1994 and 2010 varied 

from 11.9% in Cape Town to as high as 39.9% in the case of Johannesburg. In all four cities, 

the densities within the municipal SDF focus areas were higher than the overall city level 

population densities. These densities in the SDF focus areas, however, partially reflect historical 
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urban development patterns and are not necessarily indicative of the influence of spatial 

policies and principles. A comparison of the change in population densities between 1996 

and 2011 within the SDF focus areas and the overall city level density figures reveals a 

somewhat different picture. Only Cape Town and eThekwini experienced higher population 

density increases within the SDF focus areas compared to the city level figures. Although 

the population densities in Johannesburg and Tshwane also increased somewhat within the 

SDF focus areas, these increases were lower than the comparative overall city level figures.

Figure 1: Annual built-up ratio increase 1994 - 2010

The annual built-up footprint ratio increase relative to distance from the city centre is a 

further indicator providing some indication of the influence of policy measures to achieve 

more compact urban structures. 

Comparatively higher annual growth rates closer to the city centre could be indicative of the 

influence of densification and compaction policies whereas high growth rates at increasing 

distances from the city centre could signify more dominant deconcentration forces.

Cape Town (1993-2009)
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The growth patterns of all four cities are characterised by relatively low levels of physical 

growth (generally below 2% per annum) at distances up to 20 km from the city centre, and 

areas of most rapid physical growth at distances between 20km and 30 km from the city 

centre (between 3% and 4% per annum). In the case of Pretoria and Durban, the maximum 

increase occurred at distances of 20km and 26km from the city centre and in Cape Town 

and Johannesburg at 32km and 38km respectively. 

Cities that were most successful in achieving increased population densities within a defined 

spatial structure were able to limit the extent of the residential footprint growth, although not 

necessarily always at the idealised locations in proximity to the historical city centres. These 

results indicate that although historical city centres still dominate the South African urban 

landscape, a more decentralised structure is emerging with the most significant physical 

growth at increasing distances from the historical city centres (du Plessis & Boonzaaier, 

2015). The overall goal of increasing population densities achieved some measure of success 

between 1996 and 2011 but, as depicted in Figure 2, failed to focus population growth in a 

defined structure of nodes and corridors. 

Land use mix

The notion of mixed land use implies the location of compatible land uses in close proximity 

to one another. In its simplest form, indicators of land use mix normally concentrate on a 

broad type of mixes, such as proximity of residential uses and commercial facilities. There is, 

however, a much broader range of measures of land use mix that can be classified into three 

categories: accessibility (or proximity), intensity (or magnitude) and distribution pattern. Song 

and Rodriguez (2005:9) describe these concepts as follows: “Accessibility is the degree to 

which mixed land activities are easy to reach by residents; intensity is the volume or magnitude 

of mixed land uses present in an area, and pattern is the way in which different types of land 

uses are organised in an area.” If the identified municipal SDF spatial principles and concepts 

in support of increased levels of land use mix within defined nodes and corridors achieved 

meaningful results, it would imply higher levels of land use mix within these SDF focus areas 

relative to the overall city-wide figures. More importantly, the expectation is that the land 

use mix trajectories between 1994 and 2010 within the defined SDF focus areas will show 

higher levels of change compared to the trends at an overall city scale. 
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The information portrayed in Table 2 confirms higher levels of land use mix within the municipal 

SDF defined spatial focus areas. In the case of Cape Town, Johannesburg and eThekwini, 

the 2010 values for the intensity-based indicator (percentage of Environmental Assessments 

(EAs) containing four or more land use types) within the defined focus areas are higher than 

the comparative figures of the entire city, while the values of the pattern-based indicator 

(land use mix index) in all four cities are between 15% and 48% higher in the municipal SDF 

focus areas compared to the entire city.

Table 2: Land use mix indicators

City

Percentage EAs ≥ 4 land uses Mean LUMI value

Entire city Within SDF focus areas Entire city Within SDF focus areas

94 09/10 Change 94 09/10 Change 94 09/10 Change 94 09/10 Change

Cape Town 21.6 20.4 -1.2 28.1 25.2 -2.9 6.7 6.9 0.2 8.6 8.4 -0.2

Johannesburg 15.2 18.2 3.0 16.8 21.8 5.0 5.5 6.2 0.7 6.7 7.4 0.7

Tshwane 14.4 13.4 -1.0 12.9 12.9 0.0 5.2 5.3 0.1 5.8 6.1 0.3

eThekwini 18.0 18.6 0.6 28.2 28.6 0.4 6.2 6.2 0.0 9.3 9.2 -0.1

However, the results reflected in Figure 3 and Table 2 reveal that the areas with the most 

significant increases in land use mix values do not coincide with the focus areas defined in 

the SDFs. None of the cities experienced increases in land use mix in these focus areas that 

are notably higher than the overall city level figures. A notable trend evident from Figure 3 

is that the most significant increases in land use mix occurred outside the defined SDF focus 

areas, including some of the historically low-income suburbs of these cities. Although both 

the intensity and pattern-based indicators revealed generally higher levels of land use mix 

within the SDF focus areas compared to overall aggregate city level figures, the levels of 

change between 1994 and 2010 however indicate that the areas with the most significant 

increases show only limited correlation with the focus areas defined in the SDFs.

Spatial economic patterns

One of the key tension points in spatial planning in South Africa is the interplay and associated 

trade-offs between the need for economic growth and competitiveness on the one hand, and 

the need for socio-economic redress on the other (du Plessis, 2015). The NDP cited a lack 

of understanding of economic principles, market forces and commercial realities amongst 

planners and other built environment professionals, as one of the difficulties facing the 

planning system in South Africa (South Africa. National Planning Commission, 2012: 275). 

Todes (2008) hence suggested that planners need a deeper understanding of urban economic 

space and mechanisms through which planning relates to markets. As a practical measure, 

the NDP proposes that new urban development and infrastructure investments should be 

focused around corridors of mass transit and around existing and emergent economic nodes, 

applying internationally-accepted principles of transit-oriented development (South Africa. 

National Planning Commission, 2012:285).

Source: du Plessis, 2015
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.

Figure 2: Population density change 1996-2011
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Figure 3: Change in land use mix index 1994 - 2010
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Figure 4: Cluster-outlier analysis of changes in economic activity density 1994 - 2010
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Figure 4 provides a spatial statistical overview of the economic activity density pattern in 

the four case study cities, and specifically focuses on the extent of clustering of economic 

activities relative to the SDF focus areas. Economic activity density is measured by the 

number of commercial or industrial building structures per hectare in each spatial unit of 

analysis. In order to determine the statistical significance of the observed spatial patterns, 

the Anselin Local Moran I Technique (cluster-outlier analysis) was applied to the data. The 

purpose of this is to determine whether these spatial patterns exhibit statistically significant 

clustering or dispersion, and provide evidence of significant underlying spatial processes. 

High positive local Moran I values imply that the unit under analysis has similar high or low 

values as its neighbours, and these can therefore be regarded as spatial clusters. A high 

negative local Moran I value means that the value of the unit under analysis is different from 

the values of its surrounding locations and that the location under study is a spatial outlier 

(Zhang & Lin, 2008). 

The historic economic activity pattern in all four cities is still largely clustered around traditional 

CBD areas and some of the historical nodes located along the major transport corridors. 

However, more important from the perspective of the influence of SDFs, are the changes in 

the economic activity patterns between 1994 and 2010. The cluster-outlier analysis results of 

changes in economic activity density between 1994 and 2010 presented on Figure 4 provide 

a clear indication of the extensive decentralisation of economic activity in newly emerging 

nodes away from the traditional CBD areas. These changes also provide an indication of the 

extent to which these patterns have been influenced by the key elements of the SDFs over 

this period. In the case of eThekwini, the increase in the number of statistically significant 

economic activity clusters located within the SDF focus areas between 1994 and 2010 were 

more than double the overall city level trends. In the other three cities, the increases were 

between 29% and 61% higher in the SDF focus areas. The clustering of economic activity growth 

is generally located in proximity of the identified nodes and corridors but not necessarily 

within the demarcated areas as anticipated by the SDFs. 

How can the effectiveness of spatial planning be improved?

The influence of spatial planning policies on three key elements of the South African spatial 

planning doctrine (increased population density, land use mix, and economic activity intensity 

through the implementation of a network of development nodes and corridors) revealed 

varying levels of success and effectiveness. In view of these modest impacts of the spatial 

planning policies and key elements of the spatial planning doctrine since 1994, the question 

then is how can the effectiveness of spatial planning policies and concepts be improved? 

Some of the potential answers are well recognised and documented, and include aspects 

such as dealing with institutional capacity constraints, improving the alignment between 

different spheres and sectors of government, and reforming the legal framework of spatial 

planning. There are, however, also a number of other more subtle and lesser-articulated but 

equally important areas of improvement.
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Firstly, the results indicated that the municipal SDFs also resulted in unplanned consequences 

and unintended outcomes (both positive and negative) that were not necessarily expected 

or specified in the plans. The total change resulting from plan implementation can thus be 

regarded as the sum of planned change and unanticipated change (Calkins, 1979). Although 

the most recent legislation and guidelines governing the preparation and implementation 

of SDFs make specific provision for an elaborate monitoring and evaluation component, no 

details are provided regarding the monitoring and evaluation procedures, techniques and 

indicators to be applied. This lack of clear guidance is further complicated by the fact that 

empirical research on planning evaluation generally tends to focus on the characteristics and 

quality of plans and planning practice, with little attention to the achievement of plan objectives 

and policies in practice. What is thus required to evaluate the success and impact of spatial 

plans and policies is a robust framework incorporating the different stages of the planning 

process, the relevant approach to evaluation at each stage, the fundamental concepts and 

components associated with the relevant evaluation in each stage, and relevant indicator 

types to monitor and measure these concepts.

Secondly, and relative to the first aspect referred to above, is the reality that planning and 

spatial planning are not limited to formal plans and processes but that they also occur outside 

of formal planning processes and organisations. The format and physical outcomes of these 

informal processes can take on different dimensions such as infrastructure provision, land 

and housing, and decision-making processes. Research has indicated that informality largely 

remains unrecognised in spatial planning and that very few SDFs reflect any clear spatial 

proposals for the informal sector (du Plessis, 2014a). The informal component of South African 

cities is likely to remain an inherent element of the urban landscape in the foreseeable future, 

and will require more than a fleeting reference in the spatial plans.

Thirdly, urban and regional planners in South Africa operate within a rapidly changing 

environment, not only locally but also globally and the theory and principles on which planners 

base their planning processes and spatial planning products may be in need of urgent 

review. Among the most prominent developments, is the ever-increasing attention paid by 

urban theorists to social norms and behaviour as well as the increasing dominance of the 

‘post’ in concepts such as postmodernism, post-positivism and post-Fordism (Allmendinger, 

2002) to the extent that Harrison (2014:67) argued that post-positivism eroded the concept 

that ‘planning deals with material reality’. These changing theoretical approaches and the 

emergence of more complex and polycentric urban structures in South Africa may require a 

re-evaluation of the dominant spatial planning principles and the application and relevance 

thereof under different circumstances. 

The fourth point that planners need to realise is that they are nothing if nobody takes their 

plans seriously. There is a large body of literature dealing with the issue of power and influence 

in the production of urban space, which recognises that planners and politicians may often 

compete in the same space for the right to engage in and initiate planning. One of the biggest 

challenges regularly faced by planners are politically motivated ‘mega-projects’ or ‘game 
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changer projects’ conceived outside of the spatial planning process and outcomes. Planners 

must therefore be able to craft intellectual planning arguments with political resonance (and 

relevance).

In addition, planners must be self-critical and question whether they are overly ambitious or 

underachieving. Should the plan and its goals be more ambitious and visionary, or should 

it be limited to what seems plausible within empirically-determined boundaries? Closely 

related to this issue is the question of whether the non-achievement of objectives is due to 

poor performance or unreasonable expectations? Planners thus often take the precaution of 

defining vague goals or very broad and conceptual spatial concepts otherwise ‘their failure 

is evident for all to see’ (Wildavsky, 1973: 139). This is directly related to the first point as 

outlined above, and emphasises the importance of implementing both performance and 

conformance-based plan evaluation processes.

A sixth important aspect is that the achievement of the goals and intentions of spatial plans 

not only requires the consent but also the commitment of all role players. Merely obtaining 

the input or consent from parties – especially in a bureaucratic sense – in no way implies the 

commitment to implementation, and as Wildavsky (1973:143) bluntly put it is often ‘a way 

of sharing the blame in case things go wrong rather than a shared commitment’. Planners 

should thus strive to be more ambitious in their spatial planning endeavours rather than 

taking the more conservative route for the sake of administrative compliance. The resulting 

spatial plans should be easy to understand, compelling and inspiring in order to foster a spirit 

of true commitment rather than consent.

Finally, planners should avoid the “new plan syndrome”. Notwithstanding the practical and 

legal requirements emanating from the implementation of SPLUMA and the resulting need 

to revisit existing spatial plans, the overall aim in the longer term should be to undertake 

less, but better-informed planning.

DANIE J DU PLESSIS

UNIVERSITY OF STELLENBOSCH
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CHAPTER 6
UNLOCK NEW VALUE 

THROUGH INNOVATION 

“There is a way to do it better – find it.”

 Thomas Edison  

1847 - 1931 
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
AS KEY TO INFORMED & 

RELEVANT DECISION MAKING
HELENA JACOBS • JULIEN RUMBELOW

It was Stephen Covey who famously said “start with the end in 

mind”.

However, what is to be done when the trajectory does not have a 

single or static “end in mind”, but is rather a constantly evolving 

and dynamic response to exceedingly complex circumstances, 

continuously and progressively having to realise a number of 

outcomes? 

“Imagine therefore a community where unprecedented social 

inclusion has been enabled, community health has improved, and indicators for distributed 

wealth and security have soared. Some are making seriously courageous inroads into new 

areas of trade, commerce, industry and development that nobody believed could be possible 

in a sustainable, equitable and effective way, but it is actually happening. In fact, there is 

efficiency too, and that’s not the half of it.”

In How to Run a Government, Sir Michael Barber sketches the importance of government, 

with emphasis on why failing is simply not an option. According to Barber (2015), “the reality 

is that the process by which government delivers results ‘is vitally important’”.

Citizens expect immeasurably more of government. In this, the ‘Information Technological 

Age’, the quintessence of societal expectations is that, in short – delivery matters.

The ‘science of delivery’85, city-making and the role of knowledge 
management 

The year 2015 saw the dawn of a new land use planning (LUP) legislative paradigm in South 

Africa, with the coming into effect of the national Spatial Planning and Land Use Management 

Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA) and the Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 

(Act 3 of 2014) (LUPA), as well as parallel support mechanisms at local municipal level on 1 

July 2015. This radical transformation of both the legislative and political arenas came after 

the demise of the previous failed apartheid regime, where millions of South Africans were left 

destitute; facing the legacy challenges of entrenched spatial injustice, deep-seated poverty 

and inequality.

“Improved integrated planning 

through development 

planning systems, knowledge 

management and research, and 

how this will support relevant 

considerations in decision 

making and ultimately the 

outcomes achieved.”
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This context means that understanding the ‘science of delivery’ becomes essential for leaders 

in government who want to be successful. Whereas leaders will usually have an agenda, a set 

of commitments and beliefs about how they would like the world to be different, understanding 

the science of delivery is a skill; a desirable – albeit scarce skill.

The ‘science of delivery’

Popular belief, as noted by Barber (2015) in the words of Matthew d’Ancona, leading British 

political commentator is that, “… there is no drama in delivery (…) only a long, grinding haul 

punctuated by public frustration with the pace of change”. Marty Linsky of Harvard Business 

School, on the other hand urges leaders to be “relentlessly optimistic about the possibility of 

changing the world and brutally realistic about the difficulty of getting it done”. This requires 

engaging the intelligence through dispassionate and cool analysis delivered emotionally.

It follows that “… by making a problem transparent, you create the conditions for solving 

it”. For this you need data, data with influence – good, timeous and quality data that builds 

confidence and drives action. Many governments around the world struggle with the so-called 

wicked challenge of data integrity. 

Writing in Voices on Society, president of the World Bank, Jim Yong Kim, noted in Barber, 

(2015) put the case in plain terms:

“Over the past few centuries, evidence-based delivery systems have revolutionised our 

lives. They have shown us what can work. The problem is that we still lack a framework for 

systematically understanding what does work in a given time and place...Now development 

agencies can fulfil their public trust by creating a science of delivery that will compile global 

delivery knowledge and mobilise it for practice.”

Tony O’Connor, a founding father of ‘delivery science’ urges three lessons about how to 

ensure that data has influence – thus ensuring data integrity as noted in Barber (2015):

 • You first have to collect it, 

 • then ask the right questions, and finally

 • present the data in a compelling way. 

Ultimately, what is important is the process of delivery and measuring the outcomes thereof; 

because the success or otherwise of government is fundamental to the prosperity and well-

being of us all, which, in turn depends on well-functioning markets and democracies, as 

Barber (2015) puts it: “We fool ourselves if we set up a false dichotomy between markets 

and governments, since the functioning of one depends absolutely on the other”.

This is of particular importance given the significant role that cities and major urban centres 

have to play in the space economy of regions.

Cities and regions have been, and are still being profoundly modified in their structures, and 

conditioned in their growth dynamics by the interplay of the three major, interrelated, historical 
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processes of the last four to five decades. These are popularly referred to as the technological 

revolution (mainly based in information technologies), globalisation, and what Castells & Hall 

(1994) refer to as the “informational revolution”. The First Industrial Revolution witnessed the 

application of new energy sources to methods of production. The mid-nineteenth century 

witnessed another revolution with the birth of modern transportation and communication 

facilities. The Second Industrial Revolution occurred with the invention of high-speed consumer 

packaging technologies that gave rise to mass production and distribution systems. The 

creation of excess capacity and drops in production costs resulted from both revolutions, 

with profound outcomes on urbanisation. 

Through technologically-enabled networking, the scene is now set for the “control revolution” 

era – a dynamic and fast-changing era of unprecedented urbanisation, coupled with climate 

change – whilst we are still grappling with increasing inequality challenges over and above 

the now institutionalised legacy challenges in South Africa.

In positioning itself in pursuit of becoming the best regional government in the world, 

the Western Cape Government has recognised that these three processes related to the 

technological revolution, globalisation and the informational revolution are interlinked. 

The informational economy is a global economy. This is, according to Castells & Hall (1994) 

due to the fact that the productive capacity generated by the new productive forces needs 

constant expansion in a world market dominated by a new hierarchy of economic power. 

This power is decisively dependent on information and technology, and is less and less 

conditioned by the cost of labour and raw materials.

The technological revolution provides the necessary infrastructure for the process of formation 

of the global, informational economy, and it in turn is fostered by the functional demands 

generated by this economy. The crux of the argument is that new information technologies 

are critical for the processes and forms of the new economy, on at least three levels:

 • Firstly, they provide the material basis for the integration of economic processes 

worldwide, while keeping the necessary organisational flexibility for such processes. 

 • Secondly, industrial producers of new technologies have been some of the fastest 

growing sectors in the world economy over the last three decades or so.

 • Thirdly, the information-driven technological transformation of the global economy 

requires a rapid modernisation process of all sectors so that they are able to compete 

in a more open economy. Technological diffusion has thus become a precondition of 

competitive advancement and the realisation of set trajectories.

These dynamics predominantly play out in cities, leading to a number of consequences (of 

which at least some are unintended), as well as new complex and disruptive behaviours. 

In the context of rapidly shifting demographics, contemporary economic revolutions, the 

recent ‘Great Recession’, radical change in connectivity and citizen frustration amidst a 

growing disconnect between government and citizens. N. Mele (cited in Lydon & Garcia, 

2015) observes that: 
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“Although we haven’t yet realised it, our societies are on the cusp of a transformation as 

dramatic as the one the Athenians wrought when they decided to elect leaders instead of 

choosing them by birth right. We have a tremendous opportunity to reimagine the kind of 

society we want to live in and bring it into being.”

City-making – the city in history

In singing praise to the city, it was the great Lewis Mumford (1961) who, in his book ‘The City 

in History’, once said: “Before the city was the hamlet and the shrine and the village: before 

the village, the camp, the cache, the cave, the cairn; and before all these was a disposition 

to social life that man plainly shares with many animal species”. 

According to history, the location usually made sense - some defensible places, on a hill or 

an island, or somewhere near an extractable resource, or the confluence of two transport 

routes. Perceivably, what happened next was ad hoc. The people who worked in the forts, 

the mines, the ports or the warehouses needed places to eat, to sleep, to worship etcetera. 

Infrastructure thus threaded through the hustle and bustle — water, sewage, roads, trolleys, 

gas, electricity — in vast networks of improvisation. Although, planned exceptions are found, 

such as: Alexandria, Roman colonial towns, certain districts in major Chinese cities and 

Haussmann’s Paris. 

The perceivably exclusive emotional, almost romantic connect that Mumford had with the 

city is however not just his domain any more. Rogers (2015), in the latest ‘Cities by Design’ 

publication, observes in the editorial overview that: 

“…A century, plus or minus, after human beings started putting their minds toward designing 

cities as a whole, things are getting good. High tech materials, sensor networks, new science, 

and better data are all letting architects, designers, and planners work smarter and more 

precisely. Cities are getting more environmentally sound, more fun, and more beautiful. … 

The cities of tomorrow might still self-assemble haltingly, but done right, the process won’t 

be accidental. A city shouldn’t just happen anymore. Every block, every building, every brick 

represents innumerable decisions. Decide well, and cities are magic.” 

The role of knowledge management in understanding cities

Perhaps there is something more that we can learn from the city civilisations of the past; 

what enabled them to grow and what ultimately brought about their demise. 

All too often, a city’s success has brought with it wealth which has in turn attracted inward 

migration and expansion, and further success until certain saturation levels are reached in 

terms of the ecological services that exist to sustain the city. These become strained due to 

growth and consequently become less resilient, even marginal, and ultimately susceptible 

to tipping points and system collapse. 

Essentially, history has taught us to look for both human and environmental resilience in our 
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LUP, and it is essential that we remain conscious that cities are made up of people. Declines 

in the wellbeing of people often portend the demise of cities themselves. Studies show that 

the end of Ancient Rome coincided for instance with high levels of lead poisoning in its 

population. This has been largely attributed to the lead pipes that supplied water to the city 

(Retief & Cilliers, 2006). While this case is considered somewhat unique, controversial and 

extreme, it demonstrates a larger concept - that a city’s fortunes are linked to the health and 

well-being of its people. This in turn is largely dependent on the wider supporting ecological 

services provided by nature, and how these are accessed, used and sustained over time. 

Systems to share and use information can enable effective resilient strategies. We stand 

at the dawn of a potential golden era if we are able to seize the opportunity at hand. We 

have access to all of the knowledge and technology needed to ensure a good life for all, 

and we still have a relatively healthy planet. We certainly have the ability to change certain 

unsustainable behaviours. The South African Constitution, SPLUMA and LUPA provide a 

great platform for the inclusive research and experimental development necessary to find 

the paths to fulfilling this vision.

The biggest challenge however still lies ahead – the new LUP dispensation only provides a 

point of access to immense opportunities. Whether we use these opportunities, or how we 

use them will ultimately determine how history will view the legacy of our epoch. 

Coetzer (2016) however indicates that the complex relationship that exists between science, 

policy and practice does not assist. Regardless of increasing awareness and vast amounts of 

data and information, the gap between academic research and practice, especially so within 

the fields of natural resource management, biodiversity conservation, LUP and environmental 

decision-making remains considerable. 

Never before has the need for delivery of empirical and scientific evidence been more 

important, with emphasis on its translation to on-the-ground action or into usable knowledge 

for policy makers. The Mayan civilisation began to abandon their great cities one after the other 

from about 850AD after years of great prosperity. Research indicates the Mayan civilisation 

floundered from a drought that lasted about 100 years. Evidence, however, also suggests 

that this was partly exacerbated by the very land-use patterns used to sustain their primary 

industry of agriculture. Pursuit of more harvest led to deforestation, large-scale canals to 

drain land for agriculture, intensive farming of dominant crop varieties that were not climate 

resistant (notably the Mayan staple of Maize), and an economy that was largely based on 

agriculture and growth in urbanisation. These and other factors combined to ensure that the 

Mayan network of connected cities did not survive the onslaught of climate change (Lane, 

Horn & Kerr, 2014).
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All this, despite the fact that the Mayan civilisation possessed all of the technological advances 

available to record intricate and considerable amounts of data as recorded in scrolls, books, 

and even carved into stone. It is what they did, or did not do with the data that now illustrates 

the importance of garnering intelligence from data in order for it to matter. History now 

depicts how the lack of coordination, intelligent interpretation of data and application of 

the results thereof, contributed to the demise of a civilisation that was arguably one of the 

most advanced ever.

A development planning intelligence management system 

The complexities that face LUP, specifically in relation to policy development, led inter alia 

to the establishment of a development planning intelligence management function in the 

Western Cape Government in April 2015: The Department of Environmental Affairs and 

Development Planning that deals with, amongst other matters:

 • the navigation of nonlinear and frequently changing processes that are unpredictable;

 • interdependent problems within the implementation phase; and

 • the diversity of involved stakeholders.

The development planning intelligence management system aims to better inform policy, 

programme, spatial planning, land use management, land development, investment and 

project level decision-making to achieve a transition from ineffective and apartheid spatial 

patterns to integrated, more equitable, connected, resilient and functional settlements. 

Spatial planning, land use and development decisions can ensure that people are able to live 

closer to their places of work, and also in a more socially-inclusive way. Public rail transport can, 

for example, also be enabled to drastically reduce our individual share of dangerous emissions 

from fuel consumption on a daily basis. Conventional construction material production can 

be curtailed through new infrastructure projects that use alternative materials that are safe 

for the environment. South Africa is at a crossroad. We bear some remarkable similarities 

in our state of environment context and in land use planning practices to the Mayan People 

1000 years ago. 

The message in this is that whereas various attempts at national spatial development planning 

over the past 80 years rarely had any direct impacts on the conduct of government business, 

Oranje & Merrifield (2010) argues that government as a whole will need to do it differently 

this time. LUP and built environment professionals will need to reimagine the exploration of 

planning knowledge, and also regulation in different ways – consequently, LUP intervention 

would even require a more hard-edged form of governance, leaning more in the direction of 

intervention and control from time to time where required. 

Regulation in this context of development planning requires a system viewed positively in 

regulating the city system against informed standards, which are based on principles and 

norms guiding oversight and support actions. This is also referred to by Perloff (cited in 

Sandercock, 1998) as LUP that is a “kind of decision-technology”. 
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Ultimately, the success of this must be measured against the level of passion for the city as 

a living organism and understanding the DNA of its social fabric down to detailed practical 

insight. This concept, referred to by Sandercock (1998) as “practical wisdom” requires the 

planning process to draw on local knowledge. 

Conclusion 

According to Sandercock (1998) “to know a city is to know its streets...and who knows those 

streets better than those who live in them and use them? And who knows the needs of a 

village better than the villagers?”

The knowledge of today’s villagers, town’s people and city dwellers must somehow be distilled 

and reflected on for the benefit of all. Our social, economic and physical environments should 

be properly understood in order to inform inclusive, responsive and flexible LUP. Modern 

information systems and technology can assist in empowering people with the information 

necessary for integrated evidence-based decision-making through effective knowledge 

management. 

We should learn from the past and the present, but most importantly we must also be ready 

to learn to do whatever is needed to collectively embrace an exciting envisioned future. A 

golden era is within reach and we must seize the opportunity with both hands – carpe diem. 

HELENA JACOBS

Director: Intelligence Management & Research

JULIEN RUMBELOW

Economist: Intelligence Management & Research

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
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TURNING CITY DATA INTO 
ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE

CAPE TOWN’S ECAMP TOOL

CLAUS RABE • ELOISE ROUSSEAU

The Economic Areas Management Programme (ECAMP) is 

introduced as a ground-breaking example of an evidence-based 

planning tool that turns administrative data into actionable 

information. This article, building on the paper by Rabe, McGaffin 

and Crankshaw (2015), focuses on the practice rather than the 

theory of this tool in light of the new land use planning (LUP) 

legislative regime.

New tools required in the spatial planner’s arsenal 

‘The Law of the Hammer’

“I suppose it is tempting, if the only tool you have is a hammer, to treat everything as if it 

were a nail.” Abraham Maslow, 1966

The Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) (SPLUMA) and the 

Western Cape Land Use Management Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 2014) (LUPA) promote principles 

that require consideration of spatial justice, spatial sustainability and urban efficiency goals 

(South Africa. Spatial Planning and Land Use Management act 2013; Land Use Planning act 

2014). LUPA further states that “…cities should be developed whereby the social, economic, 

institutional and physical aspects of land development are integrated”. However, when the 

prevailing cognitive map of the city is that of a checkerboard of discrete neighbourhoods 

competing for limited resources, the inherent tension between equity, sustainable growth 

and efficiency agendas facing the developmental local government overwhelms the problem 

definition and the resultant policy action. Politicians and policymakers continue to resort to 

highly localised interventions despite broad consensus that this over-reliance on a familiar 

tool86 has been costly and largely ineffective in realising broader developmental objectives 

(Wellings & Black, 1986; Todes, 2013).

The observed ineffectiveness of past place-based interventions is ascribed to the inherently 

arbitrary and political rather than technical nature of defining the location problem (Tunstall 

& Lupton, 2003; Pugalis, 2013). These admittedly ‘second-best’ solutions require less political 

capital and information compared to system-wide interventions. By elevating the local over 

the systemic as the cause of and solution to urban problems, the prevailing approach ignores 

the impact of the economic topography (consisting of forces of agglomeration and mobility) 

in shaping the developmental outcomes of interventions. Ignoring the myriad of hidden 

This article reflects on the 

need for better tools to help 

policymakers intervene and 

act amid increasingly complex 

problems with an improved 

understanding of the broader 

urban systems in which they 

operate.
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interconnections between neighbourhoods, this policy myopia locks in suboptimal local 

outcomes and gradually undermines the resilience of the overall system (Rabe et al., 2015).

More recently, intense pressure to stimulate economic growth amid tightening fiscal conditions 

has precipitated a new pragmatism in local and national government discourse. Policymakers 

are discarding their long-held conceptualisation of the city as an assemblage of competing 

neighbourhoods in favour of the view of the city as a system of networked nodes, bound 

together by social and market forces that shape the effectiveness of place-based interventions 

(Donaldson & du Plessis, 2013; Barca & McCann et al., 2012; Donaldson & van Niekerk et al., 2012; 

Du Plessis, 2013). In Cape Town, 10 of the 71 business districts account for half of estimated 

workplaces; with only two87 of these business districts established in the last 30 years (Rabe 

& McGaffin et al., 2015). This highlights the importance of understanding land markets when 

considering place-based interventions and illustrates the degree to which business nodes 

are entrenched within the existing economic topography.

A relational conceptualisation of the city is necessary to better articulate urban problems 

that manifest locally; however the shift towards a diagnostic approach to spatial targeting 

also requires a shift towards evidence-based planning. It is recognised that as the urban 

problems become more complex, planners require better decision-making tools that can draw 

on available data to inform the decision-making process in context of competing demands. 

ECAMP diagnostic tool

ECAMP is a decision-making planning tool that serves as an example of how a resource-

constrained metropolitan government can respond to mounting informational demands. 

Developed by the City of Cape Town since 2012, ECAMP spatially matches place-based 

instruments to appropriate business districts – and vice versa – based on their market 

performance and location potential relative to other districts within the urban region. The 

conceptual framework behind ECAMP considers itself an intra-metropolitan successor to the 

logic underlying the National Spatial Development Perspective (NSDP) (regional) and the 

Growth Potential of Towns Study 2014 (towns). 

ECAMP tracks and evaluates the health of over 60 business precincts across Cape Town. The 

diagnostic approach involves the systemic and relational assessment of business districts’ 

current level of functioning. The concept of diagnosis is drawn from the medical model, in 

that a physician conducts tests, collects vital information on the human system and evaluates 

this information to recommend a course of action (Rabe et al., 2015). Similarly, the strategic 

professional planner uses analytical tools to collect and synthesise vital information about 

the overall system to identify the nature of the ‘location problem’ and to formulate an 

appropriate response (Rabe et al., 2015). ECAMP offers an up-to-date and evidence-based 

diagnostic assessment by classifying areas into one of four stages of a business node life 

cycle – transition, opportunity, growth and consolidation. Based on this diagnosis, appropriate 

area-based strategies and practical local interventions are recommended. 
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Spatially target proposed 

intervention at corresponding 

business precincts according 

to diagnostic classification.

Formulate area-based strategies 

for a pre-determined business 

precinct as recommended by 

prioritisation framework below.

Figure 1 Examples of ECAMP application

Opportunity Growth
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Data input 

In order to “diagnose” an area, data is required to determine the market performance and 

location potential in relation to the broader region. Market performance is determined by 

using data sets from proprietary property data88, property transaction data and the City’s 

building plan data. Location potential is determined by using data sets from a range of City 

and external data sets89. These data sets have different formats, are of different qualities 

and have varying update frequencies; thereby requiring extensive standardisation before 

informing the 60 sub-indicators and 8 indicators used to score market performance and 

location potential respectively. 

Cities are generating data as a by-product of multiple required administrative systems. Whilst 

there is a growing recognition that there is value in this data – as is evident by the City of 

Cape Town’s Open Data Portal – most South African cities are not yet actively mining their 

own data. ECAMP is novel in that it is able to organise, standardise and interpret multiple 

data sets (many of which are generated by the City of Cape Town, free of cost) to generate 

an informative output that is understandable to technocrats, a wide range of professionals 

as well as politicians. Whilst ECAMP currently has a data bias to available datasets that 

were systematically and regularly collected on a city-wide scale, the tool has been designed 

to be a living tool that is flexible enough to introduce additional indicators for continuous 

improvement as better data becomes available. 

Application 

Allocative decision-making, such as spatial targeting, involves an inherent tension between 

evidence-based and politically-driven decisions. Whilst ECAMP is data-driven, it has limitations90 

and is not seen as a predictive or stand-alone tool, but rather as one of many tools in the 

professional planner’s arsenal.

What is particularly useful about ECAMP in the public sector context is that it can inform 

allocative decision-making by matching up a location with a predetermined intervention91. 

However, in the absence of being able to influence spatial allocation of investment, it can 

offer guidance on what type of intervention in a predetermined location will have the highest 

probability of a return on investment.

Examples of using ECAMP to match a predetermined intervention with the best possible 

location (see left column of Figure 1) include the following: 

 • Identifying economic nodes prioritised for public and private investment as part of 

SPLUMA requirements for compiling a spatial development plan;

 • Identifying areas for industrial and business retention and expansion surveys and other 

primary research initiatives;

 • Identifying areas for grant funding allocation via National Treasury’s Integrated Cities 

Development Grant;
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 • Identifying commercialisation strategies for public transport interchanges to support 

the financial sustainability of Integrated Rapid Transport;

 • Identifying priority business nodes which are “red lined” to mitigating economic impact 

of electricity cuts; and

 • Identifying nodes for the City’s Investment Incentives Policy.

Examples of using ECAMP to match the best possible interventions with a predetermined 

location (see right column of Figure 1) include the following:

 • Locational assessment and area planning of flagship place-based projects from the 

Mayor’s office. 

 • Assisting pre-existing area coordinators or area champions (such as Philippi Economic 

Development Initiative and the Greater Tygerberg Partnership) to pursue strategic 

interventions in their areas.

Additionally, ECAMP is also used in:

 • Informing market feasibility analysis of City-owned properties; 

 • Impact monitoring and evaluation of existing place-based interventions; 

 • Modelling long-term location potential to inform infrastructure planning;

 • Screening all City capital projects against priority areas for bulk network and business 

environment improvements respectively; and

 • Promoting Cape Town as an investment destination by demonstrating how ECAMP can 

reduce information asymmetry.

 • Given the potential fiscal benefits of ECAMP’s ability to generate efficiencies in 

technocratic and political investment choices within the public sector context, both 

provincial government and National Treasury have voiced their interest in replicating 

the ECAMP tool elsewhere.

 • In addition to the application of ECAMP in the public sector, it is also used by the private 

sector and academic and research institutions. ECAMP shares the City’s information 

through a public user interface, with registered users including built environment 

practitioners, urban economists, financiers, developers, government agencies and 

academic institutions. 

Conclusion

As urban problems become increasingly complex, professional planners need sophisticated 

tools to make sense of the broader urban systems in which they operate. ECAMP allows 

professional planners and politicians to make better informed decisions by simplifying multiple 

data sets and indicators into a single platform which assesses local economic potentiality 

from a systemic and relational perspective. 

CLAUS RABE

Principal Urban Planner: Metropolitan Spatial Planning Unit

ELOISE ROUSSEAU

Senior Urban Planner: Metropolitan Spatial Planning Unit

CITY OF CAPE TOWN MUNICIPALITY
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REGIONAL SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
PROGRAMME AND VIOLENCE 

PREVENTION THROUGH
URBAN UPGRADING

FRANCOIS WÜST • WADZANAI MADANGOMBE

There is mounting pressure for cities throughout the world to 

drive spatial transformation and South Africa not only faces this 

pressure, but struggles with the critical challenge of redressing 

the spatial effects of apartheid planning. Twenty years post 

democracy, South African towns and cities remain spatially divided 

and the country remains one of the most unequal societies in the 

world with a Gini-coefficient index of 0.63 (World Bank, 2016). 

Many South African settlements remain under-served with limited 

access to a range of opportunities resulting in a large number of inhabitants trapped in poverty 

and facing unprecedented levels of crime and violence. In addition, South African settlements 

experience rapid urbanisation, sprawling development, aging infrastructure and municipal 

financial constraints, making it difficult for municipalities to deliver adequate services to all. 

Recently, the South African land use planning (LUP) regime was transformed with the 

implementation of the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) 

(SPLUMA). As part of this change, the Western Cape Government implemented the Western 

Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 2014) (LUPA). SPLUMA prescribes, inter alia, 

development principles to ensure that there is effective and efficient planning and land use 

management, while LUPA prescribes the same principles to guide LUP. SPLUMA seeks to 

provide a ‘uniform, effective and comprehensive system’ of land use planning that ‘promotes 

social and economic inclusion’ (Western Cape Provincial Government, 2016).

SPLUMA has, therefore, to a large extent, been presented as a tool that can be used to drive 

the spatial transformation agenda within South African settlements using the prescribed 

principles as levers to guide spatial transformation interventions, and similarly, LUPA in the 

Western Cape. It is envisioned that this will occur at multiple levels and at various stages 

in the planning process and system. With the implementation of SPLUMA nationally and 

LUPA in the Western Cape, the question arises as to whether the new legislation will have 

a significant impact in changing the status of South African settlements and to what extent 

government is driving spatial transformation. 

RSEP/VPUU is a four year 

programme addressing urban, 

social and spatial upgrading in 

the Western Cape driven by the 

Western Cape Government with 

assistance from the German 

Government with a total budget 

of R235 million.
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Programme overview 

The Western Cape Government (WCG) is committed to addressing spatial segregation, 

inequality, growing the economy, strengthening a capable state and improving the lives of its 

inhabitants. To illustrate this, the WCG initiated the Regional Socio-economic Programme and 

the Violence Prevention through Urban Upgrading (RSEP/VPUU) Programme, and designated 

the Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning (DEA&DP) as the lead 

department and coordinator of the Programme. The RSEP/VPUU Programme was initiated to 

achieve a “whole-of-society” approach, which endeavours to deal with communities holistically; 

integrating physical and social approaches to implement spatial and social upliftment in an 

urban context. The Programme is considered a significant flagship programme, as it reflects 

the shifts in DEA&DP’s functional approach — from municipal planning to provincial planning, 

from regulatory land use planning to facilitative development planning and from planning 

to implementation.

The RSEP/VPUU Programme is a transversal and intergovernmental programme currently 

being implemented in Vredenburg, Malmesbury, Worcester, Paarl, Villiersdorp and selected 

focus areas within the City of Cape Town (CoCT). It is a combination of two initiatives 

or “sub-programmes”. Firstly, the Violence Prevention through Urban Upgrading (VPUU) 

Programme, which was initially piloted in the CoCT in 2005 by way of a partnership between 

the CoCT, the German Development Bank (Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau [KfW]) and the 

partnering communities. The second initiative is the Regional Socio-economic Programme 

(RSEP) which is implemented by the WCG to achieve a “whole-of-society” approach and to 

extend support to areas outside of the CoCT. 

Objectives and alignment 

The two initiatives follow slightly different implementation steps but seek to achieve similar 

outcomes. These outcomes include urban, social and spatial upgrading to increase safety and 

improve the quality of life in selected areas. The Programme is therefore concerned with the 

daily experiences of the poor with regard to the urban environment, spatial reconstruction, 

social upliftment, planning, and implementing the “whole-of-society” approach. The purpose 

of the Programme is to: 

 • improve quality of life through urban, social and spatial upgrading in targeted 

neighbourhoods of selected towns in the Western Cape;

 • build safe and sustainable neighbourhoods following a strategy of crime and violence 

prevention measures, building on social capital towards community cohesion, and 

creating safe communities;

 • promote a ‘whole-of-society’ approach that envisions a capable state partnering with 

active citizens, communities and stakeholders to promote social and economic inclusion;

 • achieve a ‘whole-of-government’ approach to promote the implementation of the 

Provincial Spatial Development Framework and to enhance planning-led budgeting 

through coordinated multi-sector spending in the province; and
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 • promote joint learning and mainstreaming in order to broaden the impact of the 

Programme. 

The WCG Provincial Strategic Plan sets out five Provincial Strategic 

Goals (PSGs) to improve the lives of citizens. The RSEP/VPUU 

Programme interventions are guided by the Provincial Spatial 

Development Framework (PSDF), which seeks to address the 

spatial disparities caused by the apartheid legacy. The RSEP/

VPUU Programme is well-aligned to the priorities and key focus 

areas of the National Development Plan 2030 (South Africa. National Planning Commission, 

2012) of which the key objectives are to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by the year 

2030. The RSEP/VPUU Programme interventions and projects are also aligned with and 

guided by the Integrated Development Plans and the Spatial Development Frameworks of 

the participating municipalities. 

The Programme has multiple stakeholders, including provincial line departments, participating 

municipalities and associated sector departments, NGOs and communities — making it a 

transversal intergovernmental programme. The Programme office works closely with the 

VPUU Not-for-profit Company (NPC) and draws a lot of inspiration for the RSEP Programme 

from the VPUU experience and lessons learnt from the established focus areas such as Harare 

in Khayelitsha. The Programme ‘crowds in’ various provincial line departments in order to 

promote integrated planning-led budgeting and to illustrate the advantages of joint planning. 

The Programme office also works in close collaboration with the participating municipalities 

and, in particular, with the dedicated project managers appointed at each municipality. The 

multi-stakeholder, transversal intergovernmental approach taken requires Intergovernmental 

Relations (IGR) to be observed, thus making IGR a significant element of the Programme. 

The Programme, therefore, presents an opportunity for all stakeholders involved to engage 

in joint learning, which is a significant component of the Programme.

Programme inspiration

The RSEP/VPUU Programme has gained inspiration from a range of innovative projects, 

including urban upgrading, social interventions and safety projects in some of Cape Town’s 

low income and high crime neighbourhoods through the VPUU Programme, as well as from 

abroad, especially Medellin, Colombia. 

VPUU interventions in the low income township area of Harare, Khayelitsha are a source 

of inspiration for the Programme where a large piece of underutilised and underdeveloped 

land within a residential area was developed into “a hub for youth development and local 

business opportunity” called Harare Square, with a number of multi-purpose developments 

as illustrated in Figure 1(Krause et al, 2014). 

The RSEP/VPUU Programme is 

a representative of PSG4, which 

is about enabling a resilient, 

sustainable, quality and inclusive 

living environment.
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The Harare Square intervention 

demonstrates how different facilities 

were integrated and how social 

programmes were embedded at 

facilities to make the Square an active, 

safer and community-owned space. 

This intervention also showcases 

various ways to promote safety, 

such as the construction of vertical 

“Active Boxes” approximately every 

500 metres. In addition, lighting was 

provided along the pedestrian routes 

making it possible for local residents 

to use facilities at night, thereby 

allowing the increased activation of 

the space which, in turn, promotes 

safety. An Active Box is a small 

multifunctional community centre 

that positively activates the space, 

acts as a landmark in the area and 

improves surveillance owing to the 

vertical design of the building (Figure 

2).

Another example of inspiration for the 

Programme is the Harare Urban Park 

intervention where an undeveloped, 

barren piece of land prone to flooding 

and conducive to crime was developed into a well-used space with mixed-use facilities (sports, 

recreation and education facilities) in an area with limited access to such facilities. The Harare 

Urban Park is a good example of how different types of facilities can be successfully clustered 

and how critical environmental issues can be incorporated when designing environmentally 

sensitive spaces. It also demonstrates how to activate space as illustrated by the development 

of a play park, which is overlooked by an Active Box (Figure 2).

Although valuable lessons are presented in the given examples, it is important to highlight 

the challenges encountered. Currently, the ongoing management and operation of facilities 

is a key challenge in Harare. This challenge highlights the need to form partnerships between 

different spheres of government and local stakeholders, and to develop a maintenance and 

operation plan for facilities and services that have been implemented. In the interim, a multi-

stakeholder Facility Management Committee has been formed. The process of selecting a 

Facility Management Committee encourages volunteerism amongst community members 

and this, in turn, promotes community ownership of spaces and facilities. 

Figure 2:  The Harare Play Park overlooked by an 
Active Box. Source: Krause et al (2014)

Figure 1:  Harare Square, Khayelitsha after VPUU 
intervention. Source: Krause (2015)
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The Programme also draws inspiration from the City of Medellin, Colombia. The 7th United 

Nations World Urban Forum was held in Medellin in April 2014 and some of the RSEP/VPUU 

team members attended. Medellin was previously known as the number one murder capital 

globally, but managed to transcend its crime statistics by implementing a policy aimed at 

providing good quality facilities in the heart of the city’s poor neighbourhoods. This was made 

possible by applying a philosophy they referred to as social urbanism, which prioritised fast 

and coordinated investment in social, cultural and physical infrastructure with a focus on 

education, libraries, parks and sports facilities. Improving the transport system was another 

priority and this was notably done through the Metrocable, which is a cable car system that 

integrates the poorer parts of Medellin, particularly the favelas (shanty towns) located along 

steep slopes, to the city centre (ECPA Urban Planning, 2011). 

Medellin illustrates the effectiveness of providing high-quality public facilities fused with 

beautiful architecture within poor neighbourhoods in order to provide a sense of dignity, 

hope and civic pride in addition to offering alternatives to crime by creating ladders of hope 

for individual development. As part of this initiative, 10 library parks were strategically built 

in the underprivileged fringe neighbourhoods of Medellin between 2005 and 2011in order 

to improve access to education and cultural services for one million inhabitants within 

the city. Medellin demonstrates how to implement a “whole-of-society” approach and the 

implemented projects show the government’s commitment to improving the quality of life 

of the poor. Following the implementation of these initiatives, the former murder capital of 

the world saw its murder rate decrease significantly; with Medellin now ranked 50th in the 

world. These examples of work done in Khayelitsha and Medellin have influenced and inspired 

the Programme.

In terms of South African national programmes and initiatives, the Western Cape RSEP/

VPUU Programme also draws inspiration from the Urban Network Strategy (UNS), which 

emerged in an effort to refocus the Neighbourhood Development Partnership Grant (NDPG) 

in urban centres. Both of these initiatives have been implemented by National Treasury. The 

NDPG was a conditional grant paid to selected municipalities to fund, support and facilitate 

municipal projects that aim to promote and accelerate investment in targeted under-served 

neighbourhoods to unlock social and economic potential thereby improving the quality of 

life of residents in these neighbourhoods. The UNS acknowledges that urban centres are 

strategic locations to achieve spatial transformation and the strategy, therefore, aims to 

facilitate the “eradication of spatial inequality to enable the creation of liveable, sustainable, 

resilient, efficient and integrated human settlements” (National Treasury, 2013). This is done 

following the Urban Network Typology shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3:   The Urban Network Typology 
Source: http://ndp.treasury.gov.za/default.aspx

Figure 4:  The RSEP Spatial Reconstruction Framework superimposed over a 
Typical Structure of Towns in the Western Cape.
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The RSEP Reconstruction Framework

As a point of departure, the framework considers the typical structure of towns in the Western 

Cape, which tends to be characterised by spatial segregation between affluent and lower 

income areas usually by means of an industrial area previously used as a ‘buffer’ between 

the two areas. Furthermore, the affluent suburbs tend to be located closer to the CBD and 

economic opportunities while lower income areas tend to be located further away from the 

CBD and viable economic opportunities with limited access to lower order facilities (for 

example early childhood development (ECD)) and services. The ultimate goal of applying 

the framework is to identify projects for implementation that will have a significant impact 

and this is the shift in mind-set that is called for in the NDP 2030 (South Africa. National 

Planning Commission, 2012). It also seeks to promote changes in the structure of towns and 

the application of the framework, like a SWOT analysis, combining analysis and identifying 

opportunities in a focus area and highlighting the following elements:

 • The overall structure of a town and how it is evolving (looking at the bigger picture) as 

well as the historical context;

 • Identifying the main pedestrian desire lines, highlighting obstacles or impediments, 

overlaps with motorised transport routes and opportunities for transit-oriented 

development in larger towns;

 • Identifying the existence/characteristics of a ‘transition zone’ (underutilised non-

residential areas between precincts) in order to promote the concept of an ‘integration 

zone’ linking to pedestrian routes;

 • Identifying and analysing satellite nodes (retail and services): existing, emerging and old 

(forgotten) nodes;

 • Locating key social facilities, e.g. libraries, sports fields, community halls, police stations 

and so on, and identifying facilities that can become a hub for social upliftment and 

clusters of government facilities;

 • Investigating the existence of any strategic underutilised sites and identifying strategic 

sites to promote integration, compaction and service delivery;

 • Identifying opportunities for innovative, affordable spaces and facilities for play, 

gathering and safety;

 • Acknowledging informal settlements and markets; identifying pressure points linked 

to urbanisation and advocating for the acknowledgement of informal settlements and 

informal markets and proactive strategies; and

 • Investigating sprawl/compaction and advocating for compact towns, and identifying 

threats and opportunities. 

The framework seeks to develop an approach to LUP that can be adopted by municipal 

officials as part of their LUP approach. Furthermore, it seeks to promote collaboration with 

other provincial and municipal departments, organisations and various stakeholders on work 

that is being done within a focus area.
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Progress in RSEP municipalities 

The RSEP Programme has been involved in a range of work and various exercises as part of the 

process of implementing the Programme in the selected municipalities. The implementation of 

projects has commenced at varying times within the RSEP focus areas. The project ,managers 

kick-started the Programme by implementing small-scale, so called ‘quick win’ projects to 

captivate communities and illustrate the WCG’s commitment to implementing projects. 

Progress that has been made so far within the three RSEP municipalities is as a result of 

collaboration between the municipal project managers, municipal line departments and 

the programme office. In Worcester, Breede Valley Municipality projects that have been 

implemented thus far include the upgrading of standpipes, construction of refuse collection 

points and construction of braai facilities in Zwelethemba (as illustrated in Figures 5-7 below). 

In other neighbourhoods of Worcester, a BMX track was developed (Figure 8), lighting was 

installed, the microdot marking project was completed and netball courts have been completed. 

In Vredenburg, in the Saldanha Bay Municipality, the RSEP Programme office took part in 

the official opening of local economic development (LED) units (Figure 8), which are part 

of the ongoing upgrade to the pedestrian corridor at Wesbank Gateway. The Wesbank 

Gateway project is a collaborative project between the Saldanha Bay Municipality and the 

RSEP Programme office, which has contributed funds and provided guidance, technical 

assistance and operational support. The Wesbank Gateway project design incorporates LED 

Figure 5:  Upgraded standpipes in 
Zwelethemba

Figure 7: Braai facilities in Zwelethemba

Figure 6:  Refuse collection points in 
Zwelethemba

Figure 8: BMX Track in Avian Park
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units (now operational), lighting, recycling, landscaping and an Active Box (for which plans 

have been approved). The RSEP Programme office and DEA&DP officials, in collaboration 

with the Saldanha Bay Municipality and the West Coast Further Education and Training 

(FET) College, conducted a pedestrian survey in Vredenburg in 2015. The purpose of the 

survey was to gain an understanding of pedestrian volumes and movement patterns at three 

specific points in the town. The survey included a section on perceptions of safety and the 

condition of services.

Results indicated that a large number of pedestrians travel between the low income residential 

areas of Vredenburg and the town’s activity nodes, and that the majority of pedestrians 

could not afford public transport and had no other option but to walk. The survey revealed 

the need to provide facilities and amenities for pedestrians along key pedestrian routes to 

improve their daily experience. The survey confirmed that interventions currently underway 

at the Wesbank Gateway will bring much-needed facilities closer to people and may help to 

reduce the walking distances of pedestrians in pursuit of economic and social opportunities. 

In the Swartland Municipality, the RSEP Programme commenced with a tree-planting day 

along Alfa Street as well as a Youth Day celebration, which took place in June 2015. Further 

RSEP projects are currently being planned.

Progress in VPUU municipalities 

Progress within the three VPUU municipalities has been achieved through the collaboration 

of the VPUU NPC (implementing agent and main driver of the VPUU Programme), the 

participating municipalities, the WCG line departments and the Programme office. In Drakenstein 

Municipality, the community action plan with strategies and actions to be undertaken in the 

focus area was approved in-principle by the Municipal Council. Various workshops have 

been held, including a situational crime prevention workshop around Freedom Park and a 

community profiling workshop. The Paarl East Community Festival was held in August 2015 

and it was a collaborative effort between the VPUU NPC, the Drakenstein Municipality, the 

Paarl East community and a number of WCG line departments. Projects currently undertaken 

in the Paarl East focus area include inter alia the development of an ECD strategy, youth 

development strategy, LED strategy, integrated local safety plan and precinct plans for the 

Groenheuwel Library Precinct and Freedom Park in Chicago. Six youth-focused community 

projects have been supported by the Social Development Fund, which provides resources 

and support to the most deprived community groups who typically cannot access formal 

funding streams. Paarl East is also a pilot site for the Provincial Strategic Goal 3 (PSG3), 

Alcohol Harms Reduction Game Changer. 

Similarly, in the Theewaterskloof Municipality, a community festival to promote social cohesion 

was held in August 2015. The festival was driven by the Villiersdorp community with the 

support of the VPUU NPC, the Theewaterskloof Municipality and a number of WCG line 

departments. Projects currently underway in Villiersdorp include inter alia an ECD assessment 

and strategy development, programmes to address school drop-outs, informal trader training, 
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Figure 9: Newly constructed LED Units in Wesbank,

initiatives to promote capacitation of the construction sector, completion of a sports field 

and precinct design for the Buitenkant Street Precinct focusing on the resource centre, toy 

library and safe spaces. Seven youth-focused community projects have been supported by 

the Social Development Fund. 

In the CoCT focus areas, the Manenberg and Hanover Park Community Action Plans have been 

completed as well as the Manenberg Public Investment Framework. Concept development 

for the old GF Jooste Hospital Site in Manenberg is currently underway. In Khayelitsha, the 

VPUU NPC acts as the operator of an area-based approach. In Gugulethu-Nyanga (GUNYA), 

the VPUU NPC is leading the implementation of the Alcohol Harms Reduction Strategy as 

part of the WCG PSG3 Game Changer. 

Conclusion

The RSEP/VPUU Programme occupies a unique position in the WCG as it coordinates and 

combines efforts and resources in collaboration with line departments, municipalities and sector 

departments. The Programme implements projects to maximise the impact of investment 

and engages in social and spatial upliftment in order to drive spatial transformation. It aims 

to physically improve quality of life through urban upgrading and to address issues and 

gaps related to social processes and transversal planning that are not detected through the 

current WCG departmental structures. What makes the Programme distinctive is that it uses 

a pro-poor approach and directly addresses issues related to poverty, service delivery, crime 
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and violence, integration and social inclusion, similar to the “social urbanism” approach used 

in Medellin. The Programme also reflects on the fact that, post-1994, the apartheid spatial 

pattern has not changed significantly and has, to a large degree, been reinforced in many ways.

The RSEP/VPUU Programme facilitates the practical implementation of projects within selected 

focus areas and ensures that there is financial support to do so. The Programme provides a 

platform for line departments to work together at a local level, collaborate and implement 

projects to achieve maximum impact and service delivery. It encourages the exchange of 

knowledge between government officials and various stakeholders and provides a platform 

for joint learning and mainstreaming. It challenges government officials and professionals to 

shift their mind-sets and produce innovative approaches to planning that directly address 

the critical challenge of inequality and poverty facing South African cities and towns. It can 

therefore be argued that the Programme embodies the fulfilment of principles prescribed in 

SPLUMA and LUPA relating to the poorer and marginalised precincts of our towns and cities 

and that, it is, as a result, a key developmental and transformational programme. 

FRANCOIS WÜST

Programme Manager RSEP/VPUU Programme: Directorate: Development Facilitation

WADZANAI MADANGOMBE

Town & Regional Planner: Directorate: Development Facilitation

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS & DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
TERMINOLOGICAL USE AND CLARIFICATION

The terminological confusion within the Land Use Planning sector in South Africa has plagued 

the sector for many decades. This confusion was highlighted by the National Development 

and Planning Commission in 1999 who commented in their Green Paper on Development and 

Planning that “The Commission has been struck by the considerable terminological confusion 

which surrounds the arena of spatial planning in South Africa ….” 

Given this confusion, which continues today, it is deemed appropriate to clarify the terminology 

used in this publication. In this regard, it must be stated upfront that the terminology adopted 

is aligned firstly with the terminology and associated understanding as set out in the Western 

Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 2014) (LUPA). For terminology used, but not 

clarified in LUPA, the reader is advised to check the terminological use and understanding 

as conveyed in the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (Act 16 of 2013) 

(SPLUMA). For terminology used but not clarified in neither LUPA nor SPLUMA the reader 

is requested to use the Oxford English Dictionary meaning.

CLARIFICATION ON SPECIFIC TERMINOLOGY

Land Use Planning (LUP) in this publication refers to the umbrella public sector activity that 

deals with both spatial planning and development management. It has similar meanings to 

other terms which are used, from time-to-time, to describe the same activity. These other terms 

that have similar meanings include “Planning”, “Spatial Planning and Land Use Management”, 

“Land Planning”, “Physical Planning” and “Settlement Planning”.

Spatial Planning in this publication refers to the proactive planning of the use and development 

of land, specifically indicating desired directions of growth, the desired actions and outcomes 

to be promoted in specific areas and the areas in which development should not be promoted. 

Spatial Planning is essentially a public sector activity that must be engaged with in consultation 

with a variety of stakeholders, including the various spheres and sectors of government, the 

private sector, and the general public. 

Development Management in the context of this publication refers to the management 

of land development and the allocation of land use rights through regulated processes 

(which may include rezoning; departure; consent use; subdivision of land; consolidation of 

land; the removal, suspension or amendment of title restrictions) by means of various LUP 

instruments, including zoning schemes, regulations and by-laws. SPLUMA uses the term ‘Land 

Use Management’ to convey a similar meaning. Development Management mainly occurs at 

the municipal sphere, but can also occur at the provincial and national spheres. 
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Zoning Schemes in this publication refers to a LUP instrument which regulates land use 

rights and associated development parameters (normally adopted in the form of a set of 

bylaws) and consists of:

 • A register to record departures, non-conforming land uses and consent uses. 

 • A zoning map to record the zoning of land units and references to records in the register; 

rezoning and amendments to references in the register, where a LUP application is 

approved or where a use right has lapsed. 

 • The applicable development parameters associated with the various zoning categories 

identified. 

The term “zoning scheme” has a specific history of being used in the Western Cape, with 

other related terms such as “town planning scheme” and “land use scheme”, having been 

used elsewhere to describe the same planning instrument. SPLUMA uses the term “land use 

scheme” while LUPA uses the term “zoning scheme”. Essentially both terms refer to the same 

planning instrument.

Zoning in this publication refers to the specific land use category which regulates the utilisation 

and development of land. The zoning of a property sets out the specific purpose(s) for which 

the land may be utilised, and the development parameters associated with that particular 

land use category in terms of the applicable zoning scheme. SPLUMA uses the term “land 

use” while LUPA uses the term “zoning”. Essentially both refer to the same concept. 

CLARIFICATION: OTHER

Greenfield  A greenfield development takes place on undeveloped land in a city or rural 

area. Usually agricultural land or amenity properties are being considered for 

urban development.

Brownfield  The term brownfield development / project is used in many industries and it 

means to start a project based on prior work or to rebuild a product from an 

existing one. This is in contrast with greenfield developments. The redevelopment 

of an existing industrial site would be an example.
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ACRONYMS
BEPP Built Environment Performance Plan

BESP Built Environment Support Programme

CBD Central Business District

DEA&DP Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning

DMS Development Management Scheme

DoCGTA Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs

DoPACD Department of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development

DoRA Division of Revenue Act, 2015 (Act 1 of 2015)

EA Environmental Assessment

ECAMP Economic Areas Management Programme

GPS Growth Potential of Towns Study (2014)

HPS Human Settlement Plan

IDP Integrated Development Plan

IGP Infrastructure and Growth Plan

LGMTEC Local Government Medium Term Expenditure Committee

LUMI Land Use Mix Index

LUP Land Use Planning

LUPA The Western Cape Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (Act 3 of 2014)

LUPO The Land Use Planning Ordinance, 1985 (Ord 15 of 1985)

MEC Member of the Executive Committee

MPBL Municipal Planning By-law

MSA The Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 2000)

MSDF Municipal Spatial Development Framework

MTEF Medium Term Expenditure Framework

MTSF Medium Term Strategic Framework

NDPC National Development Planning Commission

PAJA Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000 (Act 3 of 2000)

PGMTEC Provincial Government Medium Term Expenditure Committee

PPA Physical Planning Act, 1991 (Act 125 of 1991)

PSDF Provincial Spatial Development Framework

RDP Reconstruction and Development Programme

SALA Agricultural Lands Act, 1970 (Act No. 70 of 1970)

SDF Spatial Development Framework

SME Small and Medium Enterprise

SOE State Owned Enterprise

SPLUMA The Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013 ( 

Act 16 of 2013)

The Constitution The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996)

WGC Western Cape Government
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ENDNOTES

1. As I was writing this chapter I heard of the passing of my PhD external examiner, 

Professor Doreen Massey in London, who became a mentor, dear friend and adviser in 

the years leading up to the formulation of the South African Constitution. I dedicate this 

chapter to her memory.

2. Housing subsidies are once off for individuals. If someone is allocated a house in an 

unviable area, they have no second chance in a viable area.

3. Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP).

4.  Previously known as the Anglo-Boer War.

5.  Homo Sapiens.

6.  Common Era (After Christ).

7.  This first comprehensive Townships Ordinance also included the concept of town 

planning schemes.

8.  Regional Planning was given precedence in the title.

9.  There were other laws such as the Removal of Restrictions Act 1967, the Physical 

Planning Act, 1991, the Less Formal Townships Establishment Act 1991 and regulations 

created under the repealed Black Communities Development Act, 1984 which also 

applied. These laws also had to be accommodated within LUPA but their incorporation 

will not form part of this paper.

10 Section 155(6)(a) requires province to provide for the monitoring and support of 

local government in the province. Section 155(7) permits both national and provincial 

government the legislative and executive authority to see to the effective performance 

by municipalities of their functions in respect of matters listed in Schedule 4 and by 

regulating the exercise by municipalities of their executive authority referred to in 

section 156(1). Section 156(1) of the Constitution gave municipalities executive authority 

and the right to administer the local government matters listed in Part B of schedules 4 

and 5. Section 156(2) provided that a municipality had the power to make and administer 

by-laws for the matters which it had the right to administer.

11. Section 156(1) of the Constitution gave municipalities executive authority and the right 

to administer the local government matters listed in Part B of schedules 4 and 5. Section 

156(2) provided that a municipality had the power to make and administer by-laws for 

the matters which it had the right to administer.

12. Par 41 of SCA judgment: “ It is clear that the word ‘planning’, when used in the context of 

municipal affairs, is commonly understood to refer to the control and regulation of land 

use and I have no doubt that it was used in the Constitution with that common usage 

in mind. The prefix ‘municipal’ does no more than to confine it to municipal affairs. That 

construction, which gives meaningful effect to the term, has the effect of leaving in the 
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hands of national and provincial government the authority to legislate in the functional 

area of ‘urban … development’, but reserving to municipalities the authority to micro-

manage the use of land for any such development. On that construction the functional 

area of ‘urban development’ retains considerable scope for national and provincial 

legislation. One thinks immediately, for example, of the establishment of financing 

schemes for development, the creation of bodies to undertake housing schemes…”.

13. Framework for division of land use planning powers: draft discussion document, March 

2010.

14. The case of Minister of Local Government, Environmental Affairs and Development 

Planning, Western Cape v the Habitat Council and Others; Minister of Local Government, 

Environmental Affairs and Development Planning, Western Cape v City of Cape Town 

and Others (117/13) [2014] ZACC 9; 2014 (5) BCLR 591 (CC); 2014 (4) SA 437 (CC) (4 

April 2014)(Habitat) subsequently confirm that this approach was correct.

15. Lagoon Bay Lifestyle Estate (Pty) Ltd v Minister of Local Government, Environmental 

Affairs and Development Planning of the Western Cape and Others (10751/2011) [2011] 

ZAWCHC 327; [2011] 4 All SA 270 (WCC) (31 August 2011). The Habitat case (supra) 

subsequently took a different approach on this aspect. It stated at paragraph 19 that all 

municipal planning decisions that encompass zoning and subdivision, no matter how 
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